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Introduction
The Internet has been around for years, peacefully minding its business, moving
email and files between universities and research laboratories with only occasional mention in the mass media, and then only w hen somethjng rude happened with a computer virus o r runaway auto-program.
In 1989, a few computer scientis ts working at the CERN European Particle
Physics Lab started developing a new way to exchange informa tion on the
Internet, called the HyperText Transfer Protocol. They coined a term to d escribe
their distributed information system: the World Wide Web.
The development of HTTP and the related HyperText Markup Language
document structure that developed along with it continued at a gradual pace
through the early 1990s, largely unnoticed even by many daily users of the
Internet.
Then, in 1994, something really big h appened. Some uni versity students wrote
a client application for HTTP that allowed users to combine pictures w ith
hypertext and provided an easy-to-use interface for the Web. They called this
application NCSA Mosaic.
Since the advent of NCSA Mosaic, use of the Web and the Internet has exploded.
The Mosaic browser has been fo llowed by other graphical browsers, including
MacWeb and Ne tscape Navigator, and almost overnight the World Wide Web
has become synonymous with Internet communications.
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Web browsers provide a common and easy-to-use interface for the Inte rnet.
Arcane and mysterious commands ty ped on a computer keyboard have given
way to point-and-click hypertext documents.
Using the information encoded in hypertext documents, a mouse click can take
you to a computer halfway around the world, or call up a photograph of rare
Pre-Columbian sculptu re, o r play a motion picture clip using the sofh-va re on
your own computer.
In the calendar year 1994, the number of Web severs on the Internet grew from
a few hundred to over ten thousand . Individual hypertext documents on the
Internet number in the millions. And there are millio ns of people now browsing
their way across the Web.
If you have a computer and a modem, there is no reason w hy you can't be using

it, too. The purpose of thjs book is to help you learn how.

The Text
Tills book follows a logical progression beginning with an introduction to basic
Web concepts, moving through information browsing, explaining how to vvrite
hypertext documents, and showing you how to set u p your own Web server on
a Macintosh computer.
There are several g raphical Web browsers for the Mac, but we' ve chosen to
focus primarily on the MacWeb browser, published by TradeWave and inclu ded
on the disk in the back of this book. We used four different browsers while
writing this book, and do no t intend to spark a "religious war" over the ad vantages/ disadvantages of any of them. Kevin believes that of the (purposefully
unnamed) four, MacWeb has proved to be the most reliable.
Chapter 2 provides you with a user's guide to MacWeb and the Netscape
Navigator browser.
Chapter 3 takes you on a world tour that includes a few of the servers tha t we've
found unique and also explains how you can use a Web browser to communjcate with other ki nds of servers (like Gopher and FTP) on the Internet.
Chapter 4 provides a run-down of where else on the Internet you can find the
latest news and technical information about browsers, servers, HyperText
Markup Language, and Internet standards for the Web.
The Web is not just about grazing for information. The Web enables users to
serve up their own information, and so this book examines the formatting
language (HTML) used to w rite hypertext documents and the transfer protocol
(HTTP) required to publish documents on the Web.

Introduction 3
Chapter 5 is an introduction to the H yperText Markup Language, which is used
to edit documents for the Web. Included in this chapter is a step-by-step tutorial
that explains how to write your own documents, including your own home
page, a personal entrance-way onto the Web. (You can set up your browser to
open this home page every time you start a Web session.)
Chapter 6 includes a short tutorial to guide you through the Web server configuration process and demonstrate how to serve documents and images using
HyperText Transfer Protocol.
Web servers rely on other, smaller applications, called Common Gateway
Interface programs, to process certain kinds of information sent to the server.
Chapter 6 also steps you th rough writing your own simple CGI, using the
AppleScript language, in order to process a fill -out form.
Chapter 7 takes a look into the future, including the next generation of hypertext
markup language, multimedia, network security, and some of the other trends
that w ill affect how you use the Web a year or two from now.
Throughout this book, we've cited dozens of Uniform Resource Locators. These
are addresses u sed by Web software to identify servers, files, and other resources on the Internet.
Also throughout this book, we've cited many lines of HyperText Markup
Language. This is the formatting langu age used to markup parts of hypertext
documents.
HTML statements are composed of elements, attributes, and text. Wherever we
refer to an individual markup e lement, it is written between less-tha n and
greater-than characters, <l ike th is>.

The Disk
With this book you also get the World Wide Web Starter Kit Disk, jammed to the
last sector with software and o ther files that will help you get started on the
Web.
First of all, we include the software that allows your computer to dial in and
communicate with the Internet: MacPPP and MacTCP. These will connect your
computer to the Internet.
Then there's a copy of TradeWave's MacWeb 1.1 .1 browser, w hich will allow
you to use the World Wide Web.
To help you write your own hypertext documents, the WWWSK disk includes
a copy of BBEdit Lite, a great text editor published by Bare Bones Software.
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Believe it or not, this is all the sofh-va re you need to write docu ments using the
H yperText Markup Language.
But in case you'd like to a u tomate the process, we've also included two sets of
formatting extensions for BBEdit, s pecifically wri tten for editi ng hypertext
markup language: HTML Extensions (written by Carles Bellver), and HTML
Tools (written by Lindsay Davies).
Last, but not least are the tutorial files on disk that you can use to learn how to
write h y pe rtext, follow ing the examples in Chapter 5, and set up a Web server,
using the examples in Chapter 6. These files include sam ple text d ocuments,
images, and an AppleScript prog ram that processes fi ll-out forms.

The Appendices
Ap pend ices A and C list the stand ard HTML ma rku p for ele ments, attributes,
and special characters, as well as the nons tandard marku p impleme nted by the
Netscape Navigator browser.
Appendix B includes a Glossary of [nternet Te rms that w ill help you decipher
some of the jargon encountered on the Internet.
The Web is fu ll o f p ictures and sounds, interes ting stories and usefu l information, but most of all it's people, like yourself, creating d igital links that reflect th e
real lin ks th at connect the hu man experie nce. We hope this book w ill help yo u
add to those connections.

Ch

t e r

Welcome to the Web:
A Whole New World
The captains of the computer industry may not be fine artists, but they're fond
of painting pictures. They foretell a w orld where people easily and naturally
traverse huge reposito ries of multimedia and informa tion regardless of its
location. Considering the difficulties that many computer users endure today
just trying to connect to a local nehvork, su ch talk seems like a distant pipe
dream. The World Wide Web, however, is providing a glimpse of effortless
access to rich, globally distributed content, a glimpse that is bright enough to
draw millions of users.
The World Wide Web (WWW or "the Web" for short) is a la rge group of computers that communicate using the global Internet. What d is tinguishes mac hines
on the Web from the other Internet machines is that they exch ange information
using a special system o f codes. These codes allow them to display documents
with a multimedia flair that's much more appealing than the staid text of
traditional Internet resources. These documents, or pages, are combined into
Web sites, w hich are merely a g roup of pages that are maintained by a person
or group of people. The page you us ually first encounter when you visit a Web
site is called the "home page."
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The Web's versatility has unleashed a fl ood of info tainment from the likes of
corpora te conglome rates and radica l revolutionaries who fill their pages w ith
styled text, graphics, forms, buttons, sounds, and v ideo. As you' ll d iscover in
chapter 3, you can v iew film cl ips, request informa tion, hea r interviews and
music clips, and even purchase th ings through the Web.
This med ia mix m ay not entice those w ho have seen a rresting CD-ROM titles.
However, as any sausage connoisseur wil l tell you, the difference is in the li nks.
What dis ti nguishes Web pages from those in a d esktop p ublishing program or
on a CD-ROM is tha t click ing certain phrases in text or pa rts of images can
transport you to another page. The new page may reside in the same folde r as
the o rig ina l page, or it might be ha lfway across the Ea rth . Links have made th e
Web truly world w ide, a llowing people to conveniently access resources thousands of miles away with a click of the mouse.

If you want to be the one doi ng the cl icking, this book w ill be your guide to
accessing the Web, sampling its riches, and, sh ou ld you so desire, wea ving your
own \o\Teb pages that can be read by othe r trave lers on the informa tion highway.
So get comfo rtable; you've jus t purchased a ticket for the next flight into
cybe rspace.

WhytheWeb?
The idea for the Web began in 1990 when two scientis ts, Tim Berners-Lee and
Robert Cailliau, sought a way to share particle-acceleration research at the
CERN laboratory . Be rners-Lee and Cailliau outlined a scheme for "forming a
w eb of info rma tion nodes" that would allow data to be sha red amon g a large
numbe r of users and compute r systems.
From such humble beginnings, the Web has quickly e volved to become the
information dish·ibution vehicle o f choice on the Interne t, e ncompassing a nd
s urpassing many older ways of communica ting via the Inte rnet. Computer
companies post information about their latest produ cts. Record companies post
sound clips from their new est COs, and fa ns of a ll so rts of trivia have made the
Web one o f the m ost ente rta ining a nd erud ite ways to communica te information. Want to find out about video games of the 80s? A movie history o f Buster
Keaton ? Get some pictures o f your favorite soft drink? If it is interesting to
anyone, it's on the Wo rld W ide Web.
The re are several reasons for the Web's popularity, among them the broad
range of content, g lobal reach, multimedia, inte ractivity, sta ndards adherence,
pla tfo rm independence, and ease of nav iga tion.

Chapter 1: We/collie to the Web: A Whole New World

The Web is a global resource. Virtually anyone who h as a d irect or dial-up
connectio n to the Internet ca n access the Web. Online services like CompuServe
and America O nline, w hich have millions of me mbers w ho use their services for
news, electronic mail, a nd discussion forums are e nabling their M acintosh
members to access the Web, providing a new !.e ve! in ease of use for Web
ex ploration.
O nce you've learned the fu ndame ntals, th e Web is very simple to use. You can
hop from site to site o r start sophis ticated d atabase searches with a m ouse click.
Most Web access software will track w here you've been, and you can save your
favorite sites in a menu for easy reca ll.
More than any other Internet application, the Web embraces multimedia. By
them selves, mos t p rograms tha t access the Web can h andle graphics and styled
text together on a page. In theory, thou gh, the Web ca n support any kind of
media, even those tha t haven' t been invented yet. New technologies for virtual
reality fly-through s o f scenes, pa noramic views of d ista nt settings, and ad vanced multimedia p resenta tion s can be sup ported by the Web w ith a few
mouse clicks.
The Web is also cross-platform. A ny compu ter tha t can r u n the Interne t access
softvvare and connect to the Internet ca n use the Web. Macs, PCs, Unix,
Amigas, and N extStep PCs are amon g the variety. The We b is a great way of
getting in forma tion to people without worrying wh at kind of computer they
use. Furthermore, the d em ands placed on a machine accessing the Web are
minimal, even thou gh some We b browsers can consume computing resources
with advanced features. A fast mode m also helps if you're dialing in.
Although it is n ot as interactive as the Usenet bulletin boards (a global electronic
bulletin board with thousands of subjects for posting and rep ly ing to messages)
or the Inte rnet Relay Cha t (in w hich a group of people connected at th e same
time can type messages among themselves), the Web is m oving from an online
publishing tool to an online transaction system. On ce certain security provisions
have been addressed, you' ll be able to shop and buy things throu gh the Web .
And software is on the way tha t will Jet the Web become even m ore interactive.
Finally, the Web provides an interface for other Internet services. Traditionally,
a person had to use one program for email, an other for file tra nsfers, another for
d atabase searches, and another fo r Usenet newsgroups. The Web can provide all
of these throu gh a single program . And while the s pecialized a pplications may
still fill their respective niches best, it's hard to beat the con venien ce of a sing le,
easy-to-use interface.
We can tell from the sweat on the pages tha t yo u' re hooked, so let's debrief you
for your expedition .

7
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Plug In
Technically, you don' t need to have an Internet connection to reap the benefits
of Web technology. Fo r example, many companies are deploying Web sites
internally to make informa tion more easily available. You don' t even need a
network connection to read Web pages that reside on your hard disk. But, the
Web and the Internet make a powerfuJ pair, and it is through the Internet tha t
one can find the broadest array of Web conten t.
There are many ways of accessing the Internet, depending on what services
yo u'd li ke to be able to use. Virtually all un iversities and many large compa nies
these d ays have at least email access to the Internet. Some companies do not
allow access to the Web because of securi ty concerns. Check w ith your network
ad ministrator. Generally, connecting to the Web req ui res that your Mac be able
to communicate using TCP /IP, wh ich defines how computers talk on the
Internet.

Note
For tlwse of you who are i11terested, TCPIIP stnnds for Transmission Control
Protocollllllernet Protocol. Simply put, TCPITP is the In ternet's native language.
If you' re going it alone, the good news is that connecting to the Internet is easier
than ever. At press time, America Online and eWorld were preparing to unve il
Web browsers that too k ad vantage of their services' au tomatic configuration.
The bad news is that you must use the browser that they supply to connect to
the server. Web exp loration, especially at first, can consume lo ts of time, and the
clock is always ticking on America Online. Compu Serve's Web access for Mac
users was more similar to the method that independent service providers use
w ithout some of the configuration hassles. However, better deaJs can be found
outside its vast network.

Because many of them charge a fl at rate fo r 60 or more hours per month, independent Internet service providers are an attractive option for those who want
to enjoy cyberspace without minding the clock. Most Internet service providers
will offer a low price of about $10 per month fo r a "shell account," which means
that you' ll have to use a text-on.Iy display. They may even advertise that this
includes Web or WWW access. Web access is possible through a shell account
using a p rogram called Lynx, but you w ill be missing the richness of the Web
that has made it so appealing.
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The bottom line is that, w hile online services ca n ease many of the configuration
issues typically associated with Web access, and may offer interesting features
to their members (such as vendor support or regu lar chats), they are typically
more expensive for those who wish to spend a lo t of time on the In ternet.
Furthermore, online services have traditionally been slow to keep up with the
latest advances in Web technology. In contrast, since mos t Web appli cations are
available freely (at least in a trial version), those who use a service provider (as
opposed to an online service) and know how to choose their own software are
able to use new Internet goodies first.
To fully realize the benefits of the Web throug h a service provider, you'll need to
sign up for SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol) or (PPP ) Point-to-Point Protocol,
the latter of which is becoming more popular these days. Both of these protocols
allow TCP liP to be used over a remote connection. The main difference be tween
SLIP and PPP is that the former supports only TCPI IP, w hile PPP can support a
variety of protocols. Only PPP allows your Mac and a modem to speak to other
machines on the Internet in its native tongue, TCP liP. You' ll also need two
control panels (MacTCP and Config PPP) and an extension (PPP) on your Mac
to allow it to use a PPP connection.
MacTCP was created by Apple to allow Macs to speak TCP l iP on a network.
Many corporations and univers ities use TCP I IP for their internal networks,
and MacTCP was originally created for their use.
By the time you read this, Apple w ill have released a successor to the MacTCP
control panel called Open Transport, which is designed to make it eas ier for
Macintosh computers to use "foreign" network languages li ke TCP I IP.
MacPPP has two parts: an extension and a control pan el, both of w hich were
written by the Merit Network, Inc. These allow Macs to speak TCP /IP over a
modem connection.
These items w ill be discussed in further detaj] in chapter 2 when you sign up
for your Internet connection.

Browsing for Browsers
Once you have a way to access the Inte rnet, you' ll need a Web browser for
viewing Web pages and some auxi liary programs called "helper applica tions" to
display file typ es that the browser cannot view (these w ill be exp lained in a
moment). You w ill also need a connection through th e Internet, w hether it be a
network connection at you r workplace, school, a local tre ndy Internet cafe, or
via an independent service provider or online service.
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Your literal window into the World Wide Web is called a browser. The
browser's job is to translate and display the codes that get sent from the hosts
that you visit. There are many di fferent browsers for different platforms. Almost
all are distributed via the Web itself, but some incur commercial fees if you u se
them beyond an evaluation period .
Netscape Communica tions Corporation's Netscape is currently the most popular browser. It is available for the Mac, Windows, and the X Windows graphical
interface for Unix. Netscape delivers a well-designed interface, unique display
features, and excellent speed (see Figure 1.1). Its popu lar design is not surprising
considering that it was developed by many of the same people who designed
NCSA Mosaic, the browser that set the Web on fire.
Unlike many of its competitors, Netscape's browser (with its trademark "N"
logo in its w indow's upper right corner) is integrated into its own Web site. The
company has become an enthusiastic evangelist for Web-based technologies and
electronic commerce. It has placed an excellent aggregation of Web tools and
knowledge at its Web sile.
MacWeb is published by EINet. It supports all the critical features you need to
access the Web. Its resource requirements are more modest than Netscape's.
MacWeb can be identified by the "EINet" logo in its w indow's upper left corner.
This program is included on the disk in the back of the book.
TCP/Connect II by Intercon is the Microsoft Works of Internet access software.
It's a commercial offering and provides features for file transfer protocol (ftp),
terminal access, and Usenet discussion groups-all with a fairly consistent look
and feel. Version 2.1 ma1·ked the debut of its Web browser, which is relatively
quick an d one of the few that supports Macintosh Drag and Drop, letting you
quickly move text and Web locations out of the application. Intercon is planning
to beef up and break out its Web browser into a new product called WebShark,
w hich should be available by the time you read this.
NCSA Mosaic by the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the
University of Illinois was the free browser that started the Great Data Rush of
the 90s. The original Mosaic, with its telltale spinning globe in the center of an
"S," was written to run on top of the UNIX operating system and was released
in February 1993. In September of that year, versions were ready for Macintosh
and Windows platforms. NCSA Mosaic will continue to evolve, although it is
starting to trail behind many browsers that have commercial companies backing
them. The purpose of NCSA is systems research, and the continued development of Web software fits right into that mission. Mosaic for Macintosh 1.0.3
was released in January 1994. A final version of Mac Mosaic 2.0 for both Macs
and Power Macs is due in 1995.

Chnpter 1: Welcome to the Web: A Whole New World
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The Netscape home page as seen through Netscape's browser.
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Figure 1.2

The EINet Galaxy Directory Services home page as seen through
MacWeb.
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Figure 1.3 The NCSA Mosaic home page as seen. through the Mosaic for

Macintosh web browser.
Enhanced Mosaic by Spyglass is a supported version of its N CSA namesake.
While not as flashy as Netscap e, it's also commercially supported and is more
conserva ti ve in generating Web traffic.
InternetWorks is a forthcom ing browser tha t also resembles Netscape. Currently, it is available only for Windows, but a Mac version is due later this year.
It was crea ted by what is now the Interne t Services division of Ame rica Online.
While it supports the same access me thods of other browsers, it will be the Web
interface fo r millions of America Online's Windows users and, eventually, Mac
users. InternetWorks takes advantage of Microsoft's OLE technology to easily
exchange Web d ata w ith other applications, and can also save both pictu res and
text from a Web page into a single file.
Internet Assistant for Word by Microsoft is another Windows-only p roduct that
will probably make its way to the Mac before year's end. While most Web
browsers a re ind ividual applica tions, Internet Assistan t turns Microsoft Word
6.0 into a formidable Internet surfboard. Not onl y can you use Word to view
Web pages, but you can use it to compose them as well.
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Browsers' Little Helpers
Despite the versatility and volume of Web browsers, they cannot manage the
wealth of med ia found on the World Wide Web alone. While virtually all
browsers can accommodate text and certain picture formats, the Web is rapidly
expanding to embrace other kinds of media, including sounds, video, electronic
documents, and virtual reality walk-throughs. Helper applications are primarily
small, focused utilities that specialize in manipu lating a certain kind of media.
Some of the most popular h elper appli cations are:
JPEGView Before writing the incredible LucasArts game Dark Forces, Aaron
Giles wrote this viewer for two of the most popular file formats found on the
Web: GIF and JPEG. GIF, or Graphics Interchange Format, was created by the
online service CompuServe to a llow users of different computing platforms to
view pictures on their screen. Although it cannot disp lay more than 256 colors
in a file, the format has become very popular in many s ituations where users
need to exchange photographic images (see figtue 1.4), and it has become the
de facto sta ndard on the Web. Nevertheless, it was recently discovered that a
company called Unisys has a pa tent on an important p art of the GIF file format,
so CompuServe and other parties are working on a re placement format.
JPEG, which stands for Joint Pho tographers' Experts Group, is a graphics
format for images similar to those used for GIF. The main functional difference
between the two formats is that the JPEG format can compress images to a
smaller size (tha n GIF images) because it is designed to compress 24-bit images
(thousands of colors); GIFs are based on a maximum 8-bit depth (256 colors).
This is important considering many users access the Web over a modem connection, which is relatively slow. Using excessive JPEG compression can reduce an
image's quality, but JPEG images typica lly retain high quality, unless d rastic
compression is sought.
SoundMachine Si nce Mosaic first appeared under Unix, and since many users
of the Internet use Unix machines, the sound file format for Unix, Jtlaw has
become very popular. SoundMachine is versatile sound player that can play
many different sound formats on your Macintosh.
SoundApp This application plays Unix sound files, but can also hand le PC
sound files, known as .W A V (pro nounced "wave") fi les, and a m achineindependent aud io file forma t called AIFF (Audio Interchange File Format).
SoundApp also allows you to translate sound files among several formats.
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Figure 1.4 Choosing ]PEG View as a helper application.
Stufflt Expander When the Web spins up a file that you want to transfer to your
hard disk, it w ill often s tore the file in one of two formats, known as Bin Hex
(in which case it will end in .hqx) or uuencoded (pronounced "you-you-encoded").
These formats are used because there are many machines in the Internet that can
only work with textual data. Mac fil es on these machines must be stored in a
special text-based code. Stufflt Expander is a free program that will convert these
coded files into standard Macintosh files, and will even decompress them if
they've been compressed using standard Macintosh compression programs.
Sparkle While almost all Mac lis or later machines can play QuickTime movies
using the latest version of the free Simp leText program, Sparkle takes advantage
of the latest Apple system software to provide great performance for QuickTime
movies. Sparkle can also play MPEG movies, w hich are an industry-s tandard
way to distribute digital video.
As we'll discuss in chapter 7, the Web is poised to encompass even more
media-richly laid out Acrobat fi les, panoramic views or remote locations, 30
walk-throughs of virtual spaces, and intelligent, interactive animations.
Clearly, the Web has come a long way from its text-only origins.

All Wired Up
We've outlined the ingredients for a great time on the World Wide Web; now
it's time to start cooking. In the next chapter, we'll exp lain how to configure
your browser and its auxiliary files, connect to the Web and start a near-infinite
journey. We'll also point out some great sites for getting a feel of what's on the
Web, but once you get online, it's quite possible that you' ll start surfing the Web
on your own and forget a ll about us for a while. Once you get the hang of it,
come on back to the book and we'll teach you how to create your own web page
and server, and we'll talk about what the future w ill bring. Let's get started .

Chapter

Cyberspace Ho!
Learning to surf the Web isn't v ery different than learning how to d rive a car,
except your insurance premiums don't go up if you're involved i.n a crash. There
are a few concepts you need to keep in mind, after w hich it's pretty smooth
sailing. And when you're mentioning concepts and computers in the same
paragraph, you know there have to be some acronyms waiting in the w ings.
In this chapter, we'll start examin:ing the fabrics that link and transmit information across the Web, including how Web sites communicate and present their
content. After that, we'll focus on how browse rs help you weave your way
through the Web, and take off on o ur maiden Web voyage.

Note
This chapter assumes that you have installed the software that comes on the World
Wide Web Starter Kit disk. To install the software, simply insert the disk, double
click on tile Installer, and you're ready to go. Tire installer will take care of the rest
for you.

If you already have some of the items on the disk, choose "Custom Install" to
install the programs that you need.
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How Does it Work?
The Web consis ts of two kinds of machines, clients and servers. Servers contain
the content that clients browse. Macs, PCs, and Unix machines can act as a client
or a server, or both at the same time, although d iffe ren t software is used for
browsing and serving.
Clients and servers typically com municate in formation on the Web through a
language called HyperText Transport Protocol, or HTTP. Unlike many online
services, the Web is based on transactions; most of the communication that takes
place between clients and servers is in the fo rm of short messages. The client
sends a request to the server to perform an operation, such as displaying a page.
The server responds and complies under normal circumstances. We'll be providing more details on browser and server software for the Mac in this chapter and
subsequent chapters.
However, once a Web page is displayed, it appears as if you are maintaining a
"live" connection since all the content is in front of you. In reality, the server is
paying absolutely no attention to you. This is the great illusion of the World
Wide Web.
Most Weo pages are cons tructed using a system of formatting codes known as
HTML, or HyperText Marku p Lang uage. HTML is intended to describe structured documents. It is a subset of a more comprehensive method of describing
the structure of long, often technical documents called SGML, or Stand ard
Generalized Markup Language. SGML re ma ins popular in the federal government and other large institutions, but the crea t·ive forces behind the Web are
slow ly pushing HTML away from its SGML origins. We'll be discussing HTML
in depth in later chapters.
Items on the Web like pages, files, graphics and sounds must all have a way of
identifying themselves. This is accomplished through a URL (Uniform Resource
Locator) URLs are critical to finding information on the Web; its very common
for users of the Web to notify each o ther of interesting Web sites by emailing
URLs to each other. Understand ing URLs, though, requires a few bits of information about how computers on the Internet are named .
All machines on the Internet have a domain name and an organization name.
For example, you may have seen Internet email addresses such as the fictional
" ross_rubin@hayden.com". In this case, "hayden.com" is the domain name and
".com" is the doma in suffix. Domain suffixes indicate an organization's type
(see table 2.1).
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Table 2.1
Domain Names and Domain Suffixes
Domain suffix

Organization h;pe

.com

Commercial

.edu

Educational

.org

Non-commercial organization

.gov

Government

.mil

Military

Sometimes, a word will precede the domain name, like
"ross_rubin@authors.hayden.com". In this case, "authors" is the machine that
hosts my email account. URLs are similar to email addresses except they specify
data on computers instead of email accounts.
A URL typically consists of three parts. The initial word indicates the type of
protocol being used to access the information. In most cases, this w ill be HTTP.
The protocol is separated from the rest of the URL by a colon(:) and two slashes
(//).Next comes the machine name, which is often "www.<name of
organization>. <domain name>". So, for example, if one wanted to get to the
home page for Macmillan Computer Publishing, the URL would be
http ://www.mcp . com

You' ll find this format makes a fine rule of thumb for locating large organizations on the Web, such as:
http:llwww .apple .com (Apple Computer)
http: llwww.eff.org (Electronic Frontier Foundation)
http:llwww.cornell.edu (Cornell Univers ity)
http:llwww.whitehou se.gov (Mr . Clinton's digs)
These URLs will take you to an organization's "home page," an introductory
springboard from which you can often access other pages.
Often, a URL will extend past the domain name to indicate a directory or
document on the Web site. While http: I lwww. apple. com would bring you to
Apple's home page, http: 1 lwww. apple. comldev lqd3dlwelcome. html would
display the Web page "welcome.html" in the "qd3d" folder in the "dev" folder
on www. appl e . com.
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Special uses of the Web can cause URLs to get very large and unwieldy, such as:

http://www . sun.com/cgi-bin/sidMakeMove?1,1,1, -1,
-1,0,0,7,7,X5 . 035.05 . X

Take solace in that yo u'll probably never have to type anything as complex as
this.
Now that you have some idea of how the computers on the Web commtmicate
and locate each othe r, it's lime lo learn how lo get in on the conversation.

Beginning to Browse
Whether it be throug h an online service or an independent service provider, a
browser is your literal w indow into the World Wide Web. At its heart, a browser
has a very simple task- to translate the special codes and file references in an
HTML document into meaningful output. Since the Web is so vast and incorporates so many different kinds of media, though, Web browsers generally differentiate themselves o n such traits as what HTML commands they can interpret,
how fast they access content, and what navigation features they offer, although
some, Netscape in particular, are beginning to incorporate other formats and
leading multimedia features into its browser.
As we write, online services and certain large Internet service providers like
Netcom of San Jose and Pipeline of New York City offer Web access only
through their own browsers. Generally, these browsers a re not as full-featured
as those that can be used with a PPP connection. In any case, a PPP connection
offers you much more flexibility in picking a brow ser that meets yom needs and
works well with your system software and hardware. Whi le we've furnished a
copy of MacWeb on the accompanying disk, we'll also be discussing Netscape
Navigator, the developers of w hich claim is the browser of choice for 75 percent
of WWW users.
The most difficult part of using a Web browser is setting up two pieces of
software: MacTCP and MacPPP. MacTCP lets your Mac speak TCP / IP, the
universal protocol of the Internet, while MacPPP lets TCP / IP travel over a
phone wire using a modem. We will discuss configuring both of these as they
would relate to an Interne t service provider.
The bad news is that it is impossible for you to configu re these pieces of software without some information that you need from an Internet Service provider. This is why it is essential that you m ake sure your service provider is
capable of supporting Mac users w ell. The w orse news is that Mac-savvy service
providers may be hard to find. Ask if they h ave instructions on how to configure
MacTCP and MacPPP. If they ask you what MacTCP is, apply the gentle art of
phone call disconnection.
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If you're encountering problems finding an access provider who knows a bit

abou t the Mac, call a local BBS (bulletin board service) or attend a u ser group
meeting. You can be sure local Inte rnet service provide rs v.rill be a hot to pic
w herever Mac modem users congregate.

Configuring MacPPP
MacPPP consists of hvo files, an extension called PPP and a control panel ca lled
ConfigPPP. You can install both files by dragging them to the System Folder and
restarting. At the time of wri ting, the latest versio n of MacPPP \•vas 2.01, w hich is
included on our companion disk.
The control panel ConfigPPP is w here you' ll enter in the data necessary to set up
a PPP connection to your Internet service provider. For pu rposes of illustration,
we'll pretend we' re connecting to VaporNet, a loca l service provider, but any
options or numbers given to yo u by your service provide r w ill supersede the
fictional ones we're using here.
To configure PPP, follow these steps:
1. Open the ConfigPPP control panel.

2. Click " New". A field appea rs in which you sho uld type the name of your
service provider.
3. Type the name of your service provider. We' ll use Va porNet.
4. Click "Config ... " A dialog box appears. Since most Internet Service Providers offer high-speed access at 28,800 KBI second, choose the port speed
57,600 bps, which is the hig hest speed many Mac serial ports support. This
will allow you to take ad va ntage of some of the compression features
offered by most modems. Even if you don' t have a 28,800 bps modem, you
should connect at the highest speed yo ur mod em suppor ts. You should
consider lowering this value if you have trouble connecting.
5. For flow control, choose CTS Onl y. This setting assumes you' re using a
"hard ware handsh aking" cable that most high-speed modems use. This
may be another setting to try changing if you have tro uble connecting.
6. If you have Touch-Tone service, click the "Tone Dial" radio button, o therwise click "Pulse Dial".
7. In the Pho ne Num field, enter the phone numbe r you r service provider
gave you to access a PPP connection. We' ll put in the fictional number
(212) 555-1212. You can leave Modem Init fi eld blank unless your modem
manufacturer or service p rovider ind ica tes otherwise.
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Configuring the PPP Connect Script
We're not out of this yet. In the service provider dialog, there is a button for
Connect Script. This is where you'll enter a short dialog that your Mac will have
with the service provider's host machine before it allows you onto the Internet.
As is the case in many human conversations, success hinges on knowing wha t to
say at the right time. Connect scripts watch for certain letters that the host w rites
and gives an appropriate response. Connect scripts vary by provider, but we' ll
create an explanatory example for use with VaporNet. Note that you should
follow your service provider's instructions for connect scripts.
1. In ConfigPPP's service provider dialog box, click "Connect Script" .

2. In the timeout field, enter 60 as the number of seconds before the software
decides a connection could not take place.
3. On the first line, we'll type a "greater than" symbol(>). This is where
VaporNet asks us the kind of account we're using. Clicking the "Wait"
radio button indicates that we are waiting until this symbol is generated by
the host software.
4. On the next line, click "Out". This indicates that we will be sending text
"out" to the server. We'll enter "ppp" (no quotes) to indicate that we want
to start a PPP session. We'll also check the "CR" check box, which h as the
same effect as pressing "Return" to enter some text.
5. The next four lines continue the dialog we've s tarted. Next, we wait for the
word "login: ". Click "Wait" and type "login:" (no quotes) on line 3.
6. On the fourth line, click "Out'', type the name, in this case "rrubin", and
click the "CR" ch eck box.
7. On the fifth line, click "Wait" and type "password:" (no quotes).
8. On the sixth line, click "Out", type your password (your provider may
have given you one-otherwise choose your own), in this case "web", and
click the "CR" checkbox.
9. Click OK.
You're halfway there. Your computer now knows how to dial into the Internet.
Next it needs to know how to talk the Internet language. Luckily, you have a
translator. MacTCP.
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Configuring MacTCP
MacTCP is a control panel that comes with System 7.5. However, System 7.5
comes with MacTCP version 2.0.4-the version that comes on the World Wide
Web Starter Kit disk is version 2.0.6. You should use version 2.0.6 to connect to
the lnternet. The installer should have placed MacTCP in the correct place for
you.
This sample configuration explains how to set up MacTCP so that you appear
on the Internet as a customer of VaporNet, a fictional local lntemet service
provider. Note that this is just an example, and you should use the options and
addresses given to you by your service provider.
To configure MacTCP, follow these steps:
1. Open the MacTCP control panel.

2. If it is not already selected, click the "PPP" icon in the MacTCP window.
3. Click "More ... " A new window appears with what looks like complicated
and jumbled information. Don't worry, you won't have to know what all
of this means.
4. In the Obtain Address fi eld (top-left corner of the window), click "Server".
Thjs instructs the client to look up your TCP /IP address information from
a machine at the host site.
5. A Domain Name Server translates between numeric IP addresses and the
domain names used in email addresses and most URLs. In the Domain
Name Server Information area, type the name and IP address of your
Domain Name Server as given to you by your service provider. For
illustration purposes, we'll enter vapor.net as the Server. And we will enter
the nonexistent address 300.45.22.1 as the IP address. Often, a service
provider will give you multiple name servers. Choose one as the default by
clicking the Default radio button.
6. Click OK, or press Return.
7. Close the MacTCP control panel.
You will need to restart your computer for your new MacTCP settings to
activate.
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Let's Get Open
The release of the Power Macintosh 9500 marked the public debut of Open
Transport. Open Trans port is a breakthrough for Mac network access because it
allows the Mac to take advantage of new protocols as they becom e available.
Developers writing to Open Transport will be insulated fro m whatever happens
to be the preferred pipe for data in the future. The extension also increases the
number of simultaneous connections a Mac can handle, w hich is important
when it's being u sed as a Web server.
Open Transport also brings other benefits, such as taking advantage of PowerPC
speed, and has other benefits slated for the future. At the time of publication,
though, Apple was still ironing out compatibility w ith older network software
and so many Power Mac users are sticking with MacTCP for the time being.

Dialing and Connecting to the Internet
To dial into the Internet, make sure your modem is on and it is connected, then
open the ConfigPPP control panel. Since you have everything already configured, all you need to do is click on the "Open" button in the ConfigPPP window.
A series of dialog boxes wi ll show you the connectio n status. When your connection is live, the status w indow disappears and yo u will see smiling faces in
the top-left corner of the PPP w indow. At this point you are connected to the
Internet and you are ready to surf.
To disconnect, click on the H ard Close button in the ConfigPPP w indow.
Clicking on this w ill cut off you r Internet connection. If you choose the Soft
Close button, you will find that your computer may try to dial to the Internet at
seemingly random times. Do not attempt this until you have become more
savvy with Internet u sage.

If you have trouble connecting, go through the steps again and make sure yo u
have configured every thing correctly. Because we do not know which provider
you ar e using, we cannot help yo u troubleshoot yo ur connection. You need to
make a call to your Internet Service Provider, who w ill help you walk through
the connection. It is possible tha t you received bad information from your
provider. If your provider cannot help you w ith your connection, this might be
an indication of the type of service it provides and yo u may want to consider
another provider.
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Browsing the Browser
Both MacWeb and Netscape have special features to help you use the World
Wide Web. These features enable you to:
•

Connect to a "home page" that serves as a launch pad to the rest of the
Web.

•

Defer the dis play of gra phics fo r faster access.

•

Backtrack sites yo u've visited in a session a step at a time or from a menu.

•

Designate a list of favorite sites maintained between sessions.

• Save URLs for future re ference or for use with other applications.

Browser Settings
While Web browsers don't usually need to be configured to work, there are
some settings you may want to enter before going online.

Entering MacWeb Settings
You should be awa re of a few settings before going online. To adjust these
settings:
J. Start the MacWeb applica tion.
2. Choose P re ferences from the Fi le menu. A dialog box appears.
Home URL: Th is is the address of the page MacWeb displays when you
start the application. It could be a file on your local hard disk or a page out
on the Web, in which case MacWeb should start the modem dialing after
you launch it. For now, le t's leave this setting blank
EMail Address: Your email address sh ould be your user id@domain. So, if
J logged in with the id "rrubin" on vapornet, my email address should be
"rrubin@va pornet.com"
3. Choose Forma t from the popup menu in the dialog box.
If you' d like g raphics to be dis played automatically w hen you reach a site,
select the "Au to load" check box. Not checking this box will speed up the
display of Web pages by several orders of magnitude. However, some of
the Web's most interesting sites have alluring g raphics.
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There are other ways to configure Web browsers, especiaJiy when it comes to
handing off files to other applications, but the settings we've entered would be
enough to get us on our maiden voyage.

Let's Surf
Choose "EINet Galaxy" from MacWeb's Naviga te menu. You' ll see MacPPP's
dialing dialog appear. If it does not, you may need to open the PPP connection
by opening the MacPPP control panel and clicking the Open button.
After the network connection is established, this preloaded URL takes you to a
database that quickly demons trates the power of the Web (see figUie 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 The EINet Galaxy Web page is a directory of hyperlinks to information resources on the Internet. It is the home page for TradeWave,
Inc., makers of MacWeb.
The main EINet Galaxy document displays an index to a wide variety of subjects
that you can access through your Web browser. If you scroll to the bottom of the
document, you'll see a field in which you can type a keyword and make a search
for still other Web pages.
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Midway through the page is a category for Science, and a sub topic link for
Astronomy. Note that any text that contains a link is blue and underlined.
Clicking on " Astronomy" takes you to the URL http: I I galaxy. einet. net I
galaxy / Science I Astronomy. html, w hich is displayed in your browser w indm.v. This document contains more links to other documents and servers
devoted to the subject of astronomy (see figure 2.2).
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Each of the hyperlinks on the Astronomy index at EINet Galaxy
will take you to a server fu ll of information.

Scroll this new document down to the section titled Collections and the
hyperlink for the Atlas of Mars and Viking Orbiter Image-finder. This link sends
the URL http : I l fi-www. arc. nasa. gov l fia / projects l bayes - group I Atlas I
Mars I to a Web server at NASA's Ames Research Center and returns a list of
information and images made by the Voyager spacecraft that vis ited Ma rs (see
figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3 The Mars Atlas collection of docume11ts and images is located at
the NASA Ames Research Center, and includes an archive of
photographs taken by the Viking Orbiter.
Toward the top of this new document is a link to "thousands of high resolution
Viking Orbiter images." Click on the phrase Viking Orbiter. This sends the URL
http: I I ns sdc . gsfc. nasa. gov I planetary I viking. html to the NASA Ames
server and returns a Web d ocument that describes the Viking Mission to Mars,
with a color pho tograph from Mars across the top of the page (see fig ure 2.4).
Finally, scroll down this page to a menu list of hyperlinks marked w ith little
co lor icons and find the link titled Mars Photo Gallery. This sends the URL
http: ll ns sdc.gsfc.nasa.govlphoto_galleryiPhotoGallery-Mars. html
and provides a list of photographs taken by the Viking Orbiter (see figure 2.5).
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FigU1'e 2.4 The Viking Mission to Mars document explains the overall purpose
of that space mission and provides hyperlinks to indexes of images
sent back by the orbiter.
The Photo Gallery document displays a series of thumbnail versions of the
photographs i.n the Gallery, together w ith a short hyperlink description of each
one. The first photo is a composite photograph of the p lanet taken from s pace.
Clicking this link sends the URL http: I /nssdc. gsfc .nasa. gov I image /
planetary I mars I marsglobe1 . j pg to the server, requesting tha t this file be
downloaded to your computer. Do it!
Transferring this composite ]PEG picture of Mars (see figure 2.6) may take a
minute of two. Since MacWeb cannot display ]PEG files by itself, it launches
JPEGView (if you have it installed on your computer- if not, check Chapter 1
for more information) and open the image. The image is displayed as large as
your screen permits.
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Figure 2.5 The NSSDC Photo Gallery of Mars provides you with links to a
collection. of high-resolution 24-bit color photographs of the planet
taken at close raJLge from outer space.
Don't close MacWeb yet. If you're using a dial-up connection to the Internet,
you can close that if you'd like, but keep the MacWeb window open. You can
use the documents you've just downloaded to check out the rest of the MacWeb
interface.
Your test drive just demonstrated how hyperlinks can help you find information
on the Internet directly and simply. You also got a taste of the variety of information that is almost immediately available to you if you cruise the Web. You
couldn' t use any other type of Internet interface to do what you just did; nor
could you have retrieved the information more quickly than you just d id on the

www.
MacWeb lets you travel the Web in many ways. A closer look at its interface
reveals several ways to take advantage of the links that the Web provides.
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Figure 2.6 This JPEG photograph is a composite made from images captured
by the Viking Orbiter.
MacWeb o ffers several navigation tools to help you determine w here you are
and where you're going. Its minimaljst toolbar contains left and right arrows.
The left arrow returns you to sites you have visited in a given Web session, with
the most recently visited sites coming first. The right arrow moves you from the
least recently visited to the most recently visited sites. The Home button takes
you back to your home page, whkh can be on your hard disk or out o n the Web.
You can type in a URL for yo ur home page in MacWeb's general preferences.
MacWeb's Naviga te menu contai ns equivalents fo r the arrow and home toolbar
icons, as well as a History menu item that lets you choose directly the titles of
pages you've visited since starting the Web session. The Hotlist menu lets you
keep your favorite pages a menu item away.
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To the right of the toolbar, MacWeb provides a la rge field for displaying and
typing in URLs. Typing in a URL and pressing Return w ill take you directly to
a n item on the Web. By ho ld ing the mouse button down on any item that
contains a link, a popup me nu ap pears that allows you to retrieve a document to
the browser window or to disk, copy its URL to the Clipboard or to the HotList
menu. You can also open, save, and print Web pages using the stand ard Mac
commands in the File m enu. Keep in mind, though, that saving a Web page
saves only the text. The graphics are kept in separate files on the server. Any text
forma tting will be remuvt!d as well.

The Wrap-up
That's about all there is to the basics of how to use MacWeb. You w ill no doubt
hone you r MacWeb skills after a few hours of connect time and figure ou t some
power-user s ho rtcuts for the frequent tasks you perform on the Web. The next
chapter will help you get into this.

Netscape Navigator
As we me ntioned in Chapte r 1, Netscape Navigator (commonly just "Netscape")
is curre ntly the most popular Web browser (see figure 2.7). While an evaluation copy of Netscape is avai lable freely at the company's Web site
http: I /"'Nffl . netscape. com, you must purchase it if you continue to use it.

Why Netscape?
Among Netscape's advanced fea tures are:
•

Disk caching. This technique saves recently retrieved content from the Web
on your hard disk, allowing you to reload it quickly.

•

Ema il. Certain links in Web documents, when clicked, allow you to send
email to someone. Netscape includes a bui lt-in email sending program. It is
also possible to receive a nd read email through Netscape, although this
feature is not included with the product.

•

Newsgroups. Netscape allows you to post, read, and reply to messages in
a ny of the 10,000+ Usenet newsgroups .

• Simultaneous image trans fers. Netscape ca n retrieve mu ltiple images at
once a nd supports the g radual display of images. This feature, combined
w ith its caching, helps make Netscape very fast.
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•

Apple Events. The M ac ve rsion of Ne tscape supports ce rtain Apple events
which allow it to communicate with other Mac applications and to be
controlled, to some exte nt, by scripting languages su ch as AppleScript.

•

Macintosh Drag and D rop. Netscape's mail w indow and its history Ust
both support Macintosh Drag and Drop, which le ts you drag text between
\·Vindows and applica tions.

•

Hierarchical bookm arks. While m ost Web browsers can maintain a simple
list of sites, Netscape all ow s you to organize your favo rite sites into a
multilevel, hierarchica l me nu . Netscape even includes an (admittedly
clumsy) editing w indow for this menu.

•

Popup me nus. Netscape u ses a different popup m enu from MacWeb when
you hold the mouse d ow n on an item in a Web page which allows you to,
among other things, copy g raphics on Web pages directly to the Clipboard.
We've heard of d rag and drop, but this is grab and cop!

•

Securi ty. Netscape has defi ned a protocol called Secu re Sockets Layer (SSL)
to allow confidential information, such as credit card numbers, to travel
over the Web without being stolen by h ackers. SSL and another standard
known as Secure Hy perText Transfer Protocol (S-HTTP) w ill enable
commerce over the W eb.
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Figure 2.7 Ne tscape Na vigator Home Page.
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Mo re controversially, N etscape supports many extensio ns to the HTML language that have no t been standardized yet. These fea tures range from the usefu l,
such as tables within Web documents, to the frivolous, such as tiled background
pictures. The next major version of MacWeb, version 2.0, is supposed to s upport
many of these enhan cements as well . Not surprisingly, Netscape needs more
RAM to run than other browsers; a typical RAM allocation is 4MB.
Netscape's browser is only half of the experience of the product. The company
maintains a well-designed Web site w ith links to many excellent Web resources.

Epilogue
Congratulations. You' ve taken those first tiny steps into the Web. But as any
spider w ill tell you, once you' re in, you' re going to get caught up in it quickly.
After you've p layed with your browser's navigation aids, you' ll probably go off
blazing your own path, but we've decided to highlight some interesti ng sites in
the next chapter.

C h a

t e r

Around the World in
80 Clicks
During 1994 alone, the size of th e Web grew from 1,000 to more than 12,000
servers. There are more than two million URLs representing documents available on the Web, covering everything from aardvarks to Zimbabwe. With a Web
browser and an Internet cmmection, you can tap into a wealth of information
and entertainment recorded on the d isks of a vast digital library. One click can
summon galaxies millions of light-years away at a NASA laboratory or reveal
the strands of DNA in a drop of human blood in a medical research facility.
Furthermore, the Web has extended far past its scientific and research origins. It
is a newspaper, a comme rcial, a stump, a canvas, a teacher, and a playground. It
is a source for breaking news and a haven for forgotten trivia .
There are whole books that amount to little more than lists of URLs. This is not
one of them. But the first part of this chapter seeks to d emonstrate some of the
many different ways the Web is being used today.
As we discussed in Ch apte r 1, one reason for the Web's success has been its
embrace of older Internet tools and protocols. The second part of this chapter
highlights several Web sites from which you can access pages that were created
without the Web in mind, but work s moothly with Ne tscape.
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Windows on the World
In the last chapter, you visited yo ur first Web site; now it's time to take in the
riches that the Web has to offer. We will visit sites that demonstrate the cultural,
sales, marketing, popular, interpersonal, and entertainment aspects of the Web.
In the process, we w ill explore some special features of the Web and dip into its
multimedia mix.

Cultural: ANIMA Arts Network for
Integrated Media Applications
http : //lwm . wimsey. com/ anima/ ANWAhome. html

The A rts Network for Integrated Media Applications, loca ted in Vancouver,
British Columbia, is run by a g roup of digital media artists w ho refer to themselves as the Web Weavers. Derek Dowden is the server administrator and
frequent document conh·ibutor.
ANIMA is both a resource site and a starting point for art trawling on the Web.
In addition to literature and artwork from d ecidedly no nmainstream Vancouver
area artists, ANIMA features severa l eclectic indexes that match its goal of being
a network unto itself. The main page displays a row of buttons across the screen
that lead to these major indexes (see figure 3.1). Clicking on any one of these
icons takes you to that index.
If you click ArtWorld, you've hit the mother lode. This index is the largest a t
ANIMA and contains scores of hyper! inks to art sites a round the world. These
servers cover a broad range of tas tes, from more traditional collections-based
museum exhibits to electronic outposts of sturm und drnng.

ANIMA also provides plenty of links to more mainsh·eam art spaces on the
Internet, including an array of museums and uni vers ity a rt galleries. One
collection in particular that I find intriguing is at the University of Cali fornia,
Riverside I California Museum of Photography (VCR/ CMP).
UCR /CMP owns the largest collection of stereoscopic photographs in the world.
These photographs were made d uring the late 1800s using hvin cameras to
produce the first realistic "3-D" images.
Stereoscopic images and viewers were the "virtual rea lity" device of tha t time.
The Web server at UCR/CMP makes note of this with a GIF file of "Man with
Stereoscope", showi ng an unidentified man's head firmly planted into his
stereoscopic viewer (see figure 3.2). The scene bears a s triking resemblance to
images of people us ing VR helmets today.
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Figure 3.1 The ANIMA ho1ne page.

Figure 3.2

A man looking into a Stereoscope.
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Research: NASA Goddard
Institute for Space Studies
http: //Vflltw. giss. nasa. gov I

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration maintai ns such a broad
presence on the Internet and th roughout the Web that it is almost impossible to
defin e a sing le location for info rma tion about NASA research activities.
A visit to one of the main NASA Web indexes, li ke http: // www. sti. nasa. gov I
www. html, is a quick lesson in the complexity of the NASA bureaucracy. Each of
NASA's centers is orgaruzed into Directorates. Each of these Directorates in turn
is responsible for several areas of research . Under the jurisd iction of Goddard
Space Flight Center, physically loca ted in Greenbelt, Maryland, is Directorate
940, the God dard Ins titute fo r Space Studies.
The Goddard Institute for Space Stud ies (GISS) is actually located on the campus
of Columbia Uni versity, above Tom's Diner, on the upper west side of Manhattan . The d iner happens to be one of the locations used for fi lming the Seinfeld
television show (see figure 3.3).
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NASA provides a tre mendous amount of information on the Web, and maintains its own very large network of servers and links to the rest of the Internet.
Once you reach one of NASA's servers, you will find connections that lead all
over the place. An interesting example at the GISS server is a clickable map of
Manhattan that connects to several d ozen Web servers on the island.
From the main Goddard Institute page, you can follo w links to other earth
sciences resea1·ch facilities, links to World Wide Web facilities, or go deep er into
the NASA labyrinth. If you scroll d own the p age, you' ll reach a hyperlink to
NASA Ho t Topics. One mouse click later, you're on a page full of links to the
latest and greatest space research p rojects (see figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4 Hot Topics is a directory of the latest activities at N ASA
http: / /www.nasa . gov/nasa/nasa_hottopics . html.
NASA is a treasure trove of interesting, cool, and exciting visual data. Let's face
it, how many times have you been into outer space? Scroll down the Hot Topics

page and you'll see a hyperlin.ked listing for Public Use of Remote Sensing Data.
These are your tax dollars at work, so let's use some of the data (see figure 3.5).
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NASA 's Web servers are seemingly endless layers ofinformaliou
nnd images (note the clicknble US mnp).

Yet anoth er page full of Jinks comes back, w ith connecti ons to information about
remote sensing data. But if you wa nt to see the pictures, scroll d own toward the
bottom of the page and click on the buttons for ]mage Ca talogue or Movie
Cata logue.
You'll be amazed at the energy devoted to making in forma tion available
through the scores, if not hund reds, of NASA Web servers. If you' re looking for
ideas on how to u se the Web, you' ll find them cruising these servers .
If you'd like to start a t the top and work your way down, set aside a few days.
The administrative NASA H om e Page is at: http: // hypatia. gsfc. nasa. gov I
NASA_homepage. html . A ge nera l directory of NASA Web servers is at http: //
www. sti. nasa. gov / www. html and Jinks to 59 Web servers at various NASA
laboratories and space centers.
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Sales: The Internet Shopping Network
- - - - - - - -----

---

http: //www. i ntern et. net

---- - - - --- -- - - --The creators of the Internet Shopping Network (ISN) have a simple goal: to
create the world's largest shopp ing mall. That dream became much closer to
reality when it was purchased by an organization that has sou ght the same goal
through a nother medium: the Home Shopping Network cable channel.
Unlike its parent cable channel, you mus t first becom e a member of ISN before
you can purchase anything. Becoming a member requires tha t you fill out a n
onscreen form, which acts identically to any you may h ave used in any database
product. Web forms support text fields, popup menus, lis ts, d1eckboxes, and
radio buttons. However, you're still free to browse even if you d on ' t become a
member.
There has been much discussion over how o r if commerce on the Web will
evolve, or if its even desirable. One key factor in its success is reliable security
so tha t credit card numbers traveling over the wire cannot be picked up by
malicious souls looking for such things in Internet transmissions. To that end,
Netsca pe and other companies are wo rking on secure Web servers and browsers
that can encrypt any messages traveling along the wire. Encryption makes it
virtually impossible for would-be cybercrooks to access confidential information. When Netscape is accessing a secure Web d ocument, a blue line a ppears
above the page and the key icon a t the bottom of the window takes on a blue
background.
ISN is far from the only company seeking to ensnare hard-earned d olla rs in its
Web site. We'll discuss how to find other sales sites in the next chapter.

Marketing: Batman Forever
http: I /VII'IW. batmanforever. com

By the time this book reach es your hands, time will have judged whether
Batman Forever, the third movie featuring DC Comics' Dark Knight, has become a box office sm ash or headed straight down the BatChute. One thing is
certain, though, its Web site is a big hit.
Batman Forever initially presents the Batma n logo w ith some animation below
it. While it's not at all intuitive, clicking the logo takes you to Gotham City,
complete with its metropolitan s kyline. The p icture is known as an image map.
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Clicking different parts of it will take you to different pages. The Post Office
page makes very innovati ve use of Netscape's tiled backgrounds, crowning
them with a graphic to create a convincing illus ion of a skyscraper.
Batman Forever is filled w ith images, profiles of sta rs, and even a few conundrums from the wily Riddler. While most Web sites are advertised on the
Internet, the URL for Batman Forever was plaste red all over posters in metropolitan areas. It's one m ore sign of the Web becoming part of our culture.

Job-Hunting: CareerMosaic
htt p: / / IWI'N. careermosaic. com

While the purple-tented graduates on its home page reveal that this site is
geared toward those about to enter the world of employment (and the employers tend to be mostly high-tech at this poi nt}, CareerMosaic gives a glimpse of
how job-hunting on the Web is evolving. Keep the dime for the shoe shine.
With more than 70 members at this point, some of w hich participate in online
job fairs, CareerMosaic makes it easy for prospective employees to browse a
company's vital statistics. The J.O.B.S. Gobs Offered By Search) link has a
database that you can search for current open ings and also has a way for you to
search across various Usenet newsgroups to see onJine classifieds. With more
newspapers hitting the Web every day, links to your local paper may lie in the
future.
CareerMosaic, which is run by recruitment advertising specialists Bernard
Hodes Advertising, also hopes to put more career-building resource info rmation
on its site.

Entertainment: Virtual Vegas
http: //WM'I. vi rtual vegas. com

If you've decided you want to marry your onli ne love in a hurry, Virtual Vegas
wou ld be the place. It's an a ttempt to recreate the City of Sin in cyberspace.
Virtual Vegas features a bea uty pageant, convention center and, of course, a
casino. The site has e nough eye-tiring glitz to be mis taken for its namesake as
well.

Clicking the Casino button a llows you to play roulette and b lackjack, among
other games. The blackjack game is based on a gaming engine developed by
Universal Access, Inc. It's an example of an external program that can be used
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on the Web through an interface called CGI, or Common Gateway Interface. CGI
scripts can be written in a number of different programming languages. On the
Mac, for example, they can be written in AppleScript. Another popular language
for CGI programs is Perl, which is available on the Mac and popular on Unix
machines.
The blackjack rules here are pretty s tandard, and the bets are funny money for
no'.v. There are other blackjack and card game sites on the Web, but we chose
this one for its detail, nicely rendered cards, and the virtual winnings we were
able to take home after bribing the dealer.

If at First ...
As you explore the Web, remember that it's a very fluid network. Some individually maintained servers that existed only a few w eeks ago may no longer
be operating or may have jus t moved to a different location on the Interne t.
Even in cyberspace, things go wrong. If you try to retrieve a document, but
instead get a message that the server is not responding, it does not necessarily
mean anything is wrong at you r end. The Web's popularity is exploding, and
not every server is equipped to han d le the volume of requests it is getting. Web
servers can only handle so many requests at once. When you address a server
that is already handling its limit of simultaneous requests, you may not get any
response at all.
While popular sites tend to adopt more powerful computers, components
within these machines can fail. Furthermore, remember that news (and rumors)
travel very fast around the Internet. When news hits abou t a popular new Web
site or file available through the Web, remember that you may be competing
against hundreds of users worldwide to access information or a service. For
these reasons, it's always a good idea to try the URL again later.
We hope this section has given you a taste of the different kind s of content
you're likely to find on the Web. In the next section, we'll discuss how the Web
can be used to access Internet resources other than "Web sites," including
gopher document databases and ftp file libraries.

Services with a Smile
Thanks to the ingenuity of Web software designers and the structure of Uniform
Resource Locator addresses, Web browsers can interface with many different
kinds of Internet servers, even those that were not written with the Web in
mind. In this respect, they are the Swiss Army knives of the Internet.
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While some limita tions on o ther services exist, you ca n access the vast majority
of Internet information using on ly a Web browser and an email package, like
Qualcomm's Eudora. And it may not be long before Web browsers are able to
receive email as well as send it.
This section will discuss using Web browsers to access different kinds of Web
services, such as email, gopher, ftp, news and telnet.

Email: Hayden Books
http: //W\WI . mcp. com/ hayden

Yes, our beloved publisher is on the Web. Hayden's Web site is par t of the
Macmillan Computer Publishing fnformation SuperLibrary, as it's called. At
Hayden's site, you can get information on new titles and ta ke advantage of
forms to enter contests for win books.
Before the Web, email accounted for the lio n's share of Internet traffic. The
ability to communicate textual information conh·asts sharply to the nature of the
Web, which is to publish mu ltimedia information to la rge groups of people, but
the two technologies gel nicely.
On H ayden's Web page, two links at the bottom of the page allow you to send
mail. One of these sends mail to the webmaster, which is a de facto title for the
person responsible for administering a web site. These Links are called "mail to"
URLs because cl icking them allows you to send mail providing the browser h as
the ability to accommodate the feature. Cticking a rnailto link in Netscape opens
an email window preaddressed w ith your email address and the recipient's.
Netscape also has a Mail Document command in the File menu whid1 includes
the URL of the document a nd ca n include its text as well.
Other browsers may hand le email differently. The Web browser for the Mac
version of America Online, for instance, uses the regular America Online mail
form. Clicking a mailto URL rehm1s you to the Ame rica On line program and
opens a mail form there. One adva ntage of this approach is that America Online
members don't have to lea rn another email system to send mail via the Web.
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Gopher: Yale Peabody Museum of
Natural History Gopher
gopher://gopher . peabody. yal e . edu:70/ 1

As any summer in te rn w ill tell you, a "gopher" is someone w ho is always asked
to "go fer coffee" o r "go fer supplies." Internet gophers "go fer" documents.
Go pher is a distributed document search and retrieval service that enables users
to search multiple sites by addressing inquiri.es to a ny gopher server that has a
record of those sites. Gopher has become quite popular among universities,
museu ms, libraries, and other o rganizations that have large libraries of textbased information. Gopher allows these documents to be publicly searched and
retrieved without any cl1anges to the documents themselves.
With its origins at the University of Minnesota, gopher was a popular tool
before the Web, but works well w ith Web browsers. Note that gopher servers,
like Web servers, can be accessed through URLs, but "gopher/' rather than
"http," is used at the beginning of the URL. You can also still use special prog rams to access gopher servers like the popular TurboGopher program.
When you retrieve a gopher di recto ry, you see a list of files in that directory as
well as lis t items that represent other directories on that server or any other
gopher server registered vvith it (see figure 3.6). To the gopher client, a server
directory appears li ke any other hierarchical fi le directory, with other Gopher
servers represented as subordina te levels to the main directory.
You are probably already familiar with this because your Macintosh also uses a
hierarchical filing system. When you open a file folder, you see files stored at
that level of the hierarchy as well as folders that are subordinate to that level in
the hierarchy.
Using a Web client, gopher directories ap pear as file or folder icons labeled with
hyperlinked text. You can navigate among directories using hyperlinks and the
Web browser's navigational buttons.
Like a Web server, a Gopher server only responds to direct requests from clients,
and only maintains a connection with a client wh en receiving a request or
sending a response. Unlike Web servers, some Gopher servers can also handle
search requests (see figure 3.7). A Web server would have to pass a search
request on to an external search program at the server location.
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Figure 3.6 Gopher directories nppenr as hyper/inked files nnd folders.
Each research department at Yale Peabody has its own menu under the main
gopher menu. The departmental file areas include an overview of the particular
collection area, notes on the gopher data, and items allowing searches of the
holdings. There are approximately 375,000 items cataloged on the Gopher
server. There are no pictures here, just written sys tematic descriptions.
Yale Peabod y participates with a loose association of other biology-oriented
organizations in North America in providing information about their collection
over the Internet through a Biodiversity Gopher network. Many of the individual specimen records of the Peabody's collection are readily available by
pointing your Go pher or Web client at the Yale Gopher server, or any of the
other Gopher serve rs in this network.
To conduct a search on the Yale Gopher, you click on one of the hyperlinked
Search icons represented by binoculars. The browser displays a form with a
single field for entering your keywords. You can search using multiple keywords as well as Boolean operators, such as "and," "or," and "not." The search
ins tructions are in the same directory as the hyperlinks to the search functions.
Gopher may not be as versatile as hypertext or as flashy as HTML, but it still
represents an important way to access information.
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Figure 3. 7 The Museum's Gopher server is capable of performing a search of
its own files.

ftp: The TidBITS File Server
ftp://ftp.tidbits. com/ pub/tidbits /

If you~ve ever used personal file sharing in System 7.0 or later, you have a good
idea of how ftp works. FTP is a networking protocol originally developed for
use by UNIX workstations to share files over TCP I IP networks, just Like Macs
can share files over AppleTalk. Since the Internet is a predominantly TCP /IP
network, ftp is the preferred file transfer method for moving large chunks of
data around the Internet, too.

There are several good free and shareware ftp programs, such as Dartmouth
College's Fetch and Peter Lewis' Anarchie. Just as with gopher, though, Web
browsers integrate well with ftp servers, provided they support anonymous log
on. As the name implies, an anonymous log on does not require that you have a
user account on the server or that you enter a unique password to access certain
file directories. Typically, you connect to an anonymous ftp server by u sing the
word "anonymous" as your user ID and your e mail address as your password.
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When us ing a Web browser, though, the log on proced ure is done for you. Most
ftp serve rs ask for your ema il address as a "password" for anonymous logons.
This is yet another reason w hy Netscape and other Web browsers ask you to
enter it.
Web browsers display rem ote file directories in man ne r s imilar to the way they
display gopher directories-as lists of file or folder icons labeled with short text
d escriptions. The description a nd the icon a re shown as a hyperbnked object
and clicking on one of these links re trieves that file.
Browsers are not yet fully e nabled ftp clients, h owever. For example, yo u ca nnot
retrieve mu ltiple files at once nor ca n you send files to th e server. If you need
these features, you should try one of the ded icated programs like Fetch.
Hey, even the Swiss Army Knife has its limitations.
But if you a re cru ising the Web and come across a file that looks interesting,
there's no reason to switch to a separate a pplication just to download it. Your
browser will do the trick jus t fine.
Often, anonymous servers a re the places where you' ll find updates to popu lar
Internet programs, informa tion about software a nd hardware, information
about the Internet, and lots of other interesting files.
Some well-known servers are incredibly busy, and try ing to log on to these
servers is an exercise in futility. There are several Macintosh software archi ve
servers in the URL directory mainly to provide yo u w ith a lte rnative file sou rces.
One very good source for Macintosh files is ftp: I /ft p. tidbits . com, admin istered by Adam Engst.

Note
For several years now, Adam Engst and Tanya Engst and a small group of other
electronic journalists have published TidBITS, a weekly newsletter about
Macintosh computers and telecommunications. Adam Engst is also the author of
Internet Starter Kit for Macintosh, a book that is held in singularly high regard
by Macintosh users heading nel'lJously down the nearest on-ramp and out onto
that great digital highway.
You s hould save this URL to one of your Hotlists. Almost every p iece of
important Macintosh Inte rnet sha reware and freeware is archived at
ftp: I /ftp. tidbits. com/ pub/tidbits I (see figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8 An FTP directory as it appears in the Netscape browser window.
FTP servers are hand led very similarly to gophe r servers. H yperlinks and the
n avigation buttons are used to traverse the hiera rchies. FTP URLs have " ftp" as
their prefix ins tead of " http" or "gophe r."
Clicking on the hyper! ink anchor for a file begins the dow nloading process.
Clients d isplay downloading progress is the same ma nner tha t they d isplay
d ownloading p rogress for Web docu ments or grap h ics.
The TidBITS serve r is a grea t resou rce fo r Web-rela ted files a nd information. A
va riety of HyperText Ma rkup Language text editors a re availa ble there, as well
as a selection of p rograms tha t can be used w ith the MacH TTP Web server
d escribed in Chapter 6. You' ll also find several browser Helper a pplications
available a t the TidBITS server.
The TidBITS server has been ca re fully organized to provide all kinds of useful
tools to the Macintosh Internet user. You will probably have ma ny reasons to
revisit.
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News
Usenet is the soul of the Internet. While the Web may make a good place for
personal expression, it's far less interacti ve today than the more than 13,000
Usenet bulletin boards that provide discussions on everything from atheism to
Zima. Like the Web itself, Usenet does not ex ist on an y one computer. It is
distributed around the world.
Netscape may be the only Web browser through which yo u can read and post
Usenet news . .Provided your news server is entered correctl y in Netscape's
preferences, choosing "Go to Newsgrou ps" from Netscape's Directory menu or
clicking the "Newsgroups" button from Netscape's D irectory Buttons toolbar
presents a page with several preselected newsgroups for Usenet neophytes.
If you know the name of the newsgroup you want to foll ow regularl y, you can
add it to this list by typing its name in the subscribe field and clicking the
Subscribe button. You can also view all available newsgroups; it w ill probably
be a very long lis t. Finally, you can enter the name of newsgroups directly as a
URL. Type "news:" (no double slashes) plus the name of the newsgroup. For
example, to read alt.drin.ks.snapple (one of the more ponderous newsgroups),
you would type news: alt . drinks. snapple in the Location field .

Clicking a newsgroup's name brings you to the newsgroup. Netscape displays a
list of posted articles in outline form. A toolbar within the Netscape d isplay
window allows you to:
• Post a new message
• Post Mark all articles read
• Post Show the articles that have already been read
• Pos t Subscribe to the group (add it to Netscape's initial list)
• Pos t Re turn to the list of subscribed newsgroups
Messages are listed along w ith the number of lines they use in parentheses.
Clicking a message title displays the full message along with several nice
touches. In most newsgroup readers, email addresses and URLs are plain old
text, but they become hyperlin ks when read in Netscape. The author's name, for
example, automaticaJiy becomes a mail to URL, and any URLs listed in the
message become links. So, for exa mple, if someone puts their home page URL at
the end of a message, clicking it would have the sa me effect as manu ally entering that URL. The N etscape w indow accesses the home page to which the URL
in the message points.
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The Netscape toolbar for Usenet available from a message's page allows you to
move among messages and replies in the same discussion topic, or thread, or
among th reads in a newsgroup. You can also post replies to messages or post
and email the author of the post simultaneously.
Be careful of what you say in Usenet. Your message w ill be trans mitted a round
the world and people w ill not hesitate to criticize or "flame" you . It's hig hly
recommended that you read a particular newsg roup for a while befo re posting.
FAQs, or Frequently Asked Questions, are files that can be very helphll. They
may be posted within the newsgroup or located in a newsgroup called *.answers
(*represents the first few letters of the newsgroup, such as alt, comp, sci, rec,
talk or soc. So, for example, comp.answers would have the FAQ for
comp.sys.mac.hardware).
Incidentally, browsers a ren't the onl y place where Usenet and the Web meet.
Popular dedicated news reading p rograms such as John Nors tad's
News Watcher allow you to select a URL in a Usenet posting and open it in
Netscape or ano ther Web browser by using an "Open URL" command.
You can also link new sgroup lists created .b y N ewswatch er with Netscape so
that both programs use the same record of groups, read and unread messages,
and so on.
To do this, make an alias of youi Newswatcher subscription group file and
rename the alias "newsrc" . Replace this "new src" a lias file ins ide the Netscape
preferences folder (w hich is located inside the Preferences folder inside your
System Folder).
Netscape will now access the same newsgroup informatio n as the Newswatcher
newsreader program.

Spinning New Threads
As versatile as Web browsers are, they can' t do it alone. The final section of our
Web-wide Tour d emonstrates how Web browsers can be used with helper
applications. While there is a wide variety of helper applications available, and
more coming in the future, this section concentrates on sound and video, and
how you can configure Netscape for other kinds of helper applications.
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Sound: The Woodstock '94 site
http: //YWN .woodstock. com/ interview/ index. html

If you couldn' t get to the original Woodstock, there was Woodstock '94. If you
couldn' t get to Woods tock '94, there was the Web site. Much Like Saugarties,
New York, this place seems a bit deserted, but interviews still remain. Clicking
on any sound clip title launches the helper applica tion Sound Machine.

Note that SoundMachine isn' t the onl y helper application that can handle
sound, which comes in many different form ats. Other souJld helper applications
include the free program SoundApp that handles Windows .WA V sound files
and the RealAudio player that plays sound as its bei ng transferred!

Acrobat: Adobe
http:

//WW\'1.

adobe. com/ Acrobat I Ac r obat0. htnl

As stu nning as Web pages can be, they can be arduous to create (as you'll
discover in Chapter 5), and their gra phics don' t print well on high-resolution
printers. That's where Acrobat comes in. Acrobat is a technology by Adobe (the
people who brought us the PostScript language in laser printers) for preserving
the layout of complex documents. The file format it uses is called PDF, or
Portable Document Format. Simply put, there's a lo t you can do in PDF that is
not possible in HTML today. Acrobat pages are a lso easier to create. Virtually
any Mac or Windows program that can print can create Acrobat fil es with the
purchase of Acrobat Exchange.
This is why some sites have Acrobat files at their Web site. Netscape is working
toward integrating PDF files into its browser, but, at press time, these files had
to be viewed w ith the free Acrobat Reader software, also available from Adobe's
Web site at http: I /www. adobe. com.
Once the reader is obtained, you need to configure Netscape to use Acrobat
Reader as a helper application. The easiest way to d o this is as follows:
1. Click the name of a sample Acrobat file. Netscape displays a dialog box

stating it can't fu1d an application to handle
2. Click the Pick Application button. A standard Open dialog box appears.
3. Locate the application Acrobat Reader in the Open dialog and choose it.
Acrobat Reader launches and the file is d isplayed.
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If you wish, you can choose Preferences from Netscape's Options dialog box and
then choose He lper Applications from the window's popup menu to see how
the helper applica tion was assigned.

Cybersmorgasboard
The World Wide Web is truly w ide. There is an almost infinite variety of content
on thousands of servers in hundred s of formats. That Web browsers can encompass all their riches through clever design and d elegation is among their greatest
strengths.
Perhaps the Web was origina lly so dubbed because of its interconnected links,
but lately the name has become even more appropriate because it's so easy to
get lost in it. The next chapter discusses the express lane on the information
highway; it includes excellent resources to help you quickly track down Web
sites as methodica lly as a spider spins a web.
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Surf and Ye Shall Find
Info rma tion on the Web can be a moving target, and a fast-moving one at that.
Matthew Gray has tracked the growth of the Web since the middle of 1993, and
has published some interesting statistics based on his program, the Web Wanderer, a t:
http ://w.vw. netge n.comti nfo/growt h . html

Using the Web Wanderer, Gray found that the number of servers on the Web
g rew 10,000 percent in the 18-month period beh-veen June 1993 and December
1994. The growth rate during 1994 alone exceeded 50 new Web servers every
d ay.
The estimates of individ ual documents on the Web range from h-vo mill ion to
fi ve million; URLs are cons tantly being created, removed, and changed. As a
result, it's difficult to judge how accurate any estimate of Web files might be.
Trying to pinpoint in formation browsing such a cyberscape could be like trying to find the proverbial needle in a haystack, if the h ays tack resembled Mt.
Everest. Fortunately, there a re a slew of special Internet resou rces that can act
as a supercharged metal detector.
Some of these tools are as simple to use as the Help menu in your browser.
Others are prog rams on servers that help you search broadly through the
Internet, or they are documents that keep track of w hat's new.
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Not a ll of these resources me Web sites, either. Usenet hosts discussion g roups
where Web users a nd authors spanning all experience levels share teclmical
informa tion and advice about what they can do with the Web. You can also
subscribe to mailing lists, in which peop le email questions and comments about
a specific subject to a group address, and these messages are sent to all the
subscribers of the mailing list. Ma iling lists are a great way to stay abreast of
what's happening in a given fi eld, but they can generate a lot of email. Worse,
it can sometimes be difficult to get off a mailing list once you' re on it.
In thjs chapter, we' ll s taTt with some important ways to find out w hat's on the

Web, and close with a summary of how to stay abreast.

Search Engines
Discovering new resources by chance is a fun way to explore the Web at your
leisure. But if you are looki ng for a specific piece of information, and would like
to find it sometime before the uni verse implodes, you probably don't want to
spend hours randomly following hype rlinks aroun d the Web. If you want to
make as thorough a search of the Web as possible, you shou ld use more than
one of the available search en gines:
• Lycos is a research prog ram focused on providing information retrieval
and discovery in the WWW. Lycos currentl y answers browser search
req uests with relatively complete abstracts of Web documents, including
a hyperlink to each document. The n ame Lycos derives from Lycosidae,
a family of large g round spiders, w hich catches its prey by pursuit, rather
than in a web. Lycosidae are noted for their running speed and are especia lly active at night. To again stress how fast the Web is growing, Lycos
grew from two million to nearly four million URLs in the time we wrote
this book. It is located at:
http://lycos.cs.cmu.edu /

• TradeWare Galaxy is a Wide Area Iniormation Service sea rch engine
maintained by TradeWare, publishers of MacWeb and win Web client
applica tions. The Trade Ware Galaxy directory provides a lis t of major
topics that link to indexes of documents organized in categories (see figure
4.1). fts interface is similar in for m to the Yahoo index. It is located at:
htt p:/ /galaxy . ~i n et . net/galaxy . html

• The WebCrawler was developed by Brian Pinkerton at Unjvers ity of
Washington in 1994. In June 1995, the WebCraw ler was acquired by
America Online and is maintained by AOL as a public service to the
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Internet. The WebCraw ler database contains more than 150,000 visited
documents and another 1,500,000 URLs for documents yet to be catalogued. It is located at:
http: llwebcrawler. com
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Figure 4.1 Tradeware Galaxy, formerly the EINet Galaxy, is an index and
hyperlinked directory of documents that can be used for either
browsing or searching.
• The WWW Home Pages Broker was built using the Harvest search software system. The Broker searches by key\vord and returns a numbered
listing of documents and URLs that match the search criteria. The WWW
Pages Broke r is located at:
http: I I\'NIW. town . hall. org l br okers /www -home- pages 1query. ht ml

Resource Guides
The re are a lso several ge neral resource guides that provide h ype rlinks to index
documents and search engines on th e Web. You ca n always use one of these
resource guides to look for places to sta rt a search:
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• The Internet ResoUices Meta-Jndex is a listi ng of Web, Gopher, and other
indexes, listings, search able indexes, server indexes, and catalogs of
WWW-provided info rmatio n. It has been compiled by the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)/Softwa re Development Group,
w hich writes and distributes the Mosaic browser. It's located at:
http: / / Vflltw. nc sa. uiuc . edu /SDG / Softwa r e ;Mos aic/ Metalnde x . ht ml

• The Internet Search p age at Netscape Communica tions (see figu re 4.2) is a
comp rehensive d irectory of Web sea rch engines, and includes hyperlinks
to Lycos, the WebCrawler, WWW Pages Broker, and other large Web
document indexes. I nt e rnet Sea r ch is located at:
ht tp://home.netscape .com / home/ inte rn et·searc h. html
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Figure 4.2 The Internet Search page maintained by Netscape
Communications, Inc.
• The World Wide Web Consortium publishes a General Overview of the
Web that provides links to the Virtu al Library and Virtual Tourist lists of
registered HTTP servers. These servers a re organized by country and
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continent, according to access protocol (HTTP, Gopher, FTP, and so on)
and are currently accessed through:
http: //vrww. w3. org /hypertext /DataSources /Top. html

• The W3 Search Engines page points to all of the most useful search engines
available on the WWW. The page contains links to 46 different engines and
46 submit forms for searching any (or aU) of the engines (see figure 4.3).
The W3 Search Engine administrator encourages users to install a copy of
this document on their local machine. The original list is located at:
http://cuiwww.unige.ch/meta·index.html
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Figure 4.3 The W3 Search Engine is a form for sending queries to any or all of
the major document indexes on the Web.
The variety of documents you can find on the Web covers a broad spectrum-lists
of graphics and sound files, indexes of software files, catalogs of museum objects,
and abstracts or full texts of technical publications.
As you move from one hyperlinked phrase or word to another, an inquiry
starting with a single Web page can easily lead all ove r the world. If you try
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to keep track of individual docu ments that you've visited, you may create a
thoroughly unman ageable Hotlist menu.
Let's examine some of these engines in depth.

Lycos
http://lycos.cs.cmu.edu/

The Lycos catalog is maintained at Carnegie-Mellon University, one of the
primary computing centers on the Internet in North America. Lycos is actually
several computers that can run searches concurrently on the same database. The
Lycos database is fed by an automated program (the Lycos Web Explorer) that
runs daily searches of the World Wide Web, looking for new URLs. Based on
these searches, the index in the Lycos catalog is revised weekly and new URLS
are added.
Lycos takes advantage of forms to Jet you narrow you r searching criteria.
The home page for Lycos provides you with a directory of hyperlinks (see figure
4.4). The first two hyper! inks are used for starting a document search on any of
the several servers avai lable. Although you can conduct the search from any of
the servers, each server can handle only so ma ny requests at one time. Having
a variety of servers available provides access to as many concurrent users as
possible. If your first server choice is busy, yo u can simply try another one.
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Figure 4.4 The Lycos home pnge.
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You can use the Lycos home page to get information about Lycos and you can
add your own URL to the Lycos dir ectory. The Lycos Web Explorer (a sepa rate
program) validates these user-submitted URLs befo re they are entered into the
d atabase.
Traffic into Lycos can be heavy. Browser requests generally hit a peak about
2 p.m. Eastern (U.S.) time but, even a t its low point (around 6 a.m . EST), Lycos is
serving about 8,000 accesses each hour. In the la te afternoon, the number of
requests h overs around 18,000 an hour. When you have trouble getting your
search request to run, note the time and try again later.
Lycos has a catalog of approximately 4.2 million documents, so running a search
can sometimes take a few minutes. Lycos, however, is one of the m ost comprehensive search engines on the Net, consistently find ing m ore references than
other fine seardung tools on the Web.
To use Lycos, first click on the link in the first line of servers. This retu rns a page
that displays a single field and reads "This is a searchable index" (see figu re 4.5).
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Figure 4.5 Single keyword searches are easily run on Lycos.
Let's say you've been browsing hither and thi ther for information on zithers to
no avail. Enter the word "zith er" in the search field an d press Return. This sends
the keyword as part of a URL to the Lycos server and sta rts a sear ch of the
database for all entries that contain the word "zither."
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Lycos returns detailed information. When you ru11 a search, you don't just get a
list of hyperlinks, you get brief descriptions of the various index entries that tell
you something about the sp ecific citation. You also get a hyperlink leading to
the cited document (see figure 4.6). Based on the description, you can decide if
the cited document is what you're looking for or if it's way off track, and thus
save yourself the trouble of checking each document. You' ll save download
time, too.
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Figure 4.6 Lycos returns comprehensive index information abou t documents.
Now let's look at the index entries Lycos sent to you. The li st returned from the
"zither" request isn't very long. One entry in the list is for a musical instrument
dealer in California. The second line of that entry is a hyperlink that can be used
to go to that dealer's home page.
The Lark in the Morning main menu indicates that this dealer probably doesn't
do a lot of business with the heavy metal crowd . N onetheless, zithers are here
and in th ree different mode ls. The two concert models are shown through inline
GIF images (see figure 4.7).
Our music dealer does not represent the last word in zithers. At the bottom of
the page is a hyperlink to more citations for zither. Clicking on this link will
display additional pages of entries from the Lycos database, including one that
Jets you hear the sound of the instrument.
Returning to the first p age at the Lycos site, you' ll notice a second set of
hyperlinks leading to the Lycos servers. This set of links includes a form, which
provides a few more options for conducting you r search, including specifying
the number of citations that will be displayed.
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Searching again reveals additional records for "zither," including one that lets
you hear the instrument. Virtual Planet Three does include a rather la rge .wav (a
type of sound file) recording of some Vietnamese musicians jamming with a
zither (see figure 4.8) and a guitar.
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Figure 4.7 My first search returns some pictures of concert zithers.
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Figure 4.8 Searching again leads straight to an audio file of a zither
pe1jormance.
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Clicking the name of the sound fil e launches SoundA pp, a h e lper appl ication for
handling Windows sound files. SoundApp was mentioned in Ch ap te r 1 as a
helpe r application . You can download it from m any places o n the In te rnet, s uch
as one of the ma ny Info-Mac archives.
Lycos m ay be the best overall search engine, but it's far from alone. Other search
engines a re the World Wi de Web Worm a t the University of Colorad o, the Web
Crawler a t the University of Washi ngton , and ALI\AJEB at N exor, Ltd. in the UK.
You can find indexes of these and many othe r sea rch engines a t several locations
on the Web (see figure 4.9), including on a docume nt a t:
htt p: //www . ncs a. uiuc .edu /SDG/Software/Mosaic/Demo/metaindex . html
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Figure 4.9 The Internet Resources M eta-Index at NCSA lists most,
all, of the directories, indexes, nnd search eng ines on the
W orld Wide W eb.

if not

Nevertheless, using severa l other popula r Web search engines to search for
"zither" y ielded these results:
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Table 4.1
Searching for Zither
Search engine

Number of hits

Lycos

33

Yahoo

0

ALIWEB

0

WebCrawler

3

TradeWare Galaxy

1

JumpStation

0

You can find an index of hyperlinks to all of the larger document and URL
indexes at many locations on the Web, including:
http://cuiwww.unige.ch/meta·index.html

Yahoo
http://~v.yahoo.com/

If you couldn't tell from its name, Yahoo is worth getting excited about.

After a few hours of wandering around the Web, it's easy to compile a long
Bookmarks menu of Web sites that you're sure you'll want to visit again. But
there is hope for the very curious Web surfer, and its name is Yahoo.
Yahoo is a subject-oriented database, written and maintained by David Filo and
Jerry Yang at Stanford University. The Yahoo database is presented on the Web
as a hierarchical directory of hyperlinks organized by subject category. Filo and
Yang aptly describe it as a hierarchical hot list.
The main Yahoo page lists several dozen broad subject categories (see figure
4.10). Clicking on any of these categories takes you ever deeper into the database
records for that group.
Eventually, you reach indexes of hyperlinked Web documents. None of the
documents indexed in the Yahoo database are actually at the Yahoo server-it
only contains the URLs that lead to them.
The URL references are compiled through a form at Yahoo that Web authors can
use to submit a document URL to the database. URLs are also compiled from
automated searches of other directories on the Web.
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Figure 4.10 Yahoo is a Web-wide hotlist maintained by David Fila and
ferry Yang.
During a recent visit, the database was reportedly growing at a rate of about
540 documents a day. There are already tens of thousands of URLs indexed at
Yahoo.
The subject categories on the Yaboo list attempt to be broad. The main directory
lists categories in Art, Business, Computers, Economy, Education, Entertainment, and other general topics.
You can quickly search the Yahoo database through a form linked to the main
page. Searches for art o r entertainment are bound to find something worthwhile.
While "zithers" have escaped Yahoo's notice, online comics h ave not. The
Entertainment link on the main page leads to long list of possibly entertaining
subjects, including Amusement Parks, Cooking, Home and Garden, and Comics.
Each link shows the number of entries to which it refers. Comics listed 160
entries.
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The Comics page itself is a lis t o f URL entries and other links that lead even
deeper into the Yahooian labyrinth. For example, a link to Comic Books advertised another 49 links available at the click of a mouse. This discussion will stick
with Online Comics, which returned a page full of descriptions and links to
graphics from a Web server at: http: I /VNVW. eden. com/ (see figure 4.11).
::0
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Figure 4.11

Yahoo leads to this page describing Online Comics.

The Online Comics index features brief descriptions and eye-catching graphics,
as one might expect to find at the cutting edge of popular illustrated text on the
Internet. If you are interested in Adhesive Comics, you're in for a treat.
The listing advertised a new comic that was "a dizzying Foray into The Neverso-Placid World of Substance Abuse for the Common Man .. .. Sell your kids, if
you have to, to procure a copy of this final word in print..." How can you resist?
(see figu re 4.12).
Yahoo is an excellent resource for what's new and hip, but may not fare as well
on the obscure subjects as Lycos does.
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Figure 4.12 Adhesive Comics promotes its latest creation.

Subject-Oriented Internet
Resource Guides
http: I /W>Nw .l ib . umi ch . edu 1chhome . html

Imagine if you could go to th e local library and, instead of shu ffling truough
the card catalog, click th rough listings of all of the books on the shelves. Now
imagine if you had imm ediate access to this serv ice, not only in that lib rary, b ut
in several thousand others as well.
Today, many public libraries contain comp uterized d atabases of books and
periodicals. In b ig cities, lik e Chicago or New York, these databases alread y
display th e collections at all the various branches. You just walk up to any
terminal and stare at the screen, trying to figure out how to find the book you
seek. These interfaces are so obscure that you ' re likely to go to the card catalog
an d look it up the old-fashioned way.
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It's bound to work better someday, and those improvements may arrive by way
of hyperlinked indexes using the Web . The University of Michigan's University
Library, New York Public Library, and the School of In formation and Library
Studies (SILS) are attempting to build a library referen ce service for electronic
information (see figure 4.13).
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Figure 4.13 The Clearinghouse fo r Subject-Oriented Resource Guides is like
a card ca talog for the Internet.
The goal of the Clearinghouse fo r Subject-Oriented Interne t Resource Guides is
to collect infor mation about everything on the Internet and provide a summary
index tha t lists subjects, authors, locations, a nd other pertinent information .
While most of this information takes the form of plain text, m any of the resource
guides are beginning to app eru· as hypertext, or are indexed using hy pertext (see
figures 4.14 through 4.16).
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Clearinshouco for Subject-OriCJitod lotemel R.esoW'CO
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Figure 4.14 The Clearinghouse includes hypertext versions of subject guides.
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Figure 4.15 Documents related to agriculture nre indexed on the hypertext
directory titled Not Just Cows.
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Figure 4.16 Not Just Cows provides hyperlinks to other resources in many
separate locations on the Internet.
Each subject category is its own resou rce gathering project. The ca tegories have
been produced by members of the Internet community and by SILS students
who participate in the Internet Resource Discovery project a t th e Universi ty of
Michigan.
These resource guides are prima ril y written as p lain tex t documents and served
using gopher. Users making a gopher request to server Zebra see directories for
man y other servers. Users can browse or make keyword search es of the infor mation indexed or stored at any of the go pher sites registered w ith server Zebra,
using a gopher client application .
Given the trem endous amount of text involved in these guides, new contributors are urged to edit their entries using HyperText Markup Langu age and take
ad vantage of the Web as an easy to use and powerful interface.
There is clearly d emand for the Clearinghouse, judgin g from the number of
users w ho access it. By rnid-1995, it was being accessed more than 174,000 ti mes
a month-a tenfold growth rate for the year.
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Figure 4.17 Jumping to the EcoSystems index turns u.p a hyperlink to a
gopher search engine called KA TIE.
The Clearinghouse is the type of electronic resource tha t would be a great
addition for any classroom, sch ool, or public library, to say nothing of provid ing
a valuable tool for mining the Internet for virtually every bit of data out there.

The World Wide Web
Consortium
http://www.w3.org/

On October 1, 1994, the center of the World Wide Web jumped a few thousand
miles west. On that date, the ori ginal center of the Web was reorganized and
relocated from Geneva, Switzerland to Cambridge, Massachusetts.
The Web server at CERN, http : I I info. cern. chI, had become the central
point fo r software, information, and extensive directories of Web servers around
the world .
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The announcement of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) indicated th at a
refocusing peri od was in the works. The other shoe dropped in February 1995,
w hen CERN announced that it was transferring its core Web development
activities to the French National Institute for Research in Computing and
Automation, lNRJA.
CERN still maintains its own Web servers and provides information about the
Web, hypertext, and Web softwa re, at http: I lwww . cern . chI ExpSuppo rt 1. But
the major effort of coordinating the a rchitecture of the Web has moved to the
World Wide Web Con sortium.
The W3 Consortium is located in the Laboratory for Computer Science on the
Massachusetts Institute of Tech .,oJogy campus, and is being administered by
MIT. Tim Berners-Lee and seve1 ,) other prominent architects of HTTP and
HTML have moved to Cambridge, and Berners-Lee is now Director of the
Consortium.
For now, all of the fundamenta l information abo ut the Web, including its
structure, HTML, HTTP, URLs, software, and related discussions, are documented or linked a t MIT. In fact, the pages at MIT are indis tiguishable from the
pages that had been served up in Geneva, including the green Ws designed by
Robert Cailliau (see figure 4.18).
And, like the old CERN site, the W3C server provides information and links to
Web servers around the world. If yo u are interested in finding servers in distant
places, the W3C is now the place to start.
The opening page at W3C is a genera l directory of hyper links to major categories of Web developer information. You can follow these Jinks resources to help
you develop and run your own Web server, and you should check them out. But
I'd rather show you the Web server d irectories that are linked to this page under
the heading How to find things on the Web.
These directories tnke very different routes to provide you w ith similar results.
One is a list organized by continent and country. The second is a list organized by
subject matter. A searchable catalog of servers helps round out the presentation.
The List of Servers link moves you to a long list organized by continent and
country. You could scroll though this list to find the geogra phic area that
interests you, or you could try the clickable world map hyperlink toward the top
of the page. This link leads to ano ther server at the State University of New York
at Buffalo, and a rather unique interface (see figures 4.19 and 4.20). Bear in mind
that the list of test hyperlinks w ill be fas ter, because there are no inline graphics
to download.
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Figure 4.19 The W3 servers page lists servers by geographic regions and
provides a link to a cfickab fe world map.
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Figure 4.20 The world mnp of servers provides n graphic in te1jace to different
regions of the world.
The Virtual Tourist is certainly a more colorful method for locating servers on
the Web than paging down a list of n ames. It also helps users maintain a sense
of w here in the world they are going. This is a good example of an interface that
is tailored for use in public settings and w ith less experienced users, like a
classroom or library.
A second and very useful directo ry to Web servers is a lso linked to the main

page at W3C. Choosing the link to Other catalogues by s ubject on the main W3C
page takes you to the first level of the Vi rtual Library di rectory at W3C (see
figure 4.21 ).
The Virtual Library is a more complex d irectory method, s ince individual
servers might each be li sted within several categories. As a matter of fact, if no t
necessity, the Virtual Library is a distributed cataloging system . There are m any
Virtual Library servers, and each provides listings for specific subject categories.
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The Virtual Library catalogues Web servers by subject matter
and is accessed through a ce11tml page at the W3C.

The first level listing p rovides general ca tegories of subject matter. Each of these
links leads to a sepa rate server elsewhere on the Web, w here that section of the
library is maintained. Toward the top of the page is a series of recently added
links leading to new additions to the Virtua l Lib rary nelwork.
One recent library addition is a cata logue of Electronic Journals. Clicking on this
link w ill take you to the home of this a rea of the library, a serve r at:
http: //'MVIY . 4mesa . com /

The World Wid e Web Consortium is poised to lead the Web through the second
five years o f its life. The tremendous growth in the Web, both in numbers of new
servers and in numbers of new clients, has certainly stimulated several corporations to join.
Up until now, the Web has been developed throu gh a laissez-faire blend of
individual initiative and organiza tional sup port. This gradual evolution was
only recentl y punctuated by the w ides pread acceptance of grap hical browser
software. It remains to be seen how well the W3C plays its role as facilitator of
standards and softwa re, and whether the Web d eveloper commu nity fractures
into Insiders and Outsiders.
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Spider Anatomy
Search engines rely on programs known as wo rms, spiders, and robots to
compile databases of Web resources according to unique routines. In general,
however, they all work according to a few common principles.
Firs t, they must determine what's out there. This can be done in a number of
ways, but a typical method is gradually polling the Internet for URLs that begin
with "http: //" or that end with ".htm l" . Using these search criteria, the spider
will avoid other files, like GIF ima ges or QuickTime movies, because the files
would end with a .gif or .mov filename extension.
Using this list of document URLs, you can make a second exploration of the
Web. This time your program will scan through the text content of these documents in an attempt to d etermine the subject matter within the documents.
As you'll discover in Chapter 5, there are a variety of HTML conventions for
specifying everything from major subject headings in the document to the email
address of the document's author. A properly written program could be sent to
look through each document and retrieve information that has been tagged as
an HTML element. For exa mple, to find the titles of documents, the spider only
needs to retrieve text tl1at is ma1·ked up as <TITLE>.
Furthermore, the entire displ.ayed content of the document resides between a
pair of <BODY> tags. A s pider mig ht scan everything between these tags. In
order to determine the subject matter more accura tely, it could ignore certain
very common words, or words tha t appear eithe r too often or too infrequently.
Using moderately powerful UN1X computers and relatively simple computations, some of the exis ting s piders, worms, and robots can find hundreds of
documents per minute. Scanning each documen t individually is a lengthier
process.

What's New?
Search engines may h elp reduce overall Internet traffic and save you time when
you already know what you want. But even the best search engine can't keep up
w ith the growing number of documents on the Web.
At a rate of 50 or more new servers a day, keeping up with the new and noteworthy could become a full-time job, as it most li kely is for someone at the
NCSA Mosaic What's New index server (see figure 4.22).
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Figure 4.22 NCSA's What's New page is updated three times each week with
announcements of Web servers and documents.
The NCSA What's New List is one of the main ways that new servers are announced to the rest of the Web. For inclusion in the list, anyone can submit a
description of his server or new documents, along with the URLs, to the What's
New editors. Currently, What's New is updated three times each week.
The URL for NCSA Mosaic What's New is:
http:/ /www.ncsa.uiuc.edu /SDG/Softwar e/Mosai c/ Docs/ whats ·new. html.

Mosaic browser users can also access the NCSA What's New page through the
Mosaic Navigate menu.
The typical What's New page is a 40K document of hyperlinks and brief descriptions of the new server or documents. Although a document of this size is not
too large to browse, if you'd like to search the document for specific words, go
to Edit in your browser menu bar and use the Find command.
The most recent weeks' pages are also available through the Recent Updates link
on the main What's New page.
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Full monthly indexes are available from the main Wh at's New page through
a hyper! ink to the What's New archives. These archi ves are listed by month,
beginning with the m ost recent and going back to June 1993, when the What's
New page began. The archive index page conta ins a hyperlink to each monthly
list.
Some of these documents may be 700K or BOOK in size. Downloading a document of this size over a m odem connection will take several minutes . Searching
it with the Find command will also take some time.
Fortunately, all the mo n thly archived lists have been cataloged, and you don't
have to d ownload the archives and scroll thro ugh them. Instead, you can use
a search engine to make a much quicker scan of all the archives at once. This
search engine is avai lable throug h the CUI W3 Ca talog hyperlink on the archive
index page.
The CUI W3 Catalog is maintained a t the same server as the World Wide Web
Search Engines page, and you can reach it directly a t:
http: //cuiWivw. unige. ch/w3catalog

The kind of information you can find us ing this type of search differs from the
information found by searching an index compiled by a spid er program.
Unlike index entries comp iled by a spider prog ram, the What's New entri es are
composed from blurbs written by the person(s) who submitted the new listing,
and do not necessarily reflect the full or current d ocument content at those sites.
There are various other What's New types of lis ts on the Web, none of them
com e close to the bread th and freque ncy of the NCSA What's New pages. The
closest runner-up is the What's New on Yahoo documen t at:
http: //WI'IW. y ahoo . com/ new

There are over 50,000 entries in the Yahoo database, and 300 to 500 new entries
are added d aily. Because Yahoo tends to ath·act entries from the arts, entertainment, and business e nd o f the spectrum, you should look there first for new sites
related to a rt, culture, and commerce.
A h yperlink on the main Yahoo page leads directly to the Wh at's New on
Yahoo index, which m ain tains hyperlinks to new URL entries for each of the
past five days (see fi gure 4.23).
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Figure 4.23 What's New on Yahoo lists the most recent additions to that
database.
The individua l d a il y indexes are organ ized alo ng the sam e h ieraTchy as the
m ain Yahoo index, and includ e hyperlinks u p to the major subject lis tings as
well as hyperlinks d own to the new ly added documents.

News groups
On the Interne t, newsgroup s are a global tow n h a ll meeting. While the
newsgroup structure actua lly predates the Internet, it now represents a good
chunk of the in formation th at is passed b ack and forth there d aily .
There are m ore than 14,000 indiv idual newsgr oup s. Each is organized around a
specific topic a nd newsgroup subscribe rs u se the newsgrou p as a place to both
p ost and read messages about that topic (see figrne 4.24).
Several newgroups are important forums used fo r discussing the growth, the
content, and the technology of the World Wid e Web among the larger Internet
commmuty.
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Figure 4.24 Newsgroups are open forums for discussion. on the In.temet.
Each new message posted to a newsgro up includes a s ubject heading, along
with other headings that show who wrote the message and when it was written.
Replies to the orig inal message assume the same subject heading as the first
message, a nd a re grou ped with it in a "thread." Subject threads are s upposed to
enable readers to easily locate comme nts on a s pecific message or subject matter.
There are 21 active newsgroups that focus solely on discussions about the World
Wide Web. Internet newsgrou ps a re referred to by their name in the newsgroup
hierarchy. For example, comp. infosystems. www. mise, tells you that the
newsgrou p is found under the general category of comp (for computers) and
subcategory infosystems (for information systems, like WAIS, gopher, or the
Web). Periods are used to separate the hierarchical levels shown in a newsgroup
address.
Newsgrou ps can a lso be located on the Interne t using a URL address. The
Uniform Resource Locators for some o f the Web-related newgroups are:
news:comp.infosystems.W\~v.announce

news :comp.infos ystems.www .misc
news: comp. infosystems. I'IVI'II . providers
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news: comp. infosys tems. I'IWW. users
news: comp. infosystems . WW\'/ . authoring. cgi
news:comp .infos ys t ems .www.authoring.html
news: comp . i nfos ystems. IVI'IW . authoring. images
news: comp. i nfosystems . I'IWW. authoring . mi se
news: comp. infosys tems .VNI\'1. browsers. mac
news: comp. i nfos ystems . WW\'1. servers. mac

I'll explain more about how to connect wi th newsgroups a little later in this
section. First, let me explain what th ese newsgroups are.
comp. infosystems. www. announce is a relati vely low-volume ne\-vsgroup. It is
used to place announcements about new Web servers and home pages. It is not
moderated, meaning there is no person or g roup of people who monitor the
newsgroup for improper postings.

Sometimes, overcome with excitement about their own success, new Web
server operators post their announcements to newsgroups other than
comp. infosystems. www. announce. This practice is considered bad form and
can result in small conflagrations of ill temper from those who tire of wading
through inappropriate news articles.
More frequently, new server operators also submit their announcement to the
What's New page at NCSA or What's New on Yahoo.
comp. infosystems. www. mise serves a large volume of messages that cover a
range of discussion topics. It was set up to handle messages that do not apply to

any of the other Web related newsgroups. It is unmoderated.
Included in miscellaneous news are announcements about meetings, discussions, or Web-related events, discussions about HTML or HTTP, discussions
about software developers or network resou rces, or general discussions about
the Web and its future. Keep in mind that subscribers may be located anywhere
in the world and that participants are not mainly Macintosh users.
comp. infosystems. www. providers carries the largest volume of messages of
any of the Web related n ewsgroups and focuses on the server side of things. It is
unmoderated .
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Messages and threads in comp . inf osystems. www . prov iders focus on questions rela ted to netwo rk connecti ons, server software, Commo n Gateway
Interface program s, operating systems, and other matters related to setting
up and operating a Web server. l t is also a place to d iscuss w riting Hy pertex t
Markup Language documents as well as to pics related to server secmity.
Many major software d evelopers, s uch as Netscape, Spyglass, Spry, and
TradeWare, visit this newsgroup regularly, so it is a good p lace to follow or
participate in discussion about topics related to server softwa re.
comp. infosys tems . www . providers is gradually being replaced by the new
comp . infosyst ems . www . servers in newsgroups, and may no longer be active
by the end of 1995.
comp. infosystems . www. users is a high-volume group that focuses on Web
browser software and issues related to us ing a Web browser. lt is unrnoderated.
Discussions in this gro up focus on s pecific browser softwa re but often overflow
into general discussions about Web sites, mod ems, service providers, and o ther
tangential topics.
Appro priate topics for this newsgroup include browser setu p questions, bug
reports, comparisons of browser programs, or other to pics that speci fically relate
to using the Web.
If you have a question about your browser, this is a very good place to start
looking for answers. You should also read the Freq uently Asked Question
(FAQ) document, written by Thomas Boutell, and posted to this group (and the
other Web groups) every four d ays.
comp. infosyst ems. www. use rs is gradually being replaced by the new
comp. i nfosy s tems. www . browse r s newsgroups, and may no longer be active
by the end of 1995.
comp. infosystems . www. authoring. cgi is a moderate-volume group used to
discuss Common Ga teway Interface programming for the Web. CGis are small
programs w ritten to extend the functions of Web servers. Program s th at process
information submitted by a fill-o ut fo rm or image map are examples of CGis.
Keep in mind that su bscribers may be located anywhere in the world and that
participants are no t o nly Macintosh users. The newsgroup is not modera ted.
comp . infosystem s . www . a uthor i ng . ht ml is a high-volu me group used to
discuss the Hy perText Markup Language, w hich is used to build th e hypertext
documents served ove r the Web.
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Discussions in this newsgro up range over basic questions about existing HTML
practice, the proprietary elements used by Netscape or other browsers, HTML
editing software, and the va rious new e lem ents being proposed for the next
generation of hype rtext, HTML 3.0.
Because HTML is not platform-specific, neither is this newsgroup, and the
d iscussion can provide insight into how differe nt browser software interprets
the "com mon" hypertext language.
comp. infosystems . www . authoring . images is a low-volume group intended to
discu ss the creatio n and editing of graphic images used for Web publishing.
The judicious use of graphics in p age design, the difference betwee n compression schemes, and the use of imagemaps are a ll accepta ble topics for discussion
in this group, w hich is not p latform specific or modera ted.
comp. infosystems. www. authoring. mise is a high-volume grou p intended for
topics tha t don' t fit into the other www. authoring newsgroups. The high nu mber of postings betrays the fact that it a lso p lays the role of ca tch-all authoring
g roup.
Th e authoring.m isc d iscussion is intended for topics like using a udio, video, and
"virtual reality modeling language" over the Web.
It is no t p la tfo rm-specific, a nd because the A/V capabilities of b rowsers, desk-

top compu ters, and workstations vary greatly, so does the d iscussion in the
group. It is not moderated .
comp. infosystems. www. browsers. mac is a low-volume group created for
discussing Web browsers specific to the Macintosh computer.
Acceptable topics for discussion include browser con figuration questions and
problems, helper applications, bug reports, and on-going comparative analysis
of MacWeb, Netscape, and Mosaic. The newsgrou p is not moderated.
comp. info systems. servers. mac is a low-volume group d edicated to d iscussing Web server software d esigned fo r the Macintosh.
Currently there a re only a couple of Mac server applications, and the dominant
Mac serve r is MacHTTP I WebStar. The newsgroup is not moderated .
Whatever newsgroup you read and post messages to, you should observe the
basic rules of polite beh avior for the In ternet. A central principle of newsgroup
decorum is that messages posted to the group must be on the top ic. Off-topic
postings waste readers' time as well as disk space on the news servers.
Existingpostings also indicate the appropriateness o f a subject to the newsgroup.
You sh ould fam iliarize yourself \·v ith the kind of d iscussions being conducted
tluough the newsgroup before pos ting a message of your own. You should a lso
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read the Frequently Asked Questions document posted in the newsgroup for
the answers to basic questions about the subject matter. It's possible that your
question has a lready been answered, perhaps repeatedly, and is already contained in the FAQ.

Mailing Lists
Electronic mail predates the Web by many years. But it still is the most common
form of communication on the In ternet and the most convenient way to disseminate info rmation to specific individuals.
One way that email is used to organize group discussions on a topic is through
a mailing list. Unlike a newsgroup that stores messages on a server for you to
browse when you have the time, messages posted to a mailing lis t are rebroadcast back to the mailboxes of lis t subscribers. If you subscribe to one of these
lists, the news will come to you via email.
Like newsgroups, subscriber-participant lists may be moderated or unmoderated,
and like the newsgroup, netiquette dictates that postings stay on topic.
Unlike the newsgroup, w here you can pick and choose which messages to read,
every message to a participant mailing list is resent to every s ubscriber. Floods
of off-topic messages are seldom appreciated, even by the m ost encyclopedic of
list readers. Nobody likes dow nloading and wading through junk mail.

Subscribing to Lists
The World Wide Web Consortium maintains several mailing lists for discussing
the technical aspects of the Web. The W3C provides a description of its own
lists at:
http: //WI'IW. w3. org / hyper text /IWNI/Mail/ Lis ts. html

W3C also maintains a listing of other web-rela ted mailing lists (not W3C-run) at:
http : //1'/WN. 1'13. org / hypertext / IWNI/IAail/Outside_mailing. html

These p ages are not complete catalogues of all the Web-related lists on the
Lnternet, but they are a good place to start, and both pages include hyperlinks
to mailing list archjves for ma ny of the li sts they describe.
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To subscribe to a mailing list, yo u address a message to the server address, not
the address for the mailing list. The body of the message is reserved for the
function command(s) you want the server to execute. For example, the word
subscribe is the common prefix for a subscription request command, followed
by the name of the list you w ish to subscribe to and your name or email address.

FAQs and other documents
A Frequently Asked Questions document (FAQ) may be written to explain the
fundamenta ls about a topic, to provide a list of informational resources, to
describe the ground rules fo r a mailing list or newsgroup, or all of the above.
FAQs are typically the effort of one or a few knowledgeable individuals who
have taken it upon themselves to coordinate the collection and dissemination of
introductory information on behalf of a larger group of Internet users.
For example the World Wide Web FAQ describes what the World Wide Web is,
what kinds of browsers are available and who publishes them, and where to
fi nd browser software on the Internet. It also describes how to use helper
applications, what kil1ds of Web servers are available and where to find them,
on the Internet, and a dozen pages of other basic information about the Web.
If the mailing list or newsgroup that you subscribe to (or intend to subscribe to)
has a FAQ, you should seek out and read it. The FAQ will probably answer
some of your initial questions, and save you the trouble of postil1g questions
that have already been answered (see figure 4.25). Reading the FAQ may also
save you the possible embarrassment of being taken to task by others subscribers for asking a beginner's question, but then there's no accountil1g for personality disorders on the Internet.

The World Wide Web Frequently Asked Questions document is written by
Thomas Boutell and is frequently posted to several newsgroups, including
comp. infosystems . www. users and comp. inf osystems . www . mi sc. This FAQ
answers all the basic "where do I find it?" questions about Web browsers, helper
applications, and servers, as well as simple configuration instructions (see figure
4.26).
It is written for all Web users, so it covers Macintosh, Windows, and UNIX

software and hardware. The document is available as hypertext at:
http: I I sunsite. unc. edu I boutell/ faq IWI'II'i _faq . html
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NCSA's Mosaic Demo Dowmwf contains links to documents that demonstrate
the capabi lities of the Web, including how to use graphics, sound, and compressed video. These documents also provide answers to basic questions about
clients, servers, HTML and other topics. The Beginner's Guide to HTML is a
very good starting point for writing d ocuments using HTML 2.0.
The Mosaic Demo Docume nt is available as hypertext at:
http:

//1'11'11'1 . ncsa. ui

uc. edu /SDG/ Experimenta l /demoweb/demo . html

The Netscape Com munications J-Jow to Create Web Services page contains links to
informa tion sources for HTML specifi cations and edito rs, including beginner's
g uides to writing h yper text documents. Th is document is itsel£ hypertext at:
http: //home. mcom .com/ home/ how ·tO·crea t e·web·services .html

The World Wide Web Primer by Na than Ta rkington is w ritten as a "gentle
primer" for users w ho have heard of the Web and wish to leam more. [t explains
the basic concepts of the Web, and explains how to get s tarted wandering the
Web. The document is available as hypertext at:
http : //I'IW\'1. vul'l. ac. nz/who/Nathan. Tarking t on 1ideas /www · primer. html

It is also available as a text d ocument that can be do wnloaded using anonymous
FTP at:
ft p:// r tfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet /news.answers/

An llljormntion Provider's Guide to Web Servers, by Na tha n Tarkington, is a n
introduction to the server applications that prov ide information on the Web. It
foc uses on HyperText Transfer protocol appl ications and their use. This FAQ is
avai lable as text and can be dow nloaded using anonymous FTP at:
f tp ://rtfm. mit.edu/ pub/ usenet/ news . answers/

An Information Provider's Guide To HTM L, by Na than Tarkington, is an introd uction to the HyperText Marku p Language used to format all of the d ocu ments
presented on the Web. The thi rd d ocument in Tarking ton's trilogy, this FAQ is
also available as text and ca n be downloaded using anonymous FTP at:
ftp://rtfm.mit.edu /pub /usenet/news .answers/

World Wide Web Security is published by Rutgers Un iversity Network Services
and provides information about security for WWW, HITP, HTML, and related
softwa re, including p roxy servers, a nd other inte rnal network security methods.
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It is available as hypertext at:
http: //1'/WW • ns. rutgers. ed u / 1'11'11'1 · security 1index. html#list

The FAQ Resource is a hype rtext document that contains links to several dozen
information and FAQ docume nts about the Web, a nd is at:
http: //www .charm . net/ - web /Vlib / Mis c / FAQ.html

Entering the World Wide Web: A Guide to Cyberspace by Kevin Hughes, was
published by Honolulu Community College in October 1993. It is still a good
introduction to the World Wide Web and is avai lable as a hypertext document at:
ht tp: //www. hcc. hawaii. edu/ guide /VIWW. guide. html

The NCSA Mosaic 2.0 Quick FAQ is basic information about NCSA Mosaic
version 2.0, currently avai lable for X-Windows on UNIX-based workstations.
The FAQ explains new features of Mosaic 2.0, which h opefully w ill be available
in finished form for Macintosh computer soon. The docume nt is available as
hypertext at:
http: //IWIW. ncsa. uiuc. edu /SDG/ Software /Mosaic/Docs/faq · quick2. html

The NCSA Mosaic FAQ: So 111ething Doesn't Work Right document covers most
of the basic new user configu ration problems facing NCSA Mosaic users. The
document is available as hypertext at:
http: I /l'll'tw. ncsa. uiuc. edu /SDG/ Software / t.1osaic/Docs /faq · broken. html#S

The Gu ide to Network Resource Tools page h as been compiled and produced by
the EARN Association and includes information and links to documents about
the Internet and the Web, information databases, network resources, methods
for locating people and computers, getting files, network software fi le sites, and
just about anything else you might be looking for (see figure 4.27). The Guide
is at:
http: 1 /WWI'I. earn . net/ gnrt/ notice. ht ml
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Figure 4.27 The EARN Association has compiled and produced the Guide to
Network Resource Tools at http : I l www. earn . net lgnrt I
no t ice. html.
Th e World Wide Web FAQs and Guides hyperlink page contains links to m any
FAQs covering a wide ran ge of topics, includ ing CERN, H TML, Servers, Communication, HTTP, Client /Server a rchitecture, and Tools. Th e author claims,
"Starting from h ere, you should be able to find the a nswer to any question about
any thing!" So you might just wa nt to start a t:
http : //c uiwww.unige . ch/ OSG/FAQ/www.html

Dozens of other d ocuments p rovide beginnjng and intermedia te info rma tion
about client applications, server software, HTML specifications, the H yperText
Transfer protocol, and other topics of relevance to Web users and autho rs.
Th e best way to find these or o ther supplemental documents is to check th e
Resource Guides at the Uni versity of lllinois /Natio na l Center for Supe rcompu~ng Applications, the CERN laboratory, a nd the World Wide Web
Consortium.
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Staking Your Ground
Feeling like the great Web parade is passing you by? The key to getting your
name in lights in these g reat catalogs is creating your own Web pages using
HTML. The next chapter explains how to make Web m agic using this language
of links.
Hyperlinks to many of the resource guides, search engines, and FAQ documents
described in this chapter are located on the World Wide W eb Starter Kit pages at:
http : // WI'IW . panix. comt - kcoffee
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Chapter

UsingHTML
In the previous chapte rs you've seen some of the many ways that informa tion is
conveyed by the Web using text, graphics, and sound. You've a lso seen how
different sources of these media ca n be interconnected using hyperl.inks. And
you've seen how hyperlinks can be u sed to connect a text phrase or picture on
one document w ith almos t any other bit of Web information on other documents and servers, no matter where these bits are in the world.
The Web owes its flexible information structu re to the HyperText Markup
Language (HTML), which is used to construct Web d ocuments. The easiest way
to learn HTML is by using it, so this chapter illustrates how to write a Web
document and u se it as your home page.
This home page w ill contain links to other Web information sources for
authoring documents and preparing a Web server. You will also write an
interactive form for your home page that all ows you to search the Web for
information.
HTML documents are written in a modular fashion-each document is a
collection of elements that you can easily m odify in order to add or change the
information presented .
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You can immediate ly see your results using a ny browser that complies with the
HTML standards, but b eware of browsers that bend the ru les. Just because your
document " looks good" on your screen doesn't necessarily mean it translates the
same way on someone e lse's browser. Lea rning to check your work before you
put it on the Web is an important authoring step.
Netscape is a good tool to use for proofreading your documents because it
closely adheres to the current HTML sta ndard, HTML 2.0. The HTML Tools
extensions set for BBEdit Lite a lso provides n method for comparing your
document to the standard descriptions for HTML 2.0.
Before you begin writing your own HTML documents, let's take a look at the
structure of a typical document. This one happe ns to be located on a Web server
Kevin prepared a t the American Museum of Natural H istory in New York.

Basic Elements of an HTML
Document
All HyperText Markup Language docume nts share some common elements a nd
use a common style for formatting these e leme nts. O ne way to learn how HTML
is used is to look a t how other authors have written their documents.

Note
You can download the source HTMLJor any dowment on the Web by choosing
"Save As .. . " from the File menu and choosing "Source" from the popup menu in
the Save dialog box.
The exa mple shown h e re is a short hyperlin.k d irectory of Q uickTime files made
to showcase vid eo productions made for exhibitions at the museum (see figure
5.1).
While you won' t need to download the fi le to fo llow the explanation, a current
version of this page is at:
http://exhibition.amnh.org/video/videofilm.html

Chapter 5: Using HTML

Figure 5.1 A simple HTML document that provides hyperlinks to QuickTime
files.
This document provides a brief d escription of how video is used in exhibitions,
and provides some still images from recent productions.
Clicking one of the highlighted descriptions or s till images downloads a
QuickTime movie file to your computer. From there, you can play the video clip
in a small window and listen to the soundtrack us ing a movie player. (If you use
a modem connection to the Inte rnet, beware, the files are all larger than 1 MB.)

What Your Browser Doesn't Tell You
If you were to save the document in figure 5.1 to yo ur hard disk as an HTML
file, or choose Source fro m the View menu in Netsca pe to open a copy of the
source HTML on your screen, you would see a text document similar to that
shown in the bottom half of fi gure 5.2. To view the source in MacWeb, choose
View Source from the Options menu, then choose Re trieved from the popup
menu.
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Figure 5.2

Using the View Source command in Netscape 1.1 to view an
I-JTML document.

Since it's nearly impossible to read the text in that di agram and actua lly learn
from it, here is the complete document's HTML source code. While this is
confus ing right now, each of the items is explained in the next few pages.

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<T ITLE>Vi deo Productions at AMNH
</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<IMG SRC="/ IMAGES/LOGO.GIF ">
<HR>
<H1 >Video and Film Exhibit s</H1>
<HR>
<P>The Exhibition depart ment produces short subject
documentary film s for use
in permanent and temporary exhibitions at the Mus eum. You can

Chapter 5: Using HTML
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download short clips
from the links on this page .
<P>Recent productions:
<H2>Margaret Mead</ H2>
<P><A HREF="/ movies/amn h. mov">< IMG SRC="/IMAGES/ 1maggie.gif "
ALIGN="BOTTOM" >
Mead's focus in anthropological research </A><BR>1005K
QuickTime movie
<P><A HREF="/ movies/ PacPeoples. mov "><IMG SRC="/ IMAGES /
2maggie.GIF " ALIGN=" BOTTOM" >
The Pacific Peoples hall that she c urated</A><BR>1683K
Quic klime movie
<P><A HREF="/ movi es / anthro.mov"><IMG
SRC=" /IMAGES/4maggie.GIF " ALIGN=" BOTTOM" >
How to approach field work</A><BR>3090K Quicklime movie
<P><A HREF=" / movies/ media.mov">< I MG SRC=" /IMAGES /5maggie.GIF "
ALIGN= "BOTTOM ">
Mead as a role model f or the Woodstock
Generation</A><BR>2983K Quicklime movie
<HR>
<ADDRESS>Geralyn Abinader, Film and Video De ve loper,
gabin@amnh .org</ADDRESS>
<HR>
</ BODY>
</ HTML>

Interpreting the Tags
Sure, it makes for fascinating reading, but w hat does all that <XYZ> stuff mean?
Let's start at the top. The portion of this docume nt that states <HTML> is known
as an "element'' or a "tag." This pa rticular tag te lls the Web browser to interpret
the text that follows as HyperText Markup Language. Tags are not shown in the
browser window, whi ch is why you do not see them on any home pages. Tags
are s urrou nded by the characters< and >; tags tells the browser what to d o.
You may notice, in this document and throug hout all HTML documents, that
tags are usuall y written in pai rs, such as <HEAD> and </ HEAD>. This tells the
browser when a tag opens and when a tag closes. Closing tags a lmost always
include a slash mark.
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Insid e the <HEAD> ele men t of this document is the <TITLE > o f the documen t. The
info rmation conta ined by this ma rkup is displayed in the title ba r of the b rowser
w ind ow. If you save the URL of a d oetun ent to your H o tlis t o r Bookm ark lis t,
the <TITLE> of the d ocumen t is saved also. The head elem e nt is closed u sing
</HEAD>.

The < BODY> tag m arks the content of the documen t. Everything in between
<BODY> and < /BODY> is displayed in the browser window. A ll oth er document
conten t m arku p is subordinate to < BODY>.
Jus t below the bod y tag is an < IMG> elemen t that describes a n inline graphic. As
the b rowser d ownl oad s and reads this document, it r equests this inline g ra phic
URL when it reads this line . If you h ave turned off the command to AutoLoad
[mages in you r browser, all in line requests like this one are ig no red .
Below the inline image is an <HR> tag that tells the browser to draw a hori zontal
rule line at the Iocali on of the tag. The hori zonta l rule written h ere is u sed as a
v isu al aid to sep a ra te the inlin e image from the rest of the document.
The main heading for this document is <H1 >Video and Film Exhibits< /H1 >.
There are six levels of tex t headings specified in H TML, w ith < H1 >being the
prim ary (and la rgest) level heading. In this docu ment we use an <H1 >heading to
describe th e s ubject of the e ntire d ocumen t.
After another horizontal rul e, we provide a s hort, descrip tive paragraph abo ut
film and video pr oductio n a t the m useum. Every parag ra ph in a n HTML
document ends w ith a < P> tag.
<P> is one of a few elem ents that d oes n ot requi re a closing tag. According to the
Document Type Definitio n for HTML, this tag is intended to define a secti on of
text as a sep arate paragrap h . < P> is no t intended to d efine a space between
paragraphs, altho ug h som e au thors may use it as one.

This docume nt is a di rectory to sam ples of several video productions, so we've
p laced a second level heading < H2>Margaret Mead</ H2> to d escribe the fo ur
links written nex t as one subgr oup. As you add o ther v ideo clips, you order
them under o ther subhead s using < H2> head ings.
Each of these Q uickTime files is referred to by a hyper! ink anch or. Anchors a re
written using the <A> and< / A> tags and dis pl ay on your screen as highlighted
text or g raphics. Take a close Look at the HTM L s tru cture of these anch or s ta tements.
Each of the fo ur a nch ors are defined as sepa ra te par agraphs because we ar e
using each as a separate descriptio n. The ma in part of th e anchor state ment
follows the < P> tag. Th e fu·st o ne read s:
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<A HREF=" /movies/ amnh . mov ' >< IMG SRC= " /IMAGES / 1maggie. gif' ALIGN= " BOTTOM ' >

This very long tag indicates that this anchor <A is a hy perlink to the file described by the HREF= /movies/amnh.movll statement. The HREF= statement is an
attribute of the anchor and specifies the Uniform Resource Locator of the file tha t
this anchor points to.
11

In this example the HREF= statement uses a partial URL that points to another
folder on the same server, /movies/ , and tu the amnh. mov file ins ide th at
directory.lf you click on the highlighted text in this paragraph, your browser
requests amnh. mov from the server.

This hyperlink is a bit more complicated. Immediately after the opening anchor
tag is a second tag <IMG SRC= / IMAGES / 1maggie.gif ALIGN= BOTTOM >. This
tag identifies the URL for an inline image that should be downloaded and
displayed at this location in the document, ins ide the hyperlink anchor.
11

11

11

11

This in line image is described by the partial URL I IMAGES I 1 maggie. gif, and is
a GIF file stored on the same server. The attribute ALIGN= BOTTOM tells the
browser that the adjacent text in the paragraph shou ld be displayed aligned
with the bottom of this inline image.
II

II

Notice that <IMG> elements d o not use a closing tag. All of the information
required to download and display an inline im age is contained w ithin the <IMG>
tag itself.
Because this inline image is located inside an anchor tag, it is displayed as part
of the hyperlink. Clicking on the image or th e text tells the browser to request
the URL in this ancho r.
Following the inline image tag is a text description Mead's focus in anthropological research . This text is displayed as a highlighted hyperlink in the
document because it is written between the opening anchor element and the
closing anchor element </ A>. If you look back at figure 5.1, you see that this
text is underlined .
The <BR> tag after the closing anchor tag tells the browser to cau se a line break
in the display. The file size description that foll ows begins a new line of type
beginning at the left side of the browser w indow.
The rest of the paragraphs in the document foll ow the same format as this first
hyperlink.
Toward the bottom of the fi le is an <ADDRESS> tag tha t is used to indicate the
author of a document. Addresses are usually displayed in italic typeface and use
the closing tag </ ADDRESS>.
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Right after the address is a closing tag for the bod y of the document </ BODY>,
followed by a closing tag for the entire d ocument </HTML>.
In one document we h ave incorporated text, graphi c images, and hyperlinks to
compressed video files. The most time-consum ing aspect of preparing this
document was ed iting segm ents of video tap e into QuickTime movies.
Writing the text and Hype rText Markup Langu age instructions for this Web
page probably d idn' t take as long as it took for you to read the description.
Of course, there is much more to HyperText Markup Lang uage than what
you've just seen. We'll cover additional e lements throughout this chap ter. This
example, thou gh, describes the basics of how to assemble an HTML docume nt.
Any plain text document can be converted to HTML by add ing a few basic tags.
And HTML documents plus a Web server (described in Chapter 6) e nable
anyone with a computer and a n Internet connection to beco me an electron ic
publisher.
As you work through the tutorial documents, you w ill learn more frequentl y
used parts of Hype rText Ma rkup La nguage. When you've finished this chapter,
you sh ould understand how some lines of text typed like th is:

<HR><CENTER><H1 >Welcome to the Exhibition department !</ H1>< /
CENTER>
<P>< IMG SRC=" / images / hhbe . gif" ALT="picture of Human Bi ology and
Evolutio n exhibit" ><BR> <B>Mez hiric h diorama in the Ha l l of Human
Biology and Evolution</B>
<P>If you'd like to drop us a lin e , please do. If you are using
Netscape , <A HREF="mailto :kcoffee@amnh.o r g" >you can post from
here</A>. Or you can get help <A HREF="help/netpref.html ">setting
your Netscape preferences </A> here, so that you can mai l from
Netscape . Otherwise, use your mail cl ient to send mai l to
<B>kcoffee@amnh. org </B>
<HR><H2>Expedition: Treas ur es fr om 125 Years of Discovery</H2> <A
HREF= " h ttp://WVM~ . amnh.org/html/treasures / treasures.h t m l " > Photo ·
graphic images </A> of some of t he highlights of the Museum' s wo r k
and collections.<HR>
end up in your browser window looking like figure 5.3:
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Figure 5.3

HTML enables you to become a World Wide W eb author.

HTML Basic Terms and
Concepts
Markup and formatting languages are ubiquitous in computer software. Word
processors, for example, are wdtten for the primary purpose of formatting text
documents for display and printing.
When you decide to use boldface type for a document heading, the word
processor inserts instructions into your document through a menu, command,
or dialog box that mark up the words you want in bold. The marked-up parts
are displayed in bold on your screen, and are printed in bold type. But the
instructions written into the document that specify bold type are hidden from
you by the word processing program. This kind of markup describes the document format.
HTML takes a different approach. Instead of markup that describes the d isplay
or print characteristics of a documen t, HTML is meant to describe document
structure. There is a compelling reason for this.
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The Web is intended as a cross-platform, content-based information retrieval
system. The same text / HTML document that you read on your Mac can be read
on someone else's 16M-compatible, or Sun workstation, o r VAX terminal.
HTML markup indicates the structure of the d ocument content: title, headings,
paragraphs, links to other information, graphics, lists, author names, etc. These
markup nota tioo~s are written using plain text that can be read by any computer
system.
As a Web document at~ thor, you are writing for an audience of millions of other
computer users on the Internet. You ca n't know w hat kind of computer each
member of your audience uses, much less w hat kind of monitor each has, or
which fonts their oper ating system can display. Therefore, document display is
not directly tied to HTML.
Instead, display formatting is p rimarily controlled by the individual browser
that matches display format to document parts.
By writing your documents to conform w ith the current HyperText Markup
Language specifica tion, you ens ure that your documents are readable to most
people using the Web.

Markup Tags
HTML uses a series of tags to mark up text documents. These tags are co11tniners
for sections of the d ocument and tell yo ur browser how to interpret those
sections.
On the Web, the terms "tag" and "element" are used interchangeably. As a
genera l rule, tag is applied more frequently to describe actual markup notations
in HTML documents whereas element is more frequently used to describe the
complete function of specific markup.
A typical HTML container begins with an opening tag written inside angle
brackets and ends with a closing slash+tag written inside brackets, as in the
head ing <H1>Video and Film Exhibits</ H1>.
Some elements do not require a closing tag a nd are referred to as empty containers. The markup for paragra ph <P> is one example of an empty container.
HTML tags maJ·k all of the pa rts of every HTML document. As a document is
downloaded, you r browser reads through these elements and uses the markup
in forma tion to dete rmine how it d isplays the document to you.
Markup is also used to instruct your browser to p erform additional tasks, li ke
requesting an in line image iden tified with an <IMG> element.
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Major Document Parts
HTML elements are written in a loose hierarchica l order. When a browser
downloads a Web page, it interprets markup tags according to this hiera rchica l
structure.
For example, when your browser encow1ters the tag <HTML> it interprets everything after that tag as HyperText Markup Language until it encounters the tag
</ HTML> signaling the end of the document.
Within the <HTML> element, other tags are interpreted accordin g to the same
type of structure. The opening tag signals the beginning of an element and
ind irectly indicates what o ther markup may be included ·w ithin this element.
The closing tag indicates the end of that sub-part of the document.
This syntax is part of the common language of the Web and should be used in
your documents if you want other browsers (and people) to understand you .
The <HTML> element includes two subordinate elements, <HEAD> and <BODY>.
<HEAD> </HEAD> contains marku p and informatio n that describes the entire
document and the document's relatio nship to other docwnents on the Web.
<BODY> contains markup and info rmation being conveyed to the read er of the

document. Every other HTML element that is to be displayed by the browser or
used for interaction with the reader is written between the <BODY></BODY> tags.

Head Elements
Only a few elements are allowed within the <HEAD> part of a document. A
typical document <HEAD> might look like this:

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Kevin Coffee's Help Page< / TITLE>
<BASE HREF= "http: //exhibi t ion.amnh .org/ke vin/kevinpage.ht ml ">
</ HEAD>
These elements describe the title of the document, and the location of the
document on the Web as described by a Uniform Resource Locator.
Every document you write should include a title ele ment that provides a description of the document's content. Title information is often used to catalog
documents and is saved along with the document URL to Hotlis ts an d Bookmark files, so write descriptive titles.
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The <BASE> element shown here records the Uniform Resource Loca tor for the
document. Base elements provide a reference for partial URLs if the document is
moved from its original location.
A partial URL is a hyperlin k that records only the filename or directory I
filename of a linked document. The partial URL "I images I 1 maggie. gif" used
in the Film and Video document shown at the beginning of th is cha pter is an
example. The full URL fo r that graphic file is:
http://exhibition.amnh.org/images/tmaggie.gif

As long as d ocuments are stored in the same location, hyperlin ks between those
documents can be written us ing partial URLs. If a document containing partial
URLs is moved (say someone saves it to his own disk), those partial URLs no
longer function properly. This happens unless the d ocument also includes a
<BASE> element showing its original location (and thus p roviding the correct
path for the partial URLs).
The other <HEAD> elements, <ISINDEX>, <NEXTID>, <LIN K>, and <M ETA>, are
used less frequently, and ha ve special relevance for Web servers and search
programs.

Body Elements
The markup used within < BODY> consists of elements that define structu re or an
interactive function.
All text w ithin the body of a document is marked up accord ing to its place in the
organizational structure of the document. Commonly used text markup includes
tags for paragraphs, headings, lists, and type styles.
Some <BODY> elements are interactive hyperlinks to other documents or resources on the Internet, including indexes, databases, graphics, or sound files.
Anything that is to be displayed onscreen, or that requires a user's interaction, is
written within the <BODY> element.

Attributes
Elements in HTML are sometimes modified w ith add itional statements called
attribu tes.
The exact meaning of any attribute depends upon the element that it is being
used to mod ify.
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For example, the <INPUT> element can be modified with the attribute NAME=. The
function of this NAME= attribute is to identify data entered into an <INPUT> field
in a fill-out form.
The ancho r <A> element also uses an attribute called NAME=, but the function of
the anchor attribute NAME= is to create a text anchor in a document.
Attributes usually take the form of a pair of terms separated by an equal s ign.
The value in an attribute statement is almost always placed inside a pair of
straight quotation marks.
There is one exception to this rule . The METHOD= attribute used in a <FORM>
element can be written either w ith or w ithout quote marks; this is explained
later in the chapter.
Don't confuse the va lue part of an attribute statement with the VALUE= attribute.
VALUE= attributes are used to assign a default value to an element.

Hyperlinks
What would hype rtext be without hyperlinks?
Hyperlinks aJ·e elements that refer to other documents, images, files, or programs on the Internet. These elements always include an attribute that specifies
a Uniform Resource Locator.
There are two main types of hyperlink elements.
Anchors use the tags <A> and <I A> to mark up text or graphics as clickable links
to other elements, images, documents, or servers.
Anchor markup looks like this:
<A HREF=" http: // www . w3 . org/hypertext/WMV/Clients"> World Wide Web
browsers </A>
The phrase World Wide Web browsers in this markup appears in the browser
wi ndow as highlighted and underlined text. U you click on the phrase World
Wide Web browsers, your browser sends the URL request http: I I
www.w3.org / hypertext / WWW / Clients.

In this example, the statement that begins with HREF= is an attribute tha t identifies the hyperlink reference URL for this anchor.
A pair of anchors can be used to create links betvveen parts of documents. In this
usage, one anchor points to a second target anchor. Target anchors use the
attribute NAME= to identify themselves. The anchor pointing to the target uses an
HREF= statement tha t is formed with that name preceded with a# character.
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For instance, the link <A HREF= #zither >more info about zithers</ A>
could be written to point to other text in the sam e document tha t was marked
up as <A NAME= zitherll>musical instruments in our collection</ A>.
Clicking on the first anchor would move you to the second anchor.
11

11

11

You would point to a named anchor in a different d ocument by adding the
anchor name to the end of the URL for that d ocw11ent. For example, <A
HREF=http: 1/www. dog. org/ hypertext I catalogue#zi ther II>.
The hyperlink tag <IMG> is used to specify a graphic file that should be automatically downloaded and displayed within a document.
Markup for an inline image looks like this: <IMG SRC= II I IMAGES/ 1maggie. gif

II

ALIGN= II BOTTOM II>.

When a browser downloads this markup, it automatically sends the URL
specified by the attribute statement SRC=, wlless the browser cannot display
inline graphics or is set to ignore inline graphic markup.
You can (and usually should) write your inline image markup to include an
alternate text description, like this: <IMG SRC= I IMAGES/ 1 maggie. gif
ALT=IIphoto of Margaret Mead 24K ALIGN= BOTTOM >. If a browser reading
this markup does not display inline graphics, it displays the text specified by the
attribute AL T=.
11

11

11

11

11

The third image attribute, ALIGN=, indicates the display position of adjacent text
relative to the inline image. In this example, text written immediately after the
<IMG> tag is displayed starting at the bottom-right corner of the picture.
[nline images are usually small Graphic Interchange Format (GIF) or Joint
Photographic Exp erts Group (JPEG) files.
This whirlwind tour of basic HTML tenninology is only a beginning explanation, but it's enough to get started with writing one of your own, so let's do that
next.

Home Page Tutorial
You've heard about them, seen them, even dow11load onto your computer
screen . Now live the excitement of writing your very own Home Page!
Just wh at is a home page supposed to be?
In its most basic sense, a home page is a hyper-notebook about servers and
documents that you've found and that you refer to frequently while your
b rowsing the Web.
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The home page you're about to write in this exercise is one that loads every time
you launch your Web browser and that you can use to teach yourself more
about the World Wide Web.
To write this h ome page,
Lite.

\·v e

recommend that you use the text editor BBEdit

Make sure you have also decompressed and copied the folder containing
MacWeb to your hard drive.
On the WWWSK disk is a folder named Chapter 5. Copy the home. gi f file in
this folder to the Documents fold er inside your MacWeb application folder.
Launch BBEdit Lite and create a new (empty) document. Choose "Save As"
from the File menu command to name it home page. html and save it also to the
Documents folder in your Web browser's application folder (see figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4 Your Web browser's Documents folde r should contain the
home. gi f and the home page. html files.
BBEdit is a plain text editor published by Bare Bones Software. Despite the
name, BBEdit does include some useful features for editing text, including
HTML. We leave you to discover most of these features on your own, but for the
purpose at hand you should make a few adjustments to how BBEdit displays
text on your screen.
Choose "Preferences" from the Edit menu . Choose "Ed itor" from the popup
menu at the top of the window and select the Wrap While Typing check box,
and deselect the Smart Quotes check box.
The first setting enables BBEdit to automatically wrap the text you enter according to the width of your document window. Size your document window
accordingly. The second setting keeps BBEdit from inserting "curly" quote
marks into your HTML document. Curly quotes are not legal characters in the
HTML character set and you cannot use them! You need to use straight quote
marks in HTML attribute statements.
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Now, choose "Window" from the Preferences popup menu . In this dialog box,
select the Status Bar and Philip Bar check boxes. The status bar displays across
the top of the BBEdit window. The Philip Bar is a thin vertical line that indicates
the width of smaller display screens.
Finally, choose "Wrapping" from the P references popup menu. In this dialog
box, select the radio button for Philip Bar in the Default Wrap Settings. This
causes text you type into a document to wrap at the location of the Philip Bar.
In your new, empty BBEdit doctm1ent type in the elements for the beginning of

your home page (feel free to make up your own title):

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>My WWWSK Home Page</ TITLE>
</HEAD>
Every document begins with an opening < HTML> tag to indicate to the browser
that what follows is HyperText Markup Language. This tag is followed by the
<HEAD> part of the document, where you describe the document generally. In
this case, you've written a <TITLE> element that describes the document.
Close the <HEAD> portion of the document with the tag </HEAD>.
Now let's start the body of the document. You can add any information that
you'd like, but let's start by creating a collection of hyperlinks to information
about the Web, about Hyp erText Markup Language, an d about HyperText
Transfer Protocols.
Type the following:

<BODY>
<HR>
<H1 >World Wide Web Starter Kit Guide</H1>
<P>Notes and hyperlinks to information about HTML, HTTP, and
Web wanderings generally.
<HR>
The substance of every HTML document is written inside the <BODY> element,
so you need to write the opening tag for <BODY>. We've entered a horizontal rule
<HR> tag before the heading just to break up the page. This is followed by a
heading that describes the content of the d ocument. This heading is the primary
heading for the document, so mark it with a first level heading tag, <H1 >,and
close it with the tag <I H1 >.
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Genera lly, document headings are followed by text, so s tart a new paragraph
w ith a < P> tag a nd enter a short description of your home page. We've entered a
second <HR> tag after the description, again just to provide a visual break in the
page.
Save the changes you've made to your document. Launch MacWeb and use
Open command in the File menu to open your home page. html documen t in the
browser w indow. Your document s ho uld look something li ke figure 5.5.
M1 wwwu: Home Po e
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Figure 5.5 The beginnings of a great Home Page.

Note
A common mistake in writing elements is to forget a special character here or
there. If your highlighted text is not displaying correctly, check to make sure you
wrote your anchor tags enclosed in brackets <>. If more text is highlighted than
should be, check that you wrote the closing anchor tag <IA> in the right place. If
the link doesu't work, check that the HREF= URL is written between quote marks.
OK, it's a bit stark. But we can fix that w ith a few hyperlinks to information
about HyperText Markup Language. Write a second level heading for this new
section:

<H2 >HyperText Markup Language</ H2>
<P>Document s that contain usef ul inf ormation about
hypertext on the Web .
Now we start getting tricky. The next couple of paragraphs are going to include
entries written as hy per! inked text. Follow along closely.
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<P><A HREF="http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu / demoweb/html -primer.html" >A
Beginner's Guide to HTML. </A> A
primer for producing documents in the markup language used by the
World Wide Web, from the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the University of Illinois.
Maybe that wasn' t so h ard afte r all. But le t's review. It's a sep arate paragraph so
you e nte red a <P> tag. This is followed by an opening anchor tag <A that contains an HREF= a ttribute.
A ttributes are used to qualify specific elements, in this case, the HREF= attrib ute
is pa rt of th e anchor e lement and indicates the document being pointed to by the
anchor.
All a ttribute sta te ments contain two parts. The first part is the attribute class, the
second part is the a ttribute value. These pairs are separated by an equal sign(=),
with the value written inside straight quotation marks. There are no additional
spaces in a n attribute statement. After the attribute s tatement, the tag is completed with a grea ter-than(>) sig n.
Hyperlinks a1·e interactive text or graphics. You activate the hyperlink by
clicking on it. The active part of the link is highlighted in the browser window.
In order to mark up text as a hyperlink, the linked text is placed be tween an
opening and closing an chor tag. In this example, you marked up the phrase A
Beginner's Guide to HTML as the hyp erlinked text, and followed it with a
closing </A> tag.
This phrase by itself is not much to go on, and this page is supposed to be
helpful, so it's followed by a short d escription of where the link leads.
Save you r changes to homepage. html and close the document window. Open
the document using MacWeb. Your h ome page should now look something like
the one shown in figure 5.6.
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Your first hyper/ink!
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OK, let's add a few more hyperlinks. Enter the next headi11g and link:
<H2>HyperText Transfer Protocol </ H2>
<P>Documents that explain how browsers and servers
communicate with each other.
<P><A HREF="http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Protocols/Relevant·
Protocols.html "> The HyperText Transfer protocol</A> A
description of HTTP from the original autho rs of the standard
at the CERN physics lab in Geneva.
This is marked up just like the first one; however, this one lead s to a document
at the CERN lab that explains what the HyperText Transfer Protocol is and does.
(Hint: HTTP is how browsers and servers communica te.)
Let's keep going.
<P><A HREF="http ://www .b iap . com/machttp/machttp_docs .h tml"> I nformation about MacHTTP server</A> with hyperlinks to archives of
the MacHTTP mailing list, FAQs, and tutorials, maintained by BIAP
Systems, Inc.
This link leads to a directory of resources related to the MacHTTP server application. It provides you with lots of useful information about setting up and
operating the MacHTTP Web server described in chapter 6.

Now add another heading for the next section, about Uniform Resource Locators.
<H2>Uniform Resource Locators</ H2>
<P>Documents that explain how documents and servers are
identified on t he Web .
<P><A HREF="http: //www .ncsa.uiuc.edu /demoweb/urlprimer.html ">Beginn e r's guide to URLs </A> A primer
for understanding Uniform Resource Locators, written by the
Mosaic software developers at the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications.
Finally, for now anyway, let's add a section for links that enable you to go
looking for more information.
<H2>Search Engines</H2>
<P>Dat abases of documents available on the World Wide Web .
<P><A HREF="http://akebono. stanford.edu /yahoo/search .html">The
Yahoo Web Directory</A> The search form for finding information
in t he Yahoo index of Web documents at Stanford University.
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Save yo ur changes. Choose "Open" from the File menu or "Reload" from the
View menu to view your home page. Your document should look like the one in
figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Your rapidly growing home page.
Your new document is functional, and it looks pretty good, but a little bit of
color could really h elp. Let's add an inline graphic.
At the start of this lesson, you were asked to copy the file home. gi f to the
Documents fo lde r inside yo ur MacWeb folder. Link that file to your home page.
Go back to the top of your HTML document. Just after (below) the first <HR >
horizontal rule and just before (above) the <H1 > heading of your document, add
an otherpieceofm arkup:< IMG SRC="home . gif" ALT= "20K picture of t he
ring s of Saturn" >.
This is an im age element that tells your browser to p lace the file "home.gif " at
this location in your d ocument. The <IMG> element is always used w ith a SRC=
attribute to s pecify the URL of the image fi le. Like all attribute values, the URL
specified in SRC= is placed inside straight guote marks.
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The second attribute in this element, AL T=, specifies a text string that is displayed by text-o nl y browsers, and some graphical browsers, in place of the
image. We've written the ALT= text s tring to tell users the image s ize and
description. The home . gi f file is a picture of Saturn's rings taken by the Hubble
Space Telescope.
You probably want to s top now and reload your document in Netscape.
Like any master artist, you must now save your work. Even though nobod y but
you may ever see you r ne\v document, you should get into the habit of p roviding an address for all your HTML documents. A couple tnore horizontal ru les
won't hurt, either.
Type in the following text and markup:

<HR>
<ADDRESS>your name and address</ ADDRESS>
<HR>
</BODY>
</HTML>
Remember, it's impo rtant to close both the <BODY > element and the <HTML>
elements. lt won' t make a big diffe rence to a document like th is one because it's
loaded from you r own disk drive, but it can make a difference for documents
that you serve on the Web.
You may have noticed that Netscape displayed your document contents just fine
without either clos ing </BODY> or </ HTML> tag. Not all browsers may be as
forgiving.
The closing <I HTML> tag also signifies the end of a file to a browser and that the
connection to the server can be closed. Of course your new home page document is not being served over the Web, so there is no active connection to open
or close, but again, w e're talking about the proper way to write all your HTML
documents, not jus t this one.
When you' ve fin ish ed typing these last pieces of text and markup, save your
changes and re load your home page in MacWeb. It should look Like figu re 5.8.
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Figu1'e 5.8 Your first HTML document.

Text Markup
There are several groups of HTML elements specifically d esigned to format text
information. You use these elements freque ntl y in your documents, so let's
examine them next.

Headings
As we've already described, text headings are marked up according to their
position within a document. There are six levels of heading markup.
Primary headings are written between <H1 > and < /H1 > tags, secondaJ"y headings
are tagged with <H2>< /H2>, and so on through the lowest heading level: <H6></
H6>.

Browsers usually display headings in d ecreasing type sizes and in bold type
styles (see figure 5.9), but more browsers now a llow you to set you r own display
characteristics for headings and all other eleme n ts. In Netscape you customjze
how type is displayed by choosing Preferences from the Options menu and
choosing "Fonts and Colors" from the popup menu.
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Some programs look for prioritized heading tags and use them to extract an
outline from a document, or to list the major topics within a document.
You should not use heading markup as a typographical device; in other words,
don't use <H1 >just because you want to see big type.
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Figure 5.9 Headings and styled text formats displayed in Mac Web.

Paragraphs and Line Breaks
Individual sections of text in an HTML document are marked up using the
paragraph tag <P>. A closing </P> tag is optional, but rarely used. Browsers
usually separate individual paragraphs with a line space.
Some browsers may interpret <P> markup as a line space. Browsers that conform to HTML 2.0 ig nore <P> m arkup tha t is not followed by text.
Normally, the line length of paragraphs and other text in an HTML document is
governed by the size of the browser window. If your window is five inches
wide, text wraps at five inches. If your window is ten inches w ide, text wraps at
ten inches.
Line breaks can be m arked up using the <BR> tag. This tag forces a line break in
a line of text at the location of the tag. The <BR> tag does not cause a line space.

Text Styles
Words and phrases can be marked up using a series of logical and physical style
elements. Physical styles are meant solely to indicate typographic style, such as
bold or italic. There a re only a few physical style tags in HTML 2.0, but more a re
planned for H TML 3.0.
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Logical style elements are meant to mark up text according to its meaning in the
document. There are several logical markup tags. More will be added in HTML
3.0.
You may reset different browsers to display logical styles in w hatever way
you'd like.
For example, the default display style of <EM> is black italicized type. You could
reset MacWeb so that it displays <EM> markup in red-colo red, bold type.
is for adding emphasis to a word or phJ·ase, the logica l style <CITE> marks
up text as a citation (from a published work), the logical style <VAR> marks text
as a va riable in a computer language phrase. These all default to itali c type. The
physical style markup for italics is <I >.
<EM>

<STRONG> is used to add emphasis to a word or phrase. It defaults to bold type.
The physical style markup for bold is <B>.

is used for indicating text as it might be entered using a keyboard, <CODE>
marks up text that represents computer language, <SAMP> marks up text tha t
indicates a sequence of literal characters. These logical styles all default to
monospaced type. The physical style for monospaced type is <TT>.

<KBD>

Which to use for what? If you are marking text that has a specific meaning in
your document corresponding to a speci fied logical style, use that style element.
Otherwise use one of the physical style elements.
Blocks of tex t in an HTML d ocument can also be forma tted according to their
function in the document and these are also linked to how the text block is
displayed .
You used <ADDRESS >< / ADDRESS> to mark up your home page. The function of
this tag is to s ig nify an actual address and is often used to mark up the autho r's
address in an HTML document. The address tag should not be used as a generic
marker for italic type, but addresses shou ld be mar ked up w ith the <ADDRESS>
tag so that programs capable of extracting address information from a document
can find it.
The <BLOCKQUOTE> tag is used to identify text as a quotation. Text marked up
wi th <BLOCKQUOTE></ BLOCKQUOTE> is indented from the left side of the browser
window as a block separating it from the rest of the document.
Prefo rmatted text in monospaced typeface displays exactly as you have typed it
into your text/HTML document. Text that is marked up between <PRE> and
</ PRE> maintains all of the character spacing and line breaks of the original
entry. Tab spaces are converted as ch aracter spaces, however, because the tab
character is no t allowed in HTML.
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<PRE>

you could use
to specify
in a doc umen t
or numbers,

pre-formatted
how text
and simu l ate
or whatever

t ext mark up
lines up
columns of type,
you want to format.

</ PRE>
This markup wou ld d isplay exactly as it is typed here (see figure 5.10).
Until very recently, using <PR E> was the only way to enter text or numbers as a
table in an HTML document. However, a new <TABLE> element is proposed for
HTML 3.0, and is alread y implemented in NCSA Mosaic 2.0 and in Netscape 1.1.
It w ill soon be implemented into MacWeb.
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Figure 5.10

Block text and list styles as displayed by MncWeb.

List Elements
HTML includes severa l d ifferent kinds of markup for formatting lists. Each list
type uses one set of tags to define the entire list and another tag or set of tags to
mark up the ind ividual items in the list.
The entire lis t is contained between opening and closing tags. List items do not
use closing tags. All lists are indented to the right.
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Definition lis ts are used to present information in glossa ry-like form, Listing a
specific word or phrase a nd then providing one or more sentences to d efine the
word. The tags <DL></ DL> enclose the entire lis t. Terms are marked up w ith
<DT> and definitions a1·e tagged wi th <DD>. H e re's an example:
<DL>Glossary of Terms
<DT>HTML
<DD>HyperText Mar kup Language, used to format documents shared on
the Wor l d Wide Web.
<DT>HTTP
<DD>HyperText Tra nsfer Pr otocol, I nte rn et protocol used t o trans mit data between Web serv ers and browsers.
</ DL>
Directory lis ts are used to present information in the fo rm of a directory o r
listing with no specia l marking or bullets. Th e entire lis t is enclosed between
<DIR> and </ DIR>. Each list item is tagged with a preceding <LI> and a ppears
on a separate line.
Menu lis ts are used to present items in the form of a me nu, and resem ble
d irectory lis ts, except that each item is preceded by a bullet. The entire lis t is
enclosed between <MEN U> a nd </ MEN U>. Each lis t ite m is tagged by <LI> a nd
appears on a separate line.
Ordered lis ts are used to present items in numerical order. H TML automatically
numbers these items beginning w i.th the number 1. The entire list is enclosed
between <OL> and </ OL>. Lis t ite ms are tagged with <LI >.
<OL>An Ordered List
<LI>o ne item
<LI>second item
<LI>third item
<LI >fou rth i tern
</OL>
The ordered list w ill be greatly extended in HTML 3.0 to include Rom an numeraJs, uppercase and lowercase letters, and to allow the lis t sequence to begin at a
specific le tter or numbe r (instead of 1 or A).
Unord ered lis ts are m arked up the same as ordered li sts, but are u sed to present
items in no s pecia l order. Ite ms display in the order you ente r them in the
HTML document. The entire lis t is marked up be tween <UL > a nd < / UL>, a nd
each <LI> is marked with a bu llet and appears o n a se parate line.
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If you've noticed some red undancy in list markup, you are not alone. <MENU>
and <DIR> are being phased out beginning \'\rith HTML 3.0.

Special Characters
The text contained w ithin HTML documents mus t conform to a character
specification known as Latin 1. H TML uses a subset that includes 127 common
characters used in most European alphabets.
The basic HTML charac te r set includes upper- and lowercase letters A through
Z, and the Arabic numerals 0 through 9.
This subset does not include all the ASCII ch aracters represented on your
keyboard. It also d oesn't include the various special characters that are available
to Macintosh character sets through ~ +Shift and Option +Shift combinations.
As if that wasn't confusing enough, some of the regular Latin 1 characters are
ignored by HTML. The space, line feed, and tab cha rac~ers ar e examples of
ignored characters. Some other characters, such as<,>, and&, are reserved for
use only as HTML markup.
In order to write " unsafe" characters that are reserved for markup, or to w rite
special diacritical character markers, you need to use encoded character marku p.
There is encoded characte r markup for 63 special characters, and this is listed in
Appendix A.
Examples of encoded markup are &amp; for the ampersa nd sign, &lt; for the
less-than sign, and &quot; to display "curly" or "smart" double quote marks.
Note the format for this markup. Every code begins with an &ch aracter and
ends with a sem i-colon.
Special characters not included in the Appendix A listing cannot be represented
by text in H TML documents.

Note
It does not matter whether you use upper- or lowercase hjpe for most marf...-up.
HTML is not case-sensitive to text strings inside angle brackets. The one exception, as of this writing, is the value statement for the <FORM> argument METHOD=,
which in HTML 2.0, is either GET or POST (this is explained in the next few
pages).
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Forms and CGI
A useful way to in te ract on the Web is to use forms that e nable users to enter
text or d a ta a nd submit tha t d a ta to a server. You can use this to conduct a
document search, create a new document or d ocume nt entry, or trigger some
other process at th e server.
This form interacti vity is possible because o f the introduction of the <FORM>
element in HTML 2.0.
The <FORM> ele ment is really a suite of elements and attributes that inclu des the
subordinate elements <INPUT>, <OPTION>, <SELECT>, a nd <TEXTAREA>.
These elements are each modified w ith some or a ll of th e attributes ALIGN=,
CHECKED=,MAXLENGTH=, NAME=, SIZE=, SRC=, TYPE=, and VALUE=.
Information en tered in to a <FORM> is sen t by the browser to a remote progra m
for processing. Us ually, this program is a Common Ga teway Interface program,
or CGI. Forms can a lso be used by the browser to send e lectronic mail to a
remote m ail server.
The <FORM> element d oesn' t do an ything except accep t da ta entered into the
form fields by a user. The browser takes the da ta inp ut into the form and sends
it to a ser ver at the location specified by an ACTION = a ttribute. The <FORM>
element is a method fo r organizing inform ation, it d oes not process any da ta
itself.
H ere you will ex peri men t w ith writing a <FORM> and its rela ted markup in a n
HTML d ocument. Be su re to follow this tutoria l all the way to the end.
Use BBEdit Lite to create a new document and name it form . html. Save this
d ocument to the Docu me nts folde r in your MacWeb folder (where your home
page is not located).
Since this is a new HTM L d ocumen t, you need to enter the basic markup
required for a ll documents.

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>A Lesson in Form</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
Now tha t you've gotten that out of the way, let's w rite a documen t th at solicits
user feedback abou t a hypothetical Web server. First, type in a descriptive
heading and opening pa ragra ph.
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<H1 >Welcome to My Web Server</ H1 >
<P>Thanks for stopping by . Please take a minute to let me know
what you t hink.
Every form begi ns with an opening tag. The <FORM> tag is w ritten to includ e a t
least two attributes, or sta teme nts, that qualify w hat the form does. The first
a ttri bute is the ACTION= statement.
ACTION= identifies the location of the Web server and the CGI p rogra m tha t

receives the inform ation submitted through this fo rm. This location is w ritte n as
a Uniform Resource Locator. Like all a ttribute s tate ments, the va lue we give to
ACTION= is written inside straight quote marks.

<FORM ACTION="http://exhibition .amnh .o rg /sc ripts /f oos urvey.cgi"
The second attribute needed in this <FORM> element is a METHOD= s tatement.
METHOD= describes the H yperText Transfer Protocol m ethod that is used to
describe the in for ma tio n entered in the form to the CGI program (which is on
the Web server).
The browser takes the d a ta entered in the form <INPUT> fields a nd adds it to the
end of the URL ente red in the ACTION= stateme nt. This comple te string is sent to
the Web serve r for handling.
There are two main types of METHOD= values: GET a nd POST.
The GET method sends the data as one or a few keywords tha t can be used for a
database searcl1. Information sent using GET is separated from the m ain URL
string by a ? (questio n mark).
The POST method is used to send da ta added to an existing document or database, or p rocessed in some other way by the CGI prog ram . Information sent
using POST is separated from the main URL string by a $ (dolla r sig n). For this
exercise, you' ll use the POST me thod because our form is collecting inform ation
to be added to a document on the server.
The METHOD= val ues, GET and POST are not placed inside quote marks.
Finish writing the <FORM> e lement with a METHOD=POST like this:

<FORM ACTION =" http: //ex hibition.amnh.org / scripts / foosurvey.cgi"
METHOD=POST>
Now you need to create the input fields used to enter informa tion into the form.
Let's start with a fie ld for collecting a u ser's nam e.

<P>Name : <INPUT NAME ="name" SIZE="24 ">
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The <P> tag marks the line as a separate paragraph of the document. The field is
displayed in the browser screen next to the text label Name.
Input fields are formed by the element <INPUT>, which is modified with one or
more attributes. The NAME= ath;bute is used to mark the data collected in this
field. According to the example here, the data entered in this field is identified
using this value, NAME, followed by an equal sign and wh atever text was entered
in the field.
The second attribute in this <INPUT> element is SIZE=. The default size of an
input field depends on the browser. For MacWeb, this de fault size is 20 cha racters w ide. The 20-character width does not limit the am ount of text that can be
entered, only the size of the field as it is displayed by the browser. The SIZE=
attribute can be used to display the field w ider or narrower than 20 characters.
The default type of input field is a text entry field. Other types of fields can be
specified in an <INPUT> element by adding a TYPE= attribute. For example, the
TYPE=" HIDDEN" attribute is used to make the field invis ible in the brow ser
window. TYPE="CHECKBOX" is used to make the field an either / or selection
entered by using a checkbox.
Let's try a few combinations:

<P>Add ress :<INPUT NAME; "address" SIZE; "30" >
<P>City -State- Zip:<INPUT NAME= "csz ">
<P>Email address: <INPUT NAME="email ">
<INPUT NAME=" ID" VALUE="sample form " TYPE= "HIDDEN ">
<P>I use MacWeb: <INPUT NAME="macweb" TYPE=" CHECKBOX">
Save your chan ges to the document and open form . html using MacWeb. Your
document should look like figure 5.11.
~
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Figwe 5.11

The fields in your <FORM> should look like this.
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You' ll notice that the input fields are d ifferent sizes. The Name and Address
fields are the w idth specified by the SIZE"' ath·ibute used with that <INPUT>
element. The width of the Email and City-State-Zip field s are the default size of
20 characters.
You should also notice that the <INPUT NAME"'"ID" >field does not display in
the browser window because it contains the attribute TYPE"'" HIDDEN".
Now let's add a few more entry fields.
You can create a popup or scrolling list of choices in a <FORM> by using the
<SELECT> element. Each of the choices is marked up using the <OPTION> element, like this:

<P>Please rate this server:
<SELECT NAME"'"rating ">
<OPTION>Ve r y good
<OPTION>Average
<OPTION >Not that great
<OPTION >Poor
</SELECT>
As it's written here, this <SELECT> element displays a popup list of options. If
you add a SIZE"' attribute that is greater than "1" to the <SELECT> element, the
list of options displays as a scrolling list. The number specified in the SIZE"'
attribute specifies the height in ch aracters of the w indow.
Save your changes and reload form. html in your browser wi ndow. You'll see
the first <OPTION> item as the defa ult selection. The other <OPTION> items are
available through a popup menu.
If you want to provide a space for users to write more lengthy comments, you
can add a <TEXTAREA> element to your <FORM>, li ke this:

<P>Yo ur comments:
<P><TEXTAREA NAME"'"comments" COLS"'"72" ROWS="12" >Please feel free
to speak your mind here</ TEXTAREA>
Like other entry fields, text area fields are written with a NAME"' a ttribute to
identify the data collected in the text area.
Unlike other entry fields, the size of a text area is specified for height and \•v idth
of the field, using the COLS"' and ROWS"' attributes. COLS"' indicates the width of
the field according to character width. ROWS"' indicates the height of the field
according to character height.
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Any text that you would like to have au tomatically appear in the <TEXTAREA>
field can be written beh-veen the opening <TEXTAREA> an d closing < /TEXTAREA>
tags.
In order to send the data collected in the form, you need to provide a way for
users to tell the browser to submit their information . This is done through a
special <INPUT> field of the TYPE= SUBMIT The submjt field appears in the
browser window as a button . Clicking on the button tells the browser to submit
the form according to the ACTION= statement in the <FORM> element.
11

•

II

A submit button is written like trus:

<P>< INPUT TYPE= SUbmit
11

11

VALUE=" Send ">

The VALUE= ath·ibute specifies label text to be written on top of the submH
button.
Finish up the <FORM> by writing a closing </FORM> tag below this last input field
and save your changes. Reload form. html in the MacWeb window. Your form
document should look like fi gure 5.12.
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Your sample <FORM> should now look like this.

A Working Form
This exercise dem onstrates how to write HTML markup for <FORM>, but the
form. html document isn' t functional because it doesn't address a working CGI
(Common Gateway Interface) script anywhere on the Web (there is no
foosurvey. cgi at exhibition. amnh. org, sorry).
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That doesn't mean you can't create a working form right now. This next exercise
creates a form on your home page that you can use to search the Lycos document directory at Carnegie-Mellon University.
Use BBEdit Lite to open the homepage. html document you wrote earlier in this
chapter. Add the following markup beginning on a new line, after the hyperlink
to the Yahoo index but before your address.

<H2>The Lycos Search Engine</ H2>
<FORM ACTION=" http: //agent3.lycos.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/pursuit"
METHOD=GET>
This form allows you to submit one or more keywords to the Lycos database.
The ACTION= of this form is to send these keyword s to the CGI program pur suit on the Lycos 3 search engine computer.
The METHOD=GET appends a question mark ? to the end of this URL followed by
your keywords. (Again, GET is the us ual method used for submitting a search
request through a form.)
This next line creates a field for entering the keywords for your search. The
NAME= of this field must be written as "query". There's room for entering more
than one word.

<P><B>Query: </ B> <INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="query" SIZE="48">
The Lycos search program allows you to specify several additional p arameters
for your document search. The next input fields collect that parameter information. The Lycos program is case-sensitive so do not change the case of the NAME=
values fo r these parameters. Note that each of these fields includes a specified
VALUE= that appears as a default value in the field.

<B>Max-hits:</B><INPUT TYPE="text" NAME=" maxhits" VALUE="10"
SIZE="5">
<B>Min-terms : </B><INPUT TYPE=" text" NAME=" minterms" VALUE ="1"
SIZE="5 ">
<B>Min-score:</B>< INPUT TYPE= "t ext" NAME=" minscore" VALUE="0.2 "
SIZE="5">
You can also tell Lycos to send you s imple listings of documents by sending a
"terse" command using this checkbox field:

<B>Terse output :</ B><INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="terse" >
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You need to add an input field for the submit button. You can also create
another button field that allows you to reset all of the fields in the form to their
defau lt values. This is done by writing an <INPUT> element with the
TYPE=" RESET " value. After you've written these elements, enter the closing tag,
</ FORM>:

<P>< INPUT type= "s ubmit " VALUE="Sta rt sea rch" >
<INPUT TYPE="reset " VALUE=" Reset ">
</ FORM>
You may recall from Chapter 3 that there are multiple Lycos programs running
simu ltaneously to handle the h igh volume of requests for information from the
database. The computer specified in this form, agent 3, may be busy some of the
times you try to run a search, so adding a link to the Lycos main page is a good
backup plan. On the next line of your home page, enter the markup for that
hyperlink:

<P><A HREF="http://lycos.cs.cmu.edu/ ">The Lycos main page</A>
Now you're done. Reload your home page in the MacWeb window and take it
for a test spin (see figure 5.13). Try finding some information about zithers.
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Your home pnge should now look like th is.
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Using Graphics and Sound
Another of the gee-whiz features of the World Wide Web is the capability of
Web browsers to receive multimedia information. All of the browsers written for
the Macintosh since NCSA Mosaic are capable of displaying inJine images as
well as using external applications to display color graphics, play sow1d files, or
run compressed video and animation.
Linking text with graphic or sound files and integrating graphics into text
documents are things that the Web does better than most other Internet systems,
and less expensively than any of them. Using these features is only a bit more
complicated than writing a URL that points to the proper file.

Inline Graphic Formats
HTML lets you place graphics directly into a document by simply writing an
<IMG SRC=" "> element into your document. The browser automatically handles
the rest, and the target graphic file is displayed in the browser window at the
correct location.
The most common use of an inline graphic is to dis play a banner graphic across
a page, like a logo or letterhead (see figure 5.14). lnline graphics are also used to
display iconic buttons, or thumbnail pictures, colored divider bars, or other
decorations. You can write an inline image into a hyperlink anchor and turn a
thumbnail pho to into a clickable link.
Another use for an inline image is as a graphical interface that serves as a menu
of hyperlinks. This kind of inline graphic is called an image map, because
Uniform Resource Locators are "mapped" or en coded to pixel coordinates in the
graphic (see figure 5.15).
Image maps are controlled by server-side CGI programs. But the presence of the
interface must also be marked up in the document by writing an ISMAP attribute
inside the <IMG> element that calls the graphic. Here's an example of the HTML
markup used for a n image map:
<IMG SRC="http://exhibition.amnh.org/hhbe/skulls/map.gif" ISMAP>
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Figure 5.15 The button graphic across the top of this page is actually an inline
image map that has several clickable "hot spots."
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The Web has evolved around the Graphic Interchange Format, or GIF, as the
primary format fo r inline image files. The GIF format can be interpreted by
almost all operating systems. The format itself is built on a 256-color palette that
corresponds to basic 8-bit color d is play systems widely used in desktop computers.
The image quality trade-off with the Graph ic Interchange Format is that photographic images are reduced to 256 fixed colors. On the other end, there is no
way to determine whether the color palette of the receiving computer matches
the color palette of the originating system.
For s im ple g raphi cs, the GIF color-map barrier is not a big deal. Icons and logos
d isplayed on a computer screen aren't usu ally expected to match a custom color
chip book, and the number of colors used is almost always less than 256.
Some newer browsers, including Netscape, are also capable of inte rpreting and
displaying JPEG compressed graph ic fi les as in line images. Other client applications probably will include this capability in future versions.
JPEG is the acronym for the Joint Photographic Experts Grou p and is also used
to refer to graphic files that have been compressed according to the algorithms
developed by the JPE Group.
Unlike GIF, the ] PEG scheme is d esigned for compressing photographs and
othe r images that contain 24-bit-per-pixel, or photographic-q uality, color da ta.
The )PEG sch eme does not require mappi11g color data to a typical 256-color
palette. All of the original image data is compressed.
As a comparison of h ow the two schemes compress images, a ty pi cal80K RGB
color photographic image compresses to 39K using GIF, and compresses to 32K
using the h ighest image quali ty JPEG compression.
Compu ters that cannot display a 24-bit color image reduce the amount of image
d ata d isplayed. The amount of color data contained in the compressed file,
however, is greater than the amou nt of data contained in a GIF file.
A new GIF format is being developed to record 24-bit color images using a
rewritten GIF-l ike compression scheme. If and when this forma t is finished, it
would enable another method for compressing photo-realis tic g raphics, and
perhaps using them as inline graph ics on the Web.
For most Web document applications, it really does n' t make sense to use JPEG
graphics as inline images. Logos a nd icons rarely use a color pale tte of 16 mill ion
va lues. And mos t of the (IBM-compatible) desktop computers in the world are
probably only capable of displaying 8-bit color at best.
The place where it does make sense to use JPEG is for serving larger color
g raphics as separate fi les. A discussion of this fo llows.
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A full comparati ve analysis of JPEG and GIF, or other image compression
schemes, is well beyond the scope of this book, but you can find many sources
of information about image compression and graphics transmission using your
browser.
For a start, try some of these s ites:
news :comp.graphics
news:a l t .graphics . pixut i ls
news: comp. i nfo syst ems .wwl'l. provi ders
http: / /VII'IW . dh. umu. set
ht tp: // 1'11'/W . wimsey. com / ani ma/ ANI MAwelcome. html
ht t p: //corint hian.mac . cc . cmu.ed u/
http: //siva .c shl .org/gd/ gd . html
http: //WMv .ncsa.uiuc. edu /EVL / docs/ html/EVL . LAB . ht ml

Inline Image Sizes
Although there are no specific rules governing the size or use of inline graphics,
a little common sense is appropriate when writing HTML documents.
First, consider that the graphic capability of youx clients' browsers and system
software is unknown to you. The client may or may not be a graphical browser.
If it is not a graphical browser, downloading an inJine image is not an option.
For these clients, you should always include anAL T= statement describing the
image.
Second, consider that the remote client system hard ware is also unknown to
you. For instance, you don' t know whether the remote client is using a 9"
monochrome monitor or a 21" colo r screen tha t displays 24-bit color.
Third, consider that the remo te client network connection is unknown to you .
The client could be a node on a super-fast Asynchronous Transfer Mode telecommunications network tied by fiber-optic cable directly into the NSF Net
backbone; or the client could be using a (considerably slower) dial-up SLIP / PPP
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account through a 9600 bps modem connected with alliga tor clips to a phone
jack dangling off the wall in a corner of the garage.
Inline images are "automatic" hyperlinks. As soon as the browse r gets to the
<I MG> element, it sends a request formed from the SRC= URL.
If the browser has image loading turned off, or if the browser is a text-only
applications, the inline elemen t is ignored. If you haven' t included an AL T=
sta tem ent, text-only browsers won't even know that the image exists, w hile
most graphical browsers show little PJCT icons w here the inline g raphics are
supposed to be (see figure 5.16). The most recent versions of some graphical
browsers now display ALT text along with these icons when automatic image
loading is turned off.
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Figure 5.16 Relying on too m.any inline images can result in a confusing
document.
If your image size is large, some of the graphic may not fit in the clie n t window.
If the file size is very big, transmission time is unreasonably long, and clien ts
may prefer not to download the image at all.

Accordingly, in addition to including alterna te text for an inline graphic th at
makes a note of the image size, it is also good form to try and keep inline
gra phic files sm aller than about 35K. Also be sure not to produce 14" wide
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banners for a document, especially when a 6" w ide graphic conveys essentially
the sam e information.
Most importantly, don't get carried away w ith using inJine images to navigate
your server. When a document does not make any sense withou t the images, it
is probably time to rethink the document.

Larger Images
Images tha t are not decora ti ve or navigational icons (such as illustrations
referred to in a document) ca n also be embedded in the document structu re
using <IMG SRC=>. It may be both convenient and necessary to include line
illustrations, graphs, charts, or tables as inline graphics in a text docume nt when
you can store these graphics as small GIF files.
For example, simple black and white charts an d tables captured as screen sh ots
rarely exceed a few Kin s ize and are much easier to format th an <PRE> markup.
Images larger than 35K that are supplemental to the content of the document, or
that are indexed by the document, shouJd no t be reh·ieved vvith <IMG> elements,
but should instead be p rovided as separate files-just like any oth er document
or file that is linked to your document.
Large graphic images retrieved through anchor sta tements do not need to be
GIF format images. These files can be read by a separate image application
acting as a "helper" to the browser. Image files served in this manner can th en
be stored as JPEG or other higher-resolution data files and referred to w ith a
standard anch or hyperlink.
The practice of w riting phrases like "click here" to act as hypertext links in a
document is less than helpful. The hyperlinked phrase should state something
informative about the target of the anchor, such as "sa tellite photograph of
Grand Canyon, 156K," rather than something less descriptive, like "color picture
of pretty rocks" (see fig ure 5.17).
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Figure 5.17 Hyperlinks to graphics and multimedia Jiles should indicate the
size of the file so that remote clients understand what they're
getting in to.

Audio and Video Files
Digital audio and video files are us ually very la rge. At a sampling rate of 22kH z
(a typical Macintosh sound rate), a n uncompressed 8-bit s tereo sound file
requires about 44K of d is k space fo r every second of sound .
Obvious ly, musical recordings or oth er sophisticated sound samples are even
larger. A ten-second sam ple recording of your favorite grunge band might
create a 1MB AIFF file.
Like gra phic fi les, d igital audio is s tored in compressed form. But even with
compression, a few seconds of sou nd can bu ild a digital file of hundreds of
kilobytes. Even if you' re us ing MPEG compression to compact image da ta,
16-bit video consumes megaby tes of d is k space per second.
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Because of the large file sizes required for digitized audio and video, these types
of files are also not used as inline sources of information, but are referenced as
hyperlinked fi les using an anchor element. You should include a note in the text
of the hyper! ink to indicate the size of the target file so that clients can judge
whether to spend the download time.
The current state of multimedia transmission on the Web is that compressed
files are downloaded in compressed form by the client application. After the
download is completed, the browser automatically launches, or tries to launch,
the appropriate external (helper) application to decompress and p lay the sound
or animation file (see figure 5.18).

The Global 8io1pberc

·~

Figure 5.18 Helper applications are automatically launched by the client
application. The remote user controls whether to view the
animation or play the sound.
As a matter of compatibility with the several operating systems used by clients
on the Web, the standard file format for audio data is AU mapped to the audio/
basic MIME type. The standard file format for animation and video is MPEG
mapped to the video/mpeg MIME type.
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This does not mean that other file formats cannot be served by HTTP servers or
retrieved by browsers. All browsers are capable of re-mapping system extension
types; whether the client operating system can handle other types of file formats
is another question. In any event, the capability of the remote computer to play
downloaded audio or video files depends on the helper applications on tha t
computer, not the browser.
Given the current state of connections to the Internet, real-time video transmission is a rare event. Transmitting real-time video through a·dial-up modem
connection is virtually impossible. The connection is way too slow. Transmitting
even compressed video over anything less than a 1.5 Mbps T-1 connection is
bound to result in choppy sound or pictures.
And, unlike television, signals on the Internet have to be addressed to specific
computers. Under normal transmission circumstances, communication is pointto-point, involving one sender and one recipient. This impacts real time audio
and video intended for any audience greater than one.
Currently, the Internet Engineering Task Force (the body that develops technical
standards for the Internet) has set up an experimental audio/video multicasting
scheme that can route video over the very-high-speed backbone sections of the
Internet. This MBone scheme transmits video quickly enough so that it can be
displayed as it is downloaded, as opposed to downloading it completely first
and then playing the video file. The data can also be addressed to many recipients simultaneously.
The transmission rates required for multicasting according to this scheme are
high-at least 500Kbps, but not beyond the bounds of current tedmology. Still, a
T-1 connection is required, along with a workstation fast enough to process the
data as it is received. Currently the software required for routing multicast data
runs only on UNIX workstations.
In spite of current ~imitations, it may not be too long before hyperlinks in a Web
document can display a video window transmitting something live and in full
motion from the other side of the world.

HTML Editing Tools
The most direct method for writing HTML documents is by using a plain text
editor, such as BBEdit Lite. Marking up text through your own keyboard entry
can be fast, and it's a good way to familiarize yourself with the syntax of elements and attributes.
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If your documents a re small, using the keyboard entry method is probably faster
than other methods, too.
If you're unsure about how to write specific ma rkup elements, you can also take
the easy route of copyin g the markup from someone else's document. Any
document you display in your browser can be saved as HTML text by choos ing
"Source" from the View rTienu of MacWeb.

MacWeb, Netscape, and NCSA Mosaic all p rovide an option in the Save As
dialog to save the document as "HTML" or "Source" (depending on the
browser). You can open these sa ved HTML documents with BBEdit, or any
o ther application that can open plain text d ocuments.
Keyboard entry markup is not yo ur only option, however, and there are certainly instances where more automated formatti ng methods can be faster and
more efficient.
Repe titive markup jobs, like prep aring existing text docume nts for publishing
on the Web, a re logical tas ks for a n editing tool designed to add basic document
tag~, headings, paragraph marke rs, and hyperlink anchors.
There are several speciali zed HTML editing and conversion programs that have
been written for the Macintosh. O ne of the most popular authoring tools,
though, and the one that Apple bundles with its own Web servers, are built on
BBEdit and its freeware sibling, BBEdit Lite.

BBEdit Lite
BBEdit Lite is a versatile text editor for the Macintosh that is a scaled-down
version of the program BBEdit, written by Bare Bones Software. BBEdit is aimed
a t programmers. The "Lite" version is distributed as freeware and shares some
of the features of the full version .
Computer language is written with special ch aracters and with strict orders of
hiera rchy and syntax. Coincide ntally, HTML also uses special characters and
adheres to a s rmple hiera rchical structure. Consequently, the BBEdit Lite prog ram lends itself well to writi n ~ hy pertext markup.
Using BBEdit, you can search t11rough a document for exact or approximate text
matches, you can chan ge text case with a single menu command, and you can
use a menu command to select by line (as well as Select All).
BBEdit and BBEdit Lite also support adding functions to the program throug h
the use o f formatting extensions. These extensions are coded routines that
automate formatting tasks and can be loading into the basic editor by copying
them to the applica tion folde r.
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Two sets of extensions have been written for formatting HTML: BBEdit HTML
Extensions w ritten by Carles Be Uver and BBEd it HTML Tools written by Lindsay Davies; both are in the following discussions.

BBEdit HTML Extensions
BBEdit HTML Extensions are written by Carles Bellver <be llverc@si. uj i. es>
and provide autom ated formatting for hyperlink anchors, headings, forms, and
images. The latest version is Release 8 and is included on the WWWSK disk. It is
also available at:
http:

//IVIWI.

u j i. es /bbedit · html· extensions. html

Two very useful extensions in this set are Specials Translation and Template,
because they take care of some the most tedious aspects of formatting an existing text document according to basic HTML markup.
The Release 8 version of HTML Extensions performs tasks that cannot be
undone using the Edit menu. Each time you select one of these extensions,
BBEdit asks you to confirm your selection. You can turn off these notifications
by choosing "Editor" from the popup menu in the Preferences dialog box and
selecting the No "Can't Undo" Alert checkbox. The Release 9 version of HTML
Extensions are undo-able.
Here's what HTML Extensions do, and why they do it.

•Set

Keys ...

HTML Rnchor ...
HTML Comment
HTML Form Input. ..
In .'1l Form Select...
Hl "'L Form TeHt Rreo ...
HTM L Format...
HTML Form •..
HTMllleoding .. .
IITMllmoge .. .
IITMllink .. .
IITML Porogroph
IITML Speciol s Tronslotion ...
IITML Sty le ...
IITM L Templote ...

Figure 5.19 The BBEdit Extensions menu, showing HTML Extensions
written by Carles Bellver.
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The Anchor extens ion marks up a selected p iece of text as a NAME= an ch or. NAME=
a nchors are used as targets for hyperlink anchors within the same d ocument,
a llowing readers to quickly jump to a refe rence point w ithin the d ocument.
The extension displays a d ia log box asking for the NAME= value and then genera tes an element writte n like this:

<A NAME=" donkey ">donkey</A>
This NAME anchor wou ld be referred to by a hyperlink elsewhere in the
docume nt that was writte n like this:

<A HREF="#don key" >another use of the word donkey</A>
The Comment extension is used to insert markup at the b eginning and e nd of a
line of text so that it is not be processed by a browse r. This is known as "commenting out'' the tex t.
The expression and function is bor ro•.ved from computer programming, where it
is often applied to blocks of source code in a program.

In order to comment-out a line of text in an HTML document, you need to begin
the line w ith the characters< ! -- and end the sa me line with the characters -->.
The Comment extension applies this ma rku p for you to selected text:

<!-- se lected text -->
Forms are written using four complex eleme nts, <FORM>, <INPUT>, <SELECT>,
and <TEXTAREA>, as described ea rlier in this chapter. The Form extensions
a utomate writing each o f these ele ments and can help e nsure that you get the
syntax right.
Form p rovides a dialog box for entering the ACTION= and METHOD= to be used in
the form. You type in the ACTION URL and select GET or POST with radio
buttons. The extension writes the markup including a closing tag:

<FORM METHOD="POST" ACTION="http://exhibition.amnh.org">
</ FORM>
Form Input p rovides a dialog box for entering the values for the TYPE=, NAME=,
SIZE= and MAXLENGTH= attributes used in an input field .

<INPUT TYP E="text" NAME="addre ss" SI ZE="24" MAXLENGTH="48" >
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Form Select is supposed to insert markup for a multiple-choice pop-up menu,
and it does indeed add markup to a selected list of text items. However, it
always seems to run the last hvo items in a list on the same line (see grape and
lemon in the example below), which is not what you normally want to have
happen. You have to tweak your markup if you use this extension, but it may
still be faster than doing it manually. A fix is planned for Release 9.
An example of the resulting markup is:

<SE LECT NAME="Your favo rit e flavor" SIZE
<OPTION>vanilla
<OPTION>strawberry
<OPTION>chocolate
<OPTION> raspberry
<OPTION>grape
l emon</SE LECT>

"1">

Form Text Area marks up a text area field for a form. A dialog box allows you to
enter values for NAME=, ROWS=, and COLS=. If you have selected any text, this text
is bracketed by the opening and closing tags appear within the text area entry
field.
The extension generates markup like this:

<TEXTAREA NAME="flavor comment" ROWS=4 COLS=40>
Your favorite flavor </ TEXTAREA>
Format is a versatile dialog box that lets you quickly format text as a series of list
elements, as a blockquote, an address, or as p re-formatted text. Radio buttons
allow you to choose the markup that is applied.
Format works, as advertised, for blocks of selected text that require only an
opening and closing tag, like <PRE></PRE> or <ADDRESS> </ADDRESS>. It has a
problem with lis ts, similar to the problem encountered with the Form Select
extension, and runs the last hvo items together.

<OL>
<LI>vanilla
<LI >strawberry
<LI >c hocolate
<LI >raspberry
grape</OL>
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The Heading extension sim ply inserts an opening and closing tag around the
selected text. You choose the level (1 tluough 6) in a dialog box.

<H2>Heading extension inserts heading tags! </H2>
Image quickly writes out markup for an inJine image, including the URL for the
picture, AL T= text description, an ALIGN= attribute if you wru1t one, and also
adds an ISMAP attribute fo r marking up graphics as image maps.
This is an example:

<IMG ALIGN=bottom SRC=" /images/maggie.gif" ALT="photo of Marga r et
Mead ">
Link creates a hyperlink <A> anchor, not a <LINK> element, which is OK since
you' ll probably write zillio ns more hy pe rlink anch ors than you'll ever write
LINK elements.
This extension provides a d ialog box to enter the URL for the hyperlink and
inserts anchor tags around your selected text. It generates markup that looks like
this:

<A HREF="/movies/mead1.mov" >video of Margaret Mead</A>
Paragraph inserts a <P> tag at the beginning of the selected block of text. It
considers blocks of text to be single paragraphs and does not ma rk up multiple
paragraphs unless they a re sepa rated by a blank line.
As explained earlier in th is cha pter, HTML allows only the use of 127 alphabetic
and numeric characters. Diacritica l alphabetic characters and characters reserved for HTML markup must be encoded in ord er to be used in an HTML
document.
The Specials Translation extension read s th rough selected text and perform
encoding for you, automatically. This is a g reat help if you are converting text
documents for the Web. Hunting th rough a long document to encode every
"smart quote" mark as r.quot; is not recreational.
This extension sorts th1 '. ·ugh selected text fairly quickly and converts unsafe
characters into encoded markup. It also trans lates s pecial characters used in
some European alphabets, like n, 0, and i.i.
The Template extension is used to apply a set of pred etermined markup to a
new or existing d ocument.
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The Template extension automatical ly writes a SGML prologue statement to the
first line o£ the file. This prologue statement tells programs that understand
Standard Generalized Markup Language that this document is written in HTML
2.0.

The prologu e is followed by the basic document elements, <HTML>, <HEAD>, and
<BODY>. Template provides a dialog box for writing <BASE> and <TITLE>
elements into a document <HEAD>, and provides options for marking paragraphs
and translating specia l characters in the <BODY> of the document. You also can
specify text to be placed in a document as your address element.

BBEdit HTML Tools
BBEdit HTML Tools is written by Li11dsay Davies at <LD11 @unix. york. ac. uk>.
You can find the latest version at:
http://I~WI.york.ac.uk/-ld11/BBEditTools.html

BBEdit HTML Tools are more complex than HTML Extensions. For example,
there are Preference settings for the Tools, and balloon help that can be activated
from within any of the Tool dialog boxes. All of the Tool operations can be
undone using the Edit menu.
Each extension can be selected using ~+Option+key shortcuts and many
selections in the dialog boxes can also be selected us ing ~+key shortcuts. The
dialog box shortcuts are shown by pressing the j:Ckey while the dialog box is
open.
Several settings for HTML Tools are recorded using the Utilities Tool and s tored
as preferences by BBEdit. A button in the lower left corner of the Utilities dialog
box takes you to dialogs for defining your Web server's URL, your browser, and
your Hotlist file.
Recording your server URL speeds up writing hyperlinks with the Anchor Tool
and d efin.ing your browser allows you to preview your HTML documents
quickly using the Preview Tool.
Anchor allows you to m a rk up any type of anchor ele ment, using either full or
partial URLs. The dialog provides popup m enus for URL schemes (http : II,
gopher: II, etc.}, and a list of the last ten URLs that you ha ve written using the
tool.
You can use the extension to scan the current document for existing URLs or
anchor NAME= values and insert one o f these in the current markup. A File button
in the dialog box also enables you locate a file on your drive and create a URL
pointing to that file.
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Figure 5.20 The BBEdit Extensions menu showing HTML Tools extensions.
Anchor generates the following markup:

<A HREF=" http: // foo.b ah. org / directory/file.html "></A>
<A NAME=" examp l e"></A>
<A HREF=" #example "></ A>
The Document extension creates new HTML documents or can be used to add
markup to an existing document.
Fields in the dialog box allow you to enter standard <HTML>, <HEAD>, <TITLE>,
<BASE>, <LINK>, <ISINDEX>, and <BODY> markup. The extension can also create
an SGML prologue statement.
The Insert Templa te button allows you import the contents of other text or
HTML d ocuments. This is a very useful feature if you write complex <FORMS> or
other eleme nts as s tandard document markup and store examples of these for
use as templates. You can use the command to import these templates directly
into your current document.
The Form Elements tool provides diaJog boxes for marking up all of the elements used with a <FORM>. If a form element has not already been written, a
opening dialog box asks for the ACTI ON= and METHOD= for the form.
A second dialog is used to create the markup for <I NPUT>, <SELECT>, and
<TEXTAREA> elements in the form. These are created one at a time, using entry
fields, checkboxes, and radio buttons in the d ialog box. You need to reselect the
extension for each element you mark up.
Form Elements automatica lly add <HR> horizontal rule tags above and below the
form markup. In earlier versions, this feature w as selected in the dialog box. You
can't turn it o ff in version 1.3.
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Because <FORM> is the most complex bit of HTML 2.0 marku p, this tool may help
you avoid making syntax mistakes, especially w ith the a ttributes used with
<INPUT> and <SELECT>.
Heading quickly marks up selected text with heading tags according to the level
number you enter in th e dialog box.
Image marks up inline image links using either a URL that you enter o r one of
the 10 most recently created image URLs that you wrote using this tool. Image
provides an entry for AL T= text and for marking an image as a ISMAP coordinate
map.
You can also use Image to write an a nch or hyperlink for a regular g raphic file.
The dialog box includes a checkbox for automatically adding p aragraph <P>
tags above and below the image marku p, like this:
< P>

<IMG SRC="sample / imag e.gif" ALT=" Alternate Te xt ">
< P>

Line Breaks is used to insert the elements for paragraphs, line breaks, and
horizontal rules. This extension makes sense onl y if you can typ e J:e+O ption+B
plus J=e+P (orR or B) faste r than you ca n type <P> or <BR> or <HR>.
Lists mark up ordered <OL>, unordered <UL>, directory <DIR>, menu <MENU>,
and definition list <DL> elements. It also marks up items simply as list items
<LI> omitting any m ajor list tags.
Best of all, the List tool works perfectly, and it makes sense because you can type
~+Option+L followed by :J:C+O faster than you can manually mark up an
ordered list.
The Preview tool enables you to open the d ocument you' re editing w ith your
Web browser. You select your brow ser initially th rough the Tools preferences
setting. After that, it's a lo t faster to use Preview than it is to switch applications
and use the Open command in the File menu in MacWeb, Mosaic, or Netscape.
Style marks up selected text according to any of the logical or physical styles
currently supported in HTML.
Interestingly, you can also mark up text for the styles subscript, superscr ipt, and
strike-through, which are not part of HTML 2.0, and are supported only by the
latest version of NCSA Mosaic. These styles m ay be included in HTML 3.0.
Translate is used to translate "unsafe" characters such as < > & " in an exis ting
text file into code sui table for an HTML formatted document. The Translate
extension can also be used to convert an HTML d ocument into a text-only
document, stripping out the HTML markup.
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The first sentence of the preceding paragraph translates into ISO Latin 1, used
by HTML, li ke this:

Translate is used to translate &quot;unsafe&quot; characters such
as &lt; &gt; &amp; &quot; in an existing text f i l e into code
s uitable for an HTML formatted document.
Users Markup can be used to record and apply cus tom markup, and to automate various steps taken in writing HTML documents.
For example, le t's say yo u regularly mark up documents with a list element. You
could enter the markup for this list in the entry fi eld in the User Ma rkup dialog
box and assign it to one o f the ten radio buttons shm.vn (see figure 5.21). To
apply this lis t to docume nts, you use the keyboard combination for that radio
button or open the dialog and click the radio button. The list contents and
markup is a utomatically entered in w hatever document you are editing (see
figure 5.22).
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Figure 5.21 The Users Markup tool allows you to store freq uently used
markup and paste it into documents.
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Figure 5.22 The stored markup in figure 5.21 is automatically entered into a
document like til is.
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You could create entries that format a regularly used set of list markup, or style
markup, or a combinatio n of markup elem ents, accord ing to a set of scripting
characters explained in the Tools d ocumentation. This Tool can also be set to
automatica lly apply a selection through a keyboa rd command, w ithout opening
the dialog w indow.
Lindsay Davies has continued to add features to this Tool so that it now includes
a macro edito r. The instructions fo r how to w rite macros with Users Markup are
included in the Documentation for HTML Tools.
The best uti lity in this extension is Ch eck Markup. This opera tion checks your
document against the Document Type Definition (DTD) for HTML 2.0. The DTD
is the "official" description of the elements, attributes, and syntax used for
HTML. If Check Markup finds any errors, it opens a new document and show a
report of the errors it found with advice on how to correct them. If you r markup
is OK, it reports that, too.
The Insert Hotlist utility writes the currently selected Hotlist into a document as
a list of Anchor elements. Link Summa ry writes a list of all the anchor URLs in a
document as a list at the end of the document.
Open URL attempts to connect to the URL currently selected in the document
you are editing us ing the browser you have identified in the preferences setting
for HTML Tools.
Remove Tags removes HTML markup from a selection, or from the entire
document if no text is s pecifically selected. Comment marks up the selected text
as commented-out text.
BBEdit HTML Tools also provides for building custom HTML document
Templates. Instructions for creating templates and for using the Extensions is
included w ith HTML Tools as a set of HTML files.
In ad dition to writing your HTML documents w ith BBEd it, yo u may w an t to
experiment with one of the customized editing prog rams written for use o n the
Macintosh .

Other HTML Editing Tools
Besides writing your HTML documents "from scratch" us ing a text editor like
BBEdit, you may want to experiment with one of the editing programs listed in
the followin g d iscussion.
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A long list of programs that convert text into HTML is ava ilable on the World
Wide Web Consortium server at:
http: //1'11'/Y/. w3. org/ hypertext /1\\1\'1 /Tools /Overview. html

Because word processors add their own formatting instructions, documents
created using a word processor need to be converted to pl ain text in order to be
served as HTML/ text documents.
Independent software developers, as weLl as some of the major word p rocessing
and desktop publishing progra m vendors, have released or are readying HTML
conversion tools for the latest versions of popu Jar programs. Documents crea ted
with WordPerfect 3.5, FrameMaker 5.0, ClarisWorks 4.0, and PageMaker 6.0 ca n
be translated into HTML. Microsoft is allegedly wo rking on a Mac version of
Internet Assistant for Microsoft Word 6.0, which tums Word into both an HTML
editing tool and a browser.
Astrobyte has created a commercial product called BeyondPress that presents
many options for converting QuarkXPress fil es into HTML. Unlike some of the
other products, it also automa tically converts g raphics in the XPress file to GIF
files. Unfortunately, though, it costs nearly as much as QuarkXPress itself.
DataViz, the veteran Mac translation vendor, also has updated its MacLinkPius
package to transla te HTML bidirectionally.
Information about other conversion tools is also available through the World
Wide Web Consortium server.

RTFtoHTML
RTFtoHTML 2.7.5 is a program fo r converting Rich Text Format (RTF) documents into text/HTML. Any document created by most word processors can be
saved as RTF and then processed by this application.
The program does a good job of fo rmatting paragraphs, lists, "unsafe" characters, and other text markup. It works quickly, and can create a separate
error.html document to indicate Rich Text fo rmats that were not translated.
The RTFtoHTML package includes style sheets that contain the configuration
code used by the program to create HTML markup according to the standard
specifications for HTML. These style sheets can be updated or replaced as the
specification is changed. Complete documentation is included with the program.
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RTFtoHTM L is written by Chris Hector. Information abo ut the Macintosh
version, and a link to download it, is available at:
ftp: //ftp . c r ay. com/ src /I'M\Vstuff 1RTF 1rtftohtml_overview. html

HTML Web Weaver
A text editor at its core, HTML Web Weaver uses floating pale ttes, along with
standard menu selections, to apply m arkup to text that you write in Web
Weaver document w indows. Dialog boxes help create items like forms and lists.
Web Weaver also opens and edits documents created by plain text ed itors.
A menu bar can also be also used for selecting some of the most frequently
applied markup tags. The interface, especially the floating pa lettes, is easy to
understand and includes support for balloon help.
The program can be linked to a web browser on your com puter for previewing
your documents.
Web Weaver is w ritten by Robert Best as shareware ($25). Information about the
program and a link to download it via FfP is available at:
http: //WIWI. potsdam. e du /\Veb . Weaver I About. html

Arachnid
Arachnid is a freeware HTML ed ito r based on HyperCard. Arachnid uses a
floating palette for applying anchor and form markup to text selected in the
Arachnid document window. Standard menu commands are used for applying
headings and styles.
Working documents resemble HyperCard "stacks" and are created as selfcontained files called Projects. Arachnid does not require the HyperCard
application. Projects are readable o nly by Arachnid. Markup mus t be exported
as a plain text/HTML document fo r use on the Web.
Frequently used URLs (for form atting anchors or other markup that refers to a
URL) and document templates can be stored as menu-accessible items. The
program is published by the Uni versity of Iowa.
Information about the program and a link to download it is at:
http : //sec · look.uiowa.edu/
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HTML Editor for Macintosh
HTML Editor is a "semj-WYSIWYG" (what-you-see-is-what-you-get) text ed itor
that provides a toolbar and po pu p menus for adding HTML markup to selected
text.
Documents created in HTML Edi tor a re text / HTML and ca n be served "as is,"
w ithout furthe r conversion.
Among the buttons for anchors, tex t styles, inline images, and lists, is a button
that can be set to launch your browser to previe w documents.
Special features in a directory for storing frequently used URLs, and the abil ity
to create and s tore custom markup. The program requires System 7.
HTML Editor is wri tten by Rick Giles as sharewa re ($25). Informa tion about the
program, with a link to d ownload it, is available at:
http: // dragon .ac ad i au.ca:1667 /-giles/ HTML_Edit or / Doc umenta t i on. html

HTML.edit
HTML.edit vl.1.2 is anothe r edi tor created o n HyperCard, but it does not
reguire Hy perCard to run. Documents are created in HTML.edit and then saved
as plain text / HTML files.
HTML.edit includes a B&W I color palette, and hand les multiple d ocume nts,
master head e rs, a nd footers.
HTML.edit is also capable of drag-and-drop ed iting (with HTML.edit already
open), u ses hy pertext-style help, presents a resizeable edito r window, uses
command-key equ ivalents for commonly-used codes, and maintains an HTML
cod e index.
An index w ithin HTML.edit d isplays all instances of the selected HTML cod e
within your document. It fol lows the HTML s pecification for naming conventions and also implements most HTML eleme nts, including lists, images,
anchors, and text fo rmats.
HTMLed it is w ritte n by M urray M. Altheim as freeware. Information about the
program, with a link to d ownload it, is at:
htt p: // nct n. oact. hq .nasa .gov/tools/ HTMLedit / HTMLedi t . html
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HTML Writer
HTMLWri ter 0.9d4 is a specialized text edi tor written in SuperCard. Documents
are written in an ed iting window. Menu commands are used to mark up selected text in the document w indow.
The program includes a preview function that d isplays formatted text, but styles
are not d isplayed. The programs includes online help to explain inter face
function s.
HTML Writer is written by Jon Wiederspan as freeware. Information about the
program, w ith a link to download it, is at:
http: //vtww. uwt c . was hi ng t on. edu / JonWiederspan/ HTMLEditor. ht ml

HTMLPro
This cus tom text/HTML editor di splays two w indmvs sim ultaneously.
One window is used for writing and editing text as HTML. Elements are applied
to selected text through menu command s. Many of the most frequently used
tags can be applied through keyboard shortcuts. Customi zed or frequ ently used
formatting can be w ritten to a sma ll macro edi tor, and saved as a menu command in the Macro menu .
The second w indow disp lays the formatted text as it migh t appear in a browser
w indow. Graphi cs are displayed as a notation [IMAGE]. Anchors appea r as
highlighted tex t. One s light quir k is th at the review window does not always
ignore irrelevant "whi te" spaces.
According to the au tho r, HTML Pro works best with System 7.
HTML Pro is writte n by N iklas Frykholm as shareware ($5). Information about
the program, and a lin k to dow nload it, is at:
http: //VIWI'I . ts . umu. se /-r2d2

---- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

Commercial HTML Tools
As the Web becomes more of a profitable enterptise, third-pa rty vendors a re
staTting to s hip commercial autho ring tools.
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HTMLPro
NaviPress from America O nline's internet Services Division is an HTML
authoring program tha t integrates wi th the company's NaviServer Web server.
The pages it generates, though, can be used with a ny Web server. NaviPress is
also a browse r, allowing you to easily incorporate HTML code from other Web
sites into you r own sites. One nice feature of the product is "mini-Webs" w hich
allow you to plan the links among your HTML pages.
NaviPress can be downloaded by America Online members by using the
keyword " nav ipress" (no quotes). The online serv.ice prov ider is distributing the
program free ly as it offers users the chance to host their Web pages on the
service.

FrontPage
FrontPage from Vermeer Technologies is scheduled to be released for the Mac
later in 1995. It has the potential to greatly ease HTML a uthoring, especiaily
some o f the tri ckie r parts of creating engaging Web pages, such as forms a nd
image maps. Like NaviPress, FrontPage works \•vel! w ith Vermeer's Web server,
but also generates pages that work wi th othe r popu lar Web servers.
FrontPage uses a number o f WebBots and Web Wiza rds to automate and guid e
users through creating Web pages withou t programming, according to the
company. If it lives up to the hype, it could extend Web p ublishing to a far
greater number of non technical content providers.
So now that you can create your own Web page, it's time to learn how to p ut it
on the Internet. In the next chapte r, you'll learn how to turn your Mac into a
Web serve r.

Chapter

Web Publishing
A Web browser helps you find and download an amazing amount of information from the Internet. You can explore the far reaches of NASA's online photo
collections, take a world tour of Web servers through the Virtual Tourist at the
University of Buffalo, or lis ten to clips of baroque chamber music from a Web
server in Tokyo.
As wonderful as your browser is, there's at least one thing it can't help you to do
on the Internet, and that's serve up your own documents, graphics, QuickTime
movies, and sound files.
In order to do that, you need to become an information provider on the Web.
One way to do this is to set up your own Web server (see figure 6.1).
Servers are applications that provide data or process information for other
computers over a network. If your Macintosh is running System 7, you may
already be familiar with built-in File Sharing that allows other users on the same
AppleTalk network to connect to you r computer and read or copy files from
your computer onto their own. In effect, your Mac becomes a file server to the
other computers on your local nehvork, and the other Macs on your local
network become clients of your serve r.
There are many types of servers on the Internet, each one is designed to store,
locate, and transfer a s pecific type of data to at least some of the approximately
20 million clients.
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Figure 6.1 You can set up your own Web server while rending this chapter.

How the Web Communicates
What sets a Web server apart from all of the other servers on the Internet is the
way that it comm unicates w ith Web clients us ing the HyperText Transfer
Protocol, or HTTP.
Web servers listen for requests sent to them by client applications (your
browser). These requests are s tru ctured around Uniform Resource Locators that
identify the text, graphic, sound, or other file being requested. Web browsers
can also request information that must be generated by a prog ram separate from
the Web server. We'll discuss these external prog rams later.
The Web server responds to this request by sending the ite m identified by the
URL.
Occasionally, the server sends a message telling you that it cannot process your
request because the fi le you asked fo r doesn't exist at that location, or because
one of a few other errors occurred.
Because browser/ server communica tion is kept short and sweet, the HTTP
method allows many browsers to ta lk to the same server almost s imultaneously.
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HTTP communications involve four ste ps. The firs t two are initiated by the
browser. The second two are initia ted by the server. Let's examine the steps
involved in re trieving the document at:
h tt p: //v~v.pa n ix .com /- kcoffee /index . html

Step 1: Connection
The first step is the Connection ini tiated by the browser by sending a URL. The
goal of the connection is to locate a Web serve r and open a channel to it through
the Internet.
URLs always begin with an identifying comm unica tions scheme that indicates
the type of service being requested. URLs addressed to Web servers always
begin \>vith the identifier http: II followed by the ne twork add ress of the
computer, eithe r expressed as a name or a numbe r, for examp le:
http: // www.panix . com.
Because computers on the Interne t run more tha n one serve r application at the
sa me time, each of these processes requires its own "chann el" for communicating over the network. These channels are called ports.
Accord ing to the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) standard used by the
lnternet, port 80 is reserved for HTTP. This port number is autom atically
assumed (by yo ur browser) to be the communication port for http: // URLs.
A Web server can lis ten for connections coming through on other ports (oth er
than 80), but in that case, the port number must be used as part of the address
fo r that server a nd included in the URL, as in http: // www . panix . com: 1080.

Note

if a Web server is using a port mnnber other tlla11 80, it must use a port number
that is greater than 1024, because every port below that number is already reserved
for otl1er uses on the Internet.
If you want to run two Web servers usiug the same computer, you must assign
each to n different port and use these separate numbers in the URLs for those
servers.
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Step 2: Request
The second step is called the Request. This request appears as inform ation that
appears in the beginning of a message (the "header" ) that identifies the browser
to the server a nd contains a partial URL, such as I -kcoffee I index . html.
Usually, browsers request files stored at the server. The method used in this
kind of request is called the GET method. Web browsers automatically add this
infmm ation to fi le URLs (see figure 6.2).
Headers sent by the browser inclu de info rmation about the H TTP version u sed
by the browser. Th is version information may be used by the server to determine how to reply to the request, and whether to exp ect even more header
information from the browser.
The request header gives the server other information about the request, including an accep table modification date for the file being requested; the type of an
authorization or encoding schemes to be used in the response; the types of d ata
that the browser is programmed to process; and the human language of the
documents that the b rowser is requesting.
HTTP headers enable information to get from point A to point B through

the Web.
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Figure 6.2 Browsers and servers exchange header information during an
exchange as shown in this MacHTTP log fi le.
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Step 3: Response
The third step is the Response that the server sends back to the browser in
ansv,rer to the request.
The server sends out Response Head ers that tell the browser about the server,
including the HTTP p rotocol version it uses, the kind of server it is, and other
information about the object it is about to send.
This header information might prompt the browser to perform some additional
functions, like display a window in which you must enter a password, or a
message that tells you why your request was not processed.
The response header a lso contains in formation about the object that you requested, including how big it is, wha t language it is written in, ·whether it is
encoded or not, and w hen it was last modified. If your browser caches documents, this "last-modified" information might be used to determine whether the
document should be downloaded.

Step 4: Close
The last s tep occurs at the end of the file transmission. When the file h as been
transferred, the Web server Closes its connection to the browser and goes back
to its previous state of listening for requests.
There are

h.YO

important points to remember from this description:

First, almost all communication between browser and server consists of these
four steps, although there are new techniques being d eveloped for keeping a
connection open beh"'een clients and servers. Clicking on any of the hyperlinks
in http: I /www .panix .com /-kcoffee / index.html constitutes a new request
from the browser, even if it' s to the sa me server.
Second, even though most of the header informatio n involved in Web transactions is hidden from the user, these ins tructions are essential to h ow HTTP
applications talk to each o ther. These various headers can be used by server
interface programs tl1 at you might write to process fill-out forms, link requests
to documents on other servers, conduct secure communication, or commwucate
with other programs on your server.
With this outline in mind, let's set up your Macintosh to be a Web server.
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Server Logistics
As of this writing, the most prominent Web server application that r uns on a
Macintosh computer is MacHTTP a nd its comme rcial cousin WebSTAR, w ritten
by Chuck Shotton and BIAP Systems, Inc. l n May 1995, StarNine Systems
acquired the MacHTTP server and released an enhanced ve rs ion of MacHTTP
ca lled WebSTAR. Both servers a re d iscussed here, but the focus of this d 1apte r is
the MacHTTP 2.2 application, which is available as "sh areware" and can be
d ownload ed from the Inte rnet (check an Info-Mac site in the directory
_communication/tcp/mac-http -22.hqx.
As you mjght expect from a Mac program, pre paring a MacHTTP serve r requires a small time investment. Nevertheless, most Web servers a ren't Mac
servers. While Macs make excellent, inexpensive servers fo r small to medium
si tes, there is a limit to the number of connections they can accommodate as well
as a practical limit to the numbe r of transactio ns they can perform at one time.
For these reasons, many sites have stuck with the pricey UNIX servers on w hich
the Web h as been p rimarily built, much to the delight of workstation vendors
Sun Microsyste ms and Silicon Graphi cs.
MacHTTP, though, can do almost everything its UNIX-based a ncestors are
capable of, and having a commercial company behind WebST AR should allow it
to keep pace w ith its rivals.
Setting up MacHTTP is described in the next section of this chapter, but before
you jump ahead , you need to learn some of the more mundane logistics of
running a Web server on your Mac.

TCP/IP
Unlike a Web browser, the MacHTTP server application won't run w ithout an
open TCP /IP connection. This means you r comp uter h as to have the MacTCP
control panel installed and communicating through a network driver.

Note
It is possible to use MacTCP to open a connection and run MacHTTP over n
Locn/Talk network. Each LocalTnlk 11ode requires the MacTCP control panel and
a11IP address. If the LocalTalk network is not COilllected to the lttternet, the
machines using MacTCP can be assigned bog11s 1111ml1ered addresses that mimic
real JP addresses.
Tf your compu ter is not hooked into a network of any kind, but you have a copy of
MacTCP installed, you can still test drive MacHTTP.
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Files and Directories
Web servers locate fil es according to a d irectory tree that beg ins at the server's
directory, this directory is known as the root. Uniform Resource Loca tors mark
this hierarchy by placing a single s lash mark be tween each directory level and
between a directory name and the fil e name, like:
/-kcoffee/index.html

The Macintosh Finder displays directories as fo lde r icons. Subdirectories are
shown as folders nested inside other folders. On a Macintosh computer, the
folder that contains the MacHTTP server application is considered the root level
d irectory fo r th at serve r.
Any file that you intend to serve must be in MacHITP's fo ld er or in a folder it
contains. (MacHITP can also work th rough an alias of a file if the alias is placed
within the server's d irectory hiera rchy.)
There is no hard rule about the number of folders that you can nest inside other
folders, but you're sure to make a URL hard to remember (and type ) if it leads
through a half-dozen folders.
A typical MacHITP server root d irectory is illustrated in figure 6.3.
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A. typical Web server hierarchy.

This root directory contains several subdirectories, titled images, Help, Film,
hhbe, and other equally descriptive names. It doesn' t matter if no one but you
understands the structure of your di rectories. If more than one person maintains
the server, though, establishing some kind of o rganizing principle is advisable.
In the example shown in figure 6.3, directories are organized accord ing to the
content of documents. All of the fi les being served as part of an online exhibit
about human biology and evolution are stored in the folder hhbe . A ll of th e files
that describe film and video exhibits are stored in the folde r Film. This s tructure
makes it easier to maintain the information on this server.
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The directory names shown in this example are short. While you can use up to
31 characters for a Mac folder or file name, long nam es only make it difficult for
users to remember and enter correctly in a URL.
You should also avoid putting " unsa fe" characters, like ampersands or slash
marks, in your file names. While the Macintosh file system can deal with any
character in a file name except a colon, other systems are not so forgiving.
Macintosh browsers w ill try to encode any characte rs that are not safe for use on
the Web. But using " unsafe" characters in file or directory names will present
p roblems to u sers with other operating systems, especially if they try to enter
one of your URLs manually in their own browser.
A good rule of thumb is that if the d1aracte r cannot be used as normal text in an
HTML docume nt, you should avoid using it in a filename.

Hardware Requirements
A lmost an y model of Macintosh computer can be used to run MacHTTP. Not
surprisingl y, Macs with faster processors w ill operate more quickly than Macs
w ith slower ones.
MacHTTP will run on either a 680x0 processor, found in Macintosh Qundrns
and earlier machines, or on a PowerPC processor used in the new Power Macs.
Brad Schr ick has compiled a directory of links to Macs running MacHTIP and
has catalogued these according to model ty pe. His list ranges from Macintosh
SEs all the way through Power Mac 8100s. If you' re interested in sampling the
results, you can find this listing at:
http : 1 tvrww. ape . com/machttp_talk/macht tpser vers. by . mac. html

In addition to faster central processors, newer Macs also use faster input and
output circuits for accessing d isk drives, which ca n reduce the response time for
finding and reading file requests.
The MacHTTP server d oes not require a very large amount of RAM in order to
run efficiently. The standard RAM partition setting (shown in the Get Info box)
is IISOK. This w ill enable MacHTIP to handle 10 simultaneous connections
efficiently.
MacHTTP can handle up to 48 simultaneous connections (the limit is set by
MacTCP), but you should increase this RAM par tition by lOOK for each additional connection (above the initial 10). A busy server might use 20 simultaneous
connections and about 2200K of RAM.
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Add to this the amow1t o f RAM req uired by any externa l server progra ms used
to process forms or image maps . All told, your Macintos h Web ser ver will use
about 4MB of RAM (in addition to the operating system an d any other a pp lications you intend to run).
By comparison, Netscape recomme nds allocating 5 to 8MB of RAM fo r running
its browser.

Network Connections
The unfair aspect in the o therw ise egalitarian world of the Web is the cost of
getting con nected to the Interne t. Most popular sites h ave direct, high-sp eed
links to the Net that can cost thou sands per month to m aintain, far beyond the
means of most individua ls. A low-budget alterna tive to setting up you r own
server and Interne t connection is to lease space on som eon e else's \t\Teb server.
Many local Interne t Service Providers that offer d ia l-up modem and PPP / SLIP
accounts for individuals a nd businesses are n ow offering space on central Web
servers, too. You upload your Web d ocuments to the central server and clients
access your pages through URLs that point to that server.
While you don't get to control the Web server, thi s is u s ua ll y the least expensive
way to ge t yo ur conte nt on the Internet if you don't have access to a network
that is already connected. Even if your network is already so connected, security
precautions such as a firewall (an electronic gate intended to keep intruders out)
can keep you "locked in." The d ownside to this plan is tha t mos t Internet
Service Providers u se UNIX-based computers and either th e NCSA or CERN
HTTPd server. If you go this route, be prepared to learn some basics about
UNIX and its command-line interface.
A typical ra te structure for this type of pla n includes the monthly ser vice fee for
a dial-up or PPP /SLIP connection plus a storage charge (based on how many
megabytes of d isk sp ace your Web d ocuments need), p lus a ch arge for the
amount of d ata that your clients download. De pe nding upon the provider and
their rate s tructure, this ki nd of Web publishing s tarts around $15 I month. Some
providers ch arge considerably m ore if you 're doing overt advertising on the
Web.
For example, Panix in New York City offers noncommercial subscribers space
on their Web server for the cost o f a basic account ($19 I mo nth). This includes 5
MB of d is k s torage and 62.5MB of transfers to browsers outside the panix. com
domain.
Information about this kind of service is available from the loca l provider. You can
start by looking through the listing compiled by th e NSF, me ntioned previously.
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If you can get your Mac onto the Internet, or if you wish to set up a Web site for
internal use, though, the rema inder of this chapter discusses MacHTTP, the
most popular Macintosh Web server.

Connecting Your Mac Server
The mos t basic type of server connection is through a data modem and telephone line. Exis ting 14.4 and 28.8 Kbps mod ems are fast enough to serve text
and GIF files, though u sers w ill notice that delivety time lags behind servers
with fa ster connections to the Internet.
For practical purposes, though, Web servers that make their content available to
the Internet must have a constant, or dedicated, connection to the lnternet.
Leased line connections are usually 56 kilobits per second, or twice as fast as 28
Kbps high-speed modems. Digital telephone connections using ISDN switched
digita l service can be used to achieve 128 Kbps, but usually carry a higher price
tag and require a special (and not inexpensive) ISDN interface for your computer, usually in the form of an external box connected to the serial port or
internal card for a desktop Mac.
Further up the ladder are services called T-1 and T-3, but these require even
more specialized and expensive hardware (you can't jack in from the serial port
on the back of your Classic or through an interface card in your 8100) and cost
thousands of dollars a month to use. If your Mac is already part of an Eth ernet
with an Internet connection, though, you may already have this kind of highspeed access.
If you want to explore the possibilities for getting a dedicated (and faster)
connection to the Internet, there are two main routes to take.

You can inquire with your local telephone company about leased line and ISDN
ra tes and equipment. If it's an option, you should speak with more than one
telephone company, you may be smprised to find differences in rate structu res.
You also can contact one of the growing number of Internet Service Providers;
businesses that specialize in setting up and maintaining Internet access for
businesses and individuals.
You can download a Listing of national, regio nal, and local Internet Service
Providers, compiled by the National Science Foundation, at:
gopher://ds . inte rnic . net/ 1/ nsf
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This NSF d irectory is also accessibl e through the AT&T InterNlC Directory and
Database Service at:
http: //ds.inte rnic.net /ds/ dspg01 . ht ml

Installing MacHTTP
MacHTTP 2.2 is availabl e as shareware and ca n be downloaded from the BIAP
Systems web server at ht tp: I /www. biap. com or at an Info-Mac archive.
Information about WebSTARanda limited demo versio n ca n be found at
http:/ / www.starnine.com.
MacHTTP is not free software. The education al license is $65, a noneducational
license is $95 per installation. Complete licensing and technical information is
available from the StarNine Web server.
Both MacHTTP 2.2 and WebSTAR support Apple Events, including a set of
custom Web-specific even ts, that allow them to communicate w ith other Apple
Event-aware applications (all System 7 "savvy" programs can understand the
basic Apple Events).
MacHTTP and WebSTAR are also full y scriptable using AppleScript, and this
scripting language also can be used to write s mall programs that work with
MacHTTP to process input from fill-out forms, image map interfaces, or other
custom routines.
The use and configuration o£ these applications are explained later in this
chapter.
MacHTIP 2.2 is distributed as a compressed " fat" binary archive for use on
either Macintosh II /LC/Quadra computers or Power Macs, and includes
AppleScript system extension software and a folder of Scripting Additions that
enable you to use AppleScript scripts and appli cations to extend the functionality of the basic server. The license for MacHITP includes a license to use these
AppleScript extensions.
If you are us ing System 7.1 or 7.5 on your Mac, you probably already have the
AppleScript system software installed. You can determin e this by looking for the
AppleScript extension and the Scripting Additions folder inside the Extensions
folder in your System Folder.

MacHTTP is published by StarNine Technologies, Inc., 2550 N inth Street, Suite
112, Berkeley, CA 94710.
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StarNine also publishes WebST AR, an enhanced Macintosh Web server that is
capable of multi-threading, linking processes to server actions, remote administration, and several other advanced capabilities.
You can download MacHTIP 2.2 from http: I /www. biap . com using your Web
browser. The downloaded archive, machttp. sit. hqx, is a binary-encoded file
tha t must be decoded using Stufflt Expander or a similar program. Once decoded, you will have a second archi ve titled mac http. sit. This is a normal
Stufflt file that can be d ecompressed to produce a single folder titled MacHTTP
2 . 2. (Netscape and other browsers should handle all of this for you if you have
Stuffit Expander listed as one of yo ur helper a pplications .)

Installing the Software
The following steps assume that you ha ve a cop y of MacHTTP 2.2. The previous
section describes how to obtain a cop y of this program.
Once you have a copy of MacHTIP, the installation procedure is fairly simple
and you should be up and running in no time.
1. Open the MacHTTP 2.2 folder. Inside the main MacHITP 2.2 folder ar e
two other folde rs, MacJ-ITIP Softwa re & Docs and Apple's Scripting

System.
MacHTTP Software & Docs contains the server application and will be the
root level directory for yo ur server.
2. If you don' t already have AppleScript installed on your computer, open
the folder titled Apple's Scripting System. Inside this folder are two more
folde rs, For all Exte ns ions fo lder and For Power Mac Extensions folder.
3. From the For all Extensions fold er, copy the AppleScript extension, the
Frontmost Extension, and the folder titled Scripting Additions into your
Macintosh's Extensions Fold er inside your System Folder.
4. If you are using a Powe r Mac, open the For Power Mac Extensions folder
and copy AppleScriptLib and ObjectSu pportLib to the Extensions fold e r
inside your System Folder.
5. To complete your installation of the A ppleScript system software you must
restart your computer.
The MacHTIP Software & Docs folder contains the MacHTIP application, five
plain text documents, the MacHTIP Settings file, and three folders containing
Documentation, Tutorials, and Images (see figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.4 The MacHTTP Software & Docs folder is the root-level directory
fo r your Web senJer.
Following is a breakdown of the items you will find in the MacHTTP Software
and Docs folder:
•

MacHTTP 2.2 is the server application.

•

MacHTTP Settings is a file used to record server prefe rences, including
how the server sta tus window is displayed, and any password accounts
that you establish for your clients.

•

MacHTTP.config is a tex t file tha t contains the configuration instructions
for the server. It is read by the server every time it is Launched.

• MacHTTP.log is a tex t file that records requests made to the server.
• Default.html is a default Index document. If used, browsers reh·ieve this
document by sending a request to the roo t directory of the server.
• Error.html is the document th at is re turned to browsers as a result of a File
Not Found error.
•

NoAccess.html is the d ocument that is returned to the browser if the URL
requested is not permitted by the server.

• Documentation contains information on how to set up and operate the
MacHTIP server. The documents are in HTML format and can be read
locally by any browser, includ ing MacWeb.
• Tutorials contains tutorials for learning how to use MacHTTP, setting up a
secure server, and using and writing App leScrip ts as Common Gatew ay
Interface p rograms.
•

Images contains a MacHTIP icon GIF that is displayed in some of the
enclosed HTML files.

MacHTTP Software & Docs can be used as your root-level directory, and it is
already set up for that purpose.
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Files that you intend to serve w ith MacHTTP must b e located within your rootlevel folder or a folder inside th at root folder. MacH ITP does not look for files
stored outside this fold er hiera rchy.
MacHTTP will recognize a fil e alias that points to a file outside the root hierarchy and will serve that fil e. H owever, the URL used in the request must b e
written for the alias, not fo r the orig ina l fil e. MacHITP can only resolve an alias
that points to a file, it cannot resolve an alias that p oints to a fo lder or volume.

Configuring MacHTTP
Before you begin using MacHTTP, you should make sm e that the
Mac HTTP. config file contains the correct information for yo u r server. Use
BBEdit Lite to npen the Mac HTTP. config file (see figm e 6.5).
The configuration file is a set of instruction s read by MacHTTP every time it is
launched. Each instruction line begins with a keyword. The text following the
keyword acts as a configu ration instruction.
Keywords that are not mean t to be read as instructions can be "commented ou t"
by typing a h ash mark# at the beginning of the line. Lines that don't begin vvith
keywords are ignored. Ins tructions are not case-sensitive.
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Figure 6.5 The MacHTTP. config file is a text docu ment that provides operating instructions to the MacHTTP server application.
You can create new or alternate MacHTTP. config files by us ing any plain text
editor, as long as you write complete conf igura tion instructions .
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Most of the default settings written .into the configuration fi le can be used "as
is," but a few require some tweaking by you. If you need to change any settings,
you should do so before you launch MacHTTP, because it reads these instructions when it starts up.
We've divided the explanation of configuration settings into three parts. If you
want to get started quickly, the next section of th is chapter will take you through
the essential settings that you need to configure to get started .

Settings You Need to Get Started
VERSION 2.2 The version number shown on this line .m us t match the version
number of the application you are us ing with this file (most likely MacHTTP
2.2). The version number of the application can be found in the application's Get
Info window (click once on the app lication and choose "Get Info" from the File
menu; there is a line in this dialog box that will tell you about the application's
version number). Using an older VERSION instruction with a newer version of
the server application will result in erratic behavior. If you are using version 2.2
of MacHTTP, be sure to write VERSION 2.2 in the config file.
D EFAULT The Default instruction specifies the file format that will be assumed
if no other file type identification is possible. The default instruction is text/
HTML, and you can leave this as is.

All files transferred o n the Web are identified by a MIME fi le-type. Browsers
send a request header that describes acceptable MIME file-ty pes with every
request to a server. Servers send a response header to the browser specifying the
MIME file types that the server understands.
Web applications use filename suffixes as part of their method for matching
MINIE file-types to individual fi les. For example, a filename ending with .html is
usually matched with the MIME fil e-type text/HTML. These s uffix pairings are
entered into server and browser ins tructions by you (or are entered as default
settings for you by software authors).
The MIME types acceptable to your copy of MacHTTP server are written further
down in the configuration file as a list of MIME fi le types. You can add or delete
MIME fil e types in that set of instructions.
The Default instruction tells MacHTTP how to send a file for which it h as no
other MIME file-type information. Usually, Web software uses text/HTML as
the default MIME file-type description.
INDEX default.html The Index document for yo ur server is identified by this
instruction. The Index document is the document that the server will send in
response to a URL addressed to the root directory. Usually, administrators write
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a directory lis ting or "home page" for the server and use this document as the
Index.
Note that this instruction has 11othillg d irectl y to do w ith the DEFAULT instruction for MIME-type.
The d efault INDEX setting in the configura tion fi le is the Default . html d ocument included in the serve r folde r. You can cha nge this setting to any othe r
d ocument you want b y replacing Defa ult. html w ith the name of the new
d ocument.
Tn ord e r to work through the server tutorial in this chapter, you sho uld change
this instruction to INDEX welcome. html. The wel come . html file is one of the
Chapte r 6 Tutorial d ocuments on the companion d isk.

Note
Unlike Uniform Resource Locators, MacHTTP configumtiOit iustructions use tl1e
sta11dard Macintosh pnth11ame separator, a siugle colo11, between folder and
volume names.
The pathname for the INDEX file must be a simple pathname, without a preceding colon or slash charac te r. The INDEX d ocument must b e located in the same
folder level as MacHTIP.
ERROR The Error d ocume nt is the message that your server w ill send in response
to a URL request that cannot be located at your server. This is known as a type
404 or File Not Found erro r.
The syntax for this instruction is ERROR: Error. html Note tha t this and all file
instructions, other than INDEX, use a MacOS pathname to the file, w ith colon
separators behoveen volumes, folders, and fil es. Since this file is located in the
same fol der as MacHTTP, the correct path name is :filename. html.
You can write any special instructions into the text of this file. It is an ordinary
HTML document. The de fault fi le is the Erro r . html file that was included in
the server folder.
After you have reviewed your MacHTTP. config file for the VERSION and
INDEX instructions d escribed here, you are ready to start using the server. The
rest of the settings in the configuration file ca n be modified later. If you want to
get sta rted right away, ski p ahead to the section in this ch apter titled "Serving
Files-A Tutoria l."
Don' t forget to come back and review the rest of these settings instructions. They
p rovid e importa nt options fo r you r server.
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Settings for Securing Your Server
MacHTTP 2.0 provides two method s for restricting access to your server: via the
Internet access, or by using passwords. The tutorial section fow-td later in this
chapter d iscusses these issues fu rthe r if you have trouble w ith the explanations.

Access by Address
The firs t method is to control access to the serve r according to the Interne t
address of the browser. The address of the req uesting browser is obtained by
MacHTTP during the connectio n process by reading TCP I IP segment header
information.
This add ress-specific access is d efined by the ALLOW and DENY instructions
written in the configuration file. [f a ny address security instructions are given,
access will be automatically denied to a ll client addresses except those for whom
specific ALLOW instructions ha ve been g iven.
ALLOW is used to specify a client's domai n name o r IP number ad dress or a
range o f client add resses that w ill be allowed to access the server, such as ALLOW
amnh. org . The default instruction to MacHTTP is to allow access to all clients.
DENY is used to specify the clie nt do main name or IP number addresses that
a re d enied access to the server, such as DENY caribou. amnh. org.
Partial addresses can be used to specify a range of subnet addresses that are
allowed o r de nied .
For example, the ins truction ALLOW amnh. org enables bullwinkle. amnh. org or
moose. amnh. org to access the server but will de ny access to any machine
addresses outside of the d omain amnh. org (for example, moose. nsso. com).
The DENY caribou. amnh . org ins h·uction de nies access to the specific machi ne
w ith that address. Add itional ALLOW or DENY s tatements can be added to
allow access to o ther addresses.
Numbered IP address ranges can be specified by us ing an asterisk character as a
wild card for that digit position and any following positions.
For example, the instruction ALLOW 129.106. 3* would allow access to any
client with an lP address that began with 129. 106.3 and incl ude every address
from 129. 106. 30.0 through 129. 106.39.255.

Realms and Passwords
The second type of access control used by MacHTTP protects specific files or
directories at the server by assigning access privileges to specific user names and
passwords.
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Protected files and directories are assigned to a realm category at the server.
This assignment is specified by REALM instructions in the configuration file.
REALM <match string> <menu name> indi ca~s rl1 a t <match string>is rl1e

name or part o f the name of the fi le or folder to be protected, and <menu name>
is the name of the realm tha t has been established for the file or folder.
When the text defined as the <match string> appea rs anywhere in a URL
requested from the server, MacHTTP will send a 401 Authorization message to
the browser. The browser should then display a d ialog box that prompts the
u ser for a name and password. The name and password are resubmitted to the
server in a heade r for the URL request.
You can configure a ny number of REALM ins tructions. For example, the instruction REALM docs documents restricts access to any file or directory that contains
the tex t docs in its URL. Requests for files in this realm will cause MacHTTP to
request authorization from the browser. The browser will display a d ialog for
the user to enter a nam e and password and to submit th is information back to
the server.
This name and password is checked against a Password combination for the
documents rea lm. Password combinations for realms are established using the
Password command in the MacHTTP Edit me nu . An example of configuring
realms and passwords is given in the following tutorial.

Serving Files-A Tutorial
Once you have entered and saved the releva nt instructions to the
MacHTTP. config file, and have a domain name or TP numbered address to
identify your Mac, you are ready to launch the server application and start
p ublishing on the Web. All you need are some files to serve.
To help you with this, the fold er Chapter 6 Tuto rial on the WWWSK disk
contains some basic text and GJF files that you can use to test-drive MacHTTP.

li you haven' t read the secltan "Installing MacHTTP Server," you need to do so
nm.'. Othenvise, you' re ready to pu ll away from the curb.

Step 1: The Root Directory
Some of the items for th is portion of the tu to rial have been prepared for you and
can be found in the Chapter 6 Tutorial folder that came with the disk in this
book. For the following ste ps to make sense, open the Chapter 6 Tutoria l fo ld er
and familiarize yourself w ith its contents.
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1. Move or copy the docs and scri pts folders to your MacHITP Software &

Docs folde r. In order for a ll of the hyperlinks in the tuto rial d ocuments to
work correctly, these folders need to be at the same directory level as the
MacHITP 2.2 appli cation (the root level).
2. Open the Tutorial images folder and copy the GIF fil es into the existing
Images folder in your MacHTTP Sofhvare & Docs folder.
3. Copy the welco m e.html d ocument to the ser ver's r oot level (co py it to

MacHTTP Software & Docs fold er).
At this point, you r root-level folder s hould contain all of the folders and files
shown in figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6 The root-level directory of your server as set up for this Tutorial.

Step 2: Configure MacH TTP.config
For this tutorial, th e roo t level Index d ocument for your Web server w ill be the
welcome. html document.

Use BBEdit Lite to open the Mac HTTP. config file and ch ange the INDEX instruction line to read INDEX welcome. html. There should be a letter space, but not a
colon, between the keyword INDEX and the document name.
The INDEX documen t is used by your server as the default document for the
directory in which it resides. You can identify INDEX d ocuments inside
subdirecto ries by giving them the same name specified in your INDEX configura tion instruction.
For examp le, if your server was running on a machine vvith the address
caribou. amnh. org, the URL to your MacHITP root directory w ould be http: I
/ caribou. amnh. org . Browsers sending that URL w ould retrieve the INDEX
document in your root directory.
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Index d ocuments are typically used to provide hyperlinks to the contents of a
server or d irectory.

Step 3: Open a TCP I IP Connection
Before you s tart up MacHTTP, you need to open a TCP / W network connection.
If you need help installing or configuring the MacTCP control panel, see the
explanation in Chapter 2.
If you are already connected to a local Ethernet with a gateway to the Internet,
you don't need to do anything special here. Your Mac is probably configured
with MacTCP, and you can go ahead and launch MacHTTP. If you're not sure
about MacTCP, ask your network administrator.

Note
You should also find out from your network administrator if your computer is
located behind a "firewall." This firewall will preve11t people from being able to
access your server and it will appear that you have not configured MacHITP
correctly. Talk to your administrator about placing your computer "in front" of
the firewall.

If you are using a dial-up SLIP / PPP connection to the Internet, you should open
the ConfigPPP or the SLIP control panel and dial into your service location.
Once your connection is confirmed, you're ready to launch MacHTTP.

The IP number or domain add ress that you use for your TCP /IP connection also
w ill be the address for your MacHTTP server, as in http: // 166.84 .247 . 149 or
http:/ / caribou.amnh.org.

Step 4: Launch MacHTTP
All set?
Double-click on the MacHTTP 2.2 application icon.
That's it.
As it's starting up, the server will configure itself to communicate through Port
80 at the IP address of your computer. The Status Window w ill open on your
desktop, and shortl y thereafter the following message (or something very close
to it) w ill appear in the Status Window:
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MacHTTP 2. 2, Copyright ©1995 Chuck Shotton,
All rights reserved.
*** Check out WebSTAR, the ultimate upgrade to MacHTTP! ***
http://www.starnine.coml

Loading MacHTTP .config ...
(CW) Server is running on port 80.

680x0

Select Verbose Messages in the MacHTTP Options menu. This will p rovide
you with some useful information about the server operations demonstrated in
this exercise.

Step 5: Talk to Yourself
Now you need to connect to your server.
Launch Netscape and select the Open Location command from the File menu.
The URL you need to use is http: II followed by the domain name or IP
number address assigned to your computer.
IP address information is entered and displayed in the MacTCP control panel in
the IP Address field.
Send the URL. In a few seconds, the welcome. html page should be blazing
across your browser window (see figure 6.7).
You' re in service!

Step 6: Examine the Tutorial Documents
From the Welcome to My Server page, you can navigate to a few text files and
GIF images created by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. This
information is borrowed from one of their Web servers for instructional purposes only.
Toward the bottom of the Welcome page is a hyperlink to NASA's Copyright
Notice. Click on this link and read the notice, please (see figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.7

f rom tho 1-lu\ble Space Tele.tcopo

The Welcome.html page that is illcluded with the World Wide Web
Starter Kit tu toria/ files.
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Figure 6.8

Most of the GTF images included with this tutorial were produced
by NASA's Hu bble Space Telescope.

Take a look at the other docume nts on your new server and watch the information that is recorded in the MacHTIP Status Window.
This information can be divided into the same fo ur categories described earlier
in this chapter.
Th e Connection is reported first, and includes the Internet address of your
computer.
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Under the line ###Received, you see the Request that your browser sent. Notice
that this request starts with the line GET followed by the URL for the file you
requested. Thi s is followed by a series of Accept: lines indicating the MIME
types that your browser unders tand s. There will also be a line that indicates the
User-Agent: which refers to your browser application.
The next several lines rep o rt on the MacHTTP Response to this request. You
should see a line for each of the Response Headers that MacHTIP sends, followed by a report on the downloaded file size and the dw-ation of the download.
Finally, the log re ports that the connection was Closed, and record s the date and
time.
MacWeb also reports on connections in the loca tion field at the bottom of the
browser w indow (the status field s in Mosaic and Netscape also provide some
connection inform ation). This information is ve ry brief, but it may be helpful to
compare it w ith what's reported in the MacHTIP Status Window.
If you r monitor screen is big enough, you can display both w indows s ide by side
and try to decipher h ow the two ap p lications talk to each other.

While we've go t things u p and running, le t's take a closer look at path nam es on
yo ur server.

Writing URLs Correctly
You are now looking a t rea l HTML docum ents being served to your browser via
HITP. This is an ideal opportuni ty to examine U niform Resource Locators and
see how they relate to the file structure on a server.
1. Close your browser w indow. This should flush all of the documents

curre ntly saved iJ1 me mory by your browser.
2. Use BBEdit to open the s upernova. html file stored in the docs folder in
your server' s root directory.
At the top of the document are hy perlinks to two GIF files. The URLs pointing to
these files ar e partial URLs that include a di rectory name a nd the file name, but
not a host address. (Yo u can use partial URLs to point to other documents on the
sa me server.) These GIF fi les are stored inside the i mages folder inside your
MacHITP root directory.
For example, the large r GIF is addressed through the URL HREF=" 1images 1
SN1987A_Rings.gif", notHREF="http:l / xxx.x x . xx .xxx/imagesl
SN1987A_Rings.gif" (see figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.9 The supernova.html document incl udes the anchor <A HREF= " 1
images ISN1987A_ Rings . gi f" >at the top of the document.
Change this anchor to <A HREF=" SN1987A_ Rings . gif "> and save your changes.
Re-open your client and send the URL for your server. In the Welcome document, click o n the SUPERNOVA 1987A link and go to the document you jus t
edited (see fi gure 6.10).
Click on the li nk A 63K GIF of the s upernova.
The server reported an error message (see fig ure 6.11), because the hyperlink no
longer poi nts to the location of the file.
You r edit changed the link to point to a file that could either be in the root-level
d irectory of the server, or in the same fo lder as the document that contains the
hyperlink. There is no file named SN1987A_ Rings. gi fin either directory.
A proper URL describes the pathway to the document from the root directory of
the server. Since SN1987A_Rings. gif is s till located in the images directory,
MacHTTP can' t fi nd it and the a nchor does no t work.
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Figure 6.10 The 63K GIF of the supernova hyperlinlc is supposed to point
to the fil e SN1987A_Rings. gi f.
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Figure 6.11 If the Uniform Resource Locator sent by the client cannot be
located, the server will return an error message.
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Re-edit the supernova. html document and fi x the anchor that points to
SN1987A_Rings.gif, so that the pathname is restored to /images/
SN1987A_Rings.gif.

MacHTTP can resolve URLs that point to files ins ide the root-level folder or to
files in folders w ithin the root-level folder. These folders are subdirectories of
the main directory.
Because MacHTTP cannot resolve URLs pointing outside this root hierarchy, all
other files and folders on your disk drive are relatively safe from unauthorized '
!
access.

Using Passwords
As open as the World Wide Web is, there m ay be times when you' d like to
control access to files on your server. YfacHTTP provides two methods for doing
just that.
Writing ALLOW and DENY ins tructions into the configuration file enables you
to restrict access to entire sections of the Internet. This might be appropriate for
servers set up for use w ithin an organization on a local area network, for example.
If MacHTTP is running, you sho uld shut it down using the Qu it command fro m
the file menu. You can make changes to MacHTTP. config while the server is
running, but you'll need to restart the server to load your new instructions.

In order to define a realm, you need to enter an instruction in the
MacHTTP. conf ig file. Open the Mac HTTP. conf ig d ocument and scroll down to
the two lines of example REALM instructions. You can modify one of these
existing lines or write a new one, it doesn't really matter.
Type the following instruction into the MacHTTP . config document:
REALM docs documents

This instruction tells MacHITP to restrict access to any file or folder with the
text s tring docs in the URL. This will restrict access to every sample document
in this tutorial, since they are all stored inside the folder docs .
This instruction also establishes a realm with the name documents. When you
assign password access to the documents realm, you will be assigning access
privileges for the docs folder, or any URL at the server that contains the text
s tring docs.
Re-launch MacHITP and load the new configuration instructions.
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Now go to the Password s com ma nd in th e Edit me nu and open the d ialog
w indow for editing User Passwords. The window displays a pop-up m enu in
the lower left corner that shows real m names tha t have been e ntered in the
configura tion file. The realm documents should be d isplayed in this menu .
Enter your name in the Name field a nd a password in the Password field an d
cl ick the Ad d button (see figure 6.12). This na me and password information is
recorded in the MacHTTP Settings file.
tJ

[ ditPftUIIJUrlh

U se m~tm

Uu :r Name

IKeuln

~

Pa n word

I

1 jdogcaw

Realm documenh

-

_2!~_j

Delele 1

Figure 6.12 Registering a User Name and Password with MacHTTP.
Now use your browser to send the URL http: I /<your - server-addresshere> to y ou r server. When the ind ex page fo r your server is downloaded , click
on the link pointing to one of the exa mple documen ts . All o f these files are
stored in the docs d irectory, w hich is now password protected in the docume nt s
realm.
When MacHITP receives a request for one of these files, it will respon d by
sending a sta lu s code 401 -Unauthorized message to the browser.
When you r bro wser receives this message, it will d isplay a dialog box aski ng for
a user name and password (see figure 6.13).
Enter you r name a nd password a nd cl ick OK. The name / password combina tion
is submitted to th e serve r w here it is checked against the na mes and passwords
recorded for the docs realm.
Assuming that you entered the correct nam e and password, the d ocument you
requested wi ll be d ownload ed to you r browser by MacHTTP.
The browser is respons ible for getting your na me and password, an d it re tains
th is informa tion in its RAM partition . Any add itional requests that you send to
this serve r and realm will not require you to re-e nter a nam e or password .
Requests se nt for o ther pro tected di rectories on the sam e server, or requests to
other protected servers, \•v iii recei ve a new 401 message and prom pt the browse r
to d isplay a new d ialog box for a new name I password combina tion.
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Figure 6.13

MacHTTP sends n stntus code 401 to the browser. The browser
displays a dinlog box nskingfor your nnme and password.

This concludes the first pa rt of our lesson. As you' ve just seen, getting staxted
with MacHTTP isn' t a whole lot more complicated than launching it. The ha rd
part is coming up with worthwhile documents, pictures, and other files to share.
To quit MacHTTP, use the File menu. Quit is your only option. If you have been
using a mode m connection to the Internet, you may want to close that, too.

CGis Using AppleScript
Web servers do a very good job of listening for client requests and downloading
files, but that's about all the fi le processing that a server is capable of performing.
Just as most browsers rely on external applications to handle any data files
beyond basic . htm l and . gi f documents, Web servers rely o n external applications to perform any special processing of data they store or receive.
There is a standard way for external programs to communicate with Web
servers called the Common Gateway Interface, or CGI. CGJ programs can
process information in a form, create a database query, or map parts of an image
to different URLs. On a UNIX-based Web server, this kind of Common Gateway
Interface would be written using Pe rl or the C programming language.
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While you could write CGis that wo rk with MacH TTP using these languages,
there is a better option. MacHTIP is written to understand the AppleScript
language and to communicate with other Mac applications using messages
call.ed Apple Events.
AppleScript is a scripting language that enables you to control operations on
your Mac without having to use a mouse or keyboard. It allows you to compile a
series of written instructions into small scripts or programs. AppleScript is very
easy to learn (compared to other languages) and you only need to know one
scripting langu age for automating a variety of tasks. AppleScript scripts can also
be compiled into self-contained programs.
Apple Events are messages sent from one application to another. They' re used
to request a service from another application or to perform a service that another
application has requested. Apple Events also can be used to move data fro m one
application or process to another.
MacHTTP supports a suite of Apple Events to communicate w ith a large number of other Macintosh applications, including those created w ith AppleScript.
In o rder to run AppleScript programs on your Mac, you need to insta ll the
AppleScript extension as part of your operating system. This extens ion contains
the basic language and structure used for AppleScripts.
The AppleScript extension is dis tributed with MacHTTP 2.2, and is also included in most editions of System 7.1 and System 7.5. The AppleScript extension
is stored in the Extensions folder nested in the System Folder.
Second, you need some of the Open Scripting Architecture Extensions (OSAX)
that are used by AppleScript to expand its vocabulary. OSAXs are also called
Scripting Additions, and consist of bits of code that are used by AppleScript
scripts and other AppleScript-aware programs. OSAXs are s tored in the Scripting Additions nested inside the Extensions fo lder (nested inside the System
Folder).
The full MacHTTP 2.2 archive includes a basic set of Scripting Additions.
Third, and in order to write programs using AppleScript, you need a copy of the
Script Editor progra m. This application allows you to edit, and compile
AppleScripts as scripts or as self-contained programs.
The CGI described in this section is an AppleScript program. in order to compile
the script for this program, you will need a copy of the Script Editor.
The Script Editor is not shareware or distributed over the Internet. It is included
in System 7.5, and in some editions of System 7.1, including the one shipped
with AV model Macs. It also is avai lable in separate AppleScript packages
published by Apple Computer as well as The Tno of AppleScript, by Derrick
Schneider, published by Hayden Books.
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These separate packages also include full descriptions of the AppleScript
language and dialects and are very helpful fo r d elv ing more deeply into scripting MacHTTP (or any other AppleScript-aware program).
The sample script shown in this chapter, shortform. acgi, is located in the
script s folder from the Cha pter 6 Tutorial fi le collection.

AppleScript Spoken Here
The example form described below send s information to a Common Gateway
Interface program. This CGI processes the information submitted by the form by
writing it into a text fi le a t your server. The CGI then sends a confirmation
message back to the browser that submitted the form.
This small program relies on several OSAX extensions. An OSAX is an Open
Scripting Architecture Extension.
File I / 0, Tokenize, DePlus OSAX, and Decode URL are a few of the OSAXs
that have been written to extend the function of AppleScript and MacHTTP.
Collections of OSAXs are available on servers throu ghout the Web. All of the
ones used in this cha pter are available at:
htt p: // I'NIW. biap. com/mac http/tools 1

or at
ftp://ga ea .kgs .ukans.edu/appl escript/

File I/0 enables a scr ipt to ope n, write to, a nd close a file. Script Tools comes
with a complete documentation fo r Fi le I /0 and other OSAX, including the
Choose Files & Folders, Gestal t, List Screens, Processes, Regular Expressions,
Shutdow n, a nd Speech OSAXs.
Decode URL is used to re move encoded cha racte rs that are inserted into Unifo rm Resource Locator s trings.
Certain characte rs a re not allowed inside a Uni form Resource Locator string and
are replaced with special hexad ecimal (base 16) notation preceded by the %
character. Spaces, slashes, apostrophes, and several other characters are "escaped" in this manner.
The Decode OSAX con verts the hexadecima l no tation back to the original
d elimiter. It is written by Chuck Shotton, author of MacHTTP
<cshotton@bia p.com>.
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Tokenize is used to remove or replace slashes, apostrophes and other delim iters,
and can be used to p rocess POST data containing m ultiple data items. A
tokenize operation can translate a s tring of words into a series of w ord s separated by commas, for exam ple. Tokenize is included in the ACME Script Wid gets collection written by Wayne Walrath <walrath@cs.ind iana.ed u>.
DePlus is used to replace the + delimiters placed in GET or POST arguments by
some Web clie nt applications, including NCSA Mosaic and Netscape. Including
the command dePlus textstring o r dePlus some_variable in you r
A ppleScript will cause the script to remove all o f the+ characters from the
argument s tring and replace the m w ith spaces. DePlus is written by Jon
Wied erspan <jonwd@ljp.washington.edu >.

FORM Interface Applications
As with browsers, part of the reason for not w riting one monster server ap plication is to keep Web software sim ple to set up and use.
MacHTTP works with external CGI programs that have been written specifically
to run on a Macintosh. These can be p rograms written in "h igh-level" languages
like Cor converted ("ported") CGJ scripts originally written for one of the
UNIX-based Web server appli cations.
Common Gateway I nterface programs a re used to translate existing da ta files
(stored at the server) into a form that can be sen t to a nd read by browsers. CGI
program s are a lso used to process da ta that has been sent by a browser and
passed along to the CGI by the server. The CGI p rogram is acti vated by the
client request that usually consists of a URL poi n ting to the CGI program.

A Simple CGI
This example uses files and folders from the WWWSK d isk.
1. If you haven' t alread y set u p your M acHTTP server with the tutorial files
from the WWWSK d isk, you need to d o so now. Follow the steps outlined
in the " Installing the Software" section at the beginning of this chapter.
The MacHTTP 2.2 archi ve contains the folder MacHTTP Sofhvare & Docs.
Shorten the name of this folder to MacHTTP. A p pleScript doesn't treat
ampersands as text characters, so leaving an ampe rsand in this folder
name will cause your scri p t to malfunction.
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2. Check to be sure you copied the scripts folder in your MacHTIP root-level
directory. Inside this fo lder are two Ap pleScript documents na med
sh ortform.acgi and shortform.text. They a re identical scripts, but
shortform.acgi has already been compiled and tested as an AppleScrip t
applet.
3. Check to be sure you also copied the docs folder into your MacHTIP root
directory. Inside this fold e r are several files, including shortform.htm l a nd
results .txt.
4. This CGI prog ram req uires the File I/ 0, Tokenize, DePlus, and Decode
URL OSAXs described earlie r. You' ll need to d ownload these (use your
browser) before you proceed w ith this exercise.
These OSAXs mus t be stored in the Scripting Add itions fold e r, inside the
Extensions folder in your System Folder. You cannot compile or run
s hortform. acgi without these OSAXs.
Before you can run shortform. acgi successfully from your serve r, you need to
make a modification to the scri pt using th e Script Editor program. This modification is not extensive, so don' t worry. We'll take it step by step.
Here's what you do:
1. Launch the Script Editor program and use the Open Script command from

the Fi le menu to open shortform .acgi.
2. Script Editor displays the script ins ide an editing window. The d isplayed
scri p t should look like figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14 An uncompiled copy of shortform.ncgi in the Script Editor
window.
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3. Find the liJ1e in the script that reads:

set rec to open file alias "HD · 3:Mac HTTP~
2 .2: MacHTTP:docs : res ults . txt" for update
This sta tement is supposed to point to the file results.txt inside your
MacHTTP server directory. The script you copied from the WWWSK disk
was wri tte n on my compute r, so it points to a fi le on Kevin's computer in
Brooklyn. Not good enou gh. You need to change this path name .
4. The pa thname to results. t xt is written inside quotation marks and uses
colons to separate volumes, folders, and fil es.
The existing script locates the file beginning with the disk drive HD-3,
followed by the folder Mac HTTP 2. 0, followed by the folder Mac HTTP,
followed by the folder docs, and finally e nd ing w ith the file results. txt.
Your version needs to chart the path into your server folder using the
actual names of your hard drive and folders tha t hold MacHTTP, leading to
w herever you have your copy o f the docs folder and the results. t xt We.
For example, if your hard drive is na med Macintosh HD, your copy of the
MacHTTP 2.2 archive is on that top level of you r hard drive, and you
renamed your root level MacHTTP folder, the pathname in your script
should be written as:
"Mac intosh HD:MacHTTP 2.2 :MacHTTP:docs:results.txt•

Note
This liue in the script uses a standard Macintosh path unme, not a Uniform
Resource Locato1·. Use colons, not slashes, as separators. The path begins with
volume (disk drive), not the root level of your MacHTTP directon;.
5. After you've ch anged the path name, dick the "check mark" button in the
upper right corner of the Scri pt Editor window. This is the Check Syntax
button. The Scrip t Editor will recom pile the script and check its structure.
Assuming that you didn't make a ny other changes, your script should
compile witho ut a problem .

If your script won't compile, ch eck that you have copied the required
OSAXs to the Scripting Additions folder in you r Extensions Folder, and
that the pathname in your script is correct and doesn't include any extra
space characters (before or after the colon separators, for example).
6. Choose Save from the Fi le command to save your changes.
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Figure 6.15

shortform . acgi

after being compiled by the Script Editor.

If you were creating this script for the first time, you would use the Save As
command to save the file as an Application, checking the options for Stay Open
and Never Show Startup Screen. Do not save it as Run-Only or as a Compi led
Script.
If you chose Save As, make sure you save it unde r the name shortform.acgi and
that it is still in the scripts folder of yo ur serve r.

You' re done. Now let's cha nge gears for a minute a nd look at some more
hypertext.

The <FORM>
The Chapte r 6 Tutorial includes two plain text files in the docs folder. One is the
form you w ill use w ith this exercise, shortform.html. The second is the fi le
w here your form data will be saved by the shortfo rm.acgi program, results.txt.
Open shortform.html (use BBEdit Lite) and make sure that the ACTION = statement in the <FORM> element uses the correct URL to your shortform. acgi
script. This should be the partial URL I scripts I short form . acgi.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>A Lesson i n Form</ TITLE>
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</ HEAD>
<BODY>
<H1 >Welcome to My Web Server</ H1 >
<P>Thanks for stopping by. Plea se take a minute to let me know
what you think .
<FORM ACTION=" /script s/shortfo r m.acgi " METHOD=POST>
<P>Name: <INPUT NAME= "name" SI ZE="24" >
<P>Address: <INPUT NAME="address" SIZE="30" >
<P>City : <INPUT NAME= "city" >
<P>State: <INPUT NAME="state" >
<P>Zip: <INPUT NAME="zip" >
<P>Email add r ess : <INPUT NAME=" email ">
<INPUT NAME="ID " VALUE= "sample form" TYPE =" HIDDEN ">
<P>I use MacWeb : <INPUT NAME="macweb" TYPE="CHECKBOX">
<P>I use Netscape: <I NPUT NAME="netscape" TYPE="CHECKBOX">
<P>Please rate this server :
<SELECT NAME=" rating ">
<OPTION>Ver y good
<OPTION>Average
<OPTION>Not that great
<OPTION>Poor
</ SELECT>
<P>Your comme nt s:
<P><TEXTAREA NAME="comments " COLS="72 " ROWS=" 12"></TEXTAREA>
<HR>
<P><INPUT TYPE="s ubmit" >< /FORM>
</ BODY>
</ HTML>
Now you have a form HTML document and a Common Gateway Interface
script to process it. All that's left is to try it out.

The Test
Open a TCP /IP connection and launch MacHTTP.
Launch your browser and send the URL that points to shortform.html on your
server. This shou ld be http: I I <your- server - address> I docs/
shortform. html.
(You may need to enter your name an d password if you le ft MacHTTP configured for the realm explained ea rlier in this chapter.)
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Fill in the fields in the form and click on the Submit button. In a few seconds you
should see a confirmation message in your browser window that tells you that
your message w as received (see figure 6.16).
til:
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Figure 6.16 The conjirmatio11 message sent from shortform.acgi.
Take a look at the MacHTTP Status Window (Verbose Messages on) and exa mine the messages that went back and forth to your server.
The submitted form message begins with the POST URL. Skim down pas~ the
list of fields in the request header (Accept, Referrer, Content-type, and so on).
Just past the line for Content-length is the data you sent in the form. Each field
entry of text data is tagged by the NAME value assigned to each of the various
INPUT fields in shortform.html (see figure 6.17).
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Figure 6.17 The MacHITP Status window records the exchange between the
server and the CGI program.
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In the Status Window, you' ll notice that your browser encoded any "unsafe"
characters (like %, $, or#) submitted through the form by sending a percent sign
followed by numbers or letters. These alphanumeric codes are actually hexadecimal notation for ASCII text characters. If your browser is asked to send
" unsafe" characters, it will always encode them this way.
A few lines below the submitted data, you' ll also see tvvo lines recording that
MacHTIP sent and received Apple Event messages. The firs t of these Apple
Event messages was sent by MacHTTP and triggered the Common Gateway
Interface program to run. The second Event was sent by the CGI back to
MacHTTP in the course of returning a confirmation message to the browser.
Toward the end of the transmission entry, you'll notice the confirmation message itself. Your browser received a "virtual" HTML document generated by the
CGI program.
Now open the results.txt file in your docs folder. The shortform.acgi program
writes the data it receives into this text file. If this is the first time you've run
shortform.acgi, there should be one line of text in the file (see figure 6.18).
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Figure 6.18 The data from the form as recorded in the results. t xt file.
You'll note that the data written in result.txt doesn't look very much ]jke the
stuff that MacHTIP received. That's because shortform.acgi translated all of the
encoded characters into something that you could read. The field entries from
the form are recorded to results.txt as comma delimited tex t.

More Script Examples
AppleScript, in the right hands, is a powerful tool for extending your MacHTTP
server. Two of those h ands belong to Jon Weiderspan, w ho h as w ritten a set of
scripting tutorials that are included in the Documentation fo lder dish·ibuted
with the MacHTTP software.
Weiderspan's AppleScript tutorials are also avai lable as "live" hypertext, w ith
interactive examples and o ther useful information, at:
http: //IVI'IVI. u\'ltc .washington . ed u/ Computing /IWNI/CreatingASi te . html
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Image Map CGis
Part of the appeal of the Web is its use of in line graphics and the user-friendly
g raphical interfaces of browsers like MacWeb, Netscape, and NCSA Mosaic.
Image maps are often part of a Web server's g raphical interface with the
browser, and work by using Common Ga teway lnterface programs to convert
pixel coordinates on your screen into URLs (see figure 6.19).
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Figure 6.19

Image maps link areas of a11 image to URLs to other objects on the
Web.

Image maps are marked up using the <lMG> element and the ISMAP attribute
to identify an inline image as a cl ickable map. They can be used to turn small
images on a page into hyperlin k buttons, o r they can be used to provide a mo re
extensive user interface.
Properly designed image maps help make the Web even more accessible;
improp erly designed maps often have the opposite effect.
Two programs help you design and use an image map. The first program,
WebMap, automates the process of recording im age map coordinates. The
second program, MapServe.cgi, is a self-conta ined Conunon Gateway Interface
p rog ram that w ill process the image map coordinate in fo rmation received from
your browser via MacHTTP.
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Before you proceed, you should dow nload copies of these programs. Both are
available as sh areware ($20 each) from the au thors.
WebMap is w ritten by Rowland Smith, and can be fo und at:
h ttp : //~v.city . n et/c n x/softwa re /we bmap. h t ml

Ma pServe.cgi is written by Kelly Campbell, and can be foun d at:
htt p: //www.spub.ksu .edu/ot her/machttp_tools/mapserve/

After you have d ownload ed the two programs, copy Ma pServe.cgi to the scripts
foldt:r in your MacHITP server d irectory. You can keep WebMap anyw here on
your disk drive, it is used by you, not MacHITP.
The image used in this exercise, navbar.gif, is alread y located in the images
folder in your MacHTTP directory. You can use it to make a button bar for your
w elcome.html docu ment.
But first, an explana tion of how image maps work.

How an Image Map Works
Graphical computer interfaces operate on the principle tha t every pixel on
screen can be d escribed as a coord inate of its location. These coordinates are
measured from the top le ft corner of the displayed object or screen . This is how
the Macintosh operating system describes mouse locations and creates g raphics,
and this format is used by most other graphica l programs and operating systems.
When a user clicks the mouse a t a point on the screen, the location of the mouse
click can be recorded as a set of x and y coordinates s uch as (245,198). A graphical interface maps these coordinates to specific actions, like closing a document
w indow or emptying the Trash.
Through a Common Gateway Interface program, it is possible to use the same
type of routine over the Web. Instead of just sen ding mouse coordinates to the
local operating system, however, the browser also sends th e coordinates
throu gh the Internet to a CGI progra m linked to a Web server.
Image maps are sometimes used in addition to stan dard anchored text mark-up.
The hyperli nked text provides an alternate interface for nong raphical browsers
or for browsers that are n ot autoload ing images (see figure 6.27).
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Figure 6.20 The image map link to Hot java in the upper right is duplicated by
a standard text li11k further dow11 the page.
The HTML markup used to identify an image map in a document uses two
nested elements.
<A HREF='/script s/MapServe.cgi$navba r .map'><IMG SRC='/images/ navbar.gif" ISMAP></ A>

The inner image element, <IMG SRC=" I images/ navbar. gif" ISMAP> is used by
the browser to download the g raphic, just like any other inline image. The
ISMAP attribute tells the browser that the image area is a clickable interface and
that it should record pixel coord inates in response to mouse clicks within this
image.
This element is then nested inside an anchor element, <A HREF=" I scripts I
MapServe. cgi$navbar. map" ></ A> to create a hyperlink from the image to a
Common Gateway Interface program a nd to the set of ins tructions that record
the URL mea nings for specifi c p ixel coord inates in the image.
The hyperlink in this example points to a Common Gateway Interface program
called MapServe. cgi.
The URL in the an chor follows this with a $ sign to mark the next part of the
URL as information intended for the CGJ program. This information is the name
of a document called navbar. map.
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Programs that process image maps need a record of w hat the pixel coordinates
mean. This information is recorded as a list of U RLs and a series of numbers in a
.map fil e.
The sa me CGI program can be used to process d ata from many different image
maps, but each image requires its own map coordina tes recorded in a .map file.
When the u ser clicks the mouse inside the image area, the b rowser measures the
pixel coordinates of the mouse click a nd add s these to the end of the hyperlink,
following a ? character, as in:
GET /scripts /MapServe.cgiSnavbar.map?89,7
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Figure 6.21 The button bar at the bottom of the page is an image map to three
of the example documents from this book.
The server receives the request for I scripts / MapServe. cgi, and launches tha t
program. In this same message to the CGI, the server send s the n ame o f the . map
file and the appended pixel coordina tes.
The CGI application processes this message by looking up the coordinates in the
map file and finding the URL that is m apped to those pixel coordinates. It sends
that URL back to the server.
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If the URL is a location at the server, the server looks in its directories, finds the
document and returns that document to the browser. If the URL is for a d ocument somewhere else on the Internet, this URL is redirected by the server for the
browser.

Seems like th e long way around the block, eh?
Fortunately, thanks to the adroit efforts of several programmers, crea ting and
serving image maps is considerably easier than describing them.
Before you move on to the descri ptions of WebMap and MapServe, you should
write the HTML markup jus t explained into your welcome. html document.
Just before your ADDRESS elemen t, add the markup:
<A HREF=" /scripts /MapServe.cgi$navbar.map ">< It.4G SRC=" /images/navbar .gif " ISMAP></A>

This wi ll display the file navbar. gi f as an inline image at the bottom of your
welcome. html page. Using the two progra ms I' m about to explain, you' ll be
able to set up navbar. gif as a clickable image.

WebMap 1.0.1
The firs t o peration in creating an image map is to d etermine the pixel coord inates and Uniform Resource Loca tor addresses that will be mapped to it.
The URLs used in an image m ap are no d ifferent from the URLs used for any
other hyperlink. If the link leads to a document on the same server, a partial
pathname can be used. If the link leads to another server, a full path name is
requ ired. Path names proceed from the root server d irectory, not from the
directory that contains the CGI prog ram.
WebMap cannot create graphics. Instead, it opens existing GIF or PICT format
files and enables you to mark off areas of these fi les as "hot spots" for a clickable
interface.
WebMap provides Mac-like drawing tools for describing circles, ovals, rectangles, and polygon areas.
Launch WebMap and use the File menu to open the navbar.gif file in your
server's images folder. WebMap will open the navbar.gif fi le in a window and
also display a small palette of ed iting tools.
Click once on the rectangle tool to select it. Next, click and hold the mouse down
on a corner of one of the rectangle "buttons" in the navbar.gif image. Drag the
pointer to select that rectangle area for use as a hot spot. Release the mouse
button after you've outlined the clickable area with the selection tool.
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The round or rectangular selection shapes can be resized or moved around the
image either by dragging, or through keyboard comma nds. Polygons can't be
resized or reshaped, but any of the items can be deleted.
Once a selection area is drawn over the image, an untitled URL item appears in
the list wi ndow on the rig ht. Double-cli cking on the untitled URL item in this
window opens a dialogue box for ente ring the URL to be associated with that
clickable area (see figure 6.22) .
Using the WebMa p tools, define each of the rec tangles shown in navbar.gif as a
hot spot and map each to a partial URL for a document in your doc directory: I
docs/jupiter.html, /docs/supernova .h tml,and /docs/cartwheel . html.
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WebMap provides an illterface for defining "hot spots" in a
graphic.

A default URL ca n be specified for background areas of a n image not covered by
a hot sp ot. The default URL is set by using the Set Default command in the Edit
menu. This displays a di alog box for entering the default URL. You don't need a
default URL for this button bar exercise.
You also don't need to save the image file that WebMap op ened and you used to
define the map , but if you do save it, the geom etric markers that you created are
stored as resources in the image file and can be edited later to change the areas
defined as hot spots.
All that you really need from this process is the .map fil e for navbar.gif (see
figuTe 6.23). After you have defined the hot spots and URLs for the graphic, use
the Export As Text command in the File menu to save the coordinate information and name the resulting file navbar. map. This file s hould be put in the
Scripts folder on your server.
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Figure 6.23 A .map file created by WebMap for the graphic used in this
exercise.
There are two common formats fo r writing pixel coord inates as they are used on
the Web. O ne fo rma t is used by th e NCSA htimage program , the other is used
by the CERN htimage program. You can specify w hich form at WebMap will
apply to your .map file by selecting one of the radio buttons in th e Save dialog
box w hen you save th e file. The MapServe.cgi p rogram uses the N CSA fo rmat.
.map fi les must be stored in the same directory as the Common Gateway
Interface p rogram tha t will process them. If you save the GIF that w as ma rked
up by Web Map, you can put it anywhe re you keep inline graphics on your Web
server. For th is exercise, you w ill use the existing navbar .gif file as your click able
image.

N ote
The numbers used to specify hot spots in a NCSA format image map are written as
sets of numbers or number pairs.
Rectangles: top-left x,y bottom-right x,y
Circle: center x,y edge x,y
Oval: top-left x,y bottom-right x,y of bounding box
Polygon: vertice1 vertice2 vertice3 vertice4 etc.

MapServe 1.5
In order for an image map to work, the p ixel coord ina te data must be processed
by a Common Gateway Interface application.
MapServe is a Macintosh version of th e NCSA im age map program. It supports
rectangle, polygon, and circle parameters as specified for the NCSA p rogram, as
well as ovals as implemented by WebMap .
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MapServe.cgi can be downloaded (using your browser) from:
http: //vNm.spub.ksu.edu / other/machttp_tools/mapserve/

There is nothing to be configured or recompi led to use MapServe. It can be run
from any location on a server. For the purpose of this exercise, you should copy
MapServe.cgi to the scripts folder along with the navbar.map file because that is
the location specified in the markup.
If you entered the markup described at the beginning of this section, your
welcome.html document n ow includes this line of HTML:
<A HRE F=" /scripts/ MapServe.cgiSnavbar.map '><IMG SRC="/ images/navba r.gif ' ISMAP></A>

Use your browser to request the welcome .html document from your MacHTTP
server. A button bar w ill appear at the bottom of the page . Each of the buttons
acts as a hyperlink to a sample document included in the Chap ter 6 Tutorial.
Clicking on any of the buttons sends the URL I scripts I
MapServe . c gi$navbar . map to MacHTIP.
MacHTTP passes this infom1ation on to Ma pServe.cgi. After it processes this
information, MapServe.cgi gives MacHTTP the URL mapped to the pixel
coordinates sen t 1-\rith the URL.
If the URL points to a document at this MacHTTP server, the document is
returned to your browser. If the URL points to a document somewhere else in

the Web, MacHTTP redirects this request on behalf of your browser. The complete transaction is recorded in the MacHTTP Status Window (see figu re 6.24).
You can rename MapServe if you'd like, but the file extension .cgi must be
retained in order for MacHTIP to launch the program and send it the coordinate
data in the URL.
You also can use BBEdit Lite, or another plain text editor, to edit navbar. map
and change the URL or pixel coordinate entries directly.
MapServe does not automatically quit after it has been lau nch ed by the server.
When the application is open, it displays a log window showing th e URLs
received and sent by the program, as well as error messages that it may send as
a result of malformed URLs.
All in all, MapServe is a great piece of CGI progra mming that greatly simplifies
using image maps with your server.
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Figure 6.24 The MacHTTP Sta tus Window reports the progress of nn image
map request.

Parting Bits
There are new tools being written for use with MacHTTP all the time. The best
place to keep up w ith news about the server and Common Gateway Interface
issues is through the mac http· talk@academ. com mailing list, adminjstered by
Chuck Shotton.
You can subscribe to the list by sending email to:
Majordomo@academ.com

In the body of the message, write:
subscribe machttp·tal k your_emai l _ address

The list is an open forum for discussing how to make the most of MacHTIP and
WebSTAR. Frequently discussed topics include how to configure your server,
how to extend the server tlu·ough third-party tools, and how to u se AppleScript
with MacHTIP /WebSTAR.
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As you've hopefully seen, setting up a Macintosh Web server is not quantum
physics. The component software is available through the Internet. Configuring
and operating the software requires only a moderate amount of time and
expense.
U you have the content to provide, and a computer connected to the Internet,
you can be up and running in less than 30 minutes. And then you, too, can send
a new server announcement to NCSA's What's New page!
http:

//VNIVI.

ncsa . uiuc. edu/SDG/Software /Mosaic IDocs/whats- new. html

Webward Bound
Now that you've seen the Web from the client view and the server view, it's
time to look at it from a future view. As the bandwidth available for the Web
grows, it will enable much richer presentation and interaction features than are
available today. Today's hottest sites are the first baby steps in defining the Web
of the future.

Chapter

The Future of the Web
Analyzing the potential for future trend s is challenging because much of the
Web's content, hierarchy, and technology is continually updated and expanded.
We can take our cue for promising indicators from the frontnumers in emerging
technologies today. These innovations include the specifications for the proposed HTML 3.0, live and on-demand multimed ia on the Web, and the promise
of secure Web-based financial transactions. Even more importantly, an overview
of trends in who comprises the Web's audience is in order, since user needs will
drive which future uses of the Web will be most in demand.

Changing Demographics
Several academic and marketing groups have conducted surveys to collect
information about Web demographics and usage. For example, the Graphics,
Visualization, & Usability (GVU) Center of the Georgia Institute of Technology
began conducting twice-yearly Web usage surveys via forms in 1994 as a public
service. Its survey covers general demographics, Web and Inte rnet usage,
service providers, and purchasing behaviors, among other questions. The GVU
researchers plan to oversee future surveys every April and October.
GVU's third Web survey, compiled in April1995, showed significant changes
from the demographics of the users who completed the two earlier surveys.
While most respondents to GVU's earlier surveys had access to the Web through
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work or sch ool, the April1 995 su rvey found a much g rea ter representa tion of
users w ho acti vely seek out Internet access via loca l or majo r providers and
commercial online services.
The thi rd GVU survey identifies a growing number of olde r users on the Web
and more balanced gender ra tios. According to the third survey, the median age
of respondents was 35, almost four years greater than the correspond ing fi gure
from the second survey. Women comprised 15.5% of the respondents, a 10%
increase from the first survey (in January 1994). GVU researchers predict this
linear trend will continue, so that balanced female/ male user ratios could
possibly be achieved by the first quarter of 1997. A related GVU pred iction is
that as more major online services increase their Web and o ther Internet services, more balanced fema le/ male user ratios are likely to occur.
The third GVU survey showed 80.6% of the respondents lived in the United
States, 9.8% Jived in Europe, and 5.8% were from Canada and Mexico. Respondents' primary computing platforms consisted of 52.0% W indows, 26.2%
Macintosh, and 8.8% Unix; other computer platforms made up the remaining
13%. The most popular server w as NCSA's at 38.6%, followed by MacHITP
(20.8%) and CERN's (18.5%). A mong European respondents alone, the most
popular server was CERN's at 34.9%.
Interestingly, the third GVU study also s tudied Web users who gained their
access through the Prodigy online service. Prod igy users reported the greatest
percentage of women o n the Web (17.1 %) and the highest estimated average
income. Summa ri es of the GVU surveys can be found at:
http: //WNW. cc. gatecll . ed u 1gvu/use r _s urveys/User_sur vey_Home . html.

Faster Connectivity
The Web requires high-bandw idth technology beca use of the memory-intensive
applications it hosts, from audio to animation. Improving delivery speed is
becoming an ever greater priority as Web traffi c continues to grow exponentially.
Broadband technologies, such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), offer
high band width and favorable economics; they are key to the next generation
of networking solutions. ATM is one of the most stable emerging networking
technologies; its networks use an entirely different encodi ng scheme from the
Transmission Control Protocols used on the Internet and achieve mud1 faster
transm ission rates as a resul t. ATM's great strength is its ability to consolidate
multiple d igital signals, incl ud ing voice, da ta, and video.
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The hardv.ra re required to build an ATM neh-vork is more complex (and expensive) than the ro uters and gateways now used on the Internet. But once ATM
switches are in place, it is possible to encapsulate Internet Protocol packet data
into ATM cells. The preferred physical network for ATM is fiber-optic cable.
ATM backbones could replace m any (if not all) of the existing electronic networks in a local area with one fiber-optic cable. Using this physical layer as the
benchmark, ATM transmission rates begin at 155.5 megabits per second, and are
capable of even greater throughput-well past one gigabit per second!
You can find much more information about Asynchronous Transfer Mode
neh-vorks by checking the documents at:
http: 1 /YIWI'I .whi t etree. com/ ATM_Refe r ence. html

There are also o ther major neh-vorking projects underway that strive to increase
transmission speeds p ast one gigabit-per-second. APPN (Advanced Peer-to-Peer
Neh-vorking) research pro motes neh-vorks that d yn amically switch routing onthe-fly to optimize speed and efficiency. The APPN Implementors Wo rkshop
has additional resources at:
http: //WWI'I. raleigh. ibm. com 1app 1ai whome . htm

HIPPI is an ANSI switched-network s tandard with a du al-wide data rate of up
to 1.6 gigabits per second; more information about HIPPI is available at:
http ://vmw .esscom . com/ hnf /html/whathnf .html.

HTML 3.0 and Beyond
HTML 3.0, which used to be called HTML+, has been evolving since November
1993, when it was first proposed by Dave Raggett as an assemblage of useful
features omitted from the original HTML. These features included capabilities
such as forms, math equations, and tables. As refinements to the draft specifications of HTML were added, the forms feature was included in the specs for
HTML 2.0 (which is close to, but not yet, a published standard), and the other
collected proposed features began be ing referred to as HTML 3.0.
The HTML 3.0 specifications are in a stage known as an Internet draft. The draft
is under constant revision by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) HTML
Working Group. Although many Web users make reference to features of
HTML 3.0, it will likely be at least a year or two before the HTML 3.0 specifications approach anything close to its final structure. The tags or features in the
current set of specifications w ill probably be prioritized, w ith the less crucial (or
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perhaps most complex ones) set aside for review for what may be HTML 3.1 or
beyond.
The HTML discussion is going on via the Internet, so if you' d like to observe the
discussion, check out:
http: //I'Ntw. ics. uci. edu /pub/ ietf 1

This site includes links to cturent working documents, archives of mailing list
discussions, and links to servers that can test yotu HTML documents, including
the HTML Validation Service.
While Mosaic 2.0 and Netscape 1.1 support versions of table markup and some
of the text and character elements and attributes suggested in the current
proposals, most other browsers will ignore most of the other proposed HTML
3.0 tags described below.
The HTML 3.0 proposals can be grouped into one of three categories. The first
category includes entirely new structures and global attributes for HTML. These
changes are exemplifi ed in style sheets, the <STYLE>, <FIG>, <OVERLAY> and
<DIV> elements, the new u se for <LINK> elements, and the new attributes that
control text flow in a document. These represent the broadest changes to HTML.
The second category describes new formatting features that have been requested
for some time, such as the <TABLE> and <MATH> elements.
The third group of changes streamlines existing HTML by removing unneeded
elements and describes revised syntax for existing tags. This category includes
proposals for lis t elements and the elimination of a few other tags.
The following descriptions should be read as snapshots of the developing parts
of HTML. While we may refer to one or another element below as HTML 3.0,
the information here is only meant to alert you to the direction that HTML is
taking, and to provide some food for thought about how HTML might be u sed
in your next-generation documents.

New Structures and Multipurpose
Attributes
Since the Web's begilmings, the function of HTML has been to define the
structure of documents. This structural approach follows the more general
document markup standards called Standard General Markup Language, or
SGML, from which HTML is derived. SGML is used to create s tandard languages (such as HTML) that indicate document format (mainly as it applies to
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text information) so that the information can be stored, read, or manipulated
electroni cally without regard to the specific software or hardware being used.
As the role of the Web expands to incorporate g raphics and other media,
however, the desire to build graphical pages strains against the limitations of a
text-oriented markup language. The new structural specifications for HTML 3.0
seem designed to bring HTML in line with strict SGML adherence w hile affording authors greater options for suggesting (but not imposing) the final appearance and design for their Web documents.

Style Sheets
Style sheets have been proposed as a more versatile method than setting
browser preferences for defining the display of elements within a document.
Style sheets are separate style language documents applied to one or many base
documents through special markup in the base document.
Using style sheets, authors could define type sizes or typeface families, special
character sets, backgrow1d or foreground colors, or other display features. Style
sheets would not replace display settings selected by individual browser users,
but would provide additional informa tion about how the document may be
displayed.
As currently specified, style sheet documents could be attached or linked to Web
documents and provide underlying formatting instructions for one or more
HTML elements. The same style sheet could be used by many HTML documents, or many style sheets could be used by on e HTML document.
Among the questions that remain to be answered are what language will the
style sheet use, the final syntax for how the style sheet will be linked to a d ocument, and how browsers should read the style sheet.
Discussions for what language should be u sed to write Web style sheets have
focused on two entrants: a Web-based version of SGML's Document Style
Semantics and Specification Language (DSSSL), called DSSSL-Lite; and CSS
(Cascading Style Sheets) by Hakon Lie of the W3 organization.
You can read the draft specifications for CSS at:
http : //WIWI . w3. org/ hypertext /VNN/1 Style/ css/draft. html.

Regardless of the final mechanism chosen for HTML 3.0, style sheets will
improve the graphical look of documents and provide some guarantee to the
author that documents w ill be displayed according to the format intended.
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elements, such as head ings, in relation to fl oating elements, such as inline
images. CLEAR= LEFT and CLEAR=RIGHT would mark a text block so tha t it would
not break along one or the other s ide of the page. CLEAR=ALL would mark text so
that it displayed below floating elements.

<LINK> and <STYLE>
In HTML 3.0, display style instructions w ill be added to documents by using the
< LINK> element combined with a new <STYLE> element.
A <LINK> element points to a style document at the server that defines global
style information for a document, as described above. Style documents described by < LINK> markup are d ownloaded by the browser. The LI NK element
could include a REL=StyleSheet attribute to identify the type of link and an
HREF= attribute to point to a specific style document.
The <STYLE> element is used to assign formatting styles within a document
using some type of style language; this tag would override the style sheet
accessed via < LINK>. NOTATION is a proposed attribute for <STYLE> to decla re
the style language being used.
<LINK> could also include graphics like navigational toolba rs that are shared by
more than one document and intended to appear on every screen. The REL=
attribute will be used to define the type of link, such as HOME, TOC, INDEX,
GLOSSARY, COPYR IGHT, UP, NEXT, PREVIOUS, HELP, and BOOKMARK. These objects
would be described by individual LINK elements, as in < LINK REL=NEXT
HREF="doc33.html ">

Similarly, <LINK> could be used to insert bam1er g raphics fo r documents using a
REL=BANNER attribute. These style and graphic elements cou ld be cached separately by browsers or proxy servers, conceivably s peeding up document download times.

Tables
Accordi ng to the W3 organization, tables were the most requested feature in
suggestions for revisions to HTML. Variations of <TABLE> markup a re already
interpreted by Mosaic 2.0 and Netscape 1.1 and up. This existing markup
corresponds generally to elements in the 3.0 proposal, but the attributes used in
the exis ting markup do not.
<TABLE> aligns

table cell contents and controls the position of document text
before and after the ta ble. Like the existing FORM element, the TABLE element
conta ins a set of subs idiary elements and attributes.
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A BORDER attribute sp ecifies a border draw n around the elem ent. The size of the
border woul d be specified through <STYLE> information in th e d ocument head
or through style sheets.
COLSPEC= ( Lnumber, Cnumber, Rnumber) indicates column w idths and alignm ent. Widths might be m easured in en spaces, pixels, or as a fractional value of
the table width. Table columns may also be adj usted for width a nd alignment on
the page. Attributes could be applied to the enti re table to control the flow of
text within or around the table.

Within the major <TABLE> elemen t, subsidiary elements contro l the display and
content of <TR> table rows, <TH> table header cells, and <TO> table d ata cells,
used together like this:
<TR><TH>Widgets </ TH><TH>Whatsits</ TH><TH>Things</ TH></ TR>
<TR><TD>45</ TD><TD>62</ TD><TD>89</ TD></ TR>
<TR><TD>19</ TD><TD>23</ TD><TD>65</ TD></ TR>
This markup displays three columns of numbers in two rows under the headings of Widgets, Whatsits, and Things.
In addition, the CLASS= a ttribute may be used wi th the <TR> e lement to assign
the row as a HEADER, BODY, or FOOTER so that single-page display browsers can
break a table into multiple pages.

Table elements will be adju sted for horizontal and vertical alignment, using the
ALIGN= (LEFT : CENTER : RIGHT : JUSTIFY : DECIMAL) and VALIGN= (TOP
: MIDDLE : BOTTOM) attribu tes. Display styles will be assignable to individual
elements so tha t you can format individual cells, rows, or enti re tables.
In addition, ROWSPAN= w ill control the number of rows spanned by the cell, and
COLSPAN= will contro l the number of columns spanned by the cell .

<MATH>
HTML 3.0 proposes a series of <MATH > elements and attributes primarily geared
to technical u sers. <MATH> is not fo r the faint-hearted or those with short attention spans. We' ll forgive you if you skip over this description.
Like the existing <FORM> element, the <MATH> element contains a series of
subsidiary elements that are only used within <MATH>, and standard character
formatting tags take on unique meanings w hen used within a math element. For
example, <B>, <T>, a nd <BT> will alter the d efa ult fon ts used for constants and
variables in an equation.
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[n add ilion, a series o f math entities will be used to d is play functions, operators,
rela tions, G reek letters, and other special math symbols.
The <MATH> e lement w ill be given the sta nda rd HTML 3.0 attributes for ID and
CLASS, bu t not LANG. A BOX attribute will draw a box around the e ntire MATH
formula.

<FIG>
Curre ntly, in.line images are ma rked up using <IMG SRC="some . gif ">and
autom atically d ownloaded a long with the text of the documen t. HTML 3.0
proposes a complete ly new <FIG> element for dis play ing inline images and
combi ning images w ith o ther g rap hic overlays, much like layers in a CAD or
graphic prog ram.
These new figures would a lso provide a method fo r marking up paragraphs,
headings, and an ch ored text fo r dis p lay as part of or instead of a graphic.
Multilayered images ·would combine one o r more <OVERLAY> elements within
the <FIG> e lement, much the way <FORM> includes <I NPUT> or <OPTION> in
current HTML usage.
Figures cou ld a lso use hy pertext a nchors a nd the SHAPE a ttribute to provid e hots pot info rma tion fo r graphics that are used as image maps or that wou ld be
direct hypertext lin ks within the image.
Jn addition to these new hyperlink features, <FIG> supports a variety of a ttributes to control how graphics appea r in Web pages, including attributes for
horizontal alignment a nd image/ overlay s ize (following and extending some
current Ne tscape marku p).
The <FIG> and <OVER LAY> combination opens up many possibilities for both
display graphics and graphic inte rfaces in documents. For example, a basic
graphic could serve as a navigation tool for multiple document collections by
using separate text overlays with hot-spot info rmation, and save download time
in the ba rgain (since the basic <FIG> could be cached for use by multiple documents).
The basic markup for a photog raph w ith overlaid text and button graphics
might look like this:
<FIG SRC="newyork.gif" >
<OVERLAY SRC="map.g if">
<P>New York from t he air !
</FIG>
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<BACKGROUND>
BACKGROUND= ide ntifies an image through a URL to disp lay be hind ' the body as a
background color or pattern. Ne tscape Navigator introd uced support for the
BACKGROUND= a ttribute in its 1.1 release.

<BANNER>
A new <BANNER > e lem e nt is proposed for hand ling corpora te logos, n avigational
aid s, and other info rmation that shou ld not scroll with the rest of the document.
This harmer element would be included in the content of the document (as
opposed to being referred to by the REL= attribute in a <LINK> tag).

<CAPTION> and <CREDIT>
Designed for use w ith figures and tables, <CAPTION> allows you to position text
below a graphic using a n ALIGN = attribute. A <CRED IT> eleme nt will be used to
provide a credit line for a figure.
Mosaic and Netscape a lread y include su pport for the <CAPTION> tag.

<DIV>
In the interests of making Web documents more modular, a new <DI V> element
is proposed for delineating a document body into sepa1·ate sections. Each section
could be formatted differently.
For example, the tag <DIV CLASS="ABSTRACT "> would mark up a text block as a
specific way with its own display characteristics. These defined display characteristics would help to distin guish it fro m the next section of the d ocument.

Notes and Footnotes
An admonishment ele ment, <NOTE > is used as a cautionary statement or warning, like the ones used in com puter manuals that say CAUTION: DON'T STORE
YOUR FLOPPY DISKS IN THE OVEN!
<NOTE> w ill be qualified with a ROLE = a ttribute and values for SIMPLE, NOTE,
CAUTION, WARNING, or FOOTNOTE. Footnotes might display as pop-up notes.

The note marker (in the main text) would use the HREF = a ttribute to point to the
note. Th e target note would be marked w ith an ID= attribute.
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<TAB>
Horizonta l tabs w ill allow positioning text through a <TAB> element and several
attribu tes that describe the position of the tab settings in a document.

Logical and Physical Character Tags
A number of logical an d physical character level eleme nts have also been
thro.,vn into the HTML 3.0 pot for consid eration. These elem en ts, too, could be
given attrib utes for ID, CLASS, and LANG.
New logical styles include:
<DFN>

id entifies the definin g occu rrence of a term in a d ocument.

<LANG>
<AU >

alte rs the language context of some text.

indica tes the name o f the documen t author.

id en tifies the names of people that shou ld be noted by indexing
robots or other search prog rams.

< PERSON>

<ACRONYM>

iden tifies an acronym.

<INS>

marks up inserted text (for example, in a revised version of a documen t).

<DEL>

marks u p d ele ted text (for example, in a revised version of a docu men t).

New physical styles include:
<S>

strikethrou gh puts a horizon ta l line thr ou gh the text.

<BIG>

ma rks up the text for display in larger than normal type.

<SMALL>

marks up the text for display in smaller than normal type.

<SUP>

marks text as su perscript, in a smaller type size.

<SUB>

ma rks text as subscri p t, in a smalle r typ e s ize.

Both <SUB > and <SUP> will use ALIGN = (LEFT
wri tten w ithin a <MATH> ele ment.

: RIGHT : CENTER)

if they are

<SUP> and <SUB> are currently used by NCSA Mosaic 2.0.

Character Entities
In a continuing effort to work a round the limits p laced on the default HTML
character set, a w hole ser ies of s pecial characters have been defined. HTML 3.0
add s the following special characte rs to the existing list:
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&emap; denotes an e m space (the width of the letter m).
&ensp ; denotes an e n space (one-half the wid th of an em s pace).
&mdash; d enotes an em dash.
&ndash; d enotes a n en dash (one-half the w idth of an em dash).
&nbsp ; denotes a non-breaking space.
&shy; d enotes a soft hy phen.
&copy; denotes a © copyright symbol.
&trade; denotes anA trademark symbol.
&reg; denotes a ® registered symbo l.

Some of this m arkup, like &copy; and &reg ;, is already supported by current
versions of some b rowser softwa re.

Revisions to Existing Tags
This section usts the significan t changes made in HTML 3.0 to tags you're
already used to working with in HTML.

Lists
List elements will b e streamlined to foc us mainly on <OR > ordered, < UL> unordered, and <DL> d efinition lists. <DIR> directory and <MENU> lists are deprecated, meaning that you are advised to stop us ing them.
Every list element m ay use a list header <LH> element to m ark up the title for the
list. The <UL>, <OL>, and < DL> eleme nts will also use the attributes for ID, LANG,
CLASS, and CLEAR.
Ordered lists w ill use the attribute CONTINUE= to indicate that the current list
eleme nts continue a numbe ring sequence begun in a previous set of List elements. Style sheets could be used to specify alternate ordering schem es or styles:
Roman o r Arabic numerals, upper or lowercase letters, and so on.
Unordered lists <UL> a re extended w ith a series of display attributes.
WRAP= (VERT : HORIZ : NONE) sets up a multicolumn display of List items.
PLAIN suppresses list ite m bullets. DINGBAT= specifies a dingbat from a set of
available characters. SRC= iden tifies an inline g raphic as the bullet for the list

item.
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Anchor Links
Hypertext anchors are a d efining component of hypertext documents. HTML 3.0
proposes three changes to the <A> anchor e lement.
ID= will replace NAME= to identify target anchors in a document. Browsers w ill
still interpret NAME so that existing d ocuments continue to work, but the shift is
toward the new attribute.

More significantly, a SHAPE= attribute specifies hot spots in <FIG> image maps.
Anchors used in the new <FIG> figure element use CIRCLE, RECT, and POLYGON
to define pixel coordinates. A DEFAULT value specifies the default URL for the
figure background area.

ln addition to embedding map information in documents, using anchors to
define hot spots wi ll allow authors to provide alternate hyperlinked text for
nongraphical browsers (without having to write separate hyperlinked text).
The shape data might also be processed at the browser location instead of
sending a request to a Common Gateway Interface program at the server,
making image map interfaces much faster. See "Client-Side Scripting" later in
this appendix for information.
provid es an informational name for hy perlinked objects. This TITLE
might be displayed when you move the mouse over the link.

TITLE=

<ISINDEX>
The <ISINDEX> element has mainly been replaced by the use of forms. However,
there are two proposed extensions to <I S INDEX> in HTML 3.0. An HREF=
attribute would indicate the server handling the ISINDEX search, and a PROMPT=
attribute would allow you to specify the message that is displayed as the sea rch
prompt.
PROMPT=

is supported by some versions of the Netscape browser.

<BASE>
The <BASE> element might be extended to cite URLs for both the document and
any inline images used in the document. Two BASE elements could be written,
using <BASE HREF= http: I I etc . etc. etc/text. html II> to identify the document and <BASE ID=IMAGES II http: I 1etc. etc. etc 1image. gif II > to identify
the graphics.
11
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Rules
Line breaks <BR> will be modifiable us ing ID=, LANG=, CLASS=, and CLEAR =, to
control how line breaks work w ith the surrounding text.
Horizontal rules <HR> will u se ALIGN= (LEFT : CENTER : RIGHT) to position
the rule in the window. WIDTH= ( 100) specifies the width of the rule as a percentage of the width of the wi ndow. SRC=(URI) w ill be used to point to (and
download) a custom graphic ru le. The WIDTH attribute is used now by Netscape.
And speaking of width, the < PRE> element for preformatted text would be
modified with the attri bute WIDTH= (NUMBER) to indicate the width of the
preformatted text.

Images
The existing <IMG> w ill add attributes for ID=, LANG=, and CLASS=. Three o ther
new attributes are WIDTH= (NUMBER) to indicate the w idth of the image in pixels
or en spaces; HEIGHT= (NUMBER) to indicate height in pixels or en spaces; and
UNITS= (EN : PIXELS) to indicate the units being specified for height or w idth.
The current version of Netscape uses WIDTH=PIXELS and HEIGHT=PIXELS
markup to define an image w indow size within a document.

Forms
Forms were the majo r additio n to HTML 2.0, and have provided a key user
in terface for entering and sending small amounts of information over the Web.
The proposed additions to HTML 3.0 enhance the way that forms work by
providing markup for creating graphical menus, accepting stylus input, using
input fields to upload existing files to a server, and automating the input process
through the use of scripts run by the browser.
The < FORM>, < INPUT>, < TEXTAREA>, < SELECT>, and < OPTION> elements will also
use the ID=, LANG=, and CLASS= attributes, just like other elements in HTML 3.0.
A SCRIPT= attribute refers to the URL of a script file that could be downloaded
and run from the browser. This script controls the operation of the <FORM>, such
as linking input to mult-iple INPUT fields, responding to mouse clicks over a
graph ic input interface, or to automatically enter dates, times, user names,
browser type, or other information ava ilable from the browser or the operating
system.
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Three new TYPE= attribute values a re proposed for the INPUT element.
TYPE=RANGE s pecifies a tmmerical range that is allowed for i11put in the field.
TYPE=FILE a llow s users to a ttach files as part of the form content and upload
these to the server. An ACCEPT= attribute is added to the file input eleme nt to

d efine the MIME file typ es that could be uploaded, fo r example:
<FORM ACTION="http:/ / some . url.com / some.cgi " METHOD=POST>
File to upload: <input name=pictures type =file
accept= " image /*">
<INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT " VALUE=" UPLOAD ">
</FORM>
On the server end of the transfe r, a Common Gateway Inte rface script contro lling the form input d etermines the fina l disposition of the uploaded file. This
CGI could pe rform any numbe r of operations along wi th the upload, such as
checking for viruses and saving the file to the prop er directory.
The file uploading proposa l for HTML 3.0 is derived from an Internet Draft
w ritten by La rry Masinter and Ernesto Nobel, available a t:
http : I 11wm. ics . uci. edu I pubI ietf I ht ml I

TYPE=SCRIBBLE a Uows pen or stylus input to be recorded and submitted with

the form. The image displayed as the "scribble" interface area would be downloaded thl'Ough an SRC= ath·ibute pointing to an image file.
A DISABLED attribute is proposed for the <INPUT>, <TEXTAREA>, <SELECT>, and
<OPTION> entry elements for marking fie lds that can' t be modified by the user.
The browse r would provide some kind of visual clue that a field is DISABLED
(the fie ld might be grayed-out).
An ERROR attribute is a lso proposed for the <TEXTAREA>, <SELECT>, and
<OPTION> entry elements to point to an error message to be displayed if the d ata
that has been entered in the tex t area is not appropria te for the field.
The HTML 3.0 <SELECT> e leme nt will support graphical menus that use hot
spots to regis te r menu options. The markup for a gra phic interface would be
similar to the markup for creating image maps, with a few new HTML 3.0
twists.
The image in the <SELECT> field would use an SRC= attribute to download the
graphic and d efine the display a rea using ALIGN =, WIDTH=, HEIGHT=, and UNITS=
ath·ibutes.
Individual h ot sp ots are assigned to <OPTION> fields within the <SELECT>
ele ment by using the SHAPE attribute. This image map informa tion could be
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processed by th e browser instead of a CGI program a t the server. This method
also allO'INS the <OPTION> menu choices to be displayed as text by browsers tha t
can' t display graphics, for example:
<OPTION VALUE= ' Red' SHAPE= " r ect 7,28,15 ,36 '> Red

This describes a rectangular ho t spot w ith the upper-left corner at pixel coord inate 7,28, and is 15 pixels wide by 36 pixels high. Clicking on this ho t spot enters
the value "Red" into the form.

Further Research
The latest version of the HTML 3.0 specifica tions can be found at:
htt p: //www. i cs . uci. edu 1pu b/ i etf / html /

The HAL HTML Validation program will check youx HTML against the current
version of the proposal a t:
ht tp: //W'M'I. ha l . com/-markg /WebTechs /va lidation · form. html

Dave Raggett, Hakon W Lie, Henri k Frystyk, and Phill Halla m-Baker have
written Arena, a test-bed Web browser for X-Windows that implements HTML
3.0-specific features.
The browser is ava ilable for Unix machines, but as of this writing a Macin tosh
version has not been released .lnformation and code can be foun d at:
http: //www.w3. org/ hypertext /VIINI / Arena/

Client-Side Scripting
Another p otentially exciting source of experimentation for both users and site
designers is expandi ng the power and function of the client side of the Web .
Un til now, Web browsers h ave functioned exclusively as client agents of servers,
as they send short requests to servers in th e form of Uniform Resouxce Locators
or download and view files sent back over the Internet. Most of the ad vanced,
interactive functions of the Web have been controlled exclusively by the server,
or by Common Gateway Interface applications running at the server site. Forms
and image maps are two common examples of functions traditionally executed
on the server side.
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This division of processing follows the stand ard client-server model. Databases
by their very nature are central repositories of info rmation. Search engines are
complex prog rams that wouldn' t run very quickly if parts of the process were
farmed out around the Internet, de pendent on the cap abilities of miscellaneous
client computers.
But other types of Web functions are not that processor-intensive. Image map s,
for example, primarily require a small program to translate pixel coordinates
into predefined URLs and forward the proper redirection instructions to the
server. Why not process an image map from the client computer?
The MacOS, for example, is well-eq uipped to handle such tasks. It contains its
own scripting environment and language that can be used to control programs
and inter-application communications on a single machine or over an AppleTalk
network. Most of the current crop of graphical browsers w ritten for the Mac
make some use of either this scripting lang uage or the inter-application communications functions of the operating system.
In the same vein, most versions of the X-11 /Unix system can send and receive
instructions between processes running on networked workstations, and
X-clients alread y make use of the Intem et for some ty pes of collaborative
processing.
One of the next big areas of development on the Web will be using the existing
framework of HTML and HTTP to make client-side processing a normal method
for moving data around the world .

How Does It Work?
Let's look at the example mentioned just above: processing an image map.
The traditional client-server method for handling a mapped image is to embed
an HTML anchor and image element in a document. The inJine image is downloaded along with the document, and is linked by the an chor to a Common
Gateway Interface application loca ted back at the server. The client (browser)
receives no info rmation about w hat pixel coordinates correspond to what URLs
for the image m ap. All it does is tr ansmit the coord ina les of m o use clicks

according to the URL of the image anchor.
In the meantime, the user waits for a number of p rocesses to take place. The
URL has to be sent back to the server, then the server passes the map information along to a CGJ. Next, the CGI correlates the pixel inform ation w ith a listed
URL and the correlated URL is passed back to the server. Finally, the server
returns a d ocument or URL- and then the user waits for another server to
respond to the redirected URL.
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As you know fro m Chapter 6, the actual amount o f d ata sto red in a map configuration file is miniscu le, and is p robably onl y a small fraction of the size of
the image map GIF tha t the browser down load ed in the firs t place. Why not
send the map coordi nate data a nd URLs to the browser (embedded in the
document) and let it call an apple ton the clie nt comp uter (or written into the
bro·wser) to look up and send the URL itself?
In fact the re are many possible uses for client-side p rocessing on the Web: slideshows of graphic files; strea ming audio or video to a client-side p layer while it's
being h·ansmitted over the Inte rnet; apply ing special display form ats to documents; perhaps even browser-la unch ed database searches.
Client-side scripting is a logical exte nsion of how browsers now use helpe r
applications to process data. The difference is that client-s ide scripting w ill
enable a much greater ran ge of functions for the Web.

What's Out There Now?
There are several paths leading to clie nt-side processing right now. Several
Inte rnet vendo rs have introduced their own environments for e mploying clientside scripts and establis hing inter-application communications.

Apple's OSA and OpenDoc
Apple Computer's Open Scripting Architectu re provides a system-level COimection between a ppli cations running o n the MacOS by way of Apple Events.
Programs that use th.is OSA a re scriptable, using the AppleScript language.
Many TCP liP cl ient ap plications, includ ing the Netsca pe and MacWeb browsers, already support Apple Events. The only ing redie nt missing is a standard
syntax for client-side scripts in HTML documents.
One step beyond trus is a no ther Apple innovation called OpenDoc. Using the
OpenDoc frame work, applications a re rep laced by collectio ns of sh ared programming routines. To borrow a term from the Web, OpenDoc software will be
designed as u niversal "helper" components. Files a nd documen ts will no longer
belong to a specific p iece of software, and will be easily excha nged between
diffe rent types of com puters and opera ting syste ms.
Apple is also developing a series of Interne t client components in a project cod enam ed CyberDog. CyberDog is expected to be unveiled early 1996.
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Java and HotJava
Meanwhile, Sun Microsystems, makers of Unix workstations, has released a
version of HotJava, a browser that runs on top of its Solaris operating system
and provides its own scripting environment. HotJava u ses Sun's new programming language called Java.
HotJava browsers recognize special markup tags, w ritten into HTML documents, that create an inline link to an applet at the server. The HotJava browser
downloads this applet and uses it to perform an action. Like OpenDoc, the Java
language is intended to be platform-independent, built on shared Libraries of
program code based on the C++ programming language.
Sun expects to release a Macintosh version of the HotJava browser sometime in
late 1995 (perhaps in November), and Netscape Communications Corporation
has announced that it will support the Java language in a future release of its
browser Netscape 2.0.

Aretha
Another approach to client-side scripting is demonstrated by UserLand, the
software developer that built its own Frontier scripting environment for the Mac
before AppleScript was released. This updated environment, code-named
Aretha, is designed especially for use on the Web and is available now in beta
release and distributed freely over the Internet.
The Aretha/Frontier scheme relies on a copy of the Frontier script engine,
running on the same machine as the browser, to interpret Aretha scripts written
into HTML documents. In the Aretha scheme, the Aretha/Frontier engine and
the browser talk to each other using Apple Events.

Web Runner
A third method for employing client-side scripts with Mac-based browsers has
been developed by Eric Iverson and is represented by the WebRunner script
engine.
WebRunner is an AppleScript-based helper program that uses AppleEvents to
process AppleScript files downloaded in an HTML document, in much the same
way that Aretha works using the Frontier scripting language.
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More Information
The latest news about these scripting environments and their effect on the Web,
can be found at the following Web sites:

AppleScript and AppleEvents
http://vmw.info.apple.com/dev/developerservices. html

OpenDoc
http: // www. cilabs. org /

Java and HotJava
http://java.sun.com /

Aretha and Frontier
http://www.hotwired.com/Staff/userland/aretha/

WebRunner
http: //I'Ntw, pass. wayne. edu/-eric/ applescript. html

Advanced Media
As Web site developers continue to push their servers' and browsers' capabilities to the limits, you'll continue to see more opportunities to download and
play multimedia presentations alongside text displayed in the browser window.
In most of your encounters with Web-based multimedia, you'll find that audio
and video data are not passed immediately to a helper application. First, the
data is downloaded to disk and then the helper is launched to play the data file.
But now ,the first generation of Web-based multimedia software with real-time
playback are being introduced; these allow yoUT browser to play sound or video
files on your computer within seconds after the data arrives through your
network connection.
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Real-Time Audio and Video
Real-time video and aud io are images and sounds that are received almost as
soon as they are captured . Your local broadcast television news p rogram is
usually an example of "real-time" video.
Progressive Networks' Reai.Audio lets users download sound files tha t can b e
"streamed" to a copy of the Real.A udio Player. RealAudio performs this work by
creating a buffer in your computer's RAM and assembling the received audio
data there before processing it through your built-in audio circuits. You hear the
sound very shortly after your computer receives it. The first live broadcast was
held in September 1995 w hen ESPN's web site broadcast a baseball game
between the New York Yankees and the Seattle Mariners.
You can read more about the ReaiAudio p roduct line at:
http:/ /www. r e a la udi o.com/

Shortly after Rea!Audio began garnering headlines for itself, Xing Technology's
StreamWorks w as released with even grander cla ims. Stream Works supports
live and on-demand audio and video over the Web, utilizing MPEG compression and Xing's own Low Bit Ra te compression technology. Users can access
StreamWorks-enabled sites via their regular browsers. A Windows version of
the client software was released in August 1995, w ith the Macintosh version to
follow later in the year. You can find about more about Stream Works from
Xing's Web site, at:
ht tp : /

/ WWI't. xingtech . com/

The Telemedia, Networks, and Systems (TNS) Group at MIT has modified a
version of X-Mosaic to disp lay continuously streamed video data. Instead of
recording the file to disk first and then launching a helper application, the
browser launches the helper ap plication and displays the data immediately in a
second w indow.
A description and demonstration are available through the Cool Demos link on
the TNS Web server at:
ht tp: //t ns -www .lcs. mit. edu / tns · I'II'IW · home. html

However, you need a Unix works tation and a fast Internet connection to try it out.
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Virtual Reality
Using off-the-shelf virtual reality software, it's possible to consh·uct elaborate
three-axis drawings with which you can walk thro ugh and around simulations
of real or imaged objects. Now, products such as Apple's QuickTime VR and
ParaGraph International's Home Space Builder are early entrants in the effort to
bring VR applications to the Web.
At the first WWW Conference in the spring of 1994, Dave Raggett presented a
paper outlining developing virtual reality interfaces for the Web. An informal
group met to discuss the topic and out of these early discussions, an ad hoc
group of engineers and software developers began devising the framework for
VR on the Web, and building prototypical software to test it.
The resulting framework is called the Virtual Reality Modeling Language
(VRML) and it describes simulated objects and user interactions with them.
VRML borro·ws from many sources, including the Open Inventor file format
developed by Silicon Graphics Inc. and Object-Oriented Programming environments, like C++ and NeXTStep. A draft of the VRML 1.0 specification was
published at the second WWW Conference in the fall of 1994.
Web-based virtual reality is intended to provide a more intuitive interface to the
Internet. The architects of VRML wou ld like to make Web navigation resemble
at least some of the actions normally used to get from point A to point B in the
real world.
VRML addresses how to represent objects on the Web graphically as the user's
perspective changes; it looks a nd works like a computer programming language
(VRML is not a replacement for or alternative to HyperText Markup Language).
Almost a ll of the programming work for VRML has been done on top of the
Unix operating system. Consequently, the first examples of VR software ran
only on Unix workstations. More recently, versions of these programs have been
rewritten to run on top of other operating systems including Windows 3.1 and
Windows NT.
VR viewers are designed as either stand-alone client programs, or to be used as
he lper applications with existing 2-D browsers. Viewers recognize VR file
objects identified with the MIME type x -world /x - vrml.
For an overview of VR on the Web and information about VRML, visit the
Virtual Reality Modeling Language Forum located at:
http://vrml.wired.com/
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Another important resource is the Virtual Reality Modeling Language Repository, w hich contains links to information, VRML libraries, and several 3-D
viewer programs. The Repository is located at:
http: //WWI'I. sdsc . edu /v rml /

Silicon Graphics h as published a 3-0 viewer called WebSpace that can be used
by itself or run as a helper to a Web browser. Versions for many platforms,
including a Macintosh PowerPC version, are in various stages of testing. The
latest information about WebSpace is at:
http:/ /www .sgi .com/Products/WebFORCE/WebSpace/

The San Diego Supercomputer Center has released a program called SDSC
WebView that also functions as ei ther a stand-alone VRML viewer or as a helper
for a 2-D browser. Information about WebView is at:
http: //1'11'/V/. sdsc. edu/EnablingTech/Visualization /v rml/webview. html

Apple Computer has released its QuickTime VR Player and made it freely
available as a helper application for Web browsers. QuickTime VR requires the
QuickTime 2.0 extension, which is available for Windows and Macintosh.
http ://qtvr.quicktime.apple.com

Note
At presstime, QuickTime 2.1 was made freely available on the internet via FTP
from Apple's software support site. You can find QuickTime 2.1 at:
ft p://ftp. support.apple.com// pub/Apple_SW_Updates/US/Macintosh/ System_Software/
Other_system_Softwaret0uickTime_2.1 . hqx

Apple has also created an alternative to VRML ca!Jed QuickDraw 3D that allows
Web users to navigate three-dimensional spaces.
http: // 1wtw. i nfo. apple. com I qd3d
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Security and the Web
Until recently, HyperText Transfer Protocol server sofhvare provided only very
basic methods for securing a server from unauthorized access. Most current
types of security measures are more tban adequate for most installations, but
they are only the first layer of security options that are possible on the Web.
There is widespread conunercial interest in the Web and you can now browse
for everything from boxer shorts to salsa on the Web. As interest in Web-based
commerce and financia l transactions continues to grow, more sophisticated
encryption and autbentication methods will be needed .

Firewalls
A firewall is a method for controlling access to a local network from a wide area
neh-vork or Internet, or for controlling access out of a local network to tbe wide
area neh-vork or Internet. The firewall principle is simple. If you establish a data
gateway into or out of a network, you can control the traffic passing through the
gateway.
There are two main types of firewall mechanisms. The first is a router-based
firewall. Routers are ded icated computing devices that are used to c01mect
separate neh-vorks together. Routers majntain address information about nodes
on the connected networks. Some routers can even be configured to only pass
data based on certain types of address information. These instructions can be a
set of Internet Protocol address numbers, specific protocol header types, or other
instructions programmed into the router.
The second type of firewall mechanism is called a hos t-based firewall and
consists of an application hosted by the computer that acts as the surrogate or
proxy network address for other computers on either side of the wall. This
proxy computer is the recipient of all transmissions sent by computers inside the
local neh-vork and relays this data to the outside world. Traffic from outside is
add ressed to the proxy, or is intercepted by the proxy and relayed to local
nodes.
Neither type of firewall is guaranteed to be 100 percent effective against a clever
p erson determined to penetrate the wall, but either type will provide a high
level of security to the local network.
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Of course, if you are interested in keeping everyone away from your World
Wide Web server, the solution is simple enough; you can disconnect your local
network from any other networks to create an in ternal Web. O therwise, most
Web servers (including MacHTTP) can be configured to only allow access to
nodes within your loca l network's IP address sub-net range.
Usually, there is a need for users in a loca l network to be able to communicate
with the outside world and for those ou tside the local net to get through to it. In
order to provide network security in this situation, a firewall may make sen se.

Proxies and HTTP
If local network security is a problem, a good solution is to configure a proxy

Web server to handle HTTP traffic on the firewal l host computer.
There are two main proxy applica tions in use on the Web. The first is a general
purpose protocol server called SOCKS (not an acronym, jus t another bit of
computer shorthand) that is usuaJJy run on Port 1080 as the intermediary for
traffic coming to the firewall. SOCKS runs on top of a Unix operating system.
In order to use a SOCKS proxy, clients have to be "socksified" to communicate

with the proxy server. The most recent versions of Mosaic and Netscape are
already socksified, which is helpful because the alternative is compiling your
own version of Mosaic.
You can get more information about SOCKS in the file directory at:
ft p: //ftp.inoc .dl.nec.com/pub/securi ty/socks.cstc/

The second type of proxy is the HTTPd p roxy server, run on the Unix operating
system and published by the CERN lab. HTTPd enjoys a few adva ntages that a
SOCKS server does no t.
If you adminis ter a Macintosh network that runs a public Web server and
requires firewall security, your only option is to set up one of these programs on
a Unix-capable computer. Some, but not all, Macintoshes can run Apple's
version of Unix, called A /UX, as their primary ope rating system and run Unix
applications on top of A/UX. These include the Maci ntosh II, Centris, most of
the Quadra models (not the 660A V or 840A V), and the Workgroup Server 9500.
Power Macs cannot run A/UX, but a version ofiBM's AIX operating system is
promised for the future. Presumably, this would allow current or future
Power Mac workstations to also run Unix software.

You shouldn' t become overly concerned about the security of your MacHTTP I
WebStar server because under most conditions, Macintosh computers are m uch
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less vulnerable to malicious Internet users than are Unix systems, and
MacHTTP /WebStar are also very secure applications.
The MacOS is primarily a single-user operating system, and unless you specifically turn on fil e sharing and allow full guest access, there is no way for anyone
to "get into" your Mac. Understanding how file sharing works on nehvorked
Macs, and configuring them accordingly, is usually enough to safeguard your
nehvork.
Note that if you want to focu s control on individ ual requests and res ponses to
your server, a firewall may not provide the kind of security you' re looking for.
You may need a way to secure individual HITP transmissions via encryption,
which is discussed in the next section.

Encrypting the Web
Cryptography may sound spooky, but there is nothing particularly forboding
about developing or using security methods on a computer or network. The
exponentia l growth of the Web for diverse communication s and commercial
uses mandates that some type of security be rolled into the software. If the Web
can provide you, or someone else, \•v ith valuable information, it should also be
able to help protect that information.
A method needs to be employed that will perform encryption and authentication of requests and responses over the Web so that credit card numbers and
other sensitive infor mation w ill not be compromised. There are two proposed
methods for securing transm issions through Web space: the Secure Sockets
Layer protocol (SSL), and Secure HyperText Transfer Protocol (S-HITP).

SSL
The Secure Sockets Layer protoco] is a standard developed by the Netscape
Communications Corpora tion, publishers of Netscape client and server applications. It operates as an interface beh-veen the application protocol (HITP, NNTP,
FTP, SMTP) and the network protocols (TCP /IP) to provide data encryption and
au thentication for messages, clients, or servers. Its underlying premise is to
secure the network connection, so that there's no need to worry about the
security of each individual transmission.
If you use the Netscape b rowser, you have probably already seen the evidence
of SSL written into the browser. There is a Security section in the Preferences
command, and an icon in the lower-left corner of the browser window that lets
you know whether a document is secure or not.
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Currently, the only software that implements SSL is published by Netscape, but
other software developers may integrate SSL into their produ cts in the future.

S-HTTP
Secme HTTP, or S-HITP, is an extension to the exis ting H yperText Transfer
Protocol stand ard proposed by the Enterprise Integration Technologies Corp.
(EIT). S-HITP also provid es for various methods of message protection, including secure signatures, a uthentication, and encryption. Individu al transmissions
can be subjected to a challenge-response verification process as well.
Like SSL, S-HITP objects would be defined by a new protocol scheme descriptor
in the URL-in this case, : I/. Unlike SSL, S-HTTP would not automatically run
through a separate port.
Secure HTTP also proposes several new elements and attributes for the
HyperText Markup Language, to be used with form input and with anchors.
These anchor attributes would be used to mark up an encrypted message within
a regul.ar HTML document so that a secure document could be referenced by a
standard <A>< I A> anchor.
EIT has collaborated w ith NCSA to produce a new version of Mosaic and NCSA
HITPD that has a reference implementation of SHTTP.
For a copy of the Internet Draft for Secure HTTP, see the archive at:
http:///1id·abstracts.html

End Note
The World Wide Web has come a long way from its rather modest beginnings in
1989. It h as truly established itself as the Internet delivery system for the
foreseeable future.
Of course, if you had made that claim only h.vo years ago, even hard-co re
Internet users would have considered it hyperbole. The future is never what it
used to be, and the h alf-life of computer technology is increasingly brief.
The encouraging lesson here is to not underestimate the speed with w hi ch the
new technologies discussed in this ch apter are coming into fruition, and the
potential for enabling researchers, Internet vendors, and experimenters to
expand their known applications.
You're in a grea t position to jump right into the Web revoluti on. Good luck!

Appendix

HTML Elements and
Special Characters
This appendix should serve as a reference when writing HTML documents.
While this section is not a tutorial, it w ill be a helpful reference when you write
and view HTML source code.

HTML 2.0 Elements
The following list describes HTML 2.0 elements in alphabe tical order, according
to the following:
Element name
Element tag(s):

<Correct element notation>

Element may contain:

A ttributes or elements that may be used w ithin: or
subordinate to this element.

May be used within:

Elements to which this element may be subordinated.

Required attributes:

Attributes required for the correct use of this element.
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[anchor]

Element tag(s):

<A></ A>

Element may contain:

I-IREF="... " NAME=" ... " REL=" ... " REV=" ... " URN="... "
TITLE=" ... " METHODS=" ... " characters ...<IMG> <BR>
<EM> <STRONG> <CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <V AR>
<CITE> <TT> < B> <I></ A>

May be used within:

<ADDRESS> < B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <Hl> <H2> <H 3> <H4> <H5> <H6> <I>
<KBD> <Ll> <P> <PRE> <SAMP> <STRONG> <TT>
<VAR >

Required ath·ibute:

I-IREF='' ... " or NAME=" ... "

ADDRESS
Element tag(s):

< ADDRESS> <I ADDRESS>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG >
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD > <VAR> <CITE> <TT> <B>
<I> <P > </ ADDRESS>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <FORM>

B

[bold type face]

Element tag(s):

<B> <IB>

Element may contain:

characte rs ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <V AR> <CITE> <TT> < B>
<l> < /B>

May b e used within:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <Hl> <l-12> <H 3> <H4> <H 5> <H6> <I>
<KBD> <Ll> <P > <PRE> <SAMP> <STRONG> <TT>
<VAR>

BASE
Element tag(s):

<BASE>

Element may contain:

1-IREF=" ... " >

May be used within:

<HEAD>

Required attribute:

I-IREF=".. ."
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BLOCKQUOTE
Element tag(s):

<BLOCKQUOTE>< /BLOCKQUOTE>

Element may contain:

<Hl> <H2> <H3> <H4> <HS> <H6> <P> <UL> <OL>
<DIR> <MENU> <DL> <PRE> <BLOCKQUOTE>
<FORM> <ISINDEX> <HR> <ADDRESS>
< /BLOCKQUOTE>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <DD> <FORM> <Ll>

BODY
Element tag(s ):

<BODY> < /BODY>

Element may contain:

<Hl> <H2> <H3> <H4> <HS> <H6> <P> <UL> <OL>
<DIR> <MENU> <DL> <PRE> <BLOCKQUOTE>
<FORM> <ISINDEX> <HR> <ADDRESS>

May be used within:

<HTML>

BR

[line break]

Element tag(s):

<BR>

Element may contain:

<BR>

May be used within:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <Hl> <H2> <H3> <H4> <HS> <H6> <I>
<KBD> <Ll> <P> <PRE> <SAMP> <STRONG> <TT>
<VAR>

CITE
Element tag(s):

<CITE> <I CITE>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT> <B>
<I> </ CITE>

May be used within:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <Hl> <H2> <H3> <H4> <HS> <H6> <I>
<KBD> <Ll> <P> <PRE> <SAMP> <STRONG> <TT>
<VAR>

CODE
Element tag(s):

<CODE> < /CODE>

Element may contain:

characters... <A > <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <V AR> <CITE> <TT> <B>
<l> </ CODE>
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May be used within:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <Hl> <H2> <H3> <H4> <HS> <H6> <I>
<KBD> <LI> <P> <PRE> <SAMP> <STRONG> <TT>
<VAR>

DO

[definition list definition]

Element tag(s):

<DD>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT> <B>
<l> <P> <UL> <OL> <DIR> <MENU> <DL> <PRE>
<BLOCKQUOTE> <FORM> <ISINDEX>

May be used wi thin:

<DL>

DIR

[directory list]

Element tag(s):

<DIR></ DIR>

Element may con tain:

COMPACT <LI>

May be u sed w ithin:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <DD> <FORM> <LI>

DL

[definition list]

Element tag(s):

<DL></OL>

Element may contain :

COMPACT><OT><DD>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <OD> <FORM> <LI>

DT

[definition list term]

Element tag(s):

<OT>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT>
<B> <I>

May be used ·w ithin:

<DL>

EM

[emphasis]

Element tag(s):

<EM> </ EM>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBO> <VAR> <CITE> <TT> <B>
<l> </EM>

May be used within:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <00> <OT>
<EM> <Hl> <H2> <H3> <H4> <H5> <H6> <I>
<KBO> <LI> <P> <PRE> <SAMP> <STRONG> <TT>
<VAR>
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FORM

Element tag(s):

<FORM> </FORM>

Element may contain:

ACTION="... " METHOD='' ... " ENCTYPE=" ... " ><Hl>
<H2> <H3> <H4> <HS> <H6> <P> <UL> <O L>
<DIR> <MENU> <DL> <PRE> <BLOCKQUOTE>
<ISINDEX> <HR> <ADDRESS> <INPUT> <SELECT>
<TEXTAREA>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <DD> <Ll>

Required attribute:

ACTION=" ... " METHOD="... "

Hl

[heading level 1]

Element tag(s):

<Hl> < /Hl>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT>
<B> <I>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <FORM>

H2

[heading level 2]

Element tag(s):

<H2> < /H2>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT>
<B> <l>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE><BODY><FORM>

H3

[heading level3]

Element tag(s):

<H3> < /H3>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <IT>
<B> <l>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <FORM>

H4

[heading level 4]

Element tag(s):

<H4> </H4>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <IT>
<B> <l>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <FORM>
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HS

[heading level 5]

Ele ment tag(s):

<HS> </ H S>

Element may contain:

ch aracte rs ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SA MP> <KBD> <V AR> <CITE> <TT>
<B> d >

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <FORM>

H6

[heading level 6]

Element tag(s):

<H6> < /I-16>

Element may contain:

ch aracte rs ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT>
<B> <I>

May be u sed w ithin:

<BLOC KQUOTE> <BODY> <FORM>

HEAD
Element tag(s):

<HEAD> </ HEAD>

Element may contain:

<TITLE> <ISINDEX> <BASE> <META> <NEXTID>
<LINK>

May be used w ithin:

<HTML>

HR

[horizontal rule]

Element tag(s):

<HR>

Element may contain:

<HR>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <FORM> <PRE>

HTML
Element tag(s):

<HTML> < /HTML>

Element may contain:

<HEAD> <BODY>

May be u sed within:

These elements a re used to describe the entire
document. <HTML> s ignifies the beginning of
the d ocument, while </H TML> s ignifies the end
of the document.

I

[italics]

Element tag(s):

<I> </ l>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT> <B>
<I> <II>
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May be used within:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <H1> <H2> <H3> <H4> <H5> <H6> <I>
<KBD> <Ll> <P> <PRE> <SAMP> <STRONG> <TT>
<VAR>

IMG

[image]

Element tag(s):

<IMG>

Element may contain:

SRC="..." ALT=" ..." ALIGN=" ... " ISMAP

May be u sed withjn:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <Hl> <H2> <H3> <H4> <H5> <H6> <I>
<KBD> <LI> <P> <SAMP> <STRONG> <IT> <VAR>

Required attribute:

SRC=" ... "

INPUT
Element tag(s):

<INPUT>

Element may contain:

TYPE=" ... " NAME=" ... " VALUE="..." SRC="... "
CHECKED SIZE=" ... " MAXLENGTH=" ... "
ALIGN=" ... "

May be used within:

<FORM>

Required attribute:

TYPE=" ... " NAME=" ... "

IS INDEX
Element tag(s):

<lSINDEX>

Element may contain:

<ISINDEX>

May be used withm:

<HEAD>

KBD

[keyboard input text]

Element tag(s):

<KBD> <IKBD>

Element may contain:

ch aracters ... <A> <IMG > <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <IT> <B>
<l> </ KBD>

May be used within:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <Hl> <H2> <H3> <H4> <H5> <H6> <I>
<KBD> <LI> <P> <PRE> <SAMP> <STRONG> <IT>
<VAR>
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[regular list element]

Element tag(s):

<Ll>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAlviP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT> <B>
<I> <P> <UL> <OL> <DIR> <MENU> <DL> <PRE>
<BLOCKQUOTE> <FORM> <ISINDEX>

May be used within:

<DIR> <MENU> <0L> <UL>

LINK

Element tag(s):

<LINK>

Element may contain:

HREF="..." REL=" .. ." REV=" ... " URN=" ... " TITLE=" ... "
METHODS=" ... "

May be used within:

<HEAD>

Required attribute:

HREF="... "

MENU

[menu list]

Element tag(s):

<MENU></ MENU>

Element may contain:

COMPACT <Ll>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <DD> <FORM> <Ll>

META

Element tag(s):

<META>

Element may contain:

HTTP-EQuiv=" ... " NAME="... " CONTENT=" ..."

May be used w ithin:

<HEAD>

Required attribute:

HTTP-EQUIV=" ... "

NEXTID

Element tag(s):

<NEXTID>

Element may contain:

N=" "

May be used within:

<HEAD>

Required attribute:

N=""

OL

[ordered list]

Element tag(s):

<0L>< /0L>

Element may contain:

COMPACT <Ll>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <DD> <FORM> <Ll>
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OPTION
Element tag(s):

<OPTION>

Element may contain:

SELECTED VALUE=" ... " characters ...

May be used within:

<SELECT>

p

[paragraph]

Element tag(s):

<P>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT>
<B> <I>

May be used within:

<ADDRESS> <BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <DD>
<FORM> <LI>

PRE

[pre-formatted text]

Element tag(s):

<PRE> </PRE>

Elem ent may contain:

WIDTH=" ... " characters ... <A> <HR> <BR> <TT> <B>
<I> <EM> <STRONG> <CODE> <SAMP> <KBD>
<VAR> <CITE>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <DD> <FORM> <LI>

SAMP
Element tag(s):

<SAMP> <I SAMP>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT> <B>
<I> </SAMP>

May be used within:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <Hl> <H2> <H3> <H4> <HS> <H6> <I>
<KBD> <LI> <P> <PRE> <SAMP> <STRONG> <TT>
<VAR>

SELECT
Element tag(s ):

<SELECT></SELECT>

Element may contain:

NAME=" ..." SIZE=" .. ." MULTIPLE <OPTION>

May be used within:

<FORM>

Required attribute:

NAME="... "
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STRONG

[strong emphasis]

Element tag(s):

<STRONG> </STRONG>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT> <B>
<I> <I STRONG>

May be used within:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <Hl> <H2> <H3> <H4> <HS> <H6> <I>
<KBD> <LI> <P> <PRE> <SAMP> <STRONG> <TT>
<VAR>

TEXTAREA

Element tag(s):

<TEXTAREA> </ TEXTAREA>

Element may contain:

NAME=" ... " ROWS=" ... " COLS=" ..." >characters ...

May be used within:

<FORM>

Required attribute:

NAME=" ... " ROWS=" ... " COLS=" ... "

TITLE
Element tag(s):

<TITLE> <I TITLE>

Element may contain:

characters ...

May be used within:

<HEAD>

TT

[fixed width typewriter font]

Element tag(s):

<TT> <ITT>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT> <B>
<I> <ITT>

May be used within:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <Hl> <H2> <H3> <H4> <HS> <H6> <I>
<KBD> <LI> <P> <PRE> <SAMP> <STRONG> <TT>
<VAR>

UL

[unordered list]

Element tag(s):

<UL></UL>

Element may contain:

COMPACT <LI>

May be used within:

<BLOCKQUOTE> <BODY> <DD> <FORM> <LI>
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VAR
Element tag(s):

<VAR> </VAR>

Element may contain:

characters ... <A> <IMG> <BR> <EM> <STRONG>
<CODE> <SAMP> <KBD> <VAR> <CITE> <TT> <B>
<l> </VAR>

May be used within:

<A> <ADDRESS> <B> <CITE> <CODE> <DD> <DT>
<EM> <Hl > <H2> <H3> <H4> <H5> <H6> <l>
<KBD> <Ll> <P> <PRE> <SAMP> <STRON G> <TT>
<VAR>

Supplemental HTML
Elements
The following list indica tes modified or supplemental HTML elements and
attributes that are currently u sed by the Netscape 1.1 browser.
These ex tensions are not part of the current HTML Document Type Definition
and are not necessarily supported by other browsers. Some of these elements
and attributes may be included in a future version of HTML (HTML 3.0), but
probably not without some modification.

Text
<BR CLEAR=(left I right I all)> This is used to modify the <BR> elem ent so that
the next line is placed in relation to the margins of the display window. Used in
relation to the <IMG> attribute extens ions described above.
<NOBR> No Break determines that text contained by <NOBR> </NOBR> will
not allow line breaks as it is displayed.
<WBR> Word Break is used to indicate the location of possible break locations
in a <NOBR> statement. <WBR> element does not force a line break. It notes the
break location if one is needed for display by the client application.
<FONT SIZE=(1,71 +,-)> is used to specify type size. The allowed range is 1
throug h 7, and may include pos itive or nega tive notation to indicate values
relative to the default <BASEFONT> size.
<BASEFONT SIZE=(1,7)> is used to specify the type size referred to by <FONT
SIZE=> s tatements. The defaul t SIZE=3.
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<CENTER> </CENTER> is used to specify alignment of text relative to current
window margins.
ALIGN=CENTER can also be u sed to align text w ithin a paragraph or heading
element.

Lists
<UL TYPE=( disc Icircle I square)> is u sed to determine the shape of bullets
displayed in a n Unordered List.
<OL TYPE=(A I a I I I i 11)> is u sed to de termine the outline notation used in an
Ordered List. The default notation is numeric. The a lternate orders are alphabetic (A) upper or (a) lower case a nd Roman numeral (I) upper and (i) lower
case.
<OL START=(number I letter)> is used to determine the beginning note in an
Ordered List, based on either the d efault n otation, or the TYPE= notation. <OL
TYPE=l START=S> will display a list that begins with the numbered item 5.
<LI TYPE=disc I circle I square I A I a I I I i 11> is u sed to determine the notation
type of individual List Items and for all subsequent List Items in a list. The
TYPE= value available is d ep endent upon the major list elements <OL> and
<UL>.
<LI VALUE=(number Iletter)> is u sed to determine the notation of an individual List Item and subsequent items in a n Ordered List.

Images
<IMG ALIGN=(left I right)> is used to position an inline image at either side of
a display window with following text wrapped along the alternate side of the
w indow and be low the <IMG>.
<IMG ALIGN=texttop> is used to align the image with the top of the tallest text
in the line (this is usually but not always the same as ALIGN=top).
<IMG ALIGN=middle> is used to align the baseline of the current line with the
middle of the image.
<IMG ALIGN=absmiddle> is used to align the middle of the current line with
the middle of the image.
<IMG ALIGN=baseline> is u sed to align the bottom of the image with the
baseline of the current li ne.
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<IMG ALIGN=absbottom> is used to align the bottom of the image with the
bottom of the current line.
<IMG WIDTH=(pixels) HEIGHT=(pixels)> is used to indica te the size in pixels
of the inbne image. If specified, the client application does not need to fully
download the image in orde r to calculate the size required for display.
<IMG BORDER=(pixels)> is used to determine the thickness of the border
shown around an image.
<IMG VSPACE=(pixels) HSPACE=(pixels)> is used to determine spacing
between the image and other elements above, below, or to either side of the
image.

Tables
<TABLE> <!TABLE> is u sed to markup all elements and attributes used to
describe a table. A table displays text or o ther data in rows and colu mns that are
defined by subordinate elements used witbin these tags.
<TR> <ITR> indicates a row of table data cells. There can be as many table rows
as required to present the table.
<TD> <lTD> is used to mark up each set of data as cells of d ata. Table data
elements are written within the <TR></ TR> element, and each data element is
displayed as an column entry.
<TH> <ITH> is u sed to markup table header cells, v.r!Licb dis play as column
headings for the table.
<CAPTION> <!CAPTION> is used to markup a caption for the table. Captions
are written within the <TABLE> element, but below the last row of cells. Captions can be modified to either ALIGN=TOP or ALIGN=BOTTOM. The default
alignment is TOP.
BORDER is used \"lith <TABLE> to define a border for the entire table.
BORDER=(number) can be used to specify the pixel w idth of the border. The
border outlines the table and runs between rows and columns.
ALIGN= (TOP I BOTIOM) defines the alignment of the cap ti on in relation to
the table row above it.
ALIGN=(LEFT I CENTER I RIGHT) defines the horizontal alignment of cell
contents inside the table cell boundaries.
VALIGN=(TOP I MIDDLE I BOTIOM I BASELINE) defines the vertical
alignment of cell content within the cell, or to specify that all cells in a row are
aligned to the same baseline.
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NOWRAP prevents cell content from wrap pi ng within the cell.
COLSPAN=(number) specifies the width of the cell in columns. The default
value is 1 column.
ROWSPAN=(number) s peci fies the height of th e cell in rows. A cell cannot be
hig her than the existing rows of the table. The defau lt va lue is 1 .
CELLSPACING=(number) inserts spacing between cells in a table. The default
spacing is 2.
CELLPADDING=(number) inserts space between the cell conte nt and the
boundary of the cell. The de fault padding is 1.

Other Elements
<ISINDEX PROMPT="text"> enables the docu ment author to specify a message, other th an the defa ult message, that w ill appear before the text input fie ld
of the index. The default message is: "This is a searchable index. Ente r search
keywords."
<BLINK> </BLINK> is used to specify tha t the contained text w ill display
against an aJternately h ig hlighted I normal background color.
<HR> displays a shad ed engraved line drawn across the page.
<HR SIZE=(pixels)> u sed to set the thickness of the disp layed horizontal rule.
<HR WIDTH=(pixels I percent)> used to set the w idth of the hori zonta l ru le
across the displayed page. The default w idth is the wid th of the displayed page.
WIDTH = is a value in number of p ixels or percent of display window.
<HR ALIGN=(left I right I center)> use to a lign the position of the hori zon tal
rule relative to the side ma rgins of the displayed page.
<HR NOSHADE> u sed to define the horizontal rule as a solid line.

Special Characters
This portion of ap pendi x A describes ch aracters th at a re reserved for mark-up
purposes. While web browsers w ill le t you code these items, it may not be able
to interpret every character that you code for. If you set your W eb browser for a
font that doesn' t include a p articu lar ch arac ter, the character displays as a small
box.
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Name

Syntax

Description

&reg

Registered Trademark

&reg

&copy

Copyright

&copy

Quote

&quot

double quote mark

Ampersand

&amp

ampersand

Less than

&It

right angle bracket

Greater than

&gt

left a ngle bracket

Aacute

&Aacute

Capital A, acute accent

Ag rave

&Agrave

Capital A, grave accent

Aci rc

&Acirc

Capital A, circumflex accent

A tilde

&A tild e

Capital A, tild e

Ari ng

&A ring

Capital A, ring

Aum l

&Aum l

Capital A, dieresis or uml aut mark

AElig

&AEiig

Capital AE dipthong (ligature)

Ccedil

&Ccedil

Capital C, ced illa

Eacute

&Eacute

Capita l E, acute accent

Egrave

&Egrave

Capital E, grave accent

Ecirc

&Ecirc

Capital E, circumflex accent

Eurnl

&EumJ

Capital E, dieresis or umlau t mark

Iacute

&!acute

Capital I, acute accent

!grave

&Igrave

Capital I, grave accent

Icirc

&Icirc

Capital I, circumflex accent

Iuml

&luml

Capital I, dieresis or uml aut mark

ETH

&ETH

Capital Eth, Icelandic

Ntilde

&Ntild e

Capital N, tilde

Oacute

&Oacute

Capital 0, acute accent

Ograve

&Ograve

Capital 0, grave accent

Ocirc

&Ocirc

Capita l 0, circu mflex accent

Otilde

&Otilde

Capita l 0, tilde

Ouml

&Ouml

Capita l 0, dieresis or umlaut mark

Oslash

&Oslash

Capital 0, slash

Uacute

&Uacute

Capital U, acute accent

>
~~
~- "d

"'CC

e:.

() rrl

::r iD

... a
!!>

"d
ttl

l:l

p,.
~·

o. a >
(!)

Ul

fil !<~"
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Name

Syntax

Description

Ugrave

&Ugrave

Capital U, grave accent

Ucirc

&Ucirc

Capital U, circumflex accent

Uuml

&Uuml

Capital U, dieresis or umlaut mark

Yacute

&Yacute

Capital Y, acute accent

THORN

&THORN

Capital THORN, Icelandic

szlig

&szlig

Small sharp s, German (sz ligature)

aacute

&aacute

Small a, acute accent

agrave

&a grave

Small a, grave accent

acirc

&acirc

Small a, circumflex accent

a tilde

&a tilde

Small a, tilde

a tilde

&a ti lde

Small a, tilde

aurn!

&a uml

Small a, dieresis or umlaut mark

aelig

&aelig

Small ae, dipthong (ligature)

ccedil

&ccedil

Small c, cedilla

eacute

&eacute

Small e, acute accent

egrave

&egrave

Small e, grave accent

ecirc

&ecirc

Small e, circumflex accent

eurnl

&euml

Small e, dieresis or umlaut mark

iacute

&iacute

Small i, acute accent

igrave

&i.grave

Small i, grave accent

icirc

&icirc

Small i, circumflex accent

iuml

&ium l

Sma ll i, dieresis or umlaut mark

eth

&eth

Small eth, Iceland ic

ntilde

&ntilde

Small n, tilde

oacute

&oacute

Small o, acute accent

ograve

&ograve

Small o, grave accent

ocirc

&ocirc

Small o, circumflex accent

otilde

&otilde

Small o, tilde

ouml

&ouml

Small o, dieresis or umlaut mark
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Name

Syntax

Description

oslash

&oslash

Small o, slash

uacute

&uacute

Small u, acute accent

ugrave

&ugrave

Small u, grave accent

ucirc

&ucirc

Small u, circumflex accent

uuml

&uuml

Small u, dieresis or umlaut mark

yacute

&yacute

Small y, acute accent

thorn

&thorn

Small thorn, Iceland ic

yuml

&yuml

Small y, dieresis or umlaut mark
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Appendix

Glossary of Internet
Terms
This g lossary o f te rms includes excerpts from l nterne t RFC 1392 and FYI 18,
(Janua ry 1993), w ritten by Tracy LaQuey Pa rker and Gary Scott Malkin and
used w ith pe rmission.
RFC 1392 provid es information for the Internet community. It d oes not specify
an Internet standa rd. Dis tribution of RFC 1392 is unlimited and is available in its
comple te form at: http : I Ids . intern ic . net I ds I dspg1intdoc. html
10BaseT A varia nt of E thernet which allows s tations to be attached via twisted
pair cable. See nlso: Ethernet, hvisterl pnir.
802.x The set of IEEE s tanda rds for the definition of LAN pro tocols.

See nlso: IEEE.
Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) Ma ny transit networks have policies which
res trict the use to which the ne two rk may be put. A we ll known example is
NSFNET's AUP w hich does not allow comme rcia l u se. Enforce me nt of AUPs
varies w ith the ne h·vork. See nlso: Nn lionnl Science Foundation.
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Access Control List (ACL) Most network security systems operate by a llowing
selective use of serv ices. An Access Control List is the usual means by which
access to, and denial of, services is controlled. It is simply a list of the services
available, each w ith a lis t of the hosts permitted to use the service.
ack nowledgment (ACK) A type of message sent to indica te that a block of
data arrived a t its destination withou t error. See nlso: Negntive Acknowledg111ent.
address There are three types of ad dresses in common use within the Interne t.
They are: email address; IP, internet o r Internet address; and hardware or tviAC
address. See n/so: emnil address, IP address, i11tem et address, M AC nddress.
address mask A bit mask used to identify w hich bits in an IP address correspond to the n etwork and subnet portions of the address. This mask is often
referred to as the subnet mask because the network portion of the address can
be determined by the encod ing inherent in an IP add ress.
address resolution
physical address.

Conversion of an internet address into the corresponding

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) Used to dynamically discover the low
level physical nehvork hardware address that corresponds to the high level IP
address for a given host. ARP is limited to physical network systems that
support broad cast packets that can be heard by all hosts on the network.
See nlso: proxy.
Administrative Domain (AD) A collection of hosts and routers, and the
interconnecting network(s), managed by a single administrative author ity.
Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) A pioneering
longhaul network fund ed by ARPA (now DARPA). It served as the basis for
early n etworking research, as w ell as a central backbone d uring the developmen t of the Internet. The ARPANET consisted of individual packet switching
com puters interconnected by leased lines. See nlso: Defense Advn11ced Resenrch
Projects Agency.
agent In the client-server model, the part of the system tha t performs information preparation a nd exch ange on behalf of a client o r server application.
aiff Audio file format used by Macintosh computers, and a typical file forma t
found on the WWW.
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) This organization is responsible for appro ving U.S. standards in many areas, including computers and
commun ications. Standards ap proved by this organization are often called ANSI
standards (e.g., ANSI C is the version of the C language approved by ANSI).
ANSI is a member of ISO. See also: lnternntionnl Organization for Standardization.
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anonymous FTP A no nym ous FTP allows a user to retrieve d ocuments, files,
programs, and other archived data from anywhere in the Internet without
having to establish a userid and password. By using the special userid of
"anonymous", the neh.York user will bypass local security checks and will have
access to publicly accessible files on the remote system. See also: archive site, File
Transfer Protocol.
ANSI See: American National Standards Institute
Appletalk A networking protocol developed by Apple Computer for communication between Apple Computer products and other computers. This protocol
is independent of the network layer o n which it is run . Current implementations
exist for LocalTalk, a 235Kb Is local area neh'\lork; and EtherTalk, a 10M Is local
area network.
application A program that performs a function directly for a user. FTP, mail
and Telnet clients are examples of network applications. Microsoft Word is an
example of a word processing application .
application layer The top layer of the neh'\lork protocol stack. The application
layer is concerned with the semantics of work (e.g., formatting electronic m ail
messages). How to represent that data and how to reach the foreign node are
issues for lower layers of the network.
archie A system to automatically gather, index, and serve information on the
Internet. The initial implementation of archie provided an indexed directory of
filenames from a ll anonymous FTP archives on the Internet. Later versions
provide other collections of information . See also: archive site, Gopher, Prospera,
Wide Area Information Servers.
archive site A machine that provides access to a collection of files across the
Internet. An "anonymous FTP archive site," for example, provides access to this
material via the FTP protocol. See also: anonymous FTP, archie, Gopher, Wide Area
Information Servers.
ARPA

See: Defen se Ad van ced Research Projects Agency

ARPANET See : Advanced Research Projects Agency Network
ASCII See: American Standard Code for Information Interchange
au Audio file format used on Sun and NeXT computers, and a typical file
format found on the WWW.
Audio Interchange File Format (AIFF)
Computer.

A sound format developed by Apple

authentication The verification of the identity of a person or process.
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bandwidth Tech nically, the d ifference in Hertz (Hz) between the highest and
lowest frequencies of a transmission channel. However, as typically used, it is
the amount of d ata that can be sent through a g iven comm unications circuit.
baseband A tra nsmission medium through which digital signals are sent
without complicated frequency shifting. In genera l, only one comm unication
channel is available at an y given time. Ethernet is an example of a baseband
network. See also: broadband, Etllemct.
binary

A number fo rmat using only d igits 0 and 1, as in 11001001.

BinHex A file format w here binary data is converted into ASCII text.
Bitnet An acade mic compu te r network th at provides in te ractive electronic
ma il and file transfe r services, using a store-and-forwa rd p rotocol, based on IBM
Network Job Entry protocols.
bounce

The return of a piece of mail because of an error in its delivery.

broadband A tra nsmission medium capable of su pporting a wide range of
frequencies. It can carry multiple signals by div id ing the tota l capacity of the
med iu m into mu ltiple, independ ent bandwidth channels, where each channel
operates only on a specific range of freque ncies. See also: baseband.
broadcast A special type of mul ticast packe t which all nodes on the network
are always willing to receive. See also: multicast.
Bulletin Board System (BBS) A computer, and associated software, wh ich
typically provides electronic messaging services, archi ves of files, and any other
services or activities o f interest to the bulleti n board system 's operator. Although
BBSs have traditionally been the do main of hobby is ts, an increasing number of
BBSs a re connected directly to the Internet, and many BBSs are currently
operated by governmen t, educational, and resea rch institutions. See also: Electronic Mail, Intemet, Use11et.
Campus Wide Information Syste m (CWJS) A CWJS ma kes information and
services publicly available on campus via kiosks, and makes interactive computing available via kiosks, interactive computing systems, and campus networks.
Services routi nely incl ude d irectory information, calendars, bulletin boards, and
databases.
CERN The Eu ropean Particle Physics Laborato ry, a sub-atomk particle
accelera tor lab in Geneva, Switzerland, and original developer I implementor of
the HyperText Transfer Protocol a nd HyperTex t Marku p Language.
CGI A Common Gateway Inte rface applica tion, used by a Web serve r to
p rovide additional processes, such as indexing documents o n a server, translating image-map coordinates to URL addresses, or processing a fill-out fo rm.
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checksum A compu ted value which is dependent upon the contents of a
packet. This value is sent a long with the packet when it is transmitted . The
receiving system computes a new checksum based upon the received d ata and
compares this value with the one sent w ith the packet. If the two values are the
same, the receiver has a high degree of confidence that the d ata was received
correctly.
circuit switching A communications paradigm in which a dedicated communication path is established between two hosts, and on whicl1 all packets travel.
The telephone system is an example of a circuit switched neh.vork. See also:
connection-oriented, connection less, packet switch i11g.
client A computer system or process that requests a service of another computer system or process. A workstation requesting the contents of a file from a
fil e server is a client of the file server. See also: client-server model, server.
client-server model A common way to describe the paradigm of many network protocols. Exa mp les include the name-server I name-resolver relationship
in DNS and the file-server I file-client relationship in NFS. See also: client, server,
Domain Name Sys tem, Network File Sys tem.
Common Gateway Interface See: CGI.
congestion Congesti on occurs whe n the offered load exceeds the capacity of a
data communication path.
cracker A cracker is an individual who attempts to access computer systems
without authorization. These individuals are often malicious, as opposed to
hackers, and have many means at their disposa l for breaking into a system.
See also: hacker, Trojan Horse, virus, worm.
Cyberspace A term coined by William Gibson in his fantasy novel
Neuromancer to describe the "world " of computers, and the society that gathers
around them.
DARPA

See: Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

Data Encryption Key (DEK) Used for the encryption of message text and for
the computa tion of message integrity checks (signatures). See also: encryption.
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) An agency of the U.S.
Department of Defense responsible for the development of new technology for
use by the military . DARPA (formerly known as ARPA) was responsible for
funding much of the development of the Internet we know today, including the
Berkeley version of Unix and TCP I IP.
dialup A temporary, as opposed to d edicated, connection between machines
established over a standard phone line.
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distributed database A co llection of several d ifferent data repositories that
looks like a single database to the user. A prime example in the Interne t is the
Domain Name System.
DNS See: Domain Name System
document A file or unit of information sent from servers to clients; a documen t
may contain plain or formatted text, inlined graphics, sound, other multimedia
data, or byperlinks to other d ocume nts.
domain "Domain" is a heavily overused term in the lnte rnet. It can be used in
the Administrative Domain context, or the Domain Na me context. See also:

Administrative Domain, Domain Name System.
Domain Name System (DNS) The DNS is a gene ral purpose distributed,
replicated, data query service. The principal u se is the lookup of h ost IP addresses based on host names. The style of host na mes now used in the Internet is
called "d omain name," because they are the style of na mes used to look up
anything in the DNS. Some important domains are: .COM (commercinl), .EDU
(educational), .NET (network operations), .GOV (U.S. government), and .MIL
(U.S. military). Most countries a lso have a domai n. For example, .US (United
States), .UK (United Kingd om ), .AU (Aush·alia).
dot address (dotted decimal notation) Dot address re fers to the common
notation for lP addresses of the form A.B. CD; where each letter represents, in
decima l, one byte of a four byte TP address. See also: TP address.
Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) A foundation established to address
social and legal issues arising from the impact on society of the increasingly
pervasive u se o f computers as a means of communication a nd information
distribu tion.
Electronic Mail (email) A system whereby a computer user can exchange
messages with other compute r users (or groups of u sers) via a communications
network. Electronic m ail is one of the most popular uses of the Internet.
email address The domain-based or UUCP address that is used to send
elech·onic mail to a specified destination. For example, a n editor's add ress is
"gmalkin@xylogics.com".
encryption Encryption is the manipulation of a p acket's data in order to
prevent any but the intended recipient from reading that data. There are many
types of data encryption, and they are the basis of network security. See also:

Data Encryption Standard.
Ethernet A 10M/ s standard for LANs, initia lly developed by Xerox, and later
refined by Digital, Intel, and Xerox (DIX). All hosts are connected to a coaxia l
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cable where they contend for network access using a Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Detection (CSMA /CD) paradigm. See also: 802.x, Local
Area Nehvork, token ring.
European Academic and Research Network (EARN) A n etwork connecting
European academic and research ins titutions w ith electronic mail and file
transfer services using the Bitnet protocol.
external viewer A softwa re program used by a Web browser to view file
formats that the browser itself does not support, also known as a helper
application.
FAQ Frequently Asked Q uestion.
Federal Information Exchange (FIX) One of the connection points between
the American governmental internets and the Internet.
Federal Networking Council (FNC) The coordinating gr oup of represen tatives from those federa l agencies involved in the development and use of federal
networking, especially those networks using TCP /IP and the Internet. Current
members include representatives from DOD, DOE, DARPA, NSF, NASA, and
HHS. See also: O~fense Advanced Research Projects Agency, National Science Foundation.
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FOOl) A high-speed (lOOM/ s) LAN
standard . The underlying medium is fiber optics, and the topology is a
dua l-attached, counter-rota ting token ring. See also: Local Area Network,
token rillg.
file transfer The copying of a file from one computer to another over a computer network. See also: File Transfer Protocol.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) A protocol which allows a user on one host to
access and transfer files to and from another host over a ne twork. Also, FTP is
usually the name of the program the user invokes to execute the protocol.
See also: nno11ymous FTP.
finger A program that displays information about a particular user, or all
users, logged on the local system or on a remote system. It typica lly shows full
name, last login time, idle time, terminal line, and terminal location (where
applicable). It may also display plan and project files left by the user.
flame A strong opinion and I or criticism of something, u sually as a frank
inflammatory s tatement, in an electronic mail message. It is common to precede
a fla me with an indica tion of pend ing fire (i.e., FLAiviE ON!). Flame Wars occur
when people s tart flaming other p eople for flaming when they shouldn't have.
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FTP See: File Transfer Protocol
Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) The FQDN is the full name of a
system, rather than jus t its hosh1ame. For example, "venera" is a hos tname and
"venera.isi.edu" is an FQDN. See also: lwshwme, Donwi11 Name System.
gateway The term "router" is now used in place of the o riginal definiti on of
"gateway." Currently, a gateway is a commun ications device/ program which
passes data between networks having similar functions but dissimi lar implementations. This should not be confused with a protocol converter. By this
definition, a router is a layer 3 (network laye r) gateway, and a mail ga teway is a
layer 7 (application layer) gateway. See also: mail ga teway, router.
GIF The Graphic Image Format developed by CompuServe to store 8-bit color
graphics in compressed form .
Gopher A d is tributed informa tion service that makes available hierarchical
collections of information across the Internet. Goph er uses a simple protocol that
allows a s ingle Gopher client to access information from any accessible Gopher
server, providing the u ser w ith a single "Gopher space" of information. Public
domain versions of the client and server are available. See also: archie, archive site,
Wide Area l11Jorma tio11 Servers.
hacker A person w ho delights in having an intimate understa nding of the
internal workings of a system, computers, and com puler networks in particular.
The term is often misused in a pejorative context, where "cracker" would be the
correct term. See also: cmcker.
header The portion of a packet, preceding the actua l data, contain ing source
and destination addresses, and erro r checking and other fields. A header is also
the part of an elech·on.ic mai l message that precedes the body of a message and
contains, among other things, the message originator, da te, and time.
hierarchical routing The complex problem of routing on large networks can be
simplified by reducing the size of the networks. This is accomplished by breaking a network into a hj erarchy of networks, w here each level is responsible for
its own routing.
home page The document initially displayed ·w hen starting up a Web browser,
usually containing frequently used hyperlin ks, personal notes, or other usercustomized informatio n. Also used to refer to the index page of a Web server,
the main or directory document of a server. Also used to describe a personalized
page on a Web server.
hop A term used in rou ting. A path to a destin ation on a nehvork is a series of
hops, throu gh routers, away from the origin.
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host A computer that allows users to communicate with other host computers
on a network. Individual users communicate by using application programs,
such as electronic mail, Telnet, and FTP.
hostname The name given to a machine.
hotlist A custom reference of World Wide Web documents, compiled by the
user of a browser application and stored by that application as a preference file
or HTML document.
HTML HyperText Markup Language, the markup language used to d efine
the various elements of a World Wide Web document
.html The extension appended to a file that is written using the HyperText
Markup Language.
HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol, the data transfer protocol used by Web
servers and browsers to communicate with each other.
hub A device connected to several other devices. In ARCnet, a hub is used to
connect several computers together. In a message handling service, a hub is
used for the transfer of messages across the network.
hyperlink An HTML anchor element that links one document to another, or
otherwise embeds a Uniform Resource Locator into a document. In a graphical
browser, a hyper link is displayed as a color highlighted and/ or underlined
word or graphic.
HyperText Markup Language The collection of text markup elements used
to format hyperlinked documents for use by HTTP applications.
HyperText Transfer Protocol The transmission and software standard used
by Web clients and server applications to transfer data. See also: HTTP.
inline image A graphic image that is linked to a document using an HTML
<IMG SRC=> element, and displayed inside the document window by the
browser application.
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) An emerging technology which
is beginning to be offered by the telephone carriers of the world. ISDN combines
voice and digital network services in a single medium, making it possible to
offer customers digital data services as well as voice connections through a
single "wire."
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) A voluntary, nontreaty
organization founded in 1946 which is responsible for creating international
standards in many areas, including computers and communications. Its members are the national standards organizations of the 89 member countries,
including ANSI for the U.S.
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internet While an in ternet is a network, the term "in ternet" is usually used to
refer to a collection o f networks interconnected with route rs. See also: network.
Internet (note the capital "!") The Internet is the la rgest internet in the world.
It is a three-level hierarchy composed of backbone networks (e.g., NSFNET,
MILNET), mid-level networks, and stub networks. The Internet is a
multiprotocol internet.
internet address An IP address that uniquely identifies a node on a n internet.
An Internet address (capita] "1"), uniquely identifies a node on the Internet.
Internet Architecture Board (lAB) The technical body that oversees the
development of the Internet su ite of protocols.
Internet Protocol (IP) The Internet Protocol is the network layer for the TCP I
IP Protocol Suite. It is a connection less, best-effort packet-switching protocol.
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) A world-wide "party line" protocol that allows one
to converse with others in real time. JRC is structured as a network of servers,
each of w hich accepts connections from client programs, one per user.
IP address The 32-bit add ress defined by the Internet Protocol. It is usually
represented in dotted decimal notation. See also: dot address, intemet address,

Internet Protocol, netw.
ISDN See: Integrated Services D ig ital Network
JPEG The 24-bit image file format developed by the Joint Photographic Expert
Group that stores digital photographic files in a compressed form.
Kerberos Kerberos is the security system of MIT's Project Athena. It is based
on symmetric key cryptography. See also: encryption.
Kermit A popular file transfe r protocol developed by Columbia University.
Because Kermit runs in most operating environments, it provides an easy
method of fi le transfer. Kermit is NOT the sa me as FTP. See also: File Transfer

Protocol.
Knowbot

x.soo.

An experimental directory service. See also: white pages, WHOJS,

LAN See: Local Area Network
layer Communication nehvo rks for computers may be organized as a set of
more or less independent protoco ls, each in a d ifferent layer (also called level).
The lowest layer governs direct host-to-host communication behveen the
hardware at different hosts; the highest consists of user applications. Each layer
builds on the layer beneath it. For each laye r, programs a t different hosts use
protocols appropriate to the layer to communicate w ith each other. TCP /IP h as
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five layers of protocols. The advantages of different layers of protocols is that
the method s of passing information from one layer to another are specified
clearly as part of the protocol suite, and changes within a protocol layer are
prevented from affecting the other layers. This greatly simplifies the task of
designing and maintaining communication programs.
listserv An automated mailing lis t distribution system originally desig ned for
the Bitnet/EARN ne twork. See also: mailing list.
Local Area Network (LAN) A d ata network intended to serve an area of only
a few square kilometers or less. Becau se the network is known to cover only a
small area, optimizations can be made in the network signal protocols that
permit data rates up to lOOM/ s. See also: Ethernet, token ring, Wide Area Network.
Lurking No active participation on the part of a subscriber to a mailing list or
USENET newsgroup. A person who is lurking is just listening to the discussion.
Lurking is encouraged for beginners who need to get up to speed on the history
of the group. See also: mailing list, Usenet.
MacTCP System software from Apple Computer that enables the use of TCP I
IP through Macintosh network interface circuits.
mail gateway A machine that connects two or more electronic mail systems
(including dissimilar mail systems) and transfers messages between them.
Sometimes the mapping and translation can be quite complex, and it generally
requires a store-and-forward scheme whereby the message is received from one
system completely before it is transmitted to the next system, after suitable
translations. See also: electronic mail.
mail path A series of machine names used to direct electronic mail from one
user to anothe r. This system of email addressing has been used p rimarily in
UUCP networks which are trying to eliminate its use altogether. See also: email
address.
mail server A software program that distributes files or information in response to requests sent via email. Internet exam ples include Almanac and netlib.
Mail servers have also been u sed in Bitnet to provide FTP-like services.
mailing list A discussion group in which people send m essages to each other
via email. Generally, a mailing lis t is used to discuss certain set of topics, and
different mailing lists discuss d ifferent topics. A mailing list may be moderated.
This means that messages sent to the lis t are actually sent to a moderator who
determines whether or not to send the messages on to everyone else.
Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) A data network intended to serve an area
approximating that of a large city . Such networks ar e being implemented by
innovative techniques, s uch as running fiber cables through subway tunnels.
See also: Local Area Network, Wide Area Network.
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MIME See: Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
moderator A person, o r small group of people, who manage moderated
mailing lists and newsgroups. Moderators are responsible for determining
w hich email submissions are passed on to list. See also: Electronic Mail, maililtg
list, Usenet.
MPEG Compressed video or multiple frame graphic format developed by the
Moving Pictures Experts Group.
MUD See: Multi-User Dungeon
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) An ex te ns ion to Internet
email which provides the ability to transfer nontextual data, such as graphics,
audio, and fax.
Multi-User Dungeon (MUD) Adventu re, roleplaying games, or simulations
played on the Internet. Devotees call them "text-based virtual reali ty adventures." The ga mes can feature fantasy combat, booby traps, and magic. Players
interact in real time and can change the "world" in the game as they play it.
name resolution The process of mapping a name into its corresponding
address. See also: Domain Name System.
National Research and Education Network (NREN) The NREN is the
realization of an interconnected g igabi t computer network devoted to High
Performance Computing and Communications.
National Science Foundation (NSF) A U.S. government agency whose
purpose is to prom ote the advancement of science. NSF funds science researchers, scientific projects, and infrastructure to im prove the quality of scientific
research . The NSFNET, fund ed by NSF, is an essential part of academic and
research communications. It is a highspeed "network of nehvorks" which is
hierarchica l in nature. At the highest level, it is a backbone network currently
comprising 16 nodes connected to a 45M/ s facility w hich spans the continenta l
United States. Attached to that are mid-level networks and attached to the midlevels are campus and local nehvorks. NSFNET also has connections out of the
U.S. to Canada, Mexico, Europe, and the Pacific Rim. The NSFNET is part of the
Internet.
NCSA National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; developers of NCSA Mosaic.
netiquette

A pun on "etiquette" referring to proper behavior on a network.

network A computer network is a data communications system w hich
interconnects computer systems at various different sites. A network may be
composed of any combination of LANs, MANs, or WANs. See also: Local Area
Network, Metropolita11 Area Nehuork, Wide Area Network, internet.
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network address The network portion of an IP add ress. For a class A netvvork,
the network address is the fi rst byte of the IP address. For a class B network, the
netwo rk address is the first two bytes of the IP address. For a class C net:vvork,
the network ad dress is the first three bytes of the IP address. In each case, the
remainder is the host address. In the Internet, assigned network addresses are
g lobally unique. See also: Intemet, IP address.
Network File System (NFS) A protocol deve loped by Sun Microsystems,
which allows a compute r system to access files over a network as if they were on
its loca l d is ks. This protocol has been incorpora ted in products by more than
two hundred companies, a nd is now a d e fac to Internet standard.
Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) A protocol for the distribution,
inquiry, retrieval, and posting of news articles. See also: Usenet.
Network Operations Center (NOC) A location from w hi ch the operation of a
netvvork or inte rnet is monitored. Addi tionally, this center usually serves as a
clearinghouse for connecti vity problems and efforts to resolve those problems.
NNTP See: Network News Transfe r Protocol
node

An addressable device attached to a computer neh•vork.

octet An octet is 8 bits. This term is used in networki ng, rather than byte,
because some systems have bytes th at are not 8 bits lo ng.
Online Computer Library Catalog OCLC is a nonprofit membership organization offering computer-based services to libraries, educationa l organizations,
and the ir users. The OCLC library information n etwork connects more than
10,000 li braries worldwide. Libraries use the OCLC System for cataloging,
interlibrary loan, collection development, bibliographic verifica tion, and reference sea rching.
packet The unit of data sent across a network. "Packet" is a generic term used
to describe unit of data at all levels of the p rotocol stack, but it is most correctly
used to describe application data units.
Packet InterNet Groper (PING) A program used to test reachability of destinations by sending them an echo request and waiting for a reply. The term is used
as a verb: "Ping host X to see if it is up!".
Point Of Presence (POP) A site where there exists a collection of te lecommunications equipment, usually digital leased lines and multi-protocol routers.
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) The Point-to-Point Protocol provides a method
for transmitting packets over serial point-to-point lin ks. See also: Serial Line IP.
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port A port is a transport layer demulti plexing value. Each applicati on has a
unique port number associated with it. See also: Transmission Control Protocol,
User Datagram Protocol.
PostScript A page descrip tion language developed by Adobe Systems.
Post Office Protocol (POP) A protocol designed to allow single user hosts to
read m ail from a server. There are three versions: POP, POP2, and POP3. Latter
versions are NOT compatible with earlier versions. See also: Electronic Mail.
postmaster The person responsible for taking care of electronic mail problems,
answering queries about users, and other related work at a site. See also: Electronic Mail.
PPP See: Point-to-Point Protocol
Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) Internet email which provides confidentiali ty,
authentication, and message integri ty using vario us encryption methods. See
also: Eleclr01ric Mail, encryption.
protocol A forma l description of message formats and the rules two computers
must follow to exchange those messages. Protocols can describe low-level
details of machine-to-machine interfaces (e.g., the order in w hich bits and bytes
are sent across a wire) or high-level exchanges between allocation programs
(e.g., the way in w hich two programs transfer a file across the Internet).
Protocol Data Unit (PDU)
for packet. See also: packet.
queue

"PDU" is international standards committee speak

A backup of packets awaiting processing.

QuickTime1 M
puter.

A com pressed audio/video format developed by Apple Com-

route The path that network traffic takes from its source to its destination.
Also, a possible path from a given host to another host or destination.
router A device which forwards traffic between networks. The forwarding
decision is based on neh-vork layer information and routing tables, often constructed by routing protocols. See also: gateway.
routing The process of selecting the correct interface and next hop for a packet
being forwarded. See also: router.
Serial Line IP (SLIP) A protocol used to run lP over serial lines, such as
telephone circuits or RS-232 cables, interconnecting two systems. See also: Pointto-Point Protocol.
·
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server A provider of resources (e.g., file servers and name servers). See also:

client, Domain Name System, Network File System.
SGML Standard Generalized Markup Langu age, a programming language for
style sheets and documen ts.
SIG Special Interest Group.
signature The three or four line message at the bottom of a piece of email or a
Usenet article which identifies the sender. Large signatures (over five lines) are
generally frowned upon. See also: Electronic Mail, Usenet.
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) A protocol used to transfer electron.ic
mail between computers. It is a server to server protocol, so other protocols are
used to access the messages. See also: Electronic Mail, Post Office Protocol.
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) The Internet standard
protocol, developed to manage nodes on an IP network. It is currently possible
to m anage wiring hubs, toasters, jukeboxes, etc.
SLIP See: Serial Line IP.
subnet A portion of a ne twork, which may be a physically independent
network segment, which shares a ne twork address w ith other portions of the
network a nd is distinguished by a subnet number. A subne t is to a nehvork
what a network is to an internet. See also: internet, network.
subnet address The subnet portion of an IP address. In a subnetted network,
the host portion of an IP address is split into a subnet portion and a host portion
using an address (subne t) mask. See also: address mask, IP address, nehvork address,

host address.
subnet mask

See: address mask

subnet number See: subnet address
Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS) An emerging high-speed
datagram-based public d a ta network service developed by Bellcore and expected to be widely used by telephone companies as the basis for their data
networks.
Tl An AT&T term for a dig ital carrier facility used to transmit a DS-1 formatted digital signal at 1.544 megabits per second.
T3 A te rm for a digital carrier faci lity used to transmit a DS-3 formatted digital
signal at 44.746 megabits per second .
tags A shorthand name for the formatting ele ments used in H y perText
Markup Language, for exa mple <TITLE>, <P>, <Hl >, e tc.
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TCP See: Transmission Control Protocol.
TCP/IP Protocol Suite Transm ission Control Protocol over Internet Protocol.
This is a common shorthand which refers to the suite of transp ort and application protocols which runs over IP.
TELENET A p ublic packet switched network using the CCITT X.25 protocols.
It should not be confused with Telnet.
Telnet Telnet is the Internet stand ard protocol for remo te terminal connection
service.
terminal emulator A program that aJlows a computer to emulate a terminal.
The workstation thus appears as a terminal to the remo te host.
terminal server A device which connects many terminals to a LAN through
one network connection. A terminal server can also connect many network users
to its asynchronous ports for dial-ou t capabilities and prin ter access. See also:
Local A rea Network.
TIFF Tagged Image File Forma t, developed to store digital image data .
TN3270 A variant of the Telnet program that allows one to attach to IBM
mainframes and use th e mainfra me as if you had a 3270 or similar terminal.
token ring A token ring is a type of LAN w ith nodes w ired into a ring. Each
node constantly passes a control message (token) on to the next; whichever node
has the token can send a message. See also: Local Area Network.
topology A network topology shows the comp uters and the Hnks between
them. A network layer mus t stay abreast of the current network topology to b e
able to route packets to their final destination.
transceiver Transmitter-receiver. The physical device that connects a host
interface to a local area network, such as Ethernet. Ethernet transceivers contain
electronics that app ly sign als to the cable and sense collisions.
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) An Internet Standard transport layer
protocol. It is connection-oriented and sh·eam-oriented, as opposed to UDP.
Trojan Horse A computer progra m w hich carries within itself a means to
allow the creator of th e program access to the system us ing it. See also: virus,
WOI'IIl .

twisted pair A type o f cable in which pairs of conductors are twisted together
to produce certain electrical properties.
UDP See: User Datagram Protocol
URL Uniform Resource Locator, the Internet path information used to specify
the location of a documen t, and comprised of a transfer method scheme, domain
address, and directory informa tion, as well as a filename.
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Usenet A coLlection of thousands of topically n amed newsgroups, the computers which run the protocols, and the people who read and submit Usenet news.
Not aU Internet hosts subscribe to Usenet and not all Usenet hosts are on the
Internet.
User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

An Internet Standard transport layer protocol.

It is a connectionless protocol which adds a level of reliability and multiplexing

to IP. See also: Transmission Control Protocol.
virtual circuit A network service w hich provides connection-oriented service
regardless of the underl ying network s tructure. See nlso: connection-oriented.
virus A p rogram w hich replicates itself on computer systems by incorporating
itself into other programs which a re shared among computer systems. See also:
Trojan Horse, worm.
W3

See: World Wide Web

W3C World Wide Web Consortium
WAIS See: Wide Area Informati on Servers
WA N See: Wide Area network
WG Working Group
white pages The Internet supports several da tabases tha t contain basic information about users, such as email add resses, te lephone numbers, and postal
addresses. These databases can be searched to get informa tion abou t particular
individuals. Because they serve a function akin to the telephone book, these
d atabases are often referred to as "white pages." See also: WHO IS, X.500.
WHOIS An Internet program which allows users to q uery a d atabase of
people and other Internet entities, s uch as domains, networks, a nd hosts, kept at
the DDN NJC. The inform ation for people sh ows a person's comp any nam e,
address, phone number and em ail add ress. See also: white pnges, Knowbot, X.500.
Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS) A d istributed information service
which offers simple n alu.rallanguage input, ind exed searching for fast retrieval,
and a "releva nce feedback" mechanism w hjch allows the results of initial
searches to influence future seard 1es. Public domain imp lementations are
available. See rzlso: archie, Gopher.
Wide Area Network (WAN) A neh-vork, usually cons tructed with serial lines,
which covers a lar ge geograpluc area. See nlso: Locnl Aren Network, Metropolitan
Area Network.
World Wide Web (WWW o r W3) A hypertext-based, dis tributed in formation
system created by researd1ers at CERN in Switzerland . Users may create, edit,
or browse hyper text documents. The clients and servers are freely ava ilable.
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World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) A committee established by Massachusetts Ins titute of Technology and the European Particle Physics Laboratory
CERN in 1994, to guide developmen t of softwa re and standard s for the World
Wide Web.
worm A computer program which repli cates itself and is self-propagating.
Worms, as opposed to vi1·uses, are meant to spawn in network environmen ts.
Network worms were firs t d efined by Shoch & Hupp of Xe rox in ACM Com munications (March 1982). The Interne t worm of November 1988 is pe rhaps th e
most famous; it successfully propagated itself on over 6,000 systems across the
Inte rnet. See also: Trojan Horse, virus.
WWW See: World Wide Web
WWW Worm A benig n compu ter prog ram that auto matically traverses
servers on the World Wide Web and records document information for use in a
retrieval d atabase. The fuJI name of this service is the Wo rld Wide Web Worm.
WYSIWYG What You See is What You Get
X X is the name for TCP /IP based network-oriented window systems.
Network window systems allow a program to use a d is play on a different
compute r. The most widely-implemented w indow system is Xll-a con1ponent
of MIT's Project Athena.
XBM X BitMap, a black-and-white image format used by UNIX-based com pu ters running the X-Windows application inte rface.
X.25 A data comn1unkations interface specifi ca tion d eveloped to describe how
data passes into and out of public data communications networks.
X.400 The CCIIT and ISO standard fo r electronic m ail. It is ·wid ely used in
Europe and Canada.
X.500

The CCIIT and ISO standa rd for electronic d irectory services. See also:

wllite pnges, Knowbot, WHO IS.
Yellow Pages (YP) A service used by UN IX adminis h·a tors to manage databases d istributed across a network.
zone

A logical grou p of netwo rk devices (A ppleTalk).

A Guide to Elements
and Attributes
HTML is an evolving language and has changed significantly since its inception
in 1989. The elements and attribu tes explained in this section ar e specified in the
Document Type Description (DID) for HTML 2.0.
Not every Web client application in use today is able to interpret all of the
elements or attributes specified in Level 2. After all, there are millions of copies
of a dozen or more programs out there. Luckily, none of th e 2.0 elements or
attributes causes a problem on a non-2.0 literate browser; browsers should
ignore unprogrammed markup.
The IETF HTML Working Group discussions of HTML 3.0 have been going on
since the autumn of 1994. As of this w ritin g, a specification is expected sometime in late 1995. Includ ed in proposals for HTML 3.0 are new elements for
handling mathematics, tables, and more complex forms. Some of these new
elements are explained in Chapter 7.
Regardless of changes to HTML in the near future, tens of millions of client
applications will be able to correctly interpret w ha t you write if you follow the
definitions given below.
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Elements
<A> Anchors mark u p hy pe rli nks to othe r text or documents throu gh Uniform
Resource Locato rs . The URL is w r itten as part of an HREF= a ttribute.
HR EF= a ttrib u tes can u se full or pa rtial Uni form Resource Locators, depending
on the location of the tar ge t d ocument in re la ti on to the d ocumen t that contains
the hy per! in k. Th e firs t exam ple poin ts to a document on the same ser ver. The
second points to a documen t on a nother server:
<A HR EF="/dire ctory/file name . ht ml ">li nked t ext < /A>
<A HR EF="http: / /foo .d og . org / directo r y / fil ename . html ">linked
t ex t </A>
Text can be identifi ed as a target for a hyperlink by w riting a anchor tha t id entifies itself w ith a NAME = va lue.

<A NAME ="idname" >target text</A>
The URL pointing to th is type o f anchor uses the na med va lue to id entify its
target, and places a has h mark (#) separa tor between the URL for the document
and the name of the target a ncho r.

<A HREF="/ direc t ory /filename. html#idname>linked te xt </ A>
H yperlin ks to ta rget anchors v.ri th in the same docume nt o mit a ny URL and jus t
use HR EF=" f/a nc horname".
Text w ritten between <A> and </ A> is d isplayed as high lighted text. Ea rlier
versions of HTML a nchor markup inclu ded a ttribu tes for REL=, REV=, TITL E=,
an d METHODS= in addition to an HREF= attr ibute but these attributes are rarely, if
ever, used in an anchor and a re not p roposed fo r the H TML 3.0 specification.
Anchors close w ith </ A>.

<ADDRESS> ma rks u p an add ress in a docume nt- for exa mple, the name an d
email address of the auth or, or a n ordin ary posta l address. Th e ad d ress text is
usually disp layed in ita lics by th e browser.
<ADDRESS>Kevi n Coffee , kcoffee@panix . com</ ADDRESS>
<B> Bold typeface is a typog raphica l style e leme nt used to mark up text so that it
is disp layed in bold type.
<B>Bol d is a physical text style</ B>
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<BASE> is used w ithi n the <HEAD> element to identi fy the full Uniform Resource
Locator for a docu men t. The <BASE> element is written using an HRE F= attribute
to describe the documen t URL.
This <BASE> URL provides a valid reference for any partial URLs tha t are
contained in the document. If the docu ment is moved from its orig inal location,
a <BASE> URL maintains the functions of partial URLs in the docu me nt. The re is
no closing tag for <BASE>.

<BASE HREF= "http: // foo.bah.org / directory / document.html ">
<BLOCKQUOTE> is a logical style elem ent u sed to mark up a body of type as
quoted text. All text contained between blockquo te tags is indented to the right.
<BLOCKQUOTE>Blockquote is a logical style</ BLOCKQUOTE >
<BODY> should be used to contain ~he content of an HTML docu ment d isplayed
by a brovvser. Body ele ments use the end tag </ BODY> .
<BR> creates a line break in displayed tex t but d oes n ot fo rce a line sp ace. <BR>
d oes not use an end tag.
<CITE> is a logical style element used to mark up text as a literal cita tion. The
text contained between citation tags is italicized or o therwise sp ecially forma tted
for di splay by the browser.
<CITE>Cited text requires an end tag </CITt

>

<CODE> is a logical style element used to mark u p a s tring as com p uter language.
The text contained between code tags is d isplayed in a monospaced typeface.
<CODE>Code requires an end tag </ CODE>
<DO> Definition list Definition is used within a definition list ele ment <DL> to
mark up text as a defin ition in a list of terms and defini tions. Definitions are
always written along w ith and following a Defini tion Term <DT> element.
Defin itions are displayed below and indented to the right of terms in a d efinition list. Definition items do not use an end tag.
<DL>
<DT>Widget
<DD>The device used to exemplif y a whatayacallit in a n e xample.
<DT>Te rm
<DD>A word used to name an object or en tity .
</DL>
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<DIR> Directory lis ts mark up a series of items for display as a list, indented to
the right of the surroundin g text. List items in a directory list are marked with
the <LI > tag.
<DIR>
<LI>A-H<LI >I -M
<LI >N- T<LI >U-Z
</ DIR>
<DL> Definition Lists contains items that are displayed as a series of terms and
definitions using the tags <DT> to mark terms and <DD> to mark definitions. (See
<DO> above.) The <DL> elem ent requires an end tag </ DL >.
<DT> Definition Term marks text as a term being defined in a d efinition list. The
<DT> elem ent preced es the <DD> definition element in a definition list. (See <DD>
ab ove.) DefinHion Terms do not require an end tag.
<EM> is a logical style element u sed to m ark up text to be displayed with emphasis. By default, emphasized text is displayed in italic type.
<EM>emphasis is a logical style</EM>
<FORM> is u sed to colle ct and send data to a Common Gateway Interface program on a server. The a ttributes used in a <FORM> element are ACTION=,
METHOD=, and ENTYPE=.
Forms contain entry field elements <INPUT>, <SELECT>, and <TEXTAREA>.
When the ACTION= attribute in a form is the Uniform Resource Locator for a
Common Gateway Interface progr am on a Web server, it must also be defined
with a METHOD= attribute to indicate the method to be used by the CGI prog ram,
either GET or POST.
<FORM> elements cmmot be written inside other <FORM> elements. Entry fields
are enclosed between <FORM> and< I FORM>.
<FORM METHOD=GET ACTION="http://foo.dog.org/directory/
script.cgi">
<H1 >Headings mark up text as a text heading or subheading. There is a series of
six heading elements used in order of priority, <H1 > through <H6>. Headings
require an end tag, </ Hn>.
<H1>The Main Heading</H1>
<HEAD> is used for the placem ent of six types of elem ents that describe the entire
document: <TITLE>, <ISINDEX>, <BASE>, <META>, <NEXTID>, and <LINK>.
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Browsers do not display head elements. <HEAD> requires the end tag
<HR> places a ho rizontal lin e in the document at the t ag location.
use an end tag.

</ HEAD> .

<HR>

does not

<HTML> The Hy perText Markup Lang uage element d escribes the entire contents
of a document as HTML text. All other text and elements in a d ocument are
w ritten between <HTML> and </ HTML >.
Ita lic is a ty pographical style element used to mar k up tex t for d is play in an
italic ty pe face .

<I >

<! >Italic is a physical style element< / !>
<IMG> Image m arks up an inline image and al ways includes an SRC= attribute
pointing to the URL of the image file. Intine image URLs a re processed a t the
time they are read by the browser.
may also use the ALIGN= attribute to define alignment of adjacent text, so
that any text before or after the element lines up with the TOP, MIDDLE, or BOTTOM
of the image.

< IMG>

The AL T= attribute is written to provide alternate tex t that describes the image
and is disp layed ins tead of the image by text-only browsers.
The ISMAP attribute descr ibes the image as a graphical interface that plots
Uniform Resource Locators to pixel coordinates in the image area and sends
these coordinates to a Common Gateway Interface program on the server. <IMG>
does not use an end tag.
<IMG SRC="/images/image .gif " ALIGN="TOP " ISMAP>
<INPUT> is used to crea te an editable entry field in a fill-out form, and is used
with the ath·ibute NAME= to label the da ta entered in the field.
The s ize of an input fie ld is specified by attributes for SI ZE= and I or
and to describe the field TYP E=. The default ty pe is text entry, but
other entry ty pes can be specified, includ ing CHECKBOX, HIDDEN, I MAG E, PASS·
WORD, RADI O, RESET, or SUBMIT (see following definitions).
MAX LENGTH =,

If the fie ld entry type is SUBMIT, the field becomes a clickable button that sends

the contents of the <FORM> to the location specified by the ACTION = attribute.
elements do not use an end tag.

< INPUT>

<INPUT NAME=" addre s s" SI ZE= "36" TYP E= "TEXT' MAXLENGTH="36" >
<ISINDEX> ma rks a document as a searchable index and enables searching of
that index by keywords. The < I SI NDEX> element should be generated by the
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server script that is executing the index search. <ISI NDEX> is written within th e
<HEAD> element and does not require an end tag.

<KBD> Keyboard is a logical style element used to mark up text so that it is
displayed in a monospaced typeface, to indicate text that should be entered
using a computer keyboard.
<KBD>keyboard text is a logical style</KBD>
<LI> List item marks up individual list items in a <UL> unordered, <OL> ordered, <MENU> menu, or <DIR> directory list. Each list item is displayed as a
single item w ithin the list, indented to the right of surrounding text. There is no
closing tag.
<OL>
<LI >banana
<LI >pineapple
<LI >grapefruit
</ OL>

<LINK> is used to d escribe the relationship be tween one document and other
documents, between the document and an index, between the document and an
author, or some other relationship. <LINK> elements are optional and not widely
used. This information may be displayed by a browser (capable of processing
< LINK> elements ), or used to enable some action between document A and the
document referred to by a <LINK>.
Links are written using an HREF= attribute to point to the related document or
object. The attribute REL = is u sed to indicate the type of relationship between
docume nt A and document B. The attribute REV= can be used to indicate a
reverse relationship.
Current REL= values include "made" to indicate author, "owns" to indicate
owner, "useindex" to identify a related index, "annotation" to indicate comment
on another document, "reply" to indicate a reply to another document, "search"
to point to a sear ch form, " useglossary" to link to a glossm-y docwnent, and
"precedes/' "supercecles/' "history/' and "subdocume nt" to indicate document
revisions .
A proposed use of <LINK> in HTML 3.0 is to share common objects such as style
sheets, toolbars, and o ther graphical display e lements.

<LINK REV=made HREF="http ://akebono.Stanford.edu/yahoo /
form.html" >
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<MENU> m arks up a series of items as a bulleted list. M enus are s imilar to unordered lists <UL>. The sing le a ttribute COMPACT can be added to the tag to display
a m enu list w ith closer spacing between characters.
<MENU COMPACT>
<LI >20th Century
<LI >19th Century
<LI >16th Century
</M ENU >

<META> is a supplemental ele ment w ritten within the <HEAD> p art of a document
to provide inform a tion u seful for ide ntifying, indexin g, or cataloging the
d ocume nt by automa ted search programs (robo ts) and to SGML applicatio ns
that cannot otherwise extract this in£onnation from th e HTML e lements within
the document. <META> is not used for norma l server-browser requ ests and
responses.
If the attribute HTTP - EQUIV= is w ritten in a <META> element, the value of this
a ttribute is sent as a n additio nal respon se h ead e r line by a Web server. <META>
should not be used to mark up information that can be provided throu gh
standard HTML markup. <M ETA> does no t u se an end tag.

<META HTTP-EQUIV=Expires CONTENT="04 Dec 1993 21:29;02 GMT">
<NEXTID> is a alpha-numeric identifier placed in the <HEAD> part of a document
by automated HTML editors. Do n ot enter a <NE XTID> manually. <NEXTID> does
not use an end tag.
<OL> Ordered lis t maxks up a series of list ite ms in num erical order beginning
w ith the number 1. <OL COMPACT> m ay be written to format an ordered lis t
using tighter sp acing between characters. <OL> requires an end tag </ OL> (see
<LI> above).

<OPTION> e lements are used only w ithin a <SELECT> e lement to mark up each
item in a list of items that are presented as a menu of possible entries in a
<FORM>.
<OPTION > items axe displayed as either a pop-up m enu or a scrolling ·w indow.
The attribute SELECTED is u sed to indicate a defa ult selection. The attribute
VALUE= is used to assign a value to th e entry th at is differe nt from the text of the
<OPTION>. <OPTION> does no t require a n end tag.
<SELECT>
<OPTION>banana
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<OPTION>c her r y
<OPTION >strawberry
</SEL ECT>
<P> m arks a parag raph begi nning on a new line. <P> m ay be used w ith or
without the e nd tag </ P>, but is typ icall y used withou t an end tag.
<PRE> used to mark u p p refo rm a tted text so tha t it is d isplayed as written in
p lain text and mainta ins a ll character and line sp acing of the original tex t. Preformatted tex t is d isp layed in monospaced ty pe by the browser. <PRE> text
r equires the end tag <I PRE>.
<P RE>Pre-fo rma t ted te xt
mai nt ai ns t he s pac ing of
mono s pace d type </ PRE>
<SAMP> is a logical style elem en t used to m ark up tex t as a string of literal
ch aracters using m onospaced type.
<SAMP> uses the end tag </SAMP>.
<SELECT> entry fields are used w ithin a fill-out for m to create a list of entry
cho ices as a pop-u p m e n u or scro lli ng list. Each entry item is m arked up using
an <OPTION> elem ent.
Th e MULTIPLE a ttribute is used w ithin <SELECT> to create a scrolling list th at
allows multi p le item selections. <SEL ECT> uses the end tag </SELECT>.
<SELECT MULTIPL E>
<OPTION>banana
<OPTION>c herry
<OPTI ON>s t rawberry
< /SELECT>
<STRONG> is a l ogic a l s t yle eleme nt used to ma rk up t ext for
e xt ra e mphasis .
<STRONG> req uires t he e nd tag </STRONG>
<TEXTAR EA> crea tes a large text entry field in a fill-out form.
<TEXTAREA> is s imilar in fu nction to <I NPUT > and uses a NAM E= argum en t to
id entify data enter ed in the field. The attributes ROWS= and COLS= are u sed to
d efine the displayed s ize of the field. Browsers d isplay scroll b ars alo ng the rig ht
and botto m of the field to allow view ing text. Up to 1024 ch aracters can be
submitted as the conten t of th e field .
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<TEXTAREA NAME="comments" COLS="24" ROWS="6 "></ TEXTAREA>
<TITLE> describes the title of a document within the document <HEAD>. Information entered as a <TITLE> element is retrieved by search engines, displayed
in the client application title bar, and used for recording the docume nt to a
Hotlist or a Bookmark list.
<TITLE>WWW Starter Kit Home Page</TITLE >
<TT> Typewriter type is a typographical style el.ement used to mark up text for
display as monospaced type.
<TT> Typewriter type is a physical style</TT>
<UL> Unordered list marks up a list o f items for display as a bulleted list, similar
to a <MENU> list.
<UL>
<LI>get the groceries
<LI>do the l aundry
<LI>polish the doorknobs
</ UL>

<VAR> is a logical style element used to mark u p text as a variable parameter, as
used in computer language.
<VAR> Variable is a logical text style</ VAR>.

Attributes
ACTION= identifies the URL destination for the <FORM>. When the ACTION= is an
HTTP URL, like a Common Gateway Inter face program, the METHOD= combined
with ACTION must be a valid HTTP METHOD. Ordinarily the method is either GET
or POST.
<FORM METHOD=POST ACTION= "script / survey . cgi" >
ALIGN= controls the flow of text around an inline image. Your choices are
ALIGN= TOP I MIDDDLE I BOTTOM.
ALIGN= determines h ow text th at comes before or follows an <IMG> tag lines up
with the image on screen. Text that precedes the <I MG> ends at the image. Text
that follows the <I MG> begins at the image. The image is treated as if it were
another character in the line of type. Type doesn' t reform in a column on either
side of the image.
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ALIGN= is also used within an <INPUT> e lement if the element is TYPE=IMAGE.
<IMG SRC="/ directory/image.gif " ALIGN="BOTTOM" >
<INPUT TYPE=" IMAGE SRC="/image/button.gif" ALIGN="Bottom">
ALT= identifies a text phrase as an a lternate d escription for an <IMG> inline
image. The text phrase is displayed by text-onl y browsers (instead of images)
and by newer graphical browsers w hen Au toload Images is turned off (in the
browser preferences).
<IMG SRC="/directory/house.gif" ALT="a 24K
house">

picture of our

CHECKED identifies that a CH ECKBOX or RADIO input selector sh ould be
ch ecked as the d efault selection.
<INPUT NAME="frequent" TYPE=CHECKBOX CHECKED>
COLS= specifies the display w id th of a <TEXT AREA> e ntry field as the nu mber of
characters wide. COLS= does not control the amount of data that can be entered
in the fie ld.
<TEXTAREA NAME="comments" COLS=48 ROWS=24>
COMPACT is a one-word attribute that can be used in either a <MENU> or <OL> list
element to call for compact type spacing in the lis t.
<MENU COMPACT>
CONTENT= identifies d ocu ment information within a <META> e lement (see above)
and is paired with the attrib ute HTTP · EQUIV=. META is a special purpose
element intended for use by automated programs, and the information written
in META is usually s pecial purpose inform ation for that program. META is not
used for normal browse r I server transactions. Response Headers are us ually
generated by a Web server.
<META HTTP-EQUIV=Expires CONTENT="15 Mar 1996 12:12:30 GMT" >
ENCTYPE= identi fies the format of data being submitted by an ACTION= attribute
if that format can not be implied with the URL and/ or fil e extension indicate d.
ENCTYPE specifies the format of the submitted data acco rding to an Multipurpose Internet Mail Extens ion (MIME) ty pe. It is not u sed for normal browser I
server transactions .
<FORM METHOD=POST ACTION ="http://foo.bah.com/directory/
newprogramtype" ENCTYPE="application/x-www-form-urlencoded" >
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HREF= identifies a hyperlink re fe rence using a Uniform Resource Locator for the
linked file in a n <A> e lement. It is a lso used to identify a URL w ritten in a
<BASE> or <LINK> ele me nt.
<A HREF=' http: //foo.bah. com / directo ry / document.html'>
<BASE HREF=' http: // foo.bah.com /d irectory/document.html '>
<LINK REV=' made ' HREF= 'http://foo.bah .com/directory/form. html ' >

HTTP· EQUIV= specifies a customized response head er th at is attached to the
information written in a CONTENT= attribute. It is used only within a <META>
e lem ent to con vey specia l informatio n for use by an auto mated search program
(robot). It is no t used for normal browser /server transactions. Response headers
are usually generated by a Web server (see Chapter 6).
<META HTTP-EQUIV=Expires CONTENT="15 Mar 1996 12:12:30 GMT">
ISMAP marks an <I MG> e lem e nt as user interface. An image m ap sends a Uniform Resource Locator request that has been ma pped to specific pixel coordinates in the image. The u ser triggers a URL request by clicking on these m apped
parts of the g raphic.
ISMAP is o nly active if the <IMG> URL points to an image map program o n a
Web server.

<IMG SRC=" /scripts / image.gif" ISMAP>
MAX LENGTH= is added to an <INPUT> field if you need to specify the maximum
number of cha racte rs that should be submitted in a field.
<INPUT NAME="name " SIZE=24 MAXLENGTH=24>
METHOD= is requ ired in a <FORM> element to identify th e process that is being
requested by the fo rm. There are two main m e thods used wi th a form, GET and
POST. The GET method is ordinarily u sed for submi tting a query to a database.
The POST function is normally used for add ing information to a file of some
type, and the contents of the form are sent as the body of a m essage.
<FORM METHOD=POST ACTION="script / survey.cgi'>
METHODS= is rarely used. Its purpose was to indicate the HTTP methods used by
<A> and <LINK> e le ments. The attribute can describe sever al m ethods separated
by commas. Method inform ation is normally supplied by the URL. The METHODS
attribute is not proposed for inclusio n in HTML 3.0.
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MULTIPLE is added to a <SELECT> field so that multiple <OPTION> selections can
be selected and appear in a scrolling w indow.
<SELECT MULTIPLE>
N=n is added to a <NEXTID> ele ment as the a lphanume ric identifier for the
document. <NEXTID> ele ments make sense only to programs that automatically
generate HTML and should not be added manua lly.
NAME= is used in an <A> to identify specific text in a document as the target of a
hyperlink. The NAME can be used as a partial URL within the same document or
can be added to a larger URL used in a different document. Links that point to
NAME anchors precede the NAME with a #character.
<A HREF="#zither" >
<A HREF="http://foo.bah.com / directory / document.html#zither ">
<A NAME= "zither" >

NAME= is added to the e ntry fie ld ele ments of a <FORM> to identify the field and
its data when they are submitted as part of the form. NAME is used in <INPUT>,
<SELECT>, and <TEXTAREA>.
<INPUT NAME="address" >
REL= is used to specify the relationship behveen the current document and
another document or object pointed to by a <LINK> URL. These relationships
d escribe the history of the document, the document a uthor, glossaries, or
indexes referred to by the document. <LINK> is used only within a document
<HEAD>.
<LINK REL=made HREF="http://foo.bah.com/direct/search.html">
REV= may be used to specify a re lationship be hveen one document and another
document that is the reverse of REL=.
<LINk REV=made HREF="http://foo.bah.com/direct/form.html">
ROWS= specifies the display height of a <TEXTAREA> e ntry fie ld by number of
characters high. ROWS= does not control the amow-lt of data that can be entered
in the field.
<TEXTAREA NAME="comments" COLS="48 " ROWS="24">
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SIZE= specifies the display wid th of an < INPUT> entry field when it is not the
d efault w id th (20 characters). The value in SI ZE= indicates number of characters.
SIZE= specifies the d isplay height of a <SELECT> entry field when it is not the
default height (I character).

<INPUT NAME="address" SIZE="36" >
SRC= points to the source URL of an inline image written as an <IMG> element.
<IMG SRC=" / images/image.gif" >
TITLE= is added to an <A> or <LINK> element to identify the <TITLE> of a
document pointed to by the anchor or link URL, and used for display purposes
by browsers. TITLE= is not supported by current Mac browsers.
TYPE= identifies the field type of an <INPUT> entry field . The default type is text.
Other types of entry fields are: checkbox, hidden, image, password, radio, reset,
submit, and text. Descriptions of these follow .
TYPE="CHECKBOX" creates a Boolean (on/ off, either I or) entry field that is
displayed as a checkbox. The additional one-word attribute CHECKED can be
added so that the default value of the checkbox is checked.
<INPUT NAME="option" TYPE="CHECKBOX" CHECKED>
TYPE="HIDDEN" creates a hidden field used to hold data that should be submitted along with th e rest of the form. Hidden fields are not editable by the form
user.
<INPUT NAME="survey number " TYPE =" HIDDEN " VALUE=" 27 ">
TYPE= IMAGE" creates an graphic button identical in function to
TYPE= SUBMIT ". Clicking on this button sends the form input to the URL
specified by the ACTION= attribute.
II

II

The image for the button is treated as an inline image request and is identified as
SAC= URL. The image can be aligned w ith adjacent text by adding an ALIGN=
attribute.
<INPUT TYPE= IMAGE
11

11

SRC= "image/button.gif

11

ALIGN=MIDDLE>

TYPE=" PASSWORD can be used to hide text entered into a field by displaying
bullets instead of characters.
II

<INPUT TYPE= PASSWORD " NAME=" password
11

11

SIZE="12" >
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TYPE= "RADIO" is u sed to create a Boolean (on / off, either I o r) entry field that is
d isplayed as a radio button . Radio butto ns are normally u sed in groups to
present a series of alternate entries.
Each TYPE=RADIO field uses the sam e NAME= name, but a unique VALUE= valu e.
Only o ne value in the series can be submitted in the form . CHECKED can be added
to specify one of the buttons as the default selectio n.
What model of computer do you use?
Quadra 840AV <INPUT NAME= "use r Mac" TYPE="RADIO" VALUE= "1 ">
Powerbook 180 <INPUT NAME="user Mac" TYPE=" RADIO " VALUE= "2 ">
Cla ssic <INPUT NAME="u ser Mac" TYPE="RADIO " VALUE="3">

TYPE=" RESET " creates a button that clears any da ta entered in form entry fields,
or reset fields to their default values.
<INPUT TYPE="RESET" VALUE="Reset" >
TYPE="SUBMIT " creates a button that triggers the ACTION and METHOD
indicated by the < FORM>. Adding an attribute for VALUE= "text " labels the
button with the specified text.

<INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" VALUE="Submit" >
TYPE="TEXT" creates a field for entering text data. This is the d efault type for
<INPUT> fields.

VALUE= assigns a value in text or numbers to an entry field. This data is sh own
as the default entry for a text field, or it is the value submitted by a Boolean
entry field, or it is the value assigned to a hidden field. VALUE= is u sed to assign
a value to an <OPTION> entry field tha t is different from the name of the
<OPTION>.
<INPUT NAME="co unt ry" SI ZE="5" VALUE=" France">
<OPTION NAME=" USA" VALUE=" domestic">

WIDTH= assigns a line length used to display text inside a <PRE> element. The
w id th of the line is indicated by number of characters. Th e default line length of
text in <PRE> is 80 characters per line.

<PRE WIDTH="60" >

I
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Symbols

<CENTER> tag, 236

<A> tag, 226, 262

<CITE> tag, 227, 263
<CODE> tag, 227, 263

<ACRONYM> tag, 208

<DD> tag, 228, 263

<ADDRESS>, 226

<DEL> tag, 208

<ADDRESS> tag, 262
<AU> tag, 208

<DFN > tag, 208
<DIR> tag, 228

<B> tag, 226, 262

<DIV> tag, 207

<BACKGROUND> tag, 207

<DL> tag, 228, 264

<BANNER> tag, 207
<BASE> tag, 226, 263

<EM> tag, 228, 264

<DT> tag, 228, 264
<FIG> tag, 206

<BIG> tag, 208
<BLINK> tag, 238
<BLO CKQUOTE> tag, 227,263
<BODY> tag, 102, 227, 263

<FORM> tag, 229,264
<FORMS> tag, 118-124
<H1 > tag, 229, 264

<bold type face> tag, 226
<BORDER> tag, 237

<H2> tag, 229
<H3> tag, 229

<BR> tag, 227, 263
<CAPTION> tag, 207, 237

<H4> tag, 229
<HS> tag, 230

e

X
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<H6> tag, 230

<SUB> tag, 208

<HEAD> tag, 230, 264

<SUP> tag, 208
<TAB> tag, 208

<HR> tag, 230, 238, 265
<HTML> tag, 230, 265
<l> tag, 230, 265

<TABLE> tag, 204, 237
<TD> tag, 237

<IMG> tag, 231, 265
<INPUT> tag, 231, 265

<TEXTAREA> tag, 234, 268
<TH> tag, 237

<INS> tag, 208

<TITLE> tag, 234, 269

<ISINDEX> tag, 231, 265

<TR> tag, 237

<KBD> tag, 231, 266
<LANG> tag, 208

<TT> tag, 234, 269

<Ll> tag, 232, 266
<LINK> tag, 204,232, 266

<VAR> tag, 235, 269

<UL> tag, 234, 269
802.x IEEE s tandards, LANs, 243

<MATH> tag, 205
<MENU COMPACT> tag, 270
<MENU> tag, 232, 266
<META> tag, 232, 267

A

<NEXTID> tag, 232, 267

<A> tag, 226, 262

<NOBR> tag, 235

Aacutes (special characters), 239

<NOTE> tag, 207
<NOWRAP> tag, 238

aacutes (special characters), 240

<OL> tag, 232

Acircs (special characters), 239
acircs (sp ecial characters), 240

<OPTION> tag, 233, 267
<OVERLAY> tag, 206
<P> tag, 233, 268
<PERSON> tag, 208
<PRE> tag, 233, 268
<S> tag, 208
<SAMP>ta&233,268
<SELECT MULTIPLE> tag, 268
<SELECT> tag, 233, 268

accessing Internet, 8-9

ACK (acknowledgment) messages,
244
ACLs (Access Con trol Lists), 244
Acrobat files, accessing, 50-51
<ACRONYM> tag, 208
AD (Administrative Domain), 244
<ADDRESS> tag, 226, 262
addresses, 244

<SMALL> tag, 208
<STRONG> tag, 234, 268

e-mail, 248
internet, 252

<STYLE> tag, 204

masks, 244
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nodes, 255
resolutions, 244
URLs,258
Adobe home page, 50-51
AEligs (special characters), 239
aeligs (special characters), 240
agents, 244
Agraves (special characters), 239
agraves (special characters), 240
AIFF (Audio Interchange File Format)
files, 13, 244-245
ALIWEB search engine, 62
ALLOW setting, MacHTTP, 165
America Online, Web browsers, 8
ampersands (special character), 239
anchortag,226,262
ANIMA (Arts Network for
Integrated Media Applicatications),
34-41

ARPANET (Advanced Research
Projects Agency Network), 244
Atildes (special characters), 239
atildes (special characters), 240
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode),
198-199
attrbt.ites, HTML, 102-103
multipurpose, 203-204
revisions, 200
<AU> tag, 208
audio (au) files, 131-134
Aumls (special characters), 239
aumls (special characters), 240
AUPs (Acceptable Use Policies), 243
authentication, 245

anonymous FTP, 245
ANSI (American National Standards
Institute), 244

<B> tag, 262
<BACKGROUND> tag, 207
bandwidths, 246

AppleScript
CGis, 176-179
Open Scripting Architecture
Extensions (OSAX), 177-179

<BASE> tag, 226, 263
basebands, 246
Batman Forever home page, 39-40
BBEdit, home pages, creating, 105-111
Bl3Edit HTML Extensions, 136-139
BBEdit HTML Tools, 140-147
BBEdit Lite text editor, 135-139
Bellver, Charles, BBEdit HTML
Extensions, 136-139
Best, Robert, HTML Web Weaver, 146
BeyondPress, 145
<BIG> tag, 208

AppleTalk, 245, 260
application layers, 245
applications, 245
Arachnid HTML editor, 146
archie, 245
Aretha client-s ide scripting, 216
Arings (special characters), 239
ARP (Address Resolution Protocol),
244

B
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binary files, 246
BinHex files, 14, 246
Bitnet, 246
<BLINK> tag, 238
<BLOCKQUOTE> tag, 227, 263
body, HTML documents, 102
<BODY> tag, 227, 263
<BORDER> tag, 237
bounces, e-mail, 246
<BR> tag, 227, 263
broadbands, 246
broadcasts, 246
browsers, 9-14, 18-22
America Online, 8
configuring, 23-30
document source codes, viewin&
93-95
Enhanced Mosaic, 12-13
eWorld, 8
features, 23
helper applications, 13-14
configuring to, 49-51
JPEGView, 13-14
SoundApp, 13-14
SoundMachine, 13-14
Sparkle, 14
Stufflt Expander, 14
HotJava, 216
HTML elements, 261-274
Internet Assistant for Word, 12
InternetWorks, 12-13
MacWeb, 10-12, 23-30
Mosaic, 10
Netscape, 10-12, 30-32

servers, interactions, 151-153
services, 41-49
TCP I Connect II, 10
see also clients
Bulletin Board Systems (BBSs), 246

c
California Museum of Photography
(UCR / CMP), 34
Campus Wide Information Systems
(CWISs), 246
<CAPTION> tag, 207, 237
CareerMosaic home page, 40
Carnegie-Mellon University, Lycos
search engine, 58-63
Ccedils (special characters), 239
ccedils (special characters), 240
<CENTER> ta& 236
CERN laboratories, 246
CGis (Common Gateway Interfaces),
119-124, 179-185, 246
AppleScript, 176-179
image maps, 186-193
Open Scripting Architecture
Extensions (OSA.X), 177
simple, 179-182
character sets, HTML, 202-203
character tags, 208
checksums, 247
circuit switching, 247
<CITE> tag, 227, 263
ClarisWorks 4.0, 145
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classifieds Web sites, 40
Clearinghouse for Subject-Oriented
Resource Guides, 66-70
clients, 16, 247
agents, 244
client-server models, 247
client-side scripting, 213-217
HTTP (HyperText Transport
Protocol), 16
servers, interaction, 16
SOCKS proxies, 222
see also browsers
closes, servers, 153
<CODE> tag, 227, 263
.com (commercia l) domain sites, 17
Comics page, Yahoo search engine,
65-66
CompuServe, JPEGview, 13
ConfigPPP control panet PPP
connection configuration, 19
configuring
browsers, 23-30
helper appUcations, browsers,
49-51
MacHTTP server applictaion,
162-166
MacPPP, 19-20
MacTCP, 21
PPP connections, 20
congestion, 247
connections, 8-9
dialing into Internet, 22
MacPPP, 9
MacTCP,9

networks, ATM (Asynchronous
Transfer Mode), 198-199
Open Transport, 9
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol), 9, 20
servers, 151-158
SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol),
9,256
TCP I IP, 8, 154
technological advances, 198-199
containers, tags, 100
Copyright special character, 239
crackers, 247
cryptography, 223-224
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), Web
style sheets, 201
Cyberspace, 247

D
Data Encryption Key (DEK), 247
databases
d istributed databases, 248
WHOIS queries, 259
Davies, Lindsay, BBEdit HTML Tools,
140-147
<DD> tag, 228, 263
Defa ult setting, MacHTTP, 163
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA), 247
<DEL> tag, 208
demographics, WWW, changing,
197-198
DENY setting, MacHTTP, 165
<DFN> tag, 208
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dialing into Internet, 22
dialups, 247
<Dilo tag, 228
directories, servers, 155-156
distributed databases, 248
<DIV> tag, 207
<DL> tag, 228, 264
DNS (Domain Name System), 248,
254
pocument Style Semantics and
Specification Language style sheets,
201
documents, HTML, 92-98, 248
advances, 199-?13
attributes, 102-103
body, 102
character sets, 202-203
creating forms, 122-124
editing tools, 134-143, 144-148
elements, 261-274
footnotes, 207
formatting lis ts, 115-117
forms, 118-124
graphics, 125-133
headings, 101-102, 107, 112-113
hotlists, 251
hyperlinks, 103-104
inline images, 251
line breaks, 113
multipurpose attributes, 203-204
notes, 207
paragraphs, 113
parts, 101 ·
retrieving, 151-153

sounds, 125-133
source codes, viewing, 93-95
special characters, 117, 238-241
structural changes, 200-213
style sheets, 201
tables, 204-205
tags, 95-100, 100, 225-238
text markups, 112-117
text styles, 113-115
domain names, 16
domains, 248
dot addresses, 248
<DT> tag, 228, 264

E
e-mail, 248
ACK (acknowledgment) messages,
244
bounces, 246
flames, 249
mailing lists
moderators, 254
World Wide Web, 83-84
mailto URLs, 42
MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions), 254
netiquette, 254
Post Office Protocol (POP), 256
postmas ters, 256
Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM), 256
signatures, 257
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SMTP (Simple Ma il Trans fer
Protocol), 257
Eacutes (special characters), 239
eacutes (special ch aracters), 240
Ecircs (special characters), 239
ecircs (special characters), 240
editing tools, HTML documents,
134-148
.edu (education ) domai n sites, 17
Egraves (special ch aracters), 239
egraves (special characters), 240
EINet, MacWeb browser, 10-12
EINet Galaxy Directory Services
home page, 11
Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF),
248
elements, see tngs
<EM> tag, 228, 264
encryption, 248
ENCTYPE, tags, 270
Enhanced Mosaic browser, 12-13
Entering the World Wide Web: A Guide
to Cyberspace, 87
entertainment Web s ites, 40-41
ERROR message, MacHITP, 164
Ethernet, 243, 248
ETHs (special characters), 239
eths (special characters), 240
Eumls (special characters), 239
eumls (special characters), 240
European Academic and Resea rch
Neh-vork (EARN), 249
eWorld web browser, 8
extensions, tags, 235-238
external viewers, 249

F
FAQ Resource page, 87
FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions),
84-88, 249
Federal Information Exchange (FIX),
249
Federal Networking Council (FNC),
249
Fiber Dis tributed Data Interface
(FOOl), 249
<FIG> tag, 206
files
Acrobat files, accessing, 50-51
AIFF (Audio Interchange File
Format), 13, 244-245
au (aud io), 245
binaries, 246
BinHex, 14, 246
GIF (Graphic Image Format), 127,
250

JPEG (Joint Photographers' Experts
Group), 13, 127, 252
MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts
Group), 254
NFS (Network File System), 255
Q uickTime, 256
servers, 155-] 56
TIFF (Tagged Image File Format),
258
uuencoded, file storage, 14
WA\1,13
XBM, 260
Filo, David a nd Jerry Yang, Yah oo
search engine, 63
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finger program, 249
firewalls, 221-222
flames, 249
footnotes, HTML documents, 207
<FORM> tag, 229
formatting lists, HTML documents,
115-117
formatting elements, HTML,
revisions, 200
forms, HTML documents, 118-124,
182-185
FrameMaker 5.0, 145
FrontPage, 148
FTP (File Transfer Protocol}, 45-47,
245,249
Fully Qualified Domain Name
(FQDN}, 250

documents, 125-133
image maps, 187-190
inline graphics, 125-130
JPEG files, 13
Graphics, Visualization, & Usability
(GVU) Center, Web usage surveys,
197
Gray, Matthew, World Wide Web
growth statistics, 53
greater than (special character}, 239
Guide to Network Resource Tools
page,87

H
<Hl> tag, 229, 264
<H2> tag, 229
<H3> tag, 229

G
gateways, 250
Georgia Institute of Technology, Web
usage surveys, 197
GIF (Graphic Image Format) files, 127,
250
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
(GISS) home page, 36
Gopher, 250
archie, 245
PING (Packet InterNet Groper},
255
services, 43-45
.gov (government) domain sites, 17
g raphics

<H4> tag, 229
<HS> tag, 230
<H6> tag, 230
hackers, 250
hardwa1·e, servers, requirements, 156157
Hayden Books home page, 42
<HEAD> tag, 230, 264
headers, 250
documents, 101-102, 107, 112-113
requests, servers, 152
help system, tutorial, MacHTTP,
166-176
helper applications, browsers, 13-14,
49-51
JPEGView, 13-14
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hops, 250

SoundApp, 13-14
SoundMachine, 13-14

hosb1ames, 251

Sparkle, 14

hosts, 251

Stufflt Expander, 14

HotJava browser, 216

hierarchical routing, 250

hotlists, 251

home pages, 34-51, 250

<HR> tag, 230, 238, 265
HREF, tags, 271

Adobe, 50-51
ANIMA Arts N etwork for
Integrated Media Applicati, 34-41
ANIMA Arts Network for
Integrated Media Applicati, 34-41
Batman Forever, 39-40
BBEdit, 105-111
CareerMosaic, 40
classifieds, 40
creating, 104-111
EINet Galaxy Directory Services
home page, 11

HTML (HyperText Markup
Language}, 16, 91-92, 251
advances, 199-213
attribute elements, revisions, 200,
203-204
CGis (Common Ga teway
Interfaces), 119-124
character sets, 117, 202-203
documents, 92-98
attributes, 102-103
body, 102

entertainment, 40-41

foomotes, 207

Hayden Books, 42

for ms, 118-124

Internet Search page at Netscape
Communications, 56

graphics, 125-133
headings, 112-113
heads, 101-102

Internet Shopping Network (ISN),
39

line breaks, 113

locating, 54-89

lists, 115-117

Lycos,58

notes, 207

marketing, 39-40

paragraphs, 113

NASA Goddard Institute for Space
Studies, 36

parts, 101
retrieving, 151-153

NCSA Mosaic, 12
Netscape, 11
Virtual Vegas, 40-41
W3 Search Engines page, 57
Woodstock '94 site, 50

see also documents; sites

sounds, 125-133
source code, 93-95
special characters, 117, 202-203,
208-209, 238-241
tables, 204-205
text styles, 113-115
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editing tools, 134-148

<DIR>, 228

elements, 261-274

<DIV>, 207
<DL>, 228, 264

formatting elements, revisions, 200
forms, creating, 122-124
hyperlinks, 103-104,251
[nternet Engineering Task Force
(IETF), 199
markups, 112-117
SGML (Standard GeneraJ Markup
Language), 16, 200
specifications, latest, 213
structural changes, 200-213
style sheets, 201
tags, 95-100, 225-235, 257

<DT>, 228, 264
<EM>, 228,264
<FIG>, 206
<FORM>, 229, 264
<FORMS>, 118-124
<H1>, 229, 264
<H2>, 229
<H3>, 229
<H4>, 229
<H5>, 230
<I-16>, 230

<A>, 226,262

<HEAD>, 230, 264

<ACRONYM>, 208

<rDR>,230,238,265

<ADDRESS>, 226, 262

<HTML>, 230, 265

<AU>, 208

<I>, 230, 265

<B> (bold type face), 226

<IMG>, 231, 265

<BACKGROUND>, 207

<INPUT>, 231, 265

<BANNER>, 207
<BASE>, 226, 263

<INS>, 208
<ISINDEX>, 231, 265

<BIG>, 208

<KBD>, 231, 266

<BLINK>, 238
<BLOCKQUOTE>, 227, 263
<BODY>, 102, 227, 263

<LANG>, 208
<Ll>, 232, 266

<BORDER>, 237
<BR>, 227, 263
<CAPTION>, 207, 237

<MATH>, 205
<MENU COMPACT>, 270
<MENU>, 232, 266

<CENTER>, 236
<CITE>, 227, 263

<META>, 232, 267

<CODE>, 227, 263
<DD>, 228, 263
<DEL>, 208
<DFN >, 208

<LINK>, 204,232,266

<NEXTID>, 232, 267
<NOBR>, 235
<NOTE>, 207
<NOWRAP>, 238
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terms, 99-104

<0L>,232
<OPTION>, 233, 267
<OVERLAY>, 206
<P>, 233, 268
<PERSON>, 208
<PRE>, 233,268
<5>, 208
<SAMP>, 233, 268
<SELECT MULTIPLE>, 268
<SELECT>, 233, 268
<SMALL>,208
<STROI\'G>, 234, 268
<STYLE>, 204
<SUB>, 208
<SUP>, 208
<TAB>, 208
<TABLE>, 204, 237
<TD>, 237
<TEXTAREA>, 234, 268
<TH>, 237
<TITLE>, 234, 269
<TR>, 237
<TT>, 234,269
<UL>, 234, 269
<VAR>, 235,269
character, 208
containers, 100
extensions, 235-238
images, 236-237
lists, 236
logical, 208
revisions, 209-213
tables, 237-238
text, 235-236

HTML Editor, 147
HTML Pro, 148
<HTML> tag, 230
HTML Web Weaver, 146
HTML.edit vl.l.2, 147
HTMLWriter, 148
HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol),
16,251
documents, retrieving, 151-153
proxies, 222-223
request headers, 152
S-HTTP (Secure HyperText
Transfer Protocol), 223
security, 221-224
servers, 150-151
hubs, 251
Hughes, Kevin, Entering the World
Wide Web: A Guide to Cyberspace, 87
hy perlinks, 103-104, 251

I
<I> tag, 230
Iacutes (special characters), 239
iacutes (sp ecial characters), 240
Icit-cs (special characters), 239
icircs (special characters), 240
!graves (special characters), 239
igraves (special characters), 240
image maps, 187-190
CGis, 186-193
MapServe, 195
WebMap, 192-195
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images, see graphics

dialing into, 22

<IMG> tag, 231
INDEX setting, MacHTTP, 164

domain nam es, 16
Electronic Frontier Foundation
(EFF), 248

Information Provider's Guide To
HTML page, 86
Information Provider's Guide to Web
Servers page, 86
inline graphics, 125-130,251

FAQs (Frequently Asked
Questions), 84-88
FTP (File Transfer Protocol), 45-47,
245,249

<INPUT> tag, 231, 265

gateways, 250

<INS> tag, 208

Gopher, 250
PING (Packet InterNet Groper),
255

installing
MacHTTP server application,
159-166

services, 43-45

interfaces, 7

Internet Architecture Board (lAB),
252
JP (Intene t Protocol), 252

Internet, 252

IRC (Internet Relay Chat), 7, 252

Starter Kit disk, 15
Intercon, TCP I Connect II browser, 10

address masks, 244

layers, 252
MacPPP,9
MacTCP,9

address resolutions, 244

MUDs (Multi-User Dungeons), 254

addresses, 244

netiquette, 254

ANSI (American National
StandaTds Institute), 244

OCLC (Online Computer Library
Catalog), 255

ARP (Address Resolution
Protocol), 244

Open Transport, 9

ACLs (Access Control Lists), 244
AD (Administrati ve Domain), 244

ARPANET (Advanced Research
Projects Agency Network), 244
A UPs (Acceptable Use Policies),
243
commercial online services,
charges, 8
congestion, 247
connections, 8-9
Cyberspace, 247

organization names, 16
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol), 9
protocols, 256
providers, charges, 8
servers, connections, 151, 157-158
SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol),
9
SNMP (Simple Network
Management Protocol), 257

Index 287

TCP (Transmission Conh·ol
Protocol), 258
TCP/IP, 8
Telnet, 258
UDP (User Datagram Protocol),
259
Usenet, 7, 255, 259
W AIS (Wide Area Information
Servers), 259
white pages, 259
Yellow Pages, 260
internet addresses, 252
Internet Architecture Board (JAB), 252
Internet Assistant for Word browser,
12
Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF), 133, 199
Internet Resources Meta-Index, 56
Internet Search page at Netscape
Communications, 56
Internet Shopping Network (ISN)
home page, 39
InternetWorks browser, 12-13
IP (In tenet Protocol), 252
IRC (Internet Relay Chat), 7, 252
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital
Network), 251
<ISINDEX> tag, 231, 265
TSMAP, tags, 271
ISO (International Organization for
Standardization), 251
Iumls (special characters), 239
iumls (special cha racters), 240

J-L
JPEG (Joint Photographers' Experts
Group) files, 13, 127, 252
JPEGView graphics viewer, 13-14
<KBD> tag, 231, 266
Kerberos security system, 252
Kermit, 252
Knowbot, 252
<LANG> tag, 208
LANs (Local Area Networks), 252
802.x IEEE standards, 243
Eth ernet, 248
token ring, 258
Latin-1 ch aracter set, HTML
documents, 202
layers, Internet, 252
less than (specia l character), 239
<Ll> tag, 232
line breaks, HTML documents, 113
<LINK> tag, 204, 232
lists, HTML documents
formatting, 115-117
tags, 236
listserv, 253
logical tags, 208
lurking, 253
Lycos search engine, 54, 58-63
Lycos home page, 58
Lynx, WWW access, 8
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M

listserv, 253
moderators, 254

Maci-ITTP server application, 154-159

mail to URLs, 42

CGis (Common Ga teway Interfaces), 177-179

Malkin, Gary Scott and Tracy LaQuey
Parker, RFC 1392, 243

configuring, 162-166
directories, 155-156

MapServe image maps, 195

files, 155-156

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MlT), World Wide Web Consortium, 71-75

hardware requirements, 156-157
installing, 159-166
password s, 165-166
scripts, 185
securi ty settings, 165
Status Window, 184
TCP /IP connection, setting up, 154
testing, 183-185
tools, 195
lulorial, 166-176
co1mecting to server, 169
launching, 168
opening TCP liP connection, 168
usi11g passwords, 174-176
writing URLs, 171-174
MacPPP, 9, 19-20
MacTCP, 9, 21, 253
MacWeb browser, 10-12, 24-30
pages, viewing, 24
settings, entering, 23-24
mail ga teways, 253

marketing W eb sites, 39-40

<MATH> tag, 205-206
MAXLENGTH, tags, 271
<MENU COMPACT> tag, 270
<MENU> tag, 232
messages, e-mail
ACK (acknowledgment), 244
signatures, 257
<META> tag, 232, 267
METHOD, tags, 271
Metropolitan Area Network (MAN),
253
Microsoft, Internet Assistant for Word
browser, 12
.mil (military) domain sites, 17
MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions), 254
moderators, 254
Mosaic browser, 10
MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts
Group) files, 254

m ail paths, 253
mail servers, 253

MUDs (Multi-User Dungeons), 254

mailing lists, 253

MULTIPLE, tags, 272

e-mail, 83-84

multimedia iJmovations, 217-220
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N
name resolutions, DNS, 254
NAME, tags, 272
NASA Goddard Institute for Space
Studies home page, 36
National Center for Supercomputing
Applications, Mosaic browser, 10
National Research and Education
Netvvork (NREN), 254
National Science Found ation (NSF),
254
navigating World Wide Web, 15
NCSA Mosaic 2.0 Quick FAQ, 87
NCSA Mosaic FAQ: Something
Doesn't Work Right, 87
NCSA Mosaic home page, 12
NCSA's What's New Page, 75-78
netiquette, 254
Netscape browser, 10-12, 30-32
Netscape Communications Corporation, 10, 12-13
Netscape Communications How to
Create Web Services, 86
Netscape home page, 11
Network Operations Center (NOC),
255
networks, 254
ACLs (Access Control Lists), 244
A TM (Asynchronous Transfer
Mode), 198-199
AUPs (Acceptable Use Policies),
243
finger program, identifying users,
249

hops, 250
netiguette, 254
Network Operations Center
(NOC), 255
NFS (Network File System), 255
NNTP (Network News Transfer
Protocol), 255
nodes, 255
packets, 255
protocols, 256
routes, 256
SNMP (Simple Network
Management Protocol), 257
subnets, 257
topology, 258
twisted pairs, 258
virtual circuits, 259
newsgroups
flames, 249
World Wide Web, 78-83
Nexor Ltd., ALIWEB, 62
<NEXTID> tag, 232, 267
NFS (Network File System), 255
NNTP (Network News Transfer
Protocol), 255
<NOBR> tag, 235
nodes, 255
<NOTE> tag, 207
notes, HTML documents, 207
<NOWRAP> tag, 238
N tildes (specia l characters), 239
ntildes (special characters), 240
numbers, server ports, 151
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0
Oacutes (sp ecial characters), 239
oacutes (special characters), 240
Ocircs (special ch aracters), 239
ocircs (special characters), 240
OCLC (Online Computer Library
Catalog), 255
Ograves (sp ecial characters), 239
ograves (special ch aracters), 240
<OL> tag, 232
online services, commercial, 7-8
Open Scripting A rchitectu re
Extensions (OSA.X), 177-179, 215
Open Transport control panel, 9, 22
OpenDoc software, 215
<OPTION> tag, 233, 267
ordered lists, forma tting, HTML
documents, 116
.org (non-commercial organizations),
domain sites, 17
organization names, 16
oslashes (special characters), 241
Oslashs (special ch aracters), 239
Otildes (special ch aracters), 239
otildes (special characters), 240
Oumls (special ch aracters), 239
oumls (special characters), 240
<OVERLAY> tag, 206

p
<P> tag, 233
packets, 255-256

PageMaker 6.0, 145
p ages, see documents; home pages
Pa raG rap h International's Home
Space Builder, 219-221
paragraphs, HTML documents, 113
Parker, Tracy LaQuey and Gary Scot
Malkin, RFC 1392,243
passwords, MacHTTP, 165-166
<PERSON> tag, 208
PING (Packet InterNet Groper), 255
Pinkerton, Brian, WebCrawler search
engine, 54
pipes, NCSA Mosaic 2.0 Quick FAQ
87
platforms, supported, 7
Point Of Presence (POP) routers, 255
ports, 151, 256
Post Office Protocol (POP), 256
postmasters, 256
PostScri pt, 256
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol), 255
configuring, 20
MacPPP connections, 9
<PRE> tag, 233
Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM), 256
Protocol Data Unit (PDU), 256
protocols, 256
Appletalk, 245
application layers, 245, 252
ARP (Address Resolution
Protocol), 244
FTP (File Transfer Protocol), 245
HTTP (HyperText Transport
Protocol), 16, 251

Index

request headers, 152
servers, 150-151
IP (Intenet Protocol), 252
Kermit, 252
MacPPP, 9
MacTCP, 9
NFS (Netvvork File System), 255
NNTP (Netvvork News Transfer
Protocol), 255
Open Transport, 9, 22
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol), 9, 20,
255
Secure Sockets Layer protocol,
223-224
SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol),
9,256
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol), 257
SNMP (Simple Netvvork
Management Protocol), 257
TCP (Transmission Control
Protocol), 258
TCP/IP, 8
UDP (User Datagram Protocol),
259
providers
charges, 8
Macintosh, 18
MacPPP connections, 9
MacTCP connections, 9
Open Transport control panel, 9
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol)
connections, 9
SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol)
connections, 9

proxies, WWW security, 222-223
publishin& V\'WW, 149

Q-R
QuarkXPress, 145
queues, 256
QuickTime VR, 219-221, 256
quotes (special character), 239
ReaJAudio Player, 218
REALM setting, MacHTTP, 166
Registered Trademark special
character, 239
REL, tags, 272
requests, servers, browsers, 152
research Web sites, 36
resources, 55-74
responses, servers, browsers, 153
retrieving documents, 151-153
REV, tags, 272
RFC 1392, Intern et information, 243
root directory, tutorial, MacHTTP,
166-167
routers, 255-256
routes, 256
ROWS, tags, 272
RTF documents, converting to HTML,
145
Rutgers University, World Wide Web
Security, 86
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s

proxies, 222-223
WWW, 221-224

<5> ta~ 208
S-HITP (Secure HyperText Transfer
Protocol), 223

security settings, MacHITP, 165

sales Web sites, 39

servers, 16, 149, 257

<SELECT MULTIPLE> tag, 268
<SELECT> tag, 233, 268

<SAMP> tag, 233,268

agents, 244

Schneider, Derrick, The Tno of
AppleScript, 177

capaci ties, 41

scripts

CGis (Common Gateway
In terfaces), 179-185

client-side scripting, 213-217

AppleScript, 176-179

forms, 182-185

image maps, 186-193

MacHTTP, 185

simple, 179-182

Open Scripting Architecture, 215

clients, interaction, 16

WebRunner script engine, 216

closes, 153

SDSC WebView, 220
search engines, 54-57

com1ections, 151, 157-158
directories, 155-156

ALIWEB, 62

documents, retrieving, 151-153

anatomy, 75

files, 155-156

Clearinghouse for Subject-Oriented
Resource Guides, 66-70

forms, 182-185

Lycos, 54, 58-63

hardware requireme nts, 156-157

resources, 55-74

HTTP (HyperText Transfer
Protocol), 16, 150-151

TradeWa~e

Galaxy, 54

WebCrawler, 54, 62

growth, 53

MacHTTP, 154-159

World W ide Web Consortium,
70-74

configuring, 162-166

World Wide Web Worm, 62

installing, 159-166

WWW Home Pages Broker, 55

passwords, 165-166

Yahoo search engine, 63-66

scripts, 185

hardware requirements, 156-157

Secure Sockets Layer protocol,
223-224

security settings, 165
TCP /IP connections, 154

security
encryption, 223-224

testing, 183-185

firewalls, 221-222

Macintosh, Internet com1ections,
158
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mail servers, 253

locating, 54-89

ports, numbers, 151

marketing, 39-40
NASA Godda rd Institute for Space
Studies, 36

requests, browsers, 152
responses, 153
TCP I IP connections, 154
terminal servers, 258
W AIS (Wide Area Information
Servers), 259
WebSTAR server application,
154-159
SGML (Standard Generalized Markup
Language), 16, 200, 257

NCSA Mosaic FAQ: Something
Doesn't Work Right, 87
Netscape Communications How to
<:::reate Web Services, 86
research, 36
resources, 55-74
sales, 39
Virtual Vegas, 40-41

shell accounts, Internet providers, 8

Woodstock '94 site, 50

signatures, e-mail, 257

World Wide Web FAQs and
Guides, 88

SICs (Special Interest Groups), 257
sites (WWW), 34-51
Adobe, 50-51
ANIMA Arts Network for Integrated Media Applicati, 34-41
Batman Forever, 39-40

World Wide Web Prjmer, 86
World Wide Web Security, 86
SIZE, tags, 273

classifieds, 40

sizes, inline graphics, 128-130
SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol), 9,
256
<SMALL> tag, 208

Entering the World Wide Web: A
Guide to Cyberspace, 87

SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol), 257

entertainment, 40-41
FAQ Resqurce, 87

SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol), 257

Guide to Network Resource Tools,
87

SOCKS proxies, 222
SoundApp sound file player, 13-14

Hayden Books, 42
Informa tion Provider's Guide To
HTML,86

SoundMachine, 13-14
sounds, documents, 125-133

CareerMosaic, 40

Information Provider's Guide to
Web Servers, 86
Internet Shopping Network (ISN),
39

source code, HTML documents,
viewing, 93-95
Sparkle movie player, 14
special characters, 117, 208-209,
238-241
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Spyglass, Enhanced Mosaic browser,
12-13

tags, 100, 225-235, 257
<A>, 226,262

SRC, tags, 273

<ACRONYM>, 208

Stan ford Univers ity, Yahoo search
engine, 63-66

<ADDRESS>, 226,262

starting

<B>, 226, 262
<BACKGROUND>, 207

Lycos search es, 59
MacHTTP, 168

<AU>, 208

Status Window, MacHTTP, 184

<BAJ\TNER>, 207
<BASE>, 226,263

<STRONG> tag, 234, 268
Stufflt Ex pander, 14

<BIG>, 208
<BLINK>, 238

style sheets, HTML, 201

<BLOCI<QUOTE>, 227, 263
<BODY>, 102, 227, 263

<STYLE> tag, 204
styl e~, text, H TML documents,
113-115
<SUB> tag, 208
subne t, 257
subscribing to mai]jng lists, 83-84
suffixes, domain names, 17
<SUP> tag, 208

<BORDER>, 237
<BR>, 227, 263
<CAPTION>, 207, 237
<CEN TER>, 236
<CITE>, 227, 263
<CODE>, 227, 263
<DD>, 228, 263

surveys, WWW d emographics,
197-198

<DEL>, 208

Switched Multimegabit Data Service
(SMDS), 257

<DIR>, 228

system requirements, servers, 156-157
szligs (special ch aracters), 240

<DFN>, 208
<DIV>,207
<DL>, 228, 264
<DT>, 228, 264
<EM>, 228, 264

T

<FIG>, 206
<FORM>, 229, 264

<TAB> tag, 208

<FORMS>, 118-124
<H l>, 229, 264

<TABLE> tag, 204, 237
tables
HTML documents, 204-205
tags, 237-238

<H 2>,229
<H3>, 229
<H 4>, 229
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<H5>,230
<H6>,230
<HEAD>, 230,264
<fDR>,2l0, 238,265
<HT~>,230, 265

<1>,230,265
<IMG>, 231, 265
<INPUT>, 231, 265
<INS>, 208
<ISINDEX>, 231, 265
<KBD>, 231, 266
<LANG>,208
<Ll>, 232, 266
<LINK>, 204,232, 266
<MATH>,205
<MENU COMPACT>, 270
<MENU>, 232, 266
<META>, 232,267
<NEXTID>, 232,267
<NOBR>,235
<NOTE>,207
<NOWRAP>, 238
<OL>, 232
<OPTION>, 233, 267
<OVERLAY>, 206
<P>, 233, 268
<PERSON>,208
<PRE>, 233,268
<S>,208
<SAMP>, 233,268
<SELECT MULTIPLE>, 268
<SELECT>, 233, 268
<SMALL>, 208
<STRONG>, 234, 268

<STYLE>, 204
<SUB>, 208
<SUP>, 208
<TAB>, 208
<TABLE>, 204, 237
<TD>, 237
<TEXTAREA>, 234,268
<TH>, 237
<TITLE>, 234, 269
<TR>,237
<IT> 234, 269
<UL>,234,269
<VAR>, 235, 269
attributes, revisions, 200
characters, 208
containers, 100
extensions, 235-238
formatting revisions, 200
HT~ documents, 95-100
images, 236-237
lists, 236
I

logical, 208
revisions, 209-213
tables, 237-238
text, 235-236
Tao of AppleScript, Derrick Schneider,
177
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol),
258
TCP I Connect II browser, 10
TCP /IP, 8, 258
MacHTTP, connections, 154
MacTCP,9
Open Transport control panel, 9
<TO> tag, 237
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Telnet, 258
10BaseT, Ethernet, 243
terminal emulators, 258
terminal servers, 258
testing MacHITP, 183-185
text
markups, 112-117
special characters, 117
styles, 113-115
tags, 235-236
<TEXT AREA> tag, 234, 268
<TH> tag, 237
THORNs (special characters), 240
thorns (special characters), 241
TidBITS File Server FTP site, 45-47
TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) files,
258
<TITLE> tag, 234, 269
TITLE, tags, 273
token ring, LANs, 258
Tom's Diner, Goddard Iristitute for
Space Studies (GISS), 36
tools
Arachnid, 146
BBEdit HTML Extensions, 136-139
BBEdit HTML Tools, 140-147
BBEdit Lite text editor, 135-139
FrontPage, 148
HTML documents, 134-143
HTML editing, 144-148
HTML Editor, 147
HTML Pro, 148
HTML Web Weaver, 146
HTML.edit vl.l.2, 147

HTMLWriter, 148
MacHTTP, 195
RTFtoHTML 2.7.5, 145
topology, 258
Tarkington, Nathan
Information Provider's Guide To
HTML,86
Information Provider's Guide to
Web Servers, 86
World Wide Web Primer, 86
<TR> tag, 237
TradeWare Galaxy search engine, 54
transactions, 16
transceivers, 258
Trojan Horse, 258
<TT> tag, 234, 269
tutorial, MacHTTP, 166-176
launching, 168
passwords, using, 174-176
root directory, 166-167
servers, cmmecting to, 169
TCP /IP connection, opening, 168
URLs, writing, 171-174
twisted pairs, 258
TYPE, tags, 273

u
Uacutes (special characters), 239
uacutes (special characters), 241
ucircs (special characters), 240, 241
UDP (User Datagram Protocol), 259
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Ugraves (special characters), 240
ugraves (special characters), 241
<UL> tag, 234, 269
University of California, Riverside,
California Museum of Photography
(UCR/CMP), 34
University of Colorado, World Wide
Web Worm,62
University of Illinois, National Center
for Supercomputing Applications,
Mosaic browser, 10
University of Washington, Web
Crawler, 62
unordered lists, formatting, HTML
documents, 116
URLs (Uniform Resource Locators),
16, 258
image maps, 186-193
locating, Lycos, 58-63
mailto URLs, 42
parts, 17-18
Usenet, 7, 259
flames, 249
lurking, 253
moderators, 254
netiquette,254
newsgroups, 78-83
NNTP (Network News Transfer
Protocol), 255
sites, locating, 54
uuencoded, file storage, 14
Uumls (special characters), 240
uumls (special characters), 241

V-W
VALUE, tags, 274
<VAR> tag, 235, 269
video files, inserting, documents,
131-134
viewing pages, MacWeb, 24
virtual circuits, 259
Virtual Library, 73-74
Virtual Reality Modeling Language
Repository, 220
virtual reality software, 219-221
Virtual Vegas home page, 40-41
viruses, 259
VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling
Language), 219-220
W3 Search. Engines page, 57
W AIS (Wide Area Information
Servers), 245, 259
WAN (Wide Area Network), 259
W AV files, 13
WebCrawler search engine, 54, 62
WebMap, image m aps, 190-192
WebRunner script en gine, 216
WebSpace 3-D viewer, 220
WebSTAR server application, 154-159
What's New Page, 75-78
white pages, 259
WHOIS queries, databases, 259
WIDTH, tags, 274
Woodstock '94 site home page, 50
WordPerfect 3.5, 145
World Wide Web Consortium, 56,
70-74, 144-148,260
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World Wid e Web FAQs and Guides,
88
World Wide Web Prime r, 86
World Wide Web Security page, 86
World Wide Web Worm
search engine, 62
worm, 260
writing home pages, 104-111
WWW (Wo rld Wide Web), 5-6, 16-18,
259
browse rs, 9-1 4, 18-22
America Online, 8
configuring, 23-30
Enhanced Mosaic, 12-13
eWorld, 8
features, 23
helper applications, 13-14
Hot]ava, 216
Internet Assistant for Word, 12
InternetWorks, 12-13
MacWeb, 10-12, 24-30
Mosa ic, 10
Netscape, 10-12, 30-32
services, 41-49
TCP / Connect II, 10
clients, 16
commercial use, 6
connections, faster, 198-199
demogra phics, changing, 197-198
e-mail, mailing lists, 83-84
FAQs (Frequently Asked
Questions ), 84-88
future trends, 197
growth, 33, 53-54
histo ry, 6-7

home pages, creating, 104-111
hotlists, 251
HTML (HyperText Markup
Language), 16, 91-92, 251
ad vances, 199-213
character sets, 202-203
documents, 92-98
hyperlinks, 103-104,251
[nternet Engineering Task Force
(IETF), 199
multipurpose attributes, 203-204
special characters, 238-241
structural changes, 200-213
style sheets, 201
tags, 95-100, 225-235, 257, 261-274
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PLUG YOURSELF INTO...

THE MAcMILLAN INFORMATION SurERliBRARY"
Free information and vast computer resources from
the world's leading computer book publisher-online!
FIND THE BOOKS THAT ARE RIGHT FOR YOU!
A complete online ca talog, plus sample chapters and tables of contents give you an in-depth
look at all of our books, including hard-to-find titles. It's the best way to find the books you need!

8 STAY INFORMED with the latest computer industry

news through our online
newsletter, press releases, and customized Information SuperLibrary Reports.

8 GET fAST ANSWERS

to your questions about MCP books and software.

8 VISIT our online bookstore for the latest information and editions!

e
e

COMMUNICATE with

e

DISCOVER HOT SPOTS

our expert authors through e-mail and conferences.

DOWNLOAD SOFTWARE from

the immense MCP library:
- Source code and files from MCP books
- The best shareware, freeware, and demos
on other parts of the Internet.

e WIN BOOKS in ongoing contests and giveaways!
WORLD WIDE WEB: http://www.mcp.com
GOPHER: gopher.mcp.com
FTP: ftp.mcp.com
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GET CONNECTED
to the ultimate source
of computer information!

The MCP Forum on CompuServe
Go online with the world's leading computer book publisher!
Macmillan Computer Publishing offers everything
you need for computer success!
Find the books that are right for you!
A complete online catalog, plus sample
chapters and tables of contents give
you an in-depth look at all our books.
The best way to shop or browse!

>-

Get fast answers and technical support for
MCP books and software

>-

Join discussion groups on major computer
subjects

)o-

Interact with our expert authors via e-mail
and conferences

>-

Download software from our immense
library:
i>
i>
i>
i>

Source code from books
Demos of hot softwa re
T he best shareware and freeware
G raphics files

Macmillan Comp Publ+ For·um

Join now and get a free
CompuServe Starter Kit!
T o receive your free CompuServe Introductory Membership, call 1-800-8488199 and ask for representative #5 97.
The Starter Kit includes:
>- Personal ID number and password
>- $ 15 credit o n the system
>- Subscription ro CompuSei'IJe Magazine

Once on the CompuServe System, type:

GO MACMILLAN
MA C M I LLAN
COMI'UT I! R
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for the most computer information anywhere! .~ CompUServe

World WideWeb

Starter Kit

for Macintosh®

Other books just tell you about
the World Wide Web.
This one takes you there!
The World Wide Web Starter Kit gets you going fast with
easy steps to the basics- plus all the software you need to
take advantage of everything the Web has to offer!
I

Get connected to the Internet and the World WideWeb easily

1 Learn how to find, set up, and use various Web browsers and

helper applications
I

Discover the resources of the Web and where to find
information

I

Get in-depth information on HTML (HyperText Markup
Language), including syntax and procedures

1 Use HTML to createyour own impressive Web pages

Master advanced topics, such as CGI and Nets~ape tags

I

I Learn how to makeyour Mac aWeb server

User Level
Advanced

Expert

$30.00 USA
$40.95 CAN
£27.95 Net UK (inc of VAT)

Category: Macintosh Communications/
Online-Internet

I SBN 1-56830-176-6

REQUIREMENTS:
: Mac with System 7.0 or greater
1.4 MB Disk Drive
Modem (the faster ·the better)
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